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Our First Stress Management Coaching Session
Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. —
Einstein
My name is Dr. Michael Olpin and I am excited to be your stress management “coach.” It's sort of like a
wellness coach, but this time, we are just going to work with your stress. As we do this, you will notice
obvious improvements in your overall health and wellness.
Throughout these workbooks, I will be talking with you, the same as I do with my students or clients with
whom I have worked. I will explain some things about how to keep stress from getting the best of you. I
will encourage you to try some new and interesting activities, and from time to time, we will check your
progress together to see how you are doing.
We won’t spend too much time, in these workbooks, describing stress or how it affects your life. We
cover that in the book Sam Bracken and I recently wrote titled Unwind! If you want even greater detail
regarding stress-related information about problems associated with stress, feel free to read my college
textbook titled Stress Management for Life: A research-based experiential approach. It’s a good one. In
these workbooks, however, we’re going to remain focused on eliminating stress and all the unpleasant
symptoms of stress, from your life.
What I know for sure is that the things I am going to share with you work. They reduce and possibly
eliminate your stress. But you must try the things that I share with you. Just knowing about them is nice,
but it doesn't work very well to make the changes you would like to see.
Stress Management Coaching is a two-way street. component
Here are the things that I am committed to seeing happen on my end
•

•

I am going to present to you the very best information on the planet to help you reduce your
stress. I've been studying, teaching, writing, and presenting this stuff for more than thirty years. I
have searched through thousands of sources, studies, and stories—for the best tools. I'm
including them here in these workbooks for you to try.
I will guide you through the best ways to make stress relief happen for you and walk beside you
every step of the way. It's a fairly complex journey, but the bottom line is this: there are a few
simple principles and practices that seem to work for everyone.

Here are the things that you need to commit to happen on your end
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•

•

You will need to read, ponder, self-reflect, try and then report. It is often in the reflecting that
new ideas or insights come that will help you. But you must walk with me along this path, trying
everything in the ways that I guide you. That's your part of the deal.
Your job is to experience the things we talk about and watch what happens. It's sort of like lifting
weights to get stronger. You can know all there is about the physiology, the chemistry, the
kinesiology of weightlifting, but until you pick up the weights and do the reps required to build
muscles, nothing will change. It's the same with stress management.

What I have learned, after working with thousands of people, is good things will happen for you when
you do this. Your stress levels will noticeably go down. Your symptoms of stress will decrease or
disappear: you will sleep better, your unexplained pains will go away, you will have more energy, and
you'll be a lot happier. Essentially, you are going to feel a lot better by the time we're done working
together on your stress.
It's you and me for the next little while. And as we proceed, I’m confident you will notice profound
improvements. It's pretty fun when that happens.
So, let’s begin our journey together. I'm so excited to be working with you.
These Workbooks are like Cairns
I love to bike, hike, and run, especially in the hills and mountains of northern and southern Utah. I love
the workout of going up. I love the thrill and speed of coming down. Best of all, I love the magnificent
views I get when I reach the tops of the trails.

I particularly enjoy one trail that begins only a few short minutes from my home. The beginning of this
trail extends up the mountain for about 2 miles. It rises in elevation about 1500 feet. On this path, it feels
like no city exists as I disappear into undeveloped terrain.
My journey along this path is always varied and changing. On occasion, it winds through forests; other
parts are more like the desert. A brief bit of the trail near the top even feels almost tropical. Sometimes
there are a couple of streams when the snow is still melting from high up the Rocky Mountains. At the
top is the most marvelous scenery, the most beautiful rocks, and air that is clean and fresh. It is a place
that is peaceful and serene.
When I first began running or riding my mountain bike on this trail, I would find myself getting lost. There
are many side trails that lead to other sidetracked trails, winding here and there sometimes even coming
to dead ends where dense forest makes the path impossible to continue.
After a while of traversing these trails, I started to notice that there were stacked rocks placed
intermittently along the trail. At first, I wasn’t sure why they were there, but it became evident that
previous hikers had placed them there to mark the path. They were trail markers called cairns telling me
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to continue along this specific path if I wanted to reach the top. When the trail came to a fork, a quick
look at the cairn would show me the right path to take.
I really appreciate that someone has gone before me, has found the best trails, and has stacked the
stones along the way so I don’t have to guess which way to go. I simply enjoy the thrill and magnificence
of the journey to the top.
What These Workbooks Mean for You
That is what I hope these workbooks will be for you—trail markers; something that you can refer to
when your journey varies and changes, or you can’t figure out what trail to take to feel good and enjoy
what is around you. I hope these workbooks help keep you on the right path of less stress, and optimum
levels of health and wellness, for many years to come.

The path to the top, where the best views are, might seem challenging at times—you might encounter
resistance in the form of worn-out, dysfunctional beliefs, stale thinking patterns, or frustrating habits.
Change can be difficult.
If you want to feel differently than you do, you must do different things.
Remember, if you continue to do what you’ve always done, you’ll keep getting what you’ve always
gotten.
I love the words of Emerson:
"A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds."
So, start right now
We’re going on a new path that will invite you to notice your patterns of thinking, to make minor
adjustments to those patterns, and see what happens. No matter how hard it may seem, I’m certain it
will be worth the effort: Clean fresh air, majestic views, energizing return trips down the hill.
So, get on the path. Proceed through these workbooks and think of them as Cairns, beautifully stacked
stones, to guide you along your way.

How Is Your Stress?
First Things First
Before we start on the path, we need to see what we are up against so we can bring the right gear. It is
important not only to understand what stress is but how it is affecting your well-being.

Consider these ideas about stress
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•

A certain amount of stress is useful, appropriate, and actually helps us accomplish things at a high
level. It’s like a violin or guitar string—too loose and you get bad sound, too tight and it might even
snap. A certain amount of stress can energize and motivate you to deal with the important issues in
your life.

•

Too much stress gets in the way of enjoying excellent health and performing optimally. Chronic stress
is the root of many unwanted health outcomes in our society, and probably for you personally. Stress
may not be the “cause” of most chronic health conditions, but too much stress makes every health
problem or condition worse. In many cases, it is the component that turns a curable condition into
an incurable one.

•

Few people in our culture have a clear idea of how stress really works. There is a prevalent belief that
stress happens to us, sort of like a virus or some bacteria that comes into our bodies from
somewhere outside of our bodies and inflicts destruction on our health.

•

The truth about how stress happens is that we activate the stress response entirely by the way we
think about things. All stress is self-inflicted; nobody does it to us.

•

That might seem like just one more thing to get stressed about, that you did it to yourself. This is very
good news. If it’s true that you did it to yourself, you suddenly acquire the power to do something
about your stress; with this awareness, you are no longer at the mercy of forces outside of you to
control your stress.

•

If this weren’t true, if stress really was something that just happened to you, then you would be
doomed. You would continually be dependent on conditions to be favorable, for things to go your
way before you could feel good about them. But unpleasant events take place all the time and not
everyone experiences stress when they happen. This demonstrates that stress starts from within.

•

You can prevent the stress from happening in the first place before problems start. This is possible
and simple. What’s exciting about knowing how this is done is that you’ll immediately begin to feel
more in control, more peaceful, and your symptoms of stress will go away.

•

You can turn off your stress. It might seem like stress is a constant part of being alive; Life is stressful!
However, the stress response can be deactivated; it can be turned off. In these workbooks, you will
learn powerful tools and techniques that work to deactivate the stress response and return you to a
calm, relaxed and peaceful state.

Throughout these Workbooks, I'm going to give you opportunities to think deeply about and apply the
things you’re learning. As you encounter these, I urge you to carefully read through them and take time
Michael Olpin
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to ponder them before giving your responses. You’ll find great insights and ideas to help you reduce or
prevent your stress if you do.
Reflective Questions: On a scale of 1-10 (1 being not very confident at all, 10 being extremely confident),
how confident do you feel that you can do something to reduce your stress? Why do you think you feel
that way? What do you think you can do to increase your level of confidence?

Write your answers in the space provided.

Stress Self-Assessments
The first step in doing something about your stress is to find out how stressed you are right now, by
taking a look at your stress-related symptoms. Not surprisingly, if you are experiencing a lot of them,
regularly, it’s most likely that your stress response is kicking in more frequently than it should.

So, take a moment to complete some self-assessments to measure your baseline level of stress. Note:
Don’t read too much into them. If your scores indicate that you are highly stressed, know that your body
is designed to heal and regenerate. The good news is that the strategies you are about to learn will help
bring you into balance so that healing can happen naturally. Whatever you discover about yourself and
your symptoms, get excited: You are on a path that will lead you toward better health and a happier,
calmer outlook
Measure Your Resting Heart Rate

After you have been sitting or relaxing for at least 10 minutes:

● Find your pulse (your radial pulse can be found on the thumb side of your wrist; your
carotid pulse on your neck, just under your jaw).
● Count the number of beats for 60 seconds using a smartphone or clock with a second
hand.
● Record your number in the Resting Heart Rate line of the Assess Your Stress worksheet below.

Notice Your Breathing Patterns

Next, sit in a chair so that your back is straight up and down against the backrest. Place one
hand on your stomach with your palm covering your navel and the other hand on your chest.
• Sitting up straight, focus on your breath, noticing as it naturally goes in and out.
• Take several breaths and notice which hand is moving more—the one on your chest or
on your stomach? Which part of your torso seems to move the most as you inhale and
Michael Olpin
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exhale—your stomach, chest or both?
•

Record your response noting which hand moves more or if both hands move the same on the
Breathing Pattern line of the Assess Your Stress worksheet.

Gauge Your Breathing Rate

While sitting, breathe normally and naturally.

• Set your smartphone to 60 seconds (or use a clock or watch with a second hand) and
count how many natural, effortless breaths you take in a minute; each inhalation and
exhalation cycle equals one breath. This is called your respiration rate.

• Indicate your number of breaths per minute in the Respiration Rate line in the Assess Your
Stress worksheet.
Stress-O-Meter – Reflect on the stress in your life

Think back over the last month, considering the highs and lows of the past 30 days. All things
considered, think about how stressed you’ve been during this time.
● Rate your month on the “Stress-o-Meter” scale between 1 and 10, 1 suggesting that
your life has been relatively stress-free and that generally, you’ve felt in calm, in control
and in balance, 10 indicating that you’ve mostly been in a state of high anxiety and that
your month has been packed with extreme stress.
● Record your response on the Stress-O-Meter line in the Assess Your Stress worksheet.
Assess Your Stress Worksheet
Resting Heart Rate ______ beats per minute

Breathing Pattern ______ Abdomen ______ Chest ______ Both
Respiration Rate ______ Breaths per minute
Stress-O-Meter ______
Stress-O-Meter 1☐ 2☐ 3☐ 4☐ 5☐ 6☐ 7☐ 8☐ 9☐ 10☐
Symptoms of Stress
Next, let's look at a few common symptoms that have been shown to accompany higher stress levels.

Understanding how often you experience these symptoms will give you a clear sense of where
you are—and where you need to go.
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Circle the amount of time that seems to be most accurate when you experience these stress-related
symptoms.
Headaches
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never
Tense muscles; sore neck & back
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never
Fatigue
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never
Anxiety
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Michael Olpin

Difficulty Falling Asleep
Every Night
Almost every night
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Irritability
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never
Insomnia
Every Night
Almost every night
2-3 times per week
Once a week
2-3 times a month
Once a month
Never
Bouts of Anger/Hostility
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never
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Boredom, depression
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Restlessness, itching, tics
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Eating too much or too little due to stress
Almost everyday
2-3 times every day
Every Night
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Difficulty concentrating
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Diarrhea, cramps, gas, constipation
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Grinding teeth, clenching jaw (especially during
sleep)
Almost all day every day
2-3 times every day
Once per day
2-3 times per week
Once a week
Once a month
Never

You’ve taken all the self-assessment tests! Congrats! Now it’s time to put your results together so you
can get a clearer, overall picture of the level of stress in your life.
What Do Your Scores Mean?
While certain scores may suggest that there’s a high level of stress in your life, keep in mind that stress is
not the only reason these symptoms occur. Only you can decide if your symptoms are stress-related, or
due to other physical or emotional conditions.
What your heart rate means:

Michael Olpin
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A normal resting heart rate ranges from 60 and 72 beats a minute. If yours is higher, that might indicate
higher stress levels. Or, you could simply be out of shape. If that's the case, you may want to consider
stepping up your exercise.

What your breathing means:
Chest breathing, rather than abdominal breathing, usually indicates a chronically activated stress
response. If you noticed that your chest hand moved more than your stomach hand, you could have
chronic stress.
What your respiration rate means:

The average respiration rate is 12–16 breaths per minute. If yours was faster, it may be an indicator of
higher-than-desired stress levels.
What your Stress-O-Meter score means:
The average Stress-O-Meter score is about 6, which suggests that most people rate themselves as fairly
stressed. If your score is higher than a 3 or 4, then you probably have more stress in your life than you
need.
What your stress symptoms indicate:
The more stress symptoms you have and the more often you have them, the more likely it is that you
feel chronically overwhelmed. Not healthy.
Of course, stress—and the symptoms it can produce--manifests differently for everyone. Some stressedout people may experience many physical and emotional issues; others just one or two. Some people
report feeling very high levels of stress, yet not suffer any symptoms at all. But for now, use your
assessment scores as a baseline to measure your progress as you move through these missions. When
you're finished, take the tests again and see if your answers change—you may be pleasantly surprised at
the results.
For now, these assessments will give you a baseline on which to base your progress. As you proceed
through these workbooks, refer to these self-assessments and watch how much your answers change—
in positive, healthier directions. I’m pretty sure you’ll be surprised at the changes that will occur.
Reflective Questions:
After taking each of these stress self-assessments, think about the big picture that you’re seeing with
your stress. Are the results in line with what you think your stress levels are? Are they different? Do you
recognize symptoms of stress in yourself that you would like to eliminate or change?
Write your answers in the space provided.
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Now that you have a better idea of where you are stress-wise and the changes you’d like to make, let’s
start looking for the path that’s right for you. The first step is an important one. You first need to
understand why you get stressed to figure out how to stop or manage it. I think the answer will surprise
you.

The Real Reason that You’re Stressed
Why does stress happen in the first place? Stress is nothing new. In fact, it has been around for eons and
is crucial to survival. It's stress that causes you to spring into action when danger is afoot. That's why it's
important to understand when stress is necessary and you need to harness it—and when it's time to let
it go. Just understanding why something happens can create a positive change.
Recently I was teaching a group of university bookstore directors from the mountain
west in Park City, Utah. After the morning class, I was visiting with several of the
participants. One woman stopped to tell me that in over 50 years, she had never
learned about stress, and how and why it happens in such a simple and concise way.
She mentioned that after listening for the little bit of time that we were together, she
was confident she knew what she needed to do to stay motivated to remove all the
possible stress from her life. And she felt totally empowered to be able to do just that.
The things I taught that class on that quiet July morning in the mountains of Utah are exactly what I'm
going to share with you.
Consider this
Think about the symptoms of stress on the stress self-assessment you did earlier.
For most people these maladies are a result of out of control stress levels: headaches, irritability,
difficulty concentrating, losing your memory, muscle pain, ulcers, various skin conditions, getting sick
more frequently, and many other problems.
Michael Olpin
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Why would this be the case?
•
•

Why, when we are stressed, would the body generate sore muscles, headaches, fatigue,
irritability, and a host of other unpleasant conditions?
If it is so detrimental to our well-being, why do we have this experience of stress in the first
place?

To understand this, it is very important that we learn the real (and only) reason why stress happens. Pay
close attention.
Our Ancestors Did It to Us
Let’s transport ourselves back in time, many, many generations ago, and observe what life was like for
our ancestors. We want to look specifically at how our ancient relatives dealt with dangerous conditions,
and life-threatening situations.
Try this
Imagine that we are living many centuries ago in a place where we find no trace of modern
conveniences. We have no nice homes, no cell phones or television, no indoor plumbing, no electricity,
no food in the cupboards, no cars, nothing to keep us in relative comfort; it’s nothing like the
environmental conditions in which we find ourselves today.

For the sake of this illustration, let’s say that we all live in caves or in huts out in the “wilds” of some
undeveloped area of the world.
Let’s imagine that I happen to live in a cave. I have invited you and many of our neighbors over to my
place because I have just killed a very big animal and I am cooking it on my prehistoric barbecue. Many
of our friends are at my cave hanging out, feeling calm and peaceful, and having a fun time. We’re having
a nice relaxing time together.
As you picture this scene, you’ll notice that the place where I live happens to border a forest thick with
trees, bushes, and shrubbery. It’s a very beautiful and natural setting.
While we are “hanging out” together we notice some ruffling of the bushes of the nearby forest.
Suddenly, charging mightily toward us is a huge, hungry bear! This enormous creature has smelled our
delicious picnic and wants some of it for himself. This large, menacing creature could easily put us out of
commission with a single swipe of his powerful paw.
Can you picture this scenario?
Here comes the bear charging at us. He's hungry and wants our food.
Michael Olpin
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What is the very first thought that races into your mind when you see the big bear?
You might think your first thought would be
•
•

"Run!"
"Get the heck out of here!!"

That’s almost right, but there’s another thought that precedes it.
“Run!” is your second thought.
Your first thought would be some variation of these words
•
•
•
•

Uh-oh!
I am in trouble here!
I’m in serious danger and if I don’t do something quickly, I’m likely to die or experience serious
physical pain!
This is Really BAD!

Thoughts like these happen very quickly, in a fraction of a second.

Next Comes the Stress Response

Almost as quickly, this initial thought is followed by the next thought:
•
•

RUN!
I need to get away because if I don't, I’m dead!

You might also have another thought that follows the initial “Uh-Oh!” thought. It sounds something like
•
•

FIGHT!
I need to kill this creature to protect my family, my friends, and myself!

The immediate result of either of these thoughts is a physiological response that gears up your body to
either run with incredible speed and/or fight with incredible strength.
This immediate physiological response is commonly known as the “fight-or-flight response.” We’ll also
call it the “stress response.”
Let's explore what happens when the body turns on the stress response.
Michael Olpin
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What Happens Next

A flood of physiological activity in the body automatically and precisely launches anytime we have the
original thought of “Uh-oh! I’m in danger! This is very bad!”
The immediate result of either one of these thoughts is an automatic physiological response that gears
you up to run—or fight—like you’ve never run or fought before. This is the well-known “fight or flight
response,” AKA the stress response. It releases a flood of physiological activity in the body, enabling you
to run from or take on the bear, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased heart rate
Increased breathing rate
Increased metabolism – to produce more energy for the muscles
Increased oxygen consumption
Increased oxygen to the brain
Increased blood pressure
Increased blood sugar
Increased secretion of the hormones adrenaline and cortisol into the bloodstream and to every
cell in the body
Increased muscle contraction—especially the running and fighting muscles
Increased blood clotting ability
Blood thins
Pupils dilate
Body hair stands on end
Increased beta brainwave activity
Heightened sensory awareness

What is the single purpose of all these immediate physiological reactions?
The ONLY reason for these reactions (and many more) is to help you save yourself from the bear. But
what’s interesting is that while many physiological processes are ramped up in fight-or-flight, other body
processes stop working normally, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Slowing of the immune response
Slowing of the reproductive system
Slowing of the digestive system
Decreased perception of physical pain
Cessation of higher order thinking
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•
•
•

Some blood vessels constrict, partially obstructing normal blood flow to certain areas of the body
such as the extremities and some organs
The excretory system turns off
The endocrine system modifies its normal functioning

That’s because the body is channeling all of its energy into ramping you up for maximum power and
speed, recruiting ammunition from various body systems to achieve this result.
Fight-or-Flight Kicked in – Just in Time

On one of my favorite mountain bike trails, I had been riding for about an hour and a
half. It had been a terrific ride, but I was pretty exhausted (this trail has lots of hills to
climb).
I was coming to the end of the ride, but I had to go up one last hill before I coasted
home. Ascending up the hill, I rounded a corner. Next to the trail was a large bush. As I
rode near the bush I suddenly heard, somewhere near the ground, a loud rattling and
hissing sound.
I immediately knew what it was. There are plenty of rattlesnakes in the mountains of
northern Utah where I live and one had decided it was going to spend the day
underneath this bush.
I clearly recognized this sound and instantly I bolted up the hill about 75 yards in
nothing flat. It was the fastest I had gone all day, including the downhill parts of the
ride. By the time I arrived a really safe distance (10 yards would have been plenty), I
turned back to see if the snake was following me. It wasn’t. I realized I was safe again.
I immediately noticed how exhausted I was—breathing heavily, muscles in pain, even
feeling a bit shaky—for the amount of energy I had just spent getting away from that
snake as quickly as possible.
Even though I had seemingly no energy left after my long ride, the fight-or-flight
response probably saved me some from some very unwanted pain.
Reflective Questions: Now, think back to a time when you were in real danger, a time when you had to
react quickly to stay alive by running from or fighting something that was legitimately dangerous.
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Take a few moments to consider how you felt as this was happening. What emotions did you notice? If
you did need to run or use more power to deal with the situation, did you find yourself running faster or
feeling more powerful? In what way? How did you feel after this situation ended?

Write your answers in the space provided.

The Stress Response is NOT Designed to Work for Very Long.
The stress response, or “fight-or-flight” response, helps us either fight the bear or escape from it. It
creates maximum power or speed, but for a very short time—probably little more than 30-60 seconds.
Our bodies simply don’t have the energy reserves to support maximum energy output for much longer
than that.
Think about this

How long would you be able to keep going if you were running the hundred-yard dash
at top speed? No one can sustain that high speed for very long. After a very short
while, you would become very tired. Such is the case when we run from the bear.
The Important Thing to Understand About the Stress Response
Fight-or-flight reaction, or the stress response, really has only one purpose. It functions to help us do one
thing, and only one thing, very well. It helps us SURVIVE!

This enormously imbalanced physiology works to keep us alive or avoid physical pain. That’s it! There is
no other reason for us to have the stress response than this.
Consider this
• Anytime you have an “I’m in danger. This is bad!” thought, this flood of physiological activity
happens automatically, without your conscious direction.
• It turns on all those systems in the body that will help you be able to run a lot faster and be a lot
stronger.
• It also turns off, or down, all those systems that your body doesn’t immediately need to help you
run from or fight the big bear.
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In the short run, this response is a powerful and useful process. We’re very glad we have it for those
legitimately dangerous, but very rare occasions when we need that extra burst of speed or strength to
get us out of physical danger.
In the long run, however, if it is kept “on” or activated for much longer than the short burst needed to
save you from the bear, this physiological imbalance can produce serious health problems.
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The stress response, in a picture format, looks something like this:

Let’s Review
• When you are in homeostasis, like when you are having fun and enjoying things, nothing is
threatening to you and you feel good.
• When something happens in your environment that you perceive as a threat, like the big bear
that emerges from the forest, you immediately have the “Uh-oh!” thought.
• This thought automatically triggers the fight-or-flight response.
• Essentially, every system, every organ, every cell of your body turns to a state of enormous
imbalance to create immediate high energy for that short amount of time it takes to escape the
big bear.
• Once you sense no more danger, the fight-or-flight response turns off and you experience
exhaustion and fatigue because you have expended a tremendous amount of energy while
running or fighting.
• You may be worn out even though the stress response is no longer on.
• When you feel safe again, all the functions in your body that were activated by the stress
response gradually return to normal.
• Soon, you return to homeostasis and you are ready to enjoy things once again.
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How Often Are You Really Stressed?
Let me ask you an important question.

If the fight-or-flight response has the single purpose of keeping you alive when you are in actual physical
danger, how often are you really in danger?
Try this
Think back over the last week, reflecting on as many waking moments as you can. How much of this time
were you in actual danger? Were there any moments when you could have died or suffered real physical
harm?

If you are like most people, you were most likely in real danger less than 1 percent of the time. Now,
think back to the past week again. How often did you experience a stress response (i.e. increased heart
rate, more rapid breathing, muscle tension, etc.)? How long did it last? How long did it take you to calm
down again?
Most of us live in environments that are so nicely set up that you and I are in comfortable, or at least
generally safe conditions, for virtually everything we do. If you analyze your situation accurately, you’ll
recognize that you don’t live, or spend most of your time, in dangerous places.

What Happens When You Stay Stressed?
In the last section, we looked at the physiology of stress and discussed what happens immediately and
automatically when you say to yourself anything that sounds like
“Uh oh! Something bad has happened, is happening, or is going to happen!”
Remember our model?
Stress begins with a threat thought and then the fight-or-flight response turns on.
Chronic Stress
This stress response is only supposed to last about 30-60 seconds. Then it’s supposed to be over and you
go back to homeostasis.
When the stress response remains activated for longer periods it becomes what we call chronic stress.
This is when the problems start. Building on our Stress Response Model, chronic stress looks like this:
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Consider This
• What happens when you stay in the fight-or-flight response for a longer amount of time than it is
designed to work?
• Why is that dangerous?

•

What is the connection between chronic stress and almost all the health problems that people
have today?

Before we explore the answers to these questions, I want to focus for a moment on one thing that I think
is really cool about human beings.
What is your body telling you?

Have you ever gone to a place like an all-you-can-eat buffet, where you could eat as much food as you
wanted, and you did? Or, have you ever gotten really drunk, just smashed because you drank too much
alcohol?
Did you listen to the feedback your body gave you?
How big is your stomach?
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It’s about the size of two fists together, right? Not that large. Now think about how many times you went
back for more food . . . three, maybe four servings? I mean, if it’s all you can eat, you might as well eat a
lot, right? Your stomach really stretches to fit all that food in there.
Now, let me ask you if you ate way too much food, how did you feel when the meal was over? Do you
remember?
Most people say they want to throw up, they feel tired and bloated. Not a good feeling.
What about too much alcohol?
If you have ever been quite drunk, how did you feel either later that evening or the next morning when
you had a hangover?
Most people say they felt sick: they couldn't get out of bed, they felt nauseous, sweaty, light-headed, and
with a headache. Again, it’s not a good feeling.
So, what does this mean?
These feelings, these yucky sensations, according to my holistic view of health, are the body's way of
telling us we overdid it.
It doesn’t mean you are not a good person. Your body is just telling you something.
By the feedback it’s giving you it’s probably saying something like
•
•
•

“That was too much.
“It’s not a healthy thing for you.
“Don’t do that again.”

Your body seems to know what is good for it and what isn’t, and it gives you signals to let you know.
What about the opposite?
We can go to the other end of the spectrum and ask questions like:
•
•
•
•

How do you feel when you go eat a salad or something healthy?
How do you feel when you go to work out, play racquetball or do something fun like go for a
swim?
How do you feel when you serve somebody in need or help someone out who’s really
struggling?
How do you feel when you meditate or practice yoga?”
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Are these feelings different than the ones you have when you “overdo” things? Yes, doing these things
generally cause people to feel good.
It doesn’t make us any better of a person because we have those feelings. It’s just our body’s way of
telling us, “That’s a good call. Do more of that.”
Consider This
What’s one of the primary reasons why people love to exercise every day? Sure, they are interested in
staying healthy, but as much as anything, there are terrific feelings that naturally come from the exercise.

You have probably felt that when you have been jogging or hiking, for example. After a while, you get
this huge flood of, “Oh man! This feels so great!”
Why does that happen?
Your body is essentially saying, “This exercise stuff is good for you and I’m going to reward you by giving
you these great feelings so that you’ll want to do it more!”
Our body knows what is good for our well-being.
Chronic Stress Messages
The reason why I mention this is because the body also sends us messages about stress.

Whenever we do something that activates the stress response and keeps it in a state of imbalance longer
than the amount of time that it’s designed to be on (30-90 seconds), our body will start to give us
feedback, letting us know of the imbalance.
The Body Sends a Warning Instead of a Reward
Under long-term or chronic stress, the body sends different messages.
•
•
•

“This is not healthy.”
“There is an imbalance.”
"Here's my feedback to you so you'll do something different."

Chronic Stress "Feedback" Signals
Virtually every system in the body functions differently when the stress response is activated for an
extended period. This includes the immune system, the digestive system, the reproductive system, the
nervous system, the endocrine system, the muscular system, and every other body system and their
related organs. Each body system changes its normal functioning for the sole purpose of providing the
body with immediate speed and power to survive a physical threat. And as I mentioned, the body will
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also send signals that there is an imbalance and that changes need to be made. We commonly call these
signals “Stress Symptoms.”
What are the common signals the body uses to tell us to turn off the stress button? There are many of
them.
Here are just a few:
Headaches
A headache is usually the result of constant contraction of the muscles in the head, neck, upper back,
and shoulders. Muscles in their natural state are typically not contracting—they are relaxed. They only
contract when the nervous system directs them to contract.

When a muscle gets the message to fight or run for prolonged periods, it remains in the contracted state
much longer than necessary. Over time, this results in pain.
A headache is not necessarily a bad thing. Tension headache pain is feedback that our muscles have been
contracting too long. They need to relax. A tension headache is usually a simple thing to fix. Relax those
muscles and the pain goes away.
Fatigue
Another effect of prolonged muscle contraction is fatigue.

Have you ever come home from a rough day at work or school and found yourself just worn out? Why
would a day with such little physical activity make you feel so tired?
When the body senses any kind of stressor, it naturally and automatically gears itself up for physical
activity—running or fighting. Even though the body has remained mostly inactive because it hasn’t
followed through on that message, it is fatigued because the muscles have still been tensing up in
preparation for activity – All Day.
Try This
Clench your fists as hard as you can and see how long you can maintain this before your arms and hands
become tired.

Under this type of stress, it is easy for muscles to experience fatigue. They become exhausted.
The same is true when the muscles involved in fighting or running continue contracting, all day long. It is
physically draining! It is no wonder we are worn-out at the end of the day.
Consider This
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A psychologist walked around a room while teaching stress management to an
audience. As she raised a glass of water, everyone expected they'd be asked the
"half empty or half full" question. Instead, with a smile on her face, she inquired: "How
heavy is this glass of water?"
Answers called out ranged from 8 oz. to 20 oz.
She replied, "The absolute weight doesn't matter. It depends on how long I hold it. If I
hold it for a minute, it's not a problem. If I hold it for an hour, I'll have an ache in my
arm. If I hold it for a day, my arm will feel numb and paralyzed. In each case, the weight
of the glass doesn't change, but the longer I hold it, the heavier it becomes."
She continued, "The stresses and worries in life are like that glass of water. Think about
them for a while and nothing happens. Think about them a bit longer and they begin to
hurt. And if you think about them all day long, you will feel paralyzed – incapable of
doing anything."
Moral of the story: Remember to put the glass down.
Or in our case: Remember to turn off the stress response.
Difficulty falling asleep
Sleeping is a natural experience. It should not take more than a few minutes to fall asleep. We should
also sleep comfortably through the entire night without waking up several times.

However, as we lie there trying to fall asleep, and our minds are absorbed on the events of earlier today
or those that will happen tomorrow, our body interprets this mental activity as a signal to prepare for
action, not for sleeping. It’s tricky to relax or sleep, and run or fight, at the same time.
Colds, the flu, and other illnesses
The immune system is responsible for preventing many health problems including cancers, diseases, and
infections caused by menacing microbes (viruses, bacteria, etc.).

Since you don’t need the immune system to run from the big bear, it scales down its activity. As a result,
health problems that normally would have been handled with ease with a strong immune system may
now gain the upper hand.
The number of health problems that occur because of a compromised immune system is substantial.
Some people never seem to get sick while others get sick every time a new cold or flu is “going around.”
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Though there are several factors that affect immune function, such as diet, exercise, and sleep, among
others, we can say with some confidence that there is a direct relationship between stress and immune
function. As stress goes up, the immune system’s strength goes down. As stress goes down, the immune
system functions more effectively.
Reflective Questions: Have you ever noticed that some people tend to get sick more often than others,

even though they spend their time in the same environments? Based on this discussion of the immune
system and stress, think about people you know who never seem to get sick and others who get sick
quite frequently. How would a person’s chronic stress levels explain the differences between those who
get sick quite frequently and those who don’t?
Write your answers in the space provided.

Upset stomach and other digestive problems
We don’t need the digestive system when we are running from the big bear. The normal functions of the
digestive system aren’t helpful for escaping a dangerous situation. As a result, during stress, the body
won’t competently coordinate all the different processes necessary to break down food and absorb it
into the bloodstream.

Essentially, every activity in the digestion process functions in unbalanced ways while the stress response
is on. This can result in a whole host of digestive problems.
Appetite and obesity
When people feel stressed, a very interesting thing happens when it comes to their desire for food.
Some people find themselves wanting to eat more food, while others find the food very unappetizing.

Why do both possibilities exist? First, let’s consider what happens to the digestive system upon
activation of the stress response.
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Why we eat less:
Since we do not need the digestive system to help us escape from the big bear, energy is diverted from
this system to other more immediately vital systems of the body. As a result, we are less likely to want to
eat. We simply aren’t hungry when we are highly stressed.
Why we eat more:
However, the opposite reaction of desiring more food also comes into play when the stress response is
on. There are two reasons for this.
•

First, our ancestors faced the real possibility that food would not be readily available during
dangerous times, so when they ate, their bodies stored that energy in the form of stored fat. The
same mechanism works today as it did back then. When we feel stress, our bodies are
conditioned to store fat in the event of a possible famine that may (but probably won’t) happen
soon. As a result, we eat more food and store it more easily, as fat.

•

There's another, a perhaps more important reason why the stress response may lead to obesity.
When we feel threatened and need quick energy to run or fight, we use blood glucose (blood
sugar) and muscle glycogen (stored sugar in the muscle) as our primary sources of quick energy.
Essentially, blood glucose and muscle glycogen are the broken-down forms of regular sugary
foods (carbohydrates) that we eat. During the stress response, there’s a natural craving for sugary
foods to increase the blood sugar reserve so that we can have even more immediate energy,
speed, and power.

People who crave sweets and sugary foods when they feel stressed are really doing what comes
naturally. So, it’s okay to eat that high sugar food whenever you feel upset, right?
Wrong! The problem with this sugar craving is that the energy we eat normally remains unused unless
we participate in some type of activity. Many times, people do not exercise when they are stressed; they
just sit there thinking about things. When that happens, the excess blood sugar is quickly converted and
stored in the body as fat.
The more energy we eat but don’t expend through activity, the bigger we get.
Today, we have a major obesity epidemic and stress plays a key role in this problem.
Reflective Questions:
When you feel stress, or any of its symptoms, which do you tend to do: Eat more? Eat less? In what
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way(s) does this help explain why both scenarios of eating are natural when a person has an activated
stress response?
Write your answers in the space provided.

Ulcers
When a person has the continued belief that he is in trouble and the stress response stays on, the
digestive system slows down. Many times, however, the person continues eating.

Food travels first to the stomach on its way to the intestines. Powerful stomach acids do their best to try
to break down the food. Once the food makes its way to the small intestines, additional chemicals enter
from the pancreas and liver to further aid digestion.
Since the body is on high alert, these powerful substances may flow into the stomach and intestines in
abnormal amounts, maybe too much for what’s necessary to break down the food, maybe not enough.
•

When these digestive juices are out of balance, they tend to damage the lining of the stomach
and small intestines. Over time, the acid continues eating away the lining of organ walls and an
ulcer may develop.

Heart Disease
More people die from diseases of the heart and circulatory system than any other cause. Recent reports
indicate that approximately 600,000 people die each year from heart disease just in the United States.

When you think of the risk factors for heart disease, those that immediately come to mind include being
a smoker, eating a diet that is high in dietary fat, being overweight, having high cholesterol levels, and
having high blood pressure.
Interestingly, less than 50 percent of those who experience a heart attack have these classic risk factors.
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How then, can we account for the rest of those who die from heart attacks? Let’s look at what happens
to the heart and blood vessels during the stress response.
Blood Vessels, Clotting, and Increased Risk for Stroke
When a person is in the fight-or-flight response, several things occur in the blood vessels on the heart
and to the heart itself that can be quite damaging.

•

One immediate effect is that the blood vessels tend to constrict. Therefore, less blood can flow
through them.

This constriction and other features of the stress response increase blood pressure. If you need to run
from the big bear, blood pressure naturally rises to provide more energy and oxygen to the running and
fighting muscles. However, chronically high blood pressure tends to weaken and damage the walls of the
blood vessels.
•

Blood also tends to clot more easily. This happens because our body is preparing for possible
injury. When you are running from the big bear and you cut yourself on the thorn of a rosebush,
you don’t want to bleed to death. This is a good thing.

However, when we have increased clotting in our blood, especially flowing through the blood vessels
that surround the heart or those that run through the brain, there is an increased risk of a clot lodging
on the wall of an artery. If a clot is too big or the blood vessel’s diameter is too small, and if we add to
that an increase in blood pressure, it causes damage to the arteries and we are setting ourselves up
perfectly for a heart attack or a stroke.
Anytime there is damage to the walls of the blood vessels, the body tries to heal itself:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First, a clot forms in the damaged blood vessel, just like when you skin your knee or cut your
finger.
In time, scarring may take place. As a result, the damaged area tends to be sticky, which allows
plaque (mostly fats like cholesterol) to build up there.
Over time, this growth of plaque (atherosclerosis) narrows the blood vessel.
At some point, a blood clot forms narrowing an artery, or a blood clot gets carried through the
bloodstream and lodges in a narrowed artery.
This closes off all future blood flow through that vessel.
Anything downstream dies.
If this blood vessel happens to be feeding the heart, the result is a heart attack.
If it’s feeding the brain, the result is a stroke.
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High Resting Heart Rate
There is a definite relationship between perceived stress levels and higher than normal heart rates.

•

During the stress response, the heart tends to beat much faster. This occurs to help get the
much-needed oxygen and nutrients to the heart and other fighting and running muscles as
quickly as possible.

Unfortunately, most of the time that we feel stressed, we aren’t doing anything physically active. So, the
heart is working much harder than is necessary. It is like leaving your car parked in the driveway but
revving its engine all day!
Fibromyalgia
Fibromyalgia is a condition characterized by widespread pain in the muscles accompanied by fatigue,
sleep, memory and mood problems. Only thirty years ago, not many people had heard of fibromyalgia.
Unfortunately, many people now suffer from this condition.

One student of mine suffered from fibromyalgia so intensely that at times, she could not put on her
clothes because her muscles hurt so badly all over her body. (Interestingly, as soon as she learned how
to meditate—see the Stress Reduction Workbook—her pain reduced, and she started to feel better.)
Fibromyalgia is a lot like chronic fatigue. You can’t really pinpoint any specific problem. Heart rate’s fine.
Blood pressure’s fine. All the tests indicate there’s no problem. I’ve had students who have had doctors
tell them, “You’re making it up. It’s all in your head.”
It’s not in your head.
How might fibromyalgia be associated with chronic stress?
Think about what’s going on again, in the muscles.
If you’re in the fight-or-flight response, (stress response), what’s one thing that happens to your
muscles? They are seriously contracting. After prolonged periods of contraction, your muscles just say,
“Bag it. This is too much tension and I'm going to let you know by creating pain.”
Other Diseases, Illnesses, and Conditions
We can say with confidence that nearly every chronic disease or condition has a stress component.
Stress isn’t necessarily the primary “cause” of the condition, but stress definitely makes most conditions
worse because of the imbalances it creates.

Research has shown that stress is a known culprit in all the following chronic diseases and ailments:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcoholism
Allergies
Angina Pectoris
Arteriosclerosis
Asthma
Atherosclerosis
Autoimmune problems
Birth defects
Breast Cancer
Bruxism
Burnout
Cancer
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Cholesterol levels elevated
Chronic backache
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Chronic tension headaches
Chronic Tuberculosis
Cold sores
Common cold
Coronary Heart Disease
Coronary Thrombosis
Depression
Diabetes
Eczema
Endocrine problems
Epileptic attacks
Fibromyalgia
Gastritis
High blood pressure
HIV/AIDS
Hives
Hypertension
Hyperthyroidism
Immune system disturbances
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impotence
Infertility
Insomnia
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Kidney disease
Loss of interest in normal activities
Menstrual problems
Migraine headaches
Multiple Sclerosis
Myasthenia Gravis
Night Eating Syndrome
Obesity
OCD (obsessive-compulsive disorder)
Pancreatitis
PMDD (premenstrual dysphoric
disorder)
Premature aging
Psoriasis
Reynaud’s Disease
Respiratory ailments
Rheumatoid arthritis
Shingles
Stroke
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
TMJ (temporomandibular joint
syndrome)
Ulcerative colitis
Ulcers

That's a pretty long list.
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Consider This
We can explain how each of these health problems is stress-related by remembering the single purpose
of the fight-or-flight response and what it is designed to do—escape from or fight the big bear. Our
bodies simply are not designed to be in the escape and survival mode for extended periods of time.
When we live our lives with the continued message that we are in trouble, severe and long-lasting
imbalances occur.
The Good News Is – We can do something about it.
The object and design of these Workbooks, and my other stress managing tools, which you’ll learn about
later, is to bring you back into equilibrium. More than anything, I want to help you restore your
mind/body to a positive and holistic state of dynamic balance.
And once in balance, the body tends to activate all its healing energies. Essentially, it opens the doors of
your inner pharmacy and allows the production of the right chemicals, hormones, enzymes, and other
physiological reactions, in the right doses, at the right places, and at the right times to produce healing.
But you must be in balance. As you can see, chronic stress is a very unbalanced state.
What are Your Symptoms of Stress?

Try This
Think about a health concern that you, or someone you know, might be experiencing right now in which
stress has likely played a part in its development. This health problem may be a headache, insomnia, or
something more serious like depression or ulcers. Answer each of these questions:
•

What is the condition?

•

What signals or warnings has the body given that things are out of balance?

•

Based on what you have read in this section, explain how chronic stress may be a primary
contributor for the condition.
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Reflect on what your body is telling you about the way you’ve been treating it.
•

How do you feel when you have these messages and warnings?

Intentionally participate in a healthy behavior.
Examples might include going for a pleasant walk with someone you love; eating a balanced healthy
meal but eating a little less than you normally would; doing something that you thoroughly enjoy with
no other motive than to involve yourself in that activity; or helping someone who needs some assistance
without letting anyone else know about it.
Focus on the way your body feels during and after doing the healthy activity that you selected.
•

What signals does your body give you indicating that it was a beneficial activity?

Contemplate how frequently you listen to the feedback your body gives you.
•

When were the last times you felt terrific?

•

When was the last time your body/mind felt completely centered, balanced, harmonious, and
whole?

•

How you can do more listening to the wisdom of your body to make choices that help you feel
tremendous rather than terrible.
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Why Does the Stress Response Turn On, If We Are Not in Danger?
If we are always safe, why does the stress response turn on? Why are so many people running around in
fight-or-flight mode? Why are people suffering from the symptoms of an imbalanced system due to the
stress response?

As you ponder this, keep in mind—absolutely don’t forget—the only real reason for activation of the
stress response is to help you escape from or fight a physically dangerous situation. The stress response
has no other purpose for being a part of our physiology—none.
Reflective Questions: Think about those questions for a few moments. Why are so many people
stressed, if there isn’t any danger? Why do so many people struggle with so many stress-related health
problems, if they never need the stress response to help them stay safe?

What answer(s) come to your mind?
Write your answers in the space provided.

Think back to the self-assessment you took earlier, specifically consider the Stress-O-Meter.
Did you give yourself a number any higher than a 2 or a 3? If so, you are probably activating the stress
response far too much for your current survival needs.
You're probably thinking, well I must be different than everyone else because I really do feel stress. My
stress is very real.
Your stress is definitely real.
It just didn't happen for the same reason it did for your ancestors, that is, due to a real threat to your
physical well-being.
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Reflective Question
If you are never really in danger, as the math above indicated, does this insight help you to rethink how
much stress you need to feel for most of the events of your life?

Write your answers in the space provided.

Here’s the best news you’ve heard all day: You don’t have to experience stress. It’s actually a choice—
you can choose to evaluate a potentially stressful situation differently. Consider this situation that would
be stressful for most people
Imagine that you have been asked to sing the National Anthem at the beginning of the next Super Bowl
(without any musical accompaniment). Imagine, too, that you are unable to carry a tune—which will be
obvious to the millions of viewers around the world listening. Stressful, right?
Of course, if you were at home alone, doing chores or taking a shower, you might not think twice about
singing out loud, whether or not you can actually stay on key.
Now, consider this: In both situations, whether in the football stadium and on camera or at home alone,
In both places, at your home or in front of 85,000 excited football fans, you are doing exactly the same
thing: singing a song. That's it. So why is it that one scenario feels stressful and the other doesn’t?
What's the difference?
If you don’t take anything else away from the course, remember this definition of stress: the
physiological survival response of the body to any perceived threat.
The most important word in that definition is perceived. Let me explain.
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How Our Perceptions Activate the Stress Response (Fight-or-flight Response)

•
•
•

Your hypothalamus, your pituitary gland, your endocrine system, your adrenal glands and your
nervous system are always listening to your thoughts.
They always follow through on directions you give them, based on what you are thinking.
When the brain sends the message that danger is present, it always sets in motion electrical and
chemical activity that creates the fight-or-flight response.

Your hypothalamus, your pituitary gland, your endocrine system, your adrenal glands, and your nervous
system, however, aren’t watching your exterior environment.
•
•
•
•

They are only listening to your thoughts.
If you have a thought that sounds like, "This is bad. I'm in danger!" They immediately go to work.
They have no idea if the danger is real or not.
They just follow directions.

And the only way they know how to handle any kind of a threat—perceived or real—is by activating the
fight-or-flight response.
So, all you have to think is "Uh-Oh. This is bad!” for any reason at all, and you immediately activate the
stress response.
•
•
•

Over 99% of the time, the Uh-Oh's that we think have nothing to do with real danger.
We make them up.
Sure, they might be important, and sometimes even urgent, but very rarely are they lifethreatening.

It's your perception of a threat that sets it off, every time. We call this interpretation of a threat your
"threat thought."
Try this - Is the threat real or imagined
Consider the following situations that people commonly perceive to be stressful. Ask yourself whether
the event is one that warrants activation of the stress response to escape and stay alive.
Circle “Yes” if the situation involves a direct physical threat” or “No” if this is not a potentially lifethreatening situation.”
Is this a direct physical threat?
Yes or No

Taking a test for your job or at school
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Yes or No

Having an argument

Yes or No

Escaping from a house fire

Yes or No

Arriving late for work

Yes or No

Being chased by a mugger

Yes or No

Giving a prepared speech to a group of people

Yes or No

Sliding down a steep mountainside while hiking

Yes or No

Being rejected when asking someone for a date

Yes or No

Getting a bad score on a test

Yes or No

Getting ready for a very important ball game

When you look at these examples, you begin to realize the clear distinction between a threat that could
possibly hurt you and a threat that you might make up about a situation.
The First Step in Stress Prevention
The first thing you must do, if you want to dramatically reduce the stress that you feel, is to differentiate
between real, life-threatening situations, which truly deserve the help of the stress response and all the
other situations where you are not in any kind of immediate danger.

The best way to do this is to ask yourself questions related to how you think about things.
Let’s explore together what I mean by this.
Consider a few situations that are commonly perceived to be stressful.
Perhaps it is one’s personal finances, or not having enough time to do everything—too much on your
plate. Maybe you experience a lot of stress because of your kids, or your neighbor’s kids. It doesn’t really
matter what we name as our stressor, it’s still going to be the same discussion.
Let me ask you this question:

Is it possible to have your current financial situation or your many things to do, and not feel any stress
about it? It may not seem likely, but is it possible?
Next question:
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Are there people in the world, even in your community who have similar financial situations or a similar
number of things on their plate who DO NOT feel stressed out about them?
You might think that those people are abnormal, but they aren’t. They just look at things differently; they
interpret things in a different way.
Let me give you some more examples to help clarify this.
Rush hour traffic can be very stressful. It can be especially so if you are late for something important. But
is it possible to be in your car, on the freeway, going five miles per hour, and even be late for something
important, and not feel anxious about it?
The answer is, yes, it is possible. It always depends on how you think about it.
What about Road Rage?

Is it possible to NOT get angry at all the crazy drivers on the highway?
It must be possible because there are plenty of people who don't get upset with the crazy drivers. You
may be one of them.
What about Tests?
Consider the student who is taking an important test. This is a very stressful situation. Right?
No. That’s wrong! The reality of an exam is that it has no power, to turn on the fight-or-flight response.
It is merely a piece of paper with words printed on it.
There is nothing dangerous about it.
The stressfulness of the test comes from how we interpret it and what the test means to us.
Different Perceptions Mean Different Stress Levels
If I were to consider the test as a university professor, I would interpret it as questions to help determine
what students were learning. My son in early elementary school would interpret it as a piece of paper
that he could easily transform into a paper airplane.

The student who stresses about the test is the one who interprets it as being critical to his future. He
believes that a low score may pose a threat to his well-being.
In other words, blowing it might be painful!
But, there are other students who take the very same test and don’t stress about it at all.
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This is not to say that the test is not important. It is. It is also NOT going to result in physical danger, no
matter the results.
Here is another example.

A basketball player is at the foul line shooting foul shots. He steps up to the foul line, puts the ball in his
shooting hand, lofts the ball into the air and it sails through the rim. He scores.
When would this situation be stressful?
When he is shooting to win the game! If he misses, his team loses.
The stress response is activated when he anticipates feeling pain if he misses. We have decided in our
culture that losing is painful.
When will this same activity not be stressful?
He will feel no stress when he is in his backyard casually shooting foul shots with friends.
What’s the Difference?

He is doing the same thing in both situations—at the end of the “important” game or in his backyard.
The only reason one situation is more stressful than the other is that he has interpreted the meaning of
one differently than he has the other.
During the important game, he is thinking of all the negative consequences that might occur if he
misses. Each of these negative consequences equals pain.
Because he is thinking of a future pain, his body automatically turns on the stress response (remember,
his hypothalamus and his nervous system don’t know where he is, they only follow through on the
directions of his interpretations).
While shooting in his backyard, he doesn’t anticipate any negative consequences for missing the shot.
Again, if there is no perception of potentially negative (painful) consequences, there is no stress
response.
No threat thought—no stress.

The way he has interpreted the event determines whether it is stressful for him.
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Picture this:
I am driving in my car and you are following me in your car. We are driving on a one-lane road that is very
narrow and winding where it would be impossible for you to pass me. Imagine that you are late for a
very important work meeting and you may lose your job if you are late. You are in a definite rush. I, on
the other hand, am on a leisurely drive in my convertible with my wife and kids. We are in no rush; we
are simply out for a fun drive.
Now imagine that a very large car pulls out in front of me, and behind the wheel is an elderly man. He is
in less of a hurry than I am, and by the looks of things, he probably hasn't been in any hurry for years. I
slow down so I don't run into him, and you are also forced to slow down even more. As I look in my
rearview mirror, I notice that you are clearly upset; I see you screaming, waving your fists, and your face
has turned bright red. If I were to ask you why you are so angry, you would tell me that this man's slow
driving has made you feel extremely stressed out.
The Truth Is
You make yourself upset by the way you interpret the situation.

How do I know this?
I know this because I am on the same road, driving at the same speed behind the same older gentleman
and I am not feeling upset or any stress.
Why not?
Because I have interpreted this situation differently than you. I see it as an opportunity to view more
scenery during our beautiful drive.
You interpret this man’s slow driving as a major threat because you might lose your job. That, for you, is
potentially painful.
Remember This
When you sense the possibility of pain, the stress response turns on automatically.
You don’t feel stress because of the situation.
The meaning you give the situation is what always causes you to feel stress—always.
This is true even with the Big Bear

Imagine that you are camping in the woods. You see the big bear running toward you. Your immediate
reaction would be to want to run at great speed or fight with great power because you view this bear as
an immediate threat to your well-being. However, the bear itself does not set off the stress response.
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It is the belief that this bear is going to inflict some pain on you or kill you, that causes you to feel stress.
We know that the bear itself isn’t stressing you out because we have all visited a zoo, watched bears
from a close distance away, and not felt any need to run or fight. You are the same distance from the
bear at the zoo as you are when you are camping.
The difference is the bear at the zoo poses no threat to you due to the fence that prevents the bear from
doing you any harm. At the zoo, you are certain that you aren’t going to feel any pain and, as a result,
the stress response doesn’t turn on.
The Key Point Is This
No event in life is inherently stressful!

There is no event in life that causes stress to everyone who experiences it. It might seem to be
universally experienced as stressful, but it isn’t. Understanding this is one of the grand keys to managing
stress more effectively:
It always depends upon how you interpret the event, rather than the event itself, that causes the
activation of the fight-or-flight response. Every single event that you and I experience in life is stressful
ONLY because we have interpreted it to be that way.
We have decided that some aspect of the situation will inflict on us some pain, which may be physical,
mental, emotional, or spiritual. Or, we might see it as a threat to our sense of well-being and comfort.
There are no exceptions.
The world is not a stressful place.
There are many stressful appraisals of false emergencies in a very safe place.
Reflective Questions: Think of a recent event that you interpreted as stressful. How could you have
interpreted it differently in a way that wouldn’t have included a threat thought? (Write your answers in
the following area)
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That Doesn’t Mean Things Are Not Important
They are.

However, we don’t need to view most situations with the accompanying threat of a potential pain – a
false emergency – which activates the stress response. We don’t need the “threat thought” to help us
with most things that we want to do.
With this understanding, we recognize that we can do everything we normally do,
without the stress!
How Do We Take the Stress Out of Our Thinking?
This might be an easy concept to accept intellectually. It is quite another thing to make it a working
principle in our lives. We are not trained to look at things this way. Even the language we commonly use
reflects our underlying belief that outside forces are causing our stress.

From our very earliest days, we accept such common statements as these:
•
•
•
•
•

This test is stressing me out
You make me mad
She bores me
He hurt my feelings
That kid is so irritating

Having the understanding that you are responsible for the stress that you experience is extremely
important.
It is important because
•
•
•
•

Whenever you feel stress, you can then remind yourself that you are interpreting this situation in
a way that results in feeling stressed.
It is your own doing.
This understanding also gives you complete power to undo it.
When you notice that you are feeling stress, you can immediately take positive measures to do
something about it.

You are in control!
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Dr. Stephen Covey made an extremely important comment in relation to this idea.
He said,
“If you think the problem is outside of you, that thought is the problem.”
Consider this cool little story about a man who comes upon his friend who is outside of his house on his
hands and knees frantically looking for something. The man asks his friend what he’s doing. He replies
that he lost his car keys. “Oh, well tell me about where you think you lost them and I’ll help you try to
find them.” “I lost them somewhere inside the house,” his friend replies. “Well then what are you doing
looking for them out here?” He answers, “Because it’s lighter out here.”
Take a minute to let Dr. Covey’s insight and this little story sink in. If you’re ever going to get the upper
hand on stress, you need to find the solution in the right place. And it has very little to do with what is
happening in your environment.
In Workbook 2 – Preventing Stress, we will more thoroughly explore this idea.
Try this
Let’s discover what the real root of the pain or discomfort is in a stressful event or situation. Remember,
almost every stress that you feel involves the thought of the pain that you must either prepare for (fight)
or try to avoid (flight), even if it is one that has already happened.

Directions
Think of a situation or event that you find very stressful—one that you have personally experienced, or
one that you think you might experience at some future point in time.
When you have one in mind
•
•
•
•

Think about each element of that event or situation from its beginning to its natural end.
Assess where any real pain happens at any point during the situation.
Do not include psychological or emotional pain that you make up about it.
Focus only on any real physical pain that happened to you or is currently happening.

If you're thinking of a future event, follow it through to the imagined point where you feel there might
be a pain. For example, if you don't meet a deadline for an important project at work, what real pain
have you imagined might happen? Follow this through to its logical end in your mind.
•
•

Write in the space provided the stressful event or situation that comes to mind.
What real pain has occurred, is occurring, or might occur?
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•

What steps will lead to the final real pain that you are trying to avoid? (For example, if you don't
complete the project, this may lead to getting reprimanded by your boss, which may lead to
getting fired, which may lead to… etc.) Write this in the space provided here:

•

Assess the likelihood that the final real pain that you imagined will really happen. (For example, if
the real pain of turning in a project later than its due date is losing your job, assess the true
likelihood of that happening).

Consider This
Once you analyze the situation

•

•
•

You’ll probably recognize that there is no need to activate the stress response because there is no
physical threat. Yes, it might be an uncomfortable situation, but it’s not a physically dangerous
one.
You realize you are safe rather than threatened by some future “pain” that probably won’t
happen.
Yes, you still need to deal with the consequences of the late project.

However, now you can do it without turning on the stress response.
You can do it without the stress!
Now you know …
-That stress is the activation of the fight or flight response or stress response
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-Exactly what triggers it
-What happens when it turns on
-How often it should be on
-What happens in the body when it is on
-It's dangerous long-term effects
-And that you can control it, you can turn it off

You are ready to learn how to turn it off!

Join me in the next workbook.
You're well on your way to a much more productive, pain-free, peaceful life!
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Goals for these Workbooks
Sure, one of my main goals for you is to see you return to a state of mind/body balance so you can
experience homeostasis again. I want to see your unpleasant symptoms of stress go away. That’s clearly
a good goal.
However, I believe there is an even higher goal on your way to preventing and reducing your stress. I
believe it is possible for you to take your well-being to a much higher level.
As you become familiar with the things you’ll learn in the other workbooks, you’ll not only feel balanced,
physically, psychologically and emotionally, but you’ll also feel tranquil and serene.
Over the years, so many people have told me that they have never felt so good, so clear-headed, so
balanced, so healthy and happy.
These stress management skills can go beyond balance and on to tranquility. This is what I want to
happen to you.
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If you do what I invite you to do, it will. So, let’s get going with the next Workbook!
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Stress Prevention
To introduce you to this Stress Prevention Workbook, let’s consider an analogy:
We start with a weed (stress) in a garden of flowers (the rest of your life experiences).
Most stress management books and stress therapies focus almost only on getting rid of
the most noticeable parts of the weeds: the stem and leaves. They focus on the visible
symptoms of stress, such as headaches, depression, irritability, insomnia, and many
others. The hope is that by doing away with the leaves, the weed becomes less
noticeable; less obvious. It’s not hard to find quick-tips on how to cope with the weeds,
or disguise the weeds, or even learn to live with the weeds.
The problem with tips, or quick fixes, is that they don’t solve the problem of how the
weeds got into the garden in the first place. Because the cause of the weed remains
unclear, other symptoms inevitably show up, as more weeds surface somewhere else in
the garden.
The truth is that the weed isn’t the problem; the problem is the seed. Thoughts are the
seeds of stress. Remember, your thoughts always precede your emotions, and they
always precede the activation of the stress response.
The best way to get at the “root” of the problem of stress is to figure out how the weed
seed lodged itself in the soil. Once you have this understanding, you recognize that you
can do something specific to root it out and prevent another seed from lodging there
again.
This Workbook, along with the Mindfulness Workbook and the Stress Reduction Workbook, will help you
do two things. The first is to understand how the seed got into the soil and what to do about it. The
second is to learn how to get rid of the weeds that are already a part of the garden.

Adopt a Proactive Paradigm about your Stress
Once there was a man sitting at the edge of a river. It was a wide and deep river with a swift
current. After sitting for a while, he began to notice people floating down the river. As he
continued to observe, he realized they weren’t happily floating; they were struggling for their
lives.
The river was turbulent and had a dangerous undercurrent. This made it extremely difficult for
people to swim to the bank to safety. Recognizing the dangerous situation, the man quickly
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started doing all he could to try to help these unfortunate people get out of the river. He grabbed
nearby branches to reach to them. He even found a rope that he could throw in hopes that one
or two would catch the other end and be pulled to safety.
He worked and worked until he used all of his energy and resources. He saved a few, but he
wasn’t able to save everyone who desperately needed his help. Sadly, he watched as others
fought to escape their demise. Their only hope was that perhaps someone downstream would
rescue them.
Then a thought occurred to him. “I should go upstream and stop these people from getting into
the water in the first place. That would prevent this horrible problem!” So, he ran up the river still
watching the weary souls helplessly fighting the raging water.
Soon he encountered a man who was tossing these people into the river. A large sign posted
nearby said, “Enjoy the most exciting ride of your life!” People, who wanted a quick thrill, were
lining up in droves not understanding what their ultimate fate might be. They just did what
everyone else was doing.
Observing this, the man who had been downstream, stepped in and immediately stopped the
person from throwing in any more people, thus saving all those in line from certain peril.
This rescuer had recognized that there were two locations where he could help save people. One
place was downstream after the swimmers had already realized that they were in danger. The
best place, however, where he could do the most good, was the spot where he prevented them
from being tossed into the river.
Similarly, there are two places where you can successfully do something about your stress.
The first place is before it begins. On the fight-or-flight diagram below, the X represents the point where
you begin to perceive conditions as being somehow threatening.
The second place where you can manage your stress is after the activation of the stress response has
begun and you need to turn it off. This is the Y on the diagram.

The most valuable place, and where you do yourself the best, is at point X. This is where you prevent
your stress before it ever starts. The purpose of this Stress Prevention Workbook, and the Mindfulness
Workbook is to do just that, to teach you simple, powerful, and effective ways to prevent stress from
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happening in the first place.

We know, however, that because people get wrapped up in the craziness of life, they oftentimes forget
how to keep the seeds out of the garden. At that point, they still need to know effective ways to turn off
the stress after it has started. I will teach you how to do that in the Stress Reduction Workbook.

Thoughts Precede Emotions
Stress is an emotional response. Stress feels a lot like other emotions such as fear and anger. We all
experience many emotions all the time, but emotions don’t just happen. The emotions that you feel are
preceded by a specific set of dominant thoughts.

You never have an emotion without having thoughts about something first.
This is the Pattern: ThoughtsàEmotion
Thoughts always precede emotions. It doesn’t happen the other way. You don’t have an emotion first.
Our dominant thoughts generate our emotions. This is true with all of your emotions, be they positive or
negative.
Consider these examples:
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•

•

You don’t feel the emotion of sadness without first thinking about or interpreting a situation
in a sad way. The same situation could just as easily create feelings of happiness or serenity,
depending on how you look at it.
Anger, for example, always has a specific thought that precedes it. That earlier thought
sounds something like, “What just happened should not be happening this way!” This
thought immediately creates the feeling of anger in us. Someone interprets an event in this
way and gets angry. Another person might interpret the same event in a different way—think
about it differently—and not feel any anger.

We will revisit this idea more thoroughly later on in this workbook, but for now, I want you to get clear
about the idea that you experience stress because of the way you think about something.
You have the threat thought of danger and the emotions associated with fighting and running follow. It
doesn’t happen any other way.
Reflective Questions: Think of a time, recently, when you felt sad, angry, frustrated, happy, elated, or
joyous. Step back from your emotions and ask yourself: What was the dominant thought that preceded
my emotion? It might be hard to find, but it’s there. There will always be a dominant thought. Take a
moment to write down the experience, the emotion, and the dominant thought that preceded your
emotion.

Write your answers in the space provided.

Stress Begins with our Thoughts
Let’s review what we’ve learned so far.
All stress begins with thoughts. So, all of your stress begins with your thoughts. It isn’t what’s happening
“out there” that initiates the stress response. It’s how you interpret what’s happening “out there” that
leads to dominant thoughts that cause you to become stressed out.

Here is how that works with stress.
•
•

Events happen in your environment.
Next, you observe the event and interpret the meaning of the event and its impact, or
potential impact, on you.
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•

Then, depending on how you interpret the event, if there is any perception of a threat, you
experience physiological and emotional changes activating the fight-or-flight response.

This is why you never feel stressed about anything without first having a thought about it.
We call this our perception of a threat. If you think a situation will lead to some kind of pain (emotional,
mental, spiritual, or physical), your stress response will turn on automatically to prepare for the potential
pain. This potential pain is what we call a “threat.”
Understanding all this, it becomes clear that preventing stress is best done by focusing on your thoughts.
I’ll say this many times: When you eliminate the threat thought, you effectively prevent the stress
response from turning on in the first place.
How to Eliminate Threat Thoughts
Something happens in your environment. The possibility of getting stressed out about it arises. But the
stress response only turns on if you include, in your many thoughts, a dominant threat thought.
Remember, it doesn’t matter if it is accurate or not. Our body systems can’t tell if we are really in danger
or if we are just making it up. The dominant thought starts the process all the same.

As that situation unfolds, or as you imagine a future event or remember a past incident that includes a
threat thought, you can ask yourself four very powerful questions. And if you answer them accurately,
the threat thought will not happen. You have effectively prevented the possibility of activating the stress
response. Here are the four questions:
1. Am I really in danger? In other words, is this threat real? What is the perceived threat? What is the
likelihood of this threat actually causing me physical pain?

Of course, you have to answer this question honestly or it won’t work. As I mentioned in the first
workbook, you are seldom in situations where your life is in danger and rarely are you likely to
experience any real physical pain.
Therefore, the answer to the first question, “Am I really in danger?” is almost always, “No. I’m not in any
real danger.” Once you have that recognition, you inform your nervous system, your endocrine system,
and your hypothalamus that they don’t need to make any physiological changes to help keep you safe.
2. Can I handle this? Again, honesty is essential. The correct answer is yes, but how can you feel
confident that you can handle this situation without dying or having any pain?
When pondering a potentially stressful situation, think about all of your past experiences. Recall similar
events from your past that you have survived. It may not have been pleasant, but you will quickly
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conclude that you can handle things, and probably better now because you have even more “life
experience” and wisdom.
Let’s say for example that you have a big test coming up. You realize that you have taken well
over 500 tests during all the years you’ve been in school, and you haven’t been injured from any
of them. Now you can say to yourself, “Why should this one be any different?” It won’t. You’ll be
similarly safe during this one.
What about a job interview? If you have ever interviewed for a job or spoken in front of a group
of people and not been hurt, you realize there is no reason why this interview should be any
different. You can rest assured that you’ll handle this one just as well as, or better than all of the
others.
You’ve been asked to give a speech to your co-workers or at a community event. You realize that
you’ve done this before and you didn’t experience any physical pain. So it is very unlikely that this
time will be any different.
However, what do you do if this is your first time giving a speech? You can’t very easily rely on
your own past simply because you haven’t had the experience. What you can do instead is
accurately look at the experiences of other people. Nobody gets physically hurt from the dangers
of giving a speech. We never see that happen. So if others don’t ever experience a physical
threat, there’s no reason for you to think that you will.

Again, you are teaching your mind to eliminate any notion of real threat.
If you don’t sense any threat, you won’t activate the stress response. No stress response means you can
follow through on any selected activity without unnecessary tension or anxiety. You will probably handle
the situation with a clearer mind and feel more confident.
3. Is the perceived threat one that I can do something about? Is it in my circle of influence? In other
words, can you influence the situation so the perceived threat doesn’t exist anymore?

Most stressful events relate to conditions or situations we can’t do anything about. We get anxious
about the well-being of someone who lives several states away; we have plans for a picnic, but the
weather doesn’t cooperate, so we get angry.
However, sometimes we can manipulate situations, and as a result, remove the stressor. If you can, then
go ahead and take care of it. If you can’t, there’s no need to stew and fuss over it. Let me give you an
example:
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Not too long ago, my family and I were staying at a condo in southern Utah, in an enjoyable town
called St. George. It’s one of our favorite places.
As we were getting ready to go to sleep, we noticed a group of people gathering at a nearby
condo. As the evening progressed, we noticed these folks getting noisier and noisier. They were
having a fun time. We tried our hardest to fall asleep. But it was too loud. It was getting quite
annoying.
It occurred to me that I could continue stressing about our inability to fall asleep, and their noise
or I could simply contact the resort manager and let her take care of things.
I grabbed the phone, discussed the situation with the night manager, and within a few minutes,
the noise had subsided considerably, and we were able to fall asleep.
There are times when you can do something about the environment or the “stressor.” When those
favorable opportunities are available, take control of the situation.
When you can’t do anything to influence a situation, when the environment can’t be changed, the best
approach is to apply the tools you will learn in these workbooks.
This leads us to the fourth question, the question that drives the rest of this Stress Prevention
Workbook:
4. Can I think about this differently? Remember that all stress begins with the way you think about
something. Therefore, the correct answer to this question is always, “Yes, I can think about this situation
in a different way that doesn’t involve activating the stress response.”

This idea is so central and important to our understanding of living a happier and less stressful life that
we will spend the majority of this workbook explaining exactly how to do this.
Let’s use a simple example to show how, by asking these 4 quick questions, you can successfully prevent
any stress from occurring:
Traffic Jams

Many people become stressed in traffic jams. The cars around them move too slowly or not at all, and
they have to be somewhere soon. Let's pretend that it's you who are stressing out in a traffic jam. We
can go through each of the questions and see what happens to the stress.
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Am I really in danger? If you analyze the situation accurately, very seldom does anyone get hurt in
a traffic jam? The reason you're stressed rarely has anything to do with any life-threatening
condition.

You’re stressed because you’re late for something that you have decided is important. The traffic
jam is getting in the way of you arriving at a particular time. Not getting there on time is the
perceived threat.
At no point during the traffic jam, however, are you in physical danger. There is no immediate
threat while you sit there in the car. You’re safe. When you arrive at your destination, you’ll also
be safe. You may have to deal with the consequences of being late, but most likely your life isn’t
going to be in any physical danger.
So, you’ve answered the first question, there is no real threat.
Can you handle the traffic jam, or be late, without getting hurt? It may be uncomfortable, but
people are late all of the time. You’ve probably been late before, and nothing physically painful
happened. So, yes, you can handle it this time.
Is this traffic jam under your circle of influence? Do you have any control over it? The answer is
no. There is no way to control the traffic jam, or being late, so why spend a lot of energy getting
upset about it if there’s nothing you can do to change the speed of the flow of traffic?
Can you think about this differently? The correct answer has to be yes. You can enjoy your
favorite song. You can watch other people's reactions and get a good laugh. You can take the
extra time to plan your upcoming days or think about some important ideas you haven't had time
to develop.

You are free to think anything else you want to think about. And as long as the thought doesn’t include
any perceived threat, you won’t turn on the stress response.
Consider This
The next time you feel stress, see if there is a different way to think about it. (There always is).

For example, let's say that you are a huge sports fan and your favorite team just lost the championship
game. Run through the first three questions and then watch how the fourth question, accurately
answered, results in no stress.
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What was the real threat? – The team didn’t win. I may have lost a bet with my buddy at work. But the
score of a game can’t possibly hurt me.
Can I handle it? – Yes, the team has lost before and I still turned out fine.
Do I have any control over the outcome of the game? Superstitions aside, no I don’t have any control
over who wins the game.
Can I think about it differently? – Yes, I can think any number of thoughts that do not cause me to get
stressed out. Rather than getting upset about the loss, here are a few other ways that I could think about
the game:

•
•
•
•
•

It was an exciting game.
It's great that they made it to the finals.
I had a fun time following all the exciting action of this year's team.
They'll be better next year.
It's only a game

You can re-think any situation the same way. As long as your different thought doesn't include a threat,
you won't turn on the stress response, or have emotions that are less than positive.
Reflective Questions: Think of a stressful situation that has occurred for you in the last few days. Answer
the following questions in the space provided.

Describe the situation.
Were you in real, physical danger? (If so, think of another situation.) What was the real threat?

Were you able to handle the situation without getting hurt?

Was the situation inside your circle of influence? Did you have any control over it?

Could you have thought about things differently so that it would not have been as stressful for you? If so,
how?
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Stress Prevention Activity
The next time, and every time, you find yourself in a stressful situation, answer the four big questions
and then notice what happens.

Describe the situation.
1. What is the real threat?
2. Can I handle it?
3. Is this under my control?
4. How can I think about it differently?

Describe changes in your perspective, stress levels, emotions, and well-being.

Place Choice Inside the Gap
In our book titled UNWIND!, Sam Bracken and I introduced you to some great ways that you can use Dr.
Steven Covey’s 7 Habits to create a stress-free life. Most of that book involved principles presented
initially by Dr. Covey that, when lived by, tend to prevent problems. When you live by those principles,
you naturally avoid a lot of stress in life.
In this Stress Reduction Workbook, I’d like to go into much greater depth about how to prevent stress
extending beyond the information in UNWIND! So, let’s get started.
Adopt a Proactive Paradigm
A paradigm is a way of looking at things, in general. It is a worldview; a pattern of thinking. It is a
fundamental belief about something as we see it. To us, this is how it is. We have a paradigm about how
much we can control our thinking. To the extent that we believe that our thoughts lead to our feelings
and that we can control our thoughts, we’ll gain the upper hand on our stress.
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I’d like to begin with the well-known observation made by Viktor Frankl who was imprisoned in a POW
camp in Nazi Germany during World War II because he was a Jew. He saw the most horrendous
atrocities committed by a group of people on another group of people. The prisoners were persecuted
to the point where many of them simply gave up on living. But he noticed that there were some
prisoners who were different. They had a different way of looking at things and in his book Man’s Search
for Meaning he suggested that this was the difference in whether they survived the camps or not. This is
what Frankl said:
“We, who lived in concentration camps, can remember the men who walked through the huts
comforting others, giving away their last piece of bread. They may have been few in number, but
they offer sufficient proof that everything can be taken from a man but one thing. The one thing
that can never be taken away is the last of the human freedoms—to choose one’s attitude in any
given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.”
The Reactive Paradigm

•

This way of looking at the world essentially says: External forces dictate my life. I have little or
no control over them. Those forces stress me out.

The Proactive Paradigm

• This way of looking at the world sounds like this: I dictate my life. No one else does. I choose
how I will respond to stressful circumstances. I can choose to feel some other way than
stressed.
It may seem hard to swallow, that you can control your stress, but it is true. As soon as you own that, you
will be amazed at the freedom you have to create your own happiness and peace of mind.
In the next little while, I will show you some powerful tools to help you make that happen. This just
might change everything for you.

Stimulus-Response, and the Gap In-Between

Life happens.
Most of the time, you are NOT able to control or even influence many of life’s events. Events over which
you have very little if any control includes things like the weather, the stock market, natural disasters like
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earthquakes or tornados, the information found on television, the Internet, radio, or the thoughts,
feelings, and actions of other people.
Many times, you see these things happen and without thinking, you turn on your stress response as you
react to these events.
StimulusàResponse

In psychology, this theory is commonly known as StimulusàResponse or SàR. It is as if something
pushed your buttons, then seemingly outside of your control, without thinking, you react. We call this
reaction conditioning.
Conditioning occurs as we experience events throughout our lives. We have acquired and maintain
certain attitudes, beliefs, or emotions toward people or things. Essentially, we’re learning as we go.
Some of the things we learn, we hold on to them tightly, whether we realize it or not.
For example, a person is abused as a young child and now, as an adult, she is afraid of men.
Consciously, she knows that most men are decent and good, but the subconscious program
that’s running in her subconscious mind says differently, based on the conditioning that took
place when she was young.
Such is the case for many of our unpleasant emotions. We get told that we are dumb, that we are not
good looking, that we’re different (the stimulus) and immediately we retreat, we resist, we recoil, we
react (the response). And we do these without giving a second thought to the reason why.
This is so common, in fact, that few really stop to question conditioned attitudes, beliefs, or emotions. In
fact, we’re surprised when we see someone who doesn’t retaliate with anger when something “mean” is
done. We are surprised when someone isn’t offended when a name is called. We can’t believe it when
someone isn’t upset when his or her flight is canceled.
Conditioned Beliefs
Many people have the mistaken belief that we can’t even do anything about our reactions; that we’re
hardwired to this S->R model—that we’re genetically programmed to be angry, for example. They believe
that stressful things happen to us and we can’t help but respond in stressful ways.
Pavlov’s Dog

No doubt, you recall in your high school or college psychology course a discussion about Ivan
Pavlov and his famous experiment with the dog. Ivan would introduce food (stimulus) and
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immediately the dog would salivate (response). This is an instinctive, natural response to the
food, an environmental condition.
Ivan then introduced a sound—a new stimulus— combined simultaneously with the introduction
of the food. The dog still responded with salivation.
Finally, he introduced the sound, but without the food. He found that the dog had conditioned
itself to salivate to the sound because it unconsciously connected it with the food. Even when the
food was not present, the dog still salivated to the sound.
Since then, psychologists have done many experiments, both with animals as well as with humans, to
study this phenomenon. Their conclusion: your conditioning determines your behaviors. In other words,
your conditioning runs your show.
To a large extent, they’re correct.
Even our own experiences seem to support this belief.
Imagine yourself driving in your car, minding your own business on your way to work. How would
you react if you looked in your rearview mirror and noticed a police car behind you with its siren
blaring and lights flashing? What would be your likely response to this situation? If you are like
most people, you begin feeling anger and frustration, and you become upset that you are being
pulled over.
We have many patterns of behavior (conditioned responses) that run on autopilot and don’t serve us
very well.
For example:
•
•
•

When someone yells obscenities at us, we immediately get defensive, angry, and offended.
When driving behind a slow driver, or when someone quickly cuts in front of us, we tend to
get irritated or upset.
During a class or meeting, we tend to get impatient or bored when the speaker goes
overtime.

The feelings we create based on our reactions to these events are conditioned or learned.
They are not inherited tendencies.
We don’t inherit angry, bored, or easily offended genes.

For example:
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•

You are not offended because of something another person says or does. That person does
not have that power. You have chosen to feel offended or to not feel offended.

•

If you feel bored while listening to someone, you don’t feel that way because of what the
person is saying. You are bored because you have chosen to be bored. If you change your
thoughts about the situation or change what you are thinking about during the presentation,
the feeling of boredom disappears.

We are not programmed at birth to respond with an automatic emotion when something happens in our
environment. We have learned to respond in these ways through training and by modeling others.
This is both good and bad news.
The bad news is that at some point we have all learned negative ways of reacting to specific stimuli.
Unless you are aware of this conditioning, and you do something to change it, you’ll thoughtlessly react
in the same way that you learned.
You may have never considered the possibility that you can respond to any situation in a completely
different way. Most of the time, people respond to situations automatically without considering the
possibility that they can actually react to it differently.
Recall what I mentioned earlier:
Your feelings are always preceded by your dominant thoughts. Change your dominant thoughts and you
immediately change your feelings. You are always responsible for how you think, and consequently how
you feel.

So, the good news is that if you have learned a particular response to an event, you can also unlearn it.
We, as conscious human beings, have the capacity to take responsibility for our thoughts and
immediately put ourselves in control of how any situation will affect us. It is possible to decide to not
have that button pushed when something happens.
You can do this when you realize that what you think is entirely up to you. It is your choice. In any
situation, you have the power to choose your response to what is happening.
Mind the Gap
We can take our SàR model, separate the Stimulus from the automatic Response and discover that we
can place a Gap in-between.

In this Gap, this space between the stimulus and response, you have the power to place something that
will transform your reaction. You have the power to choose a different thought, a different interpretation,
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a different perception than the one you’ve been conditioned to give and place it directly between
stimulus and response.
This power to choose your own response is your greatest power. This power to place in this Gap any
thought that you choose creates a new, empowering, freeing model that looks like this:

Stimulus à Gap (choice) à Better Response
Remember, whatever thought you put in the Gap is based entirely upon how you choose to interpret it. As
I mentioned before, the actual event itself doesn’t cause stress; you are stressed by the way you
interpret what is taking place.
If this is true, how could you interpret the situation of the police officer driving behind you differently?
How could you choose another thought to put into the Gap? What could you say to yourself about this
situation so that you experience it without activating the stress response?
•

You might think something like, “This police officer is protecting everyone’s safety and has
noticed that I am doing something potentially dangerous. I am being stopped to keep me
from harming someone else. I am grateful for police officers!”

•

Alternatively, you could see the police officer as a person who is just doing his job in the best
way that he can. You could say, “He is working hard to do his job in the best way he knows
how.”

These interpretations may seem strange or unlikely, as you read them right now, but that isn’t important.
The key point is that you decide how you want to interpret the event. You have the ability to choose to
interpret each of life’s events any way you want. In that way, you also decide whether you set the stress
response in motion or you remain balanced.
This understanding is useful in practically any situation where you find yourself
starting to feel stressed.

Let’s return to our drive through the mountainside that we talked about in the Science of Stress
Workbook.
Imagine that you are driving down a road in a hurry to your destination. This winding road takes
you through some mountainous areas. You approach a car driven by a very calm old man who is
in no hurry whatsoever. He is out on an afternoon drive thoroughly enjoying the scenery.
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But you are still in a rush and need to get to your meeting, and there are no places where you
can safely pass him. He doesn’t notice you because he is so focused on the beautiful scenery. His
stereo is turned up so he can’t hear you honking at him.
Usually, in these situations, you would become frustrated. You might notice your heart rate
increasing and your muscles tense in your arms, face, and shoulders. You might start slamming
the steering wheel with your hands, and your face would probably turn various shades of red.
Is it possible for you to interpret this situation differently so you don't activate the stress response?

It must be possible, because not everyone behind slow-driving old men has the same response, no
matter how late they are for the important meeting.
You aren’t restricted to one single response to the situation. It will always depend upon how you decide
to view the event.
How could you interpret this event differently?
There are many interpretations you could have that would not initiate the stress response and cause this
inner imbalance.
•

You could say that this person is probably saving you from getting a ticket because you would
have very likely been speeding to your destination. That would be worse than being late.

•

You could also have the dominant thought that this is an excellent opportunity to see all the
beautiful views you usually miss when you drive too fast.

The way you interpret the situation doesn’t necessarily even have to be true or accurate. You could make
up the circumstances to mean anything you like.
•

You could pretend that this person is the President of the United States and you are a Secret
Service Agent assigned to follow and protect the president.

However silly this may seem, it emphasizes this important point.
You can choose how you interpret every event.

Given that choice, you have total control over how worked up you will or will not get, and whether you
will experience the ill effects of the activation of the stress response.
Remember, feelings, including stress, follow your thoughts. And if you don’t have the threat thought, you
won’t have stressful feelings.
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My family and I had an interesting occurrence that clearly demonstrated how dramatically our
interpretations can immediately affect our emotional state, and how quickly we can change our
dominant thoughts.
One Saturday afternoon we arrived at the field of our daughter’s soccer match.
Uncharacteristically, one of the referees was late. The game could not proceed without him. As
time passed, the parents became angrier and angrier. Someone would complain about how
disrespectful this referee was, and another would say she had better things to do than wait for
him. The tension was growing by the minute. Some of the parents were planning to let him know
how upset they were when he actually did arrive. Others made plans to contact his supervisor to
make sure he never worked another soccer game. Interestingly, the kids warming up on the field,
waiting to play the game didn’t seem to mind a bit that the referee was late.
As the frustration continued to grow, one of the other referees received a phone call from the
referee who was late. It turns out that his son had been in a terrible car accident and he needed
to attend to that situation before he could come to the game. He was hurrying as fast as he could,
but the seriousness of the accident made him unable to get to the game any sooner. He asked the
other referee to apologize to all of the parents for the delay.
An amazing thing happened when we heard the news of this man’s situation. A collective and
instantaneous change took place among the parents sitting in the stands. What had previously
been feelings of anger and frustration, immediately turned to feelings of love and concern for this
man and his son. To a person, the collective anger instantly turned into a common desire to help
him in any way possible. The switch was immediate and powerful. It was amazing to watch how
quickly the sentiment changed toward the referee.
The only thing that changed, for everyone in attendance, was the way they interpreted what was
happening. They had changed what they had put in the Gap, thereby also changing the Response.
The truth is we could have interpreted the event that way in the first place.

Instead of choosing to assume that this guy was rude and irresponsible, we could have assumed that he
was a nice person and something serious had happened to keep him from coming.
Thinking that way in the first place would have kept us from being upset and turning on the stress
response.
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Upgrade Your Thoughts
Understanding now that:
•
•
•

Your thoughts always precede your emotions
You create your emotions by your dominant thoughts
You have the power to choose your thoughts and your resulting emotions

It now becomes possible to look at your thoughts, find out what emotions follow them, and then go
back to the primary thoughts, and change them.
That’s powerful!

An interesting characteristic about the mind and the way we think is that we can upgrade our dominant
thoughts from stressful, threat-filled thoughts to un-stressful, proactive thoughts simply by deciding to
do so. When we do, we immediately feel differently, we feel better.
Consider the story of my daughter’s soccer game and the referee who was late because his son
was in an accident. Upon hearing the news, the parents changed their dominant thoughts from
anger to love. As they upgraded their dominant thought, their mood changed, and so did their
stress levels.
Nothing else changed; the game still started late, people still had other things to do, schedules
were still interrupted. The difference was they upgraded from anger to love, stress to peace,
when they interpreted the situation differently.
What I’m suggesting here is that you can do the same thing in every situation, and even before the
stressful feeling kicks in.
As you notice yourself starting to feel a certain feeling, based on your dominant thoughts, you can, right
then, place a different thought into the Gap.
Upgrade Your Thoughts

It’s really pretty easy to upgrade your thoughts. All you need to do is consider your current dominant
thought and then replace it with a more favorable, more positive, more empowering dominant thought.
A more favorable, less stressful emotion will automatically follow.
Here are some examples of thoughts or emotions that most of us would consider stressful. Following
each one is an example of an upgraded thought. These upgraded thoughts automatically lead to feelings
and emotions that don’t include stress.
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You can upgrade your dominant thoughts from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Threats to challenges, which brings you feelings of excitement, eagerness, motivated
Expectations to preferences, which brings you feelings of detachment, happiness
Anger to tolerance or forgiveness, which brings you feelings of peace
Judging to observing, which brings you feelings of calm
Resistance to acceptance or allowance, which brings you feelings of release, relaxation
Complaining to gratitude, which brings you feelings of joy, serenity, contentment, fun
Guilt to self-acceptance, which brings you feelings of peace, relaxation
Fear to love, which brings you feelings of compassion, caring, consideration
Fear to curiosity, which brings you feelings of fun, daring, excitement
Jealousy to allowing, which brings you feelings of release, caring
Arguing to empathy, which brings you feelings of understanding

Can you see how powerful this can be?
You are now in control. You are the one choosing your thoughts, and by upgrading your thoughts, you
can change how you feel.

Let’s look at a few more examples so you can get a good feel for this.
Imagine that you really enjoy waterskiing. It’s something you really look forward to doing,
whenever you have a chance. One of the worst things that could happen, on the day that you go
waterskiing, is to have a lot of wind. When you go skiing, you have an “expectation” that the lake
water should be a smooth, not choppy.
However, it is a windy day—not what you were expecting.
You might think thoughts like this, “It should not be windy! It was supposed to be a nice calm
day.” If you maintain that expectation or demand as your dominant thought, the emotions you’ll
automatically generate are anger or frustration.
However, if you upgrade that dominant thought to a preference, your thinking would sound more
like this, “I usually prefer that the water be really smooth, but that isn’t how it is today. I can’t do
anything to calm the waters, so I’ll decide to do something else. “
This might sound ridiculous to just blow it off like that, but isn’t it more ridiculous to stay upset about
something over which you have absolutely no control?
Let’s try another.
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You’re in a meeting that keeps going well beyond the time allotted. It just keeps going and your
boss, who is running the meeting, doesn’t seem to be in any hurry to finish it.
In this situation, you could do a lot of complaining about what a lousy boss this person is and
how inconsiderate she is being, (judging), and how much you hate meetings in general,
(resistance).
Now you probably can’t affect the length of the meeting—it wouldn’t be the right thing to do.
And if you continue to complain, not only will the clock move more slowly, but the emotions
you’ll generate—because of resistance and boredom—will be very stressful ones like frustration
or irritation.
Now, notice how you’ll feel if you upgrade those complaining thoughts to more stress-preventing
grateful thoughts. “Isn’t it great that I have this job in the first place? Many of my friends don’t
have jobs right now and are really struggling. Having this job, even though it has its moments,
provides me with so many opportunities and experiences that I wouldn’t have if I weren’t
working!”
How are you going to feel, if gratitude is your dominant thought? Pretty good, right?
Or you could say, something like: “This boss of mine, though she means well, is trying her hardest
to help us become better employees. I appreciate her for doing that. I forgive her for going
longer than she said she would. She probably has lost all track of time.”
How are you going to feel, if these are your dominant thoughts? Probably a lot better.
When I am on the freeway and I see someone driving recklessly by me at top speed, rather than
making all kinds of judgments about that person (idiot, crazy driver, etc.), I consider a different
thought: This guy is on his way to the hospital because his wife, who is sitting in the back seat of
the car, is about to have a baby at any moment. It would be far better if she had the baby at the
hospital, so go ahead and speed by me so you can get there really fast. It’s pretty funny how
many “almost-births” have happened on the freeways where I drive.
More importantly, how will I feel if these are my dominant thoughts? I’ll feel a lot better than if I would
have chosen anger.
The possibilities for upgrading your thoughts are endless.
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You’ve been asked to go to a party with some friends. In the past, you've been conditioned to
fear people, especially new people. Your conditioned response might sound something like, “I’m
really not comfortable being around other people, and especially people I don’t know.”
If you insert love into the Gap and upgrade your fear to love, you would have a completely
different experience. “These new people might also be nervous to meet me. They probably want
more friends.” You would welcome people. You would want to get to know them, and you would
be interested in the possibility of developing new relationships. That’s a different and far better
feeling than the conditioned feeling of fear.
Here’s another one that I encounter a lot during the summers where I live. Frequently, I hear
people complain about how unbearably hot it is. The temperature is in the 90s and it’s too warm
for comfort. Rather than wallow in their misery, my immediate thought goes to this dominant
thought: At least it isn’t January 15th when the temperature hovers right around 18 degrees. As
soon as I think this thought, a hot summer day doesn’t seem so bad.
There is tremendous power, as well as a great feeling of freedom when you realize that you create your
thoughts and you can upgrade them anytime.
It puts you in control.

You always have a choice about what you think. Taking this control is much like working a muscle. It
grows with practice and the more you exercise your choice to think in useful ways, the more proficient
you become in doing so—and the more you find yourself preventing your stress.
Try This

The next time you feel any type of negative or stressful feeling:
•

Assess the feeling. Specify which feeling you're having. Determine the dominant thought that
precedes the feeling.

•

Change your dominant thought to an upgraded thought.

•

Dwell on the upgraded thought.

•

Notice the change in how you feel.
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•

Strengthen this muscle by practicing this every time you notice yourself having stressful or
less-than-positive feelings.

In the next section, we will explore some more ways to improve your thinking patterns, and as a result,
experience much greater levels of peace and contentment . . . and much less stress.
If you really want to change how you feel, you must change the way that you think.
Stress Prevention Activity – Filling the Gap & Upgrading Your Thoughts

The purpose of this activity is to help you gain control of the Gap between stimulus and response.
Think of an unpleasant situation in which you found yourself getting emotionally upset, angry, frustrated,
or stressed. Describe it in the space provided:

Describe the thoughts that you had during this experience in the space provided:

Now consider some different, better dominant thoughts you could have inserted into the Gap between
stimulus and response. Write down the thoughts that would have helped prevent stress by using this
chart:
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Alternative Dominant
Thoughts to
Insert into the
Gap

Gratitude

What You Might Say to Yourself

Finish the Thought

I appreciate . . .
I’m thankful for . . .
It’s okay . . .

Allowance/Acceptance

I can live with this . . .
I can go with the flow . . .
I wonder…

Discovery

What would happen if...?
What can I learn from this...?

Observation

I am noticing . . .

Challenges

This could be fun …

Preferences

Even though I’d prefer it this way, I
can’t control what’s happening
here . . .

Forgiveness

I release my emotional attachment
to …

Self-acceptance

I’m happy being me during this …
I’m interested in you …

Empathy
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From Resistance to Unruffled
What you resist persists. –Carl Jung
Resistance is the Culprit
If you carefully analyze your negative thoughts, you’ll discover that almost all of them contain one
specific psychological characteristic: resistance.

When you resist, you essentially say “NO!” to what is (or what was or what will be).
You are in a state of resistance when you don't want things to be as they are; you want things to be
different. When you resist someone else, you are thinking of how you want him or her to change. You
want them to do something different than they are doing (or have already done).
Recall that the stress response is activated by the thought of “Uh-Oh! This is going to be bad!” It is also
activated by the resistance thought, “Oh no! This should not be happening!” or “Oh no! This should not
have happened!”
Consider several of our so-called negative emotions: anger, depression, helplessness, fear, boredom,
sadness, or any variation of these. In almost every case, the thought behind the emotion includes
resistance. You are saying “no” to what is.
What You Resist tends to Persist
Carl Jung said an interesting thing about resistance. He said, “What you resist persists.”

In other words, trying to somehow make something go away, or even the mere desire that something go
away actually keeps it in place. Jung suggested that those things you resist might actually even grow.
Many illustrations easily demonstrate this principle. Try to stop being angry by resisting your feeling of
anger. What happens? You get angrier.
Have you ever tried to resist eating something you know you shouldn’t eat? What happens? You want it
even more. Resisting it just increases your desire for it.
In our society, we have an obesity problem. Many people with whom I have worked have a
dominant thought of resistance toward the extra weight they carry around. What I’ve noticed, is
the more they resist it, the harder it is for them to lose the weight.
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Resistance Creates Stress

Resistant thoughts sound a lot like, "Things should not be this way." Or, "I hate this." Or, "That person
should not act that way." These thoughts not only turn on the stress response but stressful emotions as
well.
Consider the person who goes into a movie theater to watch her favorite movie. As the movie
begins, she notices that the people around her are using their cell phones. Other people are
loudly chewing their popcorn or removing wrappers from candy in loud and annoying ways.
In her mind, all of these distractions should not be happening and the more she focuses on them
and continues to resist them, the more irritated she becomes. Curiously, the more she wants the
distracting sounds to go away, the bigger they become.
So, if resisting it won’t make something bad go away, and might make things worse, how can we go
about changing what we don’t like or what we don’t want? How can we make the stressful emotions
disappear?
Replace Rather than Resist

The better approach is to replace, rather than resist. Since you are free to choose any thought that you
want to put into the Gap, you can choose to upgrade to a better one whenever you find yourself
resisting.
And with what do you replace those resistant thoughts? You replace them with thoughts that are the
opposite of resisting. A few of these high-quality replacement thoughts would include acceptance,
allowance, forgiveness, love, and gratitude. The instant you upgrade your conditioned thoughts to
these, you will feel differently.
Recently, I was teaching one of my classes and we were discussing this idea. One student was an
older woman who, by most people’s standards, had been through a very challenging life. She
raised her hand and told us that she had been in and out of therapy and counseling for over 25
years. She had seen numerous psychiatrists and counselors during that time.
She said she had tried nearly every psychological technique known to man that was designed to
help her get better. She had “done it all” in her attempts to heal.
Her comment to us was that after all the work that she had done with all of these counselors to
help her with her problems, in every case, upgrading her thinking was the final and most
important step she had to commit to if she was going to heal. She realized that she had to stop
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resisting so many things in her life and instead, replace her resistance with acceptance,
allowance, forgiveness, love, and gratitude. She said that until she did this, she continued to
struggle. Once she did this, she was able to experience true peace and healing.
Stress Prevention Activity – Upgrading Your Resistance Thoughts

The next time you find yourself feeling irritated, annoyed, or angry, step back from the emotion and
analyze precisely what you are thinking that is creating this feeling. These thoughts may be about
something or someone else, or they might be about you.
Now notice the resistance thought.
It will probably sound something like, “This should be different.” Or, “This shouldn’t be happening this
way.” Notice how you are thinking “No!” about it, them, or you.
Now take a deep breath, take charge of your thinking, and replace the “No!” thought with a “Yes!”
thought. Replace your resistance with forgiveness, love, acceptance, or gratitude.
Watch how much differently you feel. Use the following space to write down the experience.
•

Write about the situation that you resisted. What was happening? Who was involved?

•

What did you notice about your thoughts, as you were resisting? Be specific and accurate.

•

When you changed your “No!” thoughts to “Yes!” thoughts, how did your feelings change?

Practice this activity every time you find yourself resisting things you’d like to be different, and notice
how your feelings about the situations change. Obviously, you may not be able to do too much to change
the situation or circumstances, but when you are in this non-resisting state of mind, the annoying aspect
of it won’t concern you anymore. And, as Carl Jung would have probably said, “when you cease to resist,
that which you resisted will cease to persist.” It may even go away altogether.
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Stress-Related Emotions: Anger & Fear
Earlier, I told you that your emotions are preceded by your dominant thoughts—you never have an
emotion without a dominant thought that first interprets a situation.
Let’s spend some time focusing on some common emotions associated with the stress response. Once
you understand how these work, you can do a lot to remove them from your day-to-day range of
emotions.
Anger
Most societies have rules, common agreements about how things should be. These rules bring order to
our lives. Without them we would experience chaos.

Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

People who drive cars in the United States need to drive on the right side of the road (as
opposed to the left side in Great Britain or Japan).
People should not steal from other people.
People who want to hunt or fish ought to have licenses.
People need to have a library card to check out books from the library.
Coaches in little league sports need to treat the kids respectfully.
People who work in restaurants should give prompt and polite service.

In general, most of us have agreed to these rules. These rules represent our beliefs for how we feel
things should be.
We also have individual rules, or demands. Each of these rules is based on how we feel things should be
for us. Our rules usually contain the words “need to” “should” or “must.”
I have a long list of rules or demands to maintain order and peace in my home. Here are a few simple
ones that work for me:
•
•
•
•
•

My kids should be in bed by a certain time on a school night.
Cats should not throw up on my living room couch.
The room needs to be quiet while I am meditating.
The music my kids play shouldn’t be too loud.
Spiders need to remain outside of the home and preferably create their webs several miles
away.
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•
•
•
•

The grass around our home should be alive and green during the summer, rather than dead and
brown.
I need to be in bed by 10:00 p.m.
My desk ought to be clean and organized.
My kids should practice playing the piano for 30-minutes each day.

Demands and Rules Are Not Universal

Demands and Rules are simple everyday agreements that we make with others or ourselves. Rules are
not Natural Laws. In other words, there is no natural or universal law that says it must be quiet in the
house for me to meditate nor is there one that says the kids have to play the piano each day. There is no
all-encompassing cosmic law that says the server at our favorite restaurant should be prompt and polite.
We have simply decided that this is how things ought to be. We made up our demands.
The Only Real Reason You Are Ever Angry

This leads us to the emotion of anger. Pay close attention: The only real reason why you ever get angry is
that an event has happened that breaks one of your rules, it goes against one of your demands.
Someone has done something that is in conflict with your beliefs about how you think something ought
to be. The resulting emotion, which you generate by this thought, is what we call anger.
It is very important that you understand this concept because as soon as you do, you can virtually
eliminate anger from your life. An event of itself does not make you angry any more than events can
make you feel stressed, afraid, bored, or any other emotion.
If it were the case that we had anger genes, we would get mad every time the cat throws up on the sofa.
But that doesn’t always happen, and for some people, it doesn’t bother them at all. The way you
interpret the event in your mind, what it means to you, always determines whether you will become
angry about it. Let’s look at some examples to demonstrate this.
Attachment to Our Own Rules

Have you ever driven with someone who experiences road rage? What this person is essentially saying is
that he is angry because other people are not following the way he thinks they should drive. His
attachment to this rule and his certainty that he is “right” about his rule is precisely what sends him into
a fit of rage each time that rule is broken.
Let’s refer to my rules about my home. One of my rules says my room should be quiet when I am
meditating. What if my kids bring home their friends and they start making a lot of noise in the next
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room? This noise is disrupting my quiet. They are doing something in direct conflict with my beliefs
about how things ought to be while I meditate.
Their noise however, is not what causes me to be angry. I actually enjoy their noise on some occasions,
because I know they are happy and having a great time. However, my rule about quietness during
meditation is in conflict with what I am currently experiencing. I generate my feelings of anger from that
thought.
It looks like they are the ones causing the emotion in me. In reality, it is my own rule that I have made
up, that is being violated. This is how I create the emotion of anger.
Re-examine Your Rules

Given this understanding, you can immediately defuse anger simply by reexamining your rule. Be aware
that it is your rule, and not the event itself, that is causing you to generate anger.
Let’s say that my cat has, in fact, thrown up on my sofa. Rather than letting anger cause me to do
something I will probably regret, I can remember that it is my made-up rule that is being broken, which is
the real cause of my anger—the rule that cats should not throw up on the sofa. With this awareness, I
can operate from a more positive emotional state with regard to the cat and everything else around me.
The Difference is Emotional Attachment

You probably notice that there are those who rarely seem to get angry. Don’t these people have any
rules in their lives?
The difference is the degree of emotional attachment they have to their rules and demands. When you
are unwilling to budge on your rules, when you need to be “right” about the correctness of your rules,
you’ll feel more anger when your rules are broken.
However, when you are willing to be flexible with your rules, you’ll find that you don’t turn on the heat
when your rule gets broken.
Here's an example: I almost never get angry. There are times, however, when my kids are playing their
sports, and I am either watching or coaching them, when I find myself getting angry. It usually happens
when a referee makes a call that is contrary to how I viewed the action—he's made a bad call. Ordinarily,
I wouldn't get angry at a referee who makes a bad call—no big deal—no emotional attachment. But
when my own kids are penalized for his poor judgment, as I see it, I get mad. I'm very emotionally
attached to the continued well-being of my kids. My rule says they should be treated fairly. And he's not
treating them fairly.
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Over the years, however, I have learned that I don’t need to cling so tightly to the way the referee should
call the game. I can recognize that it’s only a game and the referee will never get it right every time. He’s
doing the best he can and wouldn’t make calls deliberately designed to harm my kids. I can cease being
so attached to how things ought to be.
When I release my emotional attachment, I also cease being so angry.
Upgrade to Preferences

One of the ways to do this is by upgrading your “musts,” “demands,” and “shoulds” to preferences. In
other words, rather than saying something must happen in a certain way, you can upgrade it by saying
you “prefer” things happen in certain ways.
I could say, “I prefer that refs make good calls during my kids’ games. They may not always, but that’s my
preference.”
If that is the way you approach most uncontrollable events that take place in your environment, you’ll
find yourself rarely generating a heated frenzy. As a result, you can experience peace of mind rather than
anger.
Other Emotions

Jealousy, irritation, frustration, resentment, disappointment, and other related emotions all have their
roots in anger. Whenever you feel any of these emotions, it is because things are happening contrary to
the way you think they should.
The problem with thinking this way—that things should be going differently than they are—is that they
aren’t.
Regardless of how much you think they should be otherwise, things happen, and there’s usually not
much you can do about them. It is in these times that you can practice the art of upgrading your
thoughts to more peaceful, empowering, and stress-preventing thoughts.
Anger Is Not Always a Bad Thing

Having said that let me make a quick comment about anger. The purpose of helping you realize the real
source of your anger is not meant to completely remove anger from your collection of emotions.
Anger can be a useful emotion that moves you to positive action. People who were angry about
something have founded many beneficial organizations, charities, and foundations. Rather than lash out
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and become destructive to themselves and others, these people used their energy to create solutions
and make things better.
The problem with anger is that it too frequently drives people to do things that hurt others or
themselves. Abuse, in its many despicable forms, is usually an extension of anger. Aggression and
violence have anger at their roots.
Type A Personality

Anger that leads to feelings of hostility has also been found to be very dangerous, not only for those who
happen to be near the angry person, but also for the cardiovascular health of the angry person.
The “Type A personality” was once considered at high risk for damaging the blood vessels of the heart.
However, upon further analysis, it turned out that the high risk isn’t so much the “Type A personality” as
it is the “hostile core personality.”
Anger, aggressiveness, and hostile behaviors are some of the leading predictors of heart disease and
cardiovascular problems.
Anger generally leads to a large number of negative outcomes. It affects our health, our relationships,
and our emotional stability.
Once you understand your anger, how you generate it, and how you can diffuse it, you will gain more
control over this very common but potentially dangerous emotion.
Stress Prevention Activity
Think of something that happened that resulted in you becoming very angry. If it will help you, write it in
detail in the space provided.

Now that you’ve identified the incident, think of the rule you created that, once it was broken, triggered
your angry emotion.
Write your rule here.
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(When you read your rule, it will probably include the words “should,” “must,” or “ought to” in the rule.)
Next, think of a different way of interpreting that event. What can you say to yourself that upgrades your
rule to a preference and changes your feelings of anger to something more like acceptance, tolerance, or
peace?
Write the new preference here.

Look at both rules. Evaluate which of the two will result in less stress and more happiness. Think of other
rules that you have that you want to change to preferences instead.
Write them here.
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Guilt
Guilt is an emotion that is very similar to anger. It usually occurs when you do something that is contrary
to your own rules or demands that you have about yourself.

Perhaps you have established a rule for yourself that says you shouldn’t eat a lot of food late at night or
that you shouldn’t treat other people in unkind ways. When you do eat late at night or if you are mean
to someone you care about—when you break one of your own rules, it usually results in guilt. Guilt can
be especially significant if you find you have violated a rule that has to do with one of your highly held
values or with your mission.
You can manage your guilt in much the same way as you manage your anger. When you realize that your
guilty thoughts cause your unpleasant feelings, search to see which one of your “rules” you have
violated. In other words, figure out what is the real cause of the guilt.
If your guilt involves another person, you may want to see what you can do to repair any damage you
may have done. Do what you can to fix it and then let it go. It doesn’t make much sense to fill up your
present-moment thoughts with painful memories, which you can’t relive or undo.
Now you can release your attachment to the rule by upgrading it to a preference; learn from the
experience and then feel the relief that follows.
Fear
Fear and stress are very similar. They frequently feel the same. If you truly understand the fear and get a
clear picture of what is happening when you feel fear, you can learn to do away with the need to fear
things at all. You can make the fear disappear!

In my class, when we begin our focus on fear, I start with this question: “Why do you think you are
here?” I don’t mean to ask the students why they are here in this building on this particular day. I ask
them why they feel they are alive and what they are here to do while they are alive. What is their
purpose for living and being? (Do you recall asking yourself this question earlier in this workbook?) They
commonly respond with answers like these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To learn everything I can
To enjoy life to the fullest
To make a difference in other people’s lives
To serve others
To support a family and provide a quality life for my kids
To develop my skills, talents, and natural abilities
To have a good time
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•

To work toward and reach the goals I set for myself

Expansion

After some discussion, I tell the class that I would like to add an additional purpose that takes into
account some of those already mentioned. I introduce the idea that one purpose for living is to expand. I
believe that you and I and everyone that gets to live a lifetime on this earth are here to expand, to grow,
to become more of who we are. We are beings with infinite potential and amazing capabilities. Realizing
our potential, actualizing our capabilities, involves expanding.
This desire to expand is an instinctive part of your nature. You may not always follow it, but inside of you,
dormant perhaps, is this tendency, this urge, to become more of who you are. However, realizing that
potential is a gradual process. It doesn’t happen in an instant. You expand in the direction of your
potential much like a balloon expands as air is slowly blown into it.
Comfort Zones

Interestingly, in contrast to our desire to expand is our tendency to gravitate toward our comfort zones.
A comfort zone is any place, situation, relationship, or experience where we don’t feel any threat to our
sense of well-being. It is where we feel safe. It is usually a known place or situation where we feel some
control or at least we usually know what is going to happen.
Examples of comfort zones include our homes, our jobs, and the things we commonly do every day. Our
comfort zones also include the people with whom we spend time such as our friends or family members,
the places we frequently go to eat, the types of food we eat, the places we go to exercise, the type of car
we drive, and the routes we commonly travel to get to our various destinations. Simply, we prefer being
in places, around people, and doing things that feel routine for us. We like to feel comfortable
In the illustration below, the circle represents us. In it, we put your “comfort zones.” This is where people
prefer being most of the time.
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Leaving the Comfort Zone

Now comes the tricky part. In order to realize this aspect of your human nature, which is to expand and
grow, you must leave your comfort zones. You must do things that feel uncomfortable. There is very little
growth, expansion, or progress when you spend your time and energy in those places we would call your
comfort zones. Certainly, you are usually safe and tend to enjoy pleasant experiences there, but little
expansive movement happens in your comfort zones. Like the expanding balloon, leaving our comfort
zones might look like this:

Moving out of your comfort zone doesn’t happen without effort on your part. Your effort produces the
expansion. However, this effort usually involves overcoming or dealing with some type of fear. We could
call the part outside the circle your “discomfort zone,” because the name implies that you don’t feel
especially comfortable “out there.” Nevertheless, if you are to expand and grow, there is where you must
put yourself.
Moving into your discomfort zones consistently involves facing your fears.
What is Fear?

It important to understand what fear really is. When you understand how you think when you fear
something, it becomes easier to do something to change the subsequent feelings of fear.
Fear usually involves a focus on the future. You create, in your imagination, thoughts or images that
something in the future, an event or experience, is going to be painful or uncomfortable. Fear is the
feeling of wanting to avoid the future-oriented imagined threat, pain, or discomfort.
Fear and the Stress Response
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Recall that the stress response happens because you want to prepare for a threat that might cause you
to feel pain. The body mobilizes its systems to supply you with power and speed. Fear is similar in that it
is our desire to avoid pain. Rather than responding with speed and power however, we respond with
immobility. Fear keeps you from moving forward toward a specific outcome.
Aspects of Fear
Many people have never really thought rationally about their fears. They just are afraid of certain things
and feel stuck to those fears. The following aspects of fear might surprise you, but they are true and
learning about them can be very beneficial in overcoming fear.
1. Nothing in the world is inherently fearful.

Like stress, nothing “out there” universally causes fear for everyone who experiences it. Fear is entirely
an internal experience.
Many people are scared to death of snakes. Others are content to have the little critters slithering
all over them. The snake itself is not a frightening thing. The fear is the meaning you generate in
your mind about the snake. If you have a belief about possible pain or discomfort if you are
anywhere near one, you do your best to stay as far away from the slimy creatures as possible. If,
on the other hand, you decide that there is no potential pain associated with snakes, you might
enjoy being with them.
Another obvious illustration is public speaking. Some have said that public speaking is the
number one social fear in our culture. I know many people who are scared to death when they
think of speaking in front of a group of people. Many others I know do it regularly without giving
it a second thought.
These examples, and plenty of others, indicate to me that it isn’t the snake or standing in front of an
audience that creates the fear. The fear is generated by the thoughts that we have about these things. If
they were inherently fearful, then everyone would be afraid of them. But everyone isn’t.
This understanding is useful because now, whenever you fear something, you can take responsibility and
do something about it, rather than remaining a helpless victim.
2. Fears are learned. You do not have a genetic predisposition to fear.

Psychologists tell us that newborn babies may have a natural fear of falling and of loud noises. Others
disagree saying the babies are simply reacting to them; they don’t really have the capacity to associate a
pain with an experience. The jury is still out on which theory is true. Even if we do inherit these two
fears, this leaves all of the other fears that we experience without any genetic component. In other
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words, you do not inherit fearful tendencies. You didn’t get your fears from your parents or
grandparents.
Why then would you fear anything?
If your fears are not inherited, then you must have learned them. You learned to fear something from
your own experiences. If a child gets a painful sting from a bee, he may become afraid of bees because
he has learned that bees can cause pain.
We also learn to be afraid of things from the experiences of others. If a snake once bit your best friend
and hurt her badly you may come to believe that you too should avoid that pain. You are likely to create
that fear in your own mind as much as if you had experienced it yourself. You don’t have to experience
that pain to understand that you’d rather not experience it yourself. Therefore, you avoid snakes and the
pain the snakes might cause you.
3. If a fear is learned, it can also be unlearned.

In the end, it doesn’t matter when or where you began fearing something.
If a fear is learned, then logically, it can be unlearned. How can we be sure of this? Because people stop
being afraid of things all the time.
In working with people and their fears, I’ve seen people overcome their fear of heights, small places,
meeting others, quitting jobs, beginning relationships, ending relationships, public speaking, and a host
of others. If one person can do it, so can someone else. Sure, it may be challenging, but it is possible.
4. There is no real pain in your discomfort zone.

Your discomfort zones are only uncomfortable if you choose to make them uncomfortable. Just as no
event is inherently fearful, the discomfort in your discomfort zone is also your own doing. You create the
perception of potential threat, discomfort, or emotional pain. If you analyze the situation carefully, you
realize there isn’t going to be any pain.
How do we know this is true?
Our experience confirms this point. Watch how we can break down each of the steps of one of our most
highly feared events—public speaking—and determine where the real pain happens.
Imagine that you are “next” to give an important speech to a large group of people on a subject
that you care about deeply. While you anticipate your turn, you notice that your hands are cold
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and shaking, your mouth is dry, and it’s difficult to put your thoughts together (the stress
response is cranking!).
Now here is the reality of the situation: You are comfortably sitting in your chair. There doesn’t seem to
be any real pain being inflicted on you while you sit there awaiting your turn. No need for the stress
response there. At some point, you are introduced; no pain there. The walk from your chair to the
podium is a safe one. You give your speech to the audience. During your entire speech, you have
remained free from danger, still no pain. Nobody threw any rocks, sticks, or tomatoes. They may have
looked at you in funny ways. It isn’t likely, but they may have gotten up and walked out of the room while
you were speaking; but those actions don’t hurt you physically. You may interpret those actions to mean
something awful, but you make that choice. As I mentioned before, they can’t hurt you with their
thoughts.
Therefore, you've remained safe and pain-free during your entire speech and now you are finished. You
pick up your papers and walk back to your seat. Again, no pain.
In every aspect of what, for some people, is the most fearful thing they can possibly think of doing, there
really is nothing that warranted being afraid. It was an entirely safe experience.
Remember, fear is the feeling you have when you want to avoid future pain; in this case, a pain that
doesn't exist.
You can view practically every other event that people find fearful, follow it through from beginning to
end, and find the same lack of real pain.
5. You can handle the situations that you fear.

How can you be sure that you can handle situations that you fear? There is one place where you can
immediately look that will assure you that you can handle them. That place is in your past experience.
Throughout your life, you have handled numerous situations that at first seem scary. But after
completing them, you found that you remained safe and okay. Why would this currently feared situation
be any different? It rarely is.
6. The only way to overcome your fears is by facing them.

We could talk about all of the reasons why you feel fear. We could discuss how your learned responses
have caused you to feel afraid. But until you actually step through that border of your comfort zone, you
will never rid yourself of your fears.
As Shakespeare once observed, “A coward dies a thousand deaths, a hero only one.”
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Why does it happen this way? Because the coward’s fear prevents him from truly living. This thought of
fear repeats itself and as a result, he doesn’t expand, he remains in the same place, in his comfort zone.
The hero moves through his fear to get what he seeks. He expands. He doesn’t think about it much. He
simply moves in the direction of his goal, into the discomfort zone, and finds that nothing is as painful as
he thought it would be.
In class, I ask the students to think of something that they fear. Not something that will barely
edge them just outside their comfort zones, but something that they know will move them way
“out there.”
I ask them to select something that they feel they ought to do, something that would add real
value to their lives, but they haven’t done because of their fear.
Next, I ask them to use the next two weeks and actually take the steps that will move them
through that experience or event they feared doing. They are to move well outside their comfort
zone and do whatever it is they feared to do.
I am always amazed, at the conclusion of this assignment, at the breakthroughs as well as the
insights of the students who choose to “go for it.” Common phrases I hear sound like these:
•
•
•
•

“I can’t believe I was afraid of something so silly.”
“I feel so alive and free since I did that.”
“It’s like a huge weight has been lifted from my shoulders.”
“What a relief to know that I can do something that I never thought I could, or never
tried because of my fear.”

There is a tremendous internal power that accompanies breaking through your fears. Once you
recognize the true nature of fear, you start to sense that there is so much more you can "go for" in life.
You realize your lack of growth has little to do with the external circumstances in your environment.
On one occasion, I was eating dinner at a restaurant with two of my kids. After a while, my young
daughter told me that she was quite thirsty and wanted another drink of water. I told her to ask
the server to bring her a drink of water. Her face went sour and her eyes lowered. I could tell she
didn’t want to. She was afraid of asking, but she really had no idea why she was even afraid.
Similarly, others see something that they want, but their thoughts of potentially painful outcomes
prevent them from pursuing it. As in the case of my daughter, most of the things that we fear are based
on empty ideas about what might happen to us, but usually don't. There was no threat. There would be
no future pain in asking for a glass of water.
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It is the same with most of the things that we fear; the only pain that we will experience is the pain and
discomfort that we create in our own minds.
The final part of this class assignment involves inviting the students to find another fear and tackle that
one as well. There is tremendous power in momentum. If you settle for one little victory, you stop the
growth that you have started and go back to feeling safe in your comfort zone. The best thing you can
do, to continue your progress, is venture out and pay another visit into your discomfort zone. Bit by bit,
you discover how unreal fear really is.

Stress Prevention Activity – Breaking through your Fears
Think of something that you are quite nervous or fearful of doing. Not just something with a tiny bit of
fear, but that big one you know should be done, but you have been avoiding for quite a while because
your fears of what might or might not happen are stopping you. It is something that is definitely outside
of your comfort zones.
Break through your fear and take a risk. Do that thing that you have feared. Don't just go through the
motions, do the whole thing. If it doesn’t cause you to leave your comfort zone, that wasn’t the thing
you fear. Decide on something that causes you to want to back off just from the thought of it.
Begin this activity by describing (below) the thing you fear doing. Relate your thoughts and feelings
about why it seems to be fearful for you.
After you have completed the activity describe your experience from beginning to end of going for it and
doing the thing you really feared. Also, describe any insights you gained about that particular fear and
your thoughts about it. Describe any insights you have gained about your own fears in general.
Examples of some common fears to get you thinking about what you might do:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask somebody out on a date
Quit a job
Confront someone
Forgive someone
Interview for a job
Speak in a public meeting
Go rock climbing (fear of heights)
Change majors
Mend a broken relationship
tell someone who you have avoided that you love him or her
Visit someone you don't know very well and get to know him or her better
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You may have already done something previously that you felt was fearful. That's great! For this activity
do something else.
Breaking through fears and taking risks is like a muscle. The more you do it, the easier doing fearful
things will be for you in the future, and the less stressful they will seem. When you are no longer
stopped by your fears, you have gained a huge upper hand on stress. Get hooked on this idea and there
is no limit to what you can become and attain! So go for it

Write Your Fear.

Describe your experience of risking, of doing the thing you feared. What did you do?

Describe your insights about your fear and about going for it.
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Worry
The dominant thought that precedes the emotion of worry is that things are going to get uncomfortable
down the road. It is a lot like fear only it has more to do with situations you don’t have as much control
over. You can use the ideas that I related to you in the fear section and apply them the same way.

Here are some helpful ideas to consider when you feel the urge to worry:
1. Most things you worry about are out of your control.
If something is out of your control, it is out of your control. Worrying won’t change that. People tend to
waste a lot of present-moment energy that could be used for more beneficial or enjoyable purposes with
the energy they spend worrying.
2. Worry is not the same as caring.
This seems to be an especially difficult concept for women. Mothers especially tend to feel that if they
love their children, they should worry about them. But there is a difference between worry and love.
Worry means you are focusing on an unpleasant future outcome, which may or may not occur. Worry
does not have any constructive outcomes. It does not give you more control. It distracts you from
enjoying the present moment with your children. Then there is the relationship with your children who
might interpret your worry to mean that you do not trust them. And, it does not teach your children
good emotional coping skills.
3. Worry is not the same as planning.
Worry is not the same as planning unless you are planning to have painful, negative outcomes. Planning
is defined as bringing future moments into the present so appropriate control can be applied. Worrying
involves sending the mind into the future and imagining bad, painful, or unpleasant outcomes in that
future moment. Planning increases control over future events, thus reducing the possibility of negative
outcomes. Worry does not.
4. Most of the things people worry about never happen.
Think about all the things you’ve worried about and then ask yourself how many of them actually
happened. Usually, the results or outcomes turned out to be far different than the way you worried
about them.
5. Worry is a habit.
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Some people are so used to worrying, that they don’t know how not to worry. Worrying is a way of life
for them, it is just something they do. These people are trapped. Many have no idea that there are other,
much better ways to show your love and concern for others.
Some people actually become worriers because they like the attention that they get, for worrying about
so many people and things. The bottom line though is that worrying does not solve problems. It keeps
people from using their energy in productive and creative ways. And, it continues to hold people in a
chronically stressed state.
What to do when you feel the urge to worry.
Try moving your worries from your mind to paper.
Writing down what worries you can release feelings and give you perspective.

Practice mindfulness.
Worry consists of future, fear-filled thoughts. Mindfulness keeps your thoughts in the present moment
(refer to the Mindfulness Workbook).

Talk about what worries you.
You can talk to yourself, or to another person. If you talk to another person, ask them to just be a
sounding board. You probably don’t want advice, or for someone to judge you and your irrational fears,
so ask the person to be aware of that and to just listen to you. Just talking about your feelings can
release emotions, and help you feel a lot better.
Stop the stress response.
We have referred to this before—how to prevent activation of the stress response—and it applies
perfectly to worry. In any situation when you are worrying about something, you can ask yourself these
questions:
What is the threat?
Is it real?
Can I handle it?
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Can I do something about it right now?
If not, can I think about it differently?
By accurately answering these questions, you can eliminate habitual worrying completely. When you
eliminate worry, you will have figured out another powerful way to prevent stress!
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Work WITH Your Subconscious Mind
The following story happened many years ago. I still remember it as if it had happened yesterday. The
impact it had on me was profound back then, and it continues to be one of those amazing phenomena
regarding humans that I think we are only beginning to understand.
One very interesting day in high school our teacher Mr. Ward told us he was familiar with hypnosis, so we
asked him to show us how it worked. Previously, he had hypnotized a couple of the girls in the class,
Paulina and Judy. He informed us that they could “go under” simply when he called their name, counted
to three, and then snapped his fingers. We didn’t believe this for a moment, but we played along.
Before his demonstration, Mr. Ward asked who the strongest boy in the class was. Rick, who played
football, was clearly the strongest of us all. Mr. Ward then set up two chairs about four feet apart. He
asked Rick to suspend himself between the chairs with his upper shoulders, head, and neck on the seat of
one of the chairs and his ankles and feet on the seat of the other. His body, from his upper back down to
his calves, was to remain suspended. Mr. Ward asked Rick to remain in that position for as long as
possible without buckling or bending at the waist.
Within a few seconds, Rick’s body started to shake, especially his stomach muscles. We were timing him,
cheering him on. He lasted about fifteen seconds until he could no longer hold that position. Those fifteen
seconds seemed like a long time to Rick.
Mr. Ward then approached Paulina and said, “Paulina, one, two, three” and then he snapped his fingers.
Immediately, Paulina collapsed to the floor like a rag doll. Mr. Ward asked Paulina if she could hear him
and if she was okay (her eyes were closed as if she was asleep). She said she was fine.
Fascinated, we watched but we were pretty sure she was faking it. He then suggested to her that the next
time he counted to three and snapped his fingers, her body would become stiff like a steel beam used in
construction. He mentioned to her that it would be impossible for her body to bend. He said this to her a
couple more times and asked her if she understood. Still, with her eyes closed, she said, "yes." Mr. Ward
then counted to three and snapped his fingers. We watched as Paulina began to straighten out her body
on the floor. Mr. Ward asked a couple guys in the class to pick her up and place her between the chairs, in
the same position Rick tried earlier, supported only by her feet on one chair seat and her upper shoulders,
neck, and head on the other.
Paulina was probably the smallest girl in the class. She had never lifted any weights, nor had she ever
considered doing exercises to strengthen her abdominal muscles. We watched in absolute astonished
amazement as Paulina remained in this suspended position for nearly a minute without bending. I
couldn’t believe my eyes. This was superhuman what she was doing. There was no way she could fake
this. This hour of a class had been one of the most memorable experiences of my young life. I should
probably add that Paulina's muscles were very sore the next few days.
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A few years later, I saw a similar demonstration on television where a man was hypnotized and
suspended between the chairs. Only this time, another person jumped up and down on his stomach. The
suspended man didn’t bend or buckle even a bit.
Something out of the ordinary happens in the mind during hypnosis that makes someone suddenly able
to do extraordinary things. The following is a simplified summary of how the mind works during
hypnosis, why it is so powerful, and what this has to do with preventing stress.
Two Parts of the Human Mind

Consider the mind as having two parts: The conscious mind and the subconscious mind (we could also
call our subconscious mind our unconscious mind, our non-conscious mind, our inner intelligence, and
many other names).
The Conscious/Subconscious Relationship

It has been said that less than 5% of our daily activities are done on a conscious level. We function
subconsciously for over 95% of the things that we do each day.
Essentially, we are program-running automatons for most of our daily activities.
In a way, this is a very good thing.
Imagine how awful it would be if you had to learn how to tie your shoes every time you wanted to put
them on, or each time you drove your car, you had to consciously create muscle tension in just the right
ways, throughout each part of your upper and lower legs and feet so you apply just the right amount of
pressure to the gas to speed up, or the brake to slow down.
Conditioning

We call this unconscious programmed behavior, which we’ve learned mostly from previous experiences,
conditioning. We’ve conditioned an incredible number of learned behaviors. In many respects, we’re
glad that we have learned— or been conditioned—to do so many things on autopilot.
Consider This
Think of the last hamburger you ate. As the conscious director of the show, your job is to decide to eat
the hamburger.
After that, everything happens subconsciously. Your subconscious mind does everything else.
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You put the food into your mouth. But you don’t need to think about how to grab the burger, how to flex
and relax the muscles in your arm, or in your mouth in just the right way so the food ends up inside
there. You begin chewing, without needing to consciously make that happen. As you continue working
on the food, you apply just the right amount of saliva.
The tongue moves the food around so that it gets in between the teeth and then in just the right way
sends the barely broken up food down the esophagus where peristalsis continues to move it down to the
stomach. You don’t have to consciously think about any of that.
Nor do you have to think about how the protein from the hamburger is going to end up being a part of
your right thigh. Your subconscious mind takes care of each of those steps, too.
It’s pretty amazing when you think about all the things that happen within you without you being in
conscious control of it:
Our bodies can digest food, kill pathogens inside of us, make a baby, listen to music and recall how the
next note will sound before it does, scratch an itch, and repair the cut you made on your arm when you
fell doing yard work last week. Organs like the kidneys, liver, heart, and all the other tissues in the body
have cells that are constantly being born, living and dying.
All this happens while you ride your bike on a mountain trail keeping balance, dodging rocks, not
needing to know which muscles to move, and how much to push the pedals to go faster, or which
muscles to apply to the bike’s brake system so you slow down to avoid running into the tree. All of this
happens while you are unconsciously aware of gravity, speed, wind resistance, daylight, and the shadows
that might hide some loose rocks along the trail.
These and a thousand more physiological bits of activity all happen simultaneously, and usually flawlessly
because your subconscious mind is really the part of you that unconsciously makes it all work.
Your conscious awareness is the director; the subconscious mind is the rest of the show.
The interplay between the conscious and the subconscious mind is an extraordinarily powerful and
miraculous process.
If we liken our mind to an old coal-powered steam engine:
•

The conscious mind is like the engineer who sits in the front of the train. His job is to guide
the train wherever it needs to go. He sees a hill coming up and decides that the train will
need more power. He sees a sharp curve coming up and determines that he needs to slow
down so the train can negotiate the turn safely. The conscious mind takes in data, analyzes
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it, and makes decisions.
•

The subconscious mind is like the person in the back who shovels the coal into the fire. He
follows the directions from the engineer and does exactly as he is told. The engineer picks
up the phone and says, “We need more power!” The coal guy (also known as the stoker)
simply says, “Oh, okay.” He then dumps some more coal into the fire. He doesn’t question
the command. He doesn’t consider the consequences. He doesn’t even see what’s coming
up ahead. He just does precisely what he is told to do. He only knows to perform his tasks
exactly according to instructions without question, without a doubt. Such is the subconscious
mind; it follows instructions without question and functions to create whatever the conscious
mind directs.

The Conscious and Subconscious Mind
The subconscious part of the mind is subject to the directions given to it from the conscious mind.
Whatever the conscious mind believes, thinks, directs, and focuses on is what the subconscious mind
will work on to make happen. The conscious mind activates the dominant thoughts of doubts, fears,
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reservations, and considerations for what we feel we can or can’t do. The subconscious mind simply
believes what it is told and goes to work to create that reality.
For example, when we say to ourselves that we can’t learn math or that we are shy or that we can’t quit
smoking, or that we have dominant thoughts about any other belief or limitation, our subconscious mind
says, “Oh, okay. I will create shyness.” “I will make him bad at math.” “I will make it really hard to give up
his addiction.” It just puts the coal in the fire, exactly as it was instructed.
The following table shows the differences between the conscious and the subconscious mind:
Conscious Mind

Subconscious Mind

The programmer

The program

Captain of the ship

The crew of the ship – below the deck

Programmer

Program

Hunter

Hunting Dog

Engineer

Stoker

Makes value judgments, analyses

Implements orders, doesn’t question

Senses good/bad, right/wrong,
appropriate/inappropriate

Unable to judge good/bad, right/wrong, etc.
Does not possess a prominent moral value
system.
Makes no value judgments

Personal

Impersonal

Possesses a prominent value system

Does not override conscious thought

Makes decisions and selects destinations

Subject to “conscious” control
Does not initiate pursuits

Processes 40 bits of environmental stimuli
per second

Processes about 40 million bits of stimuli per
second

Can think forward and backward in time

The focus is only on now – this moment
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Provides less than 5% of our daily conscious
activity

Directs 95-99% of our daily behaviors. Holds
the memory and emotional impact of
everything we have thought, felt and
experienced through our entire life

Initiates “beliefs”

Stores “beliefs”

The Conscious and Subconscious Mind During Hypnosis
When a person is hypnotized, an interesting thing happens with the conscious mind. Usually, the person
who is hypnotized goes into a slightly altered mental state, usually more relaxed, where he or she is
“more suggestible.” What this means is the conscious mind sort of moves off to the side for a little while
and the hypnotist talks directly to the subconscious mind.

Without the conscious mind filtering the information, the subconscious mind doesn’t know any
limitations, so it does exactly as it is told. This is why hypnosis works as powerfully as it does.
What does all this have to do with preventing stress?
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Putting your subconscious mind to work
If you’re like most people, it might seem like your conscious mind is like a hive of honeybees, thoughts
coming and going without much direction or destination. If you’ve ever stopped to watch your thoughts
as they happen, you know what I mean. It’s difficult to keep your mind focused.

Gaining some degree of control over your thinking is imperative, but it doesn’t mean you have to corral
all of the bees buzzing all over the place.
It just means being conscious of your thinking and doing a few simple things that help you maintain a
few specific dominant thoughts in front of all the others.
Give your Upgraded Thoughts to your Subconscious Mind. Remember, the subconscious mind is like the
computer that just runs the programs it’s been given. Over 95% of your behavior comes from these
continuously running programs.
The subconscious mind doesn’t question the validity or the appropriateness of a new program that it is
given from the conscious mind. It just does what it’s told. So let’s give it something really worthwhile to
do.
If you want to see your upgraded thoughts become your reality more quickly and with less effort,
consciously turn them over to the subconscious mind and let it help you bring them about. I want to
share with you three powerful ways to make that happen for you.
Self-Talk
There are several ways to give your subconscious mind a new program. The first way is by zeroing in on
your self-talk.

Reflective Questions: Take a moment and just listen to the constant flow of thoughts that pass through
your mind. Don’t try to change or modify them. Just passively observe them.
What do you notice about this never-ending stream of mental chatter? Write your answer in the space
provided.

Probably included in this stream are images, judgments, evaluations, hopes, worries, concerns, doubts,
daydreams, and a host of other types of thoughts. It can be quite overwhelming, as we watch our
thoughts, to recognize all the different things that seem to magically “pop” into and out of our minds.
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Remember this:
Your consistent dominant thoughts become your reality.
How does this happen?
Your consistent dominant thoughts seep into your subconscious mind as a pattern for the subconscious
to work with. You’ve given your subconscious mind something to do. Being the faithful servant that it is,
it goes to work.
You can break down your consistent dominant thoughts about yourself—your self-talk—into two
categories: effective and ineffective self-talk.
Ineffective self-talk
Ineffective self-talk consists of words that tend to create more stressful feelings. These are words you
might commonly say to yourself like “I can't” “I won't” “I shouldn't” “I need to” “I ought to” “I hope to”
“I wish” “I probably could” and other similar sounding phrases.
The reason these are ineffective is that they do not create the belief within you that something is
possible, doable, or achievable. Using these words, as you think about attempting something, leaves you
stuck—not very convincing; not very empowering.
This reminds me of the times when I ride my bike and I’m facing a really steep and long uphill ride. I find
that if I say to myself that I can do this hill all the way to the top without stopping to rest, I usually do.
But if I say to myself anything that sounds like, “It’s not happening today. I’ll never make it up there.”
Sure enough, I don’t make it to the top without stopping and resting on the way.
The other reason these are ineffective is that your subconscious mind always listens to these things you
say to yourself, especially if they are filled with emotion, and knows only to act according to this
programming coming in from the conscious mind.
When it hears ineffective terms, such as I’m not very smart, I’m not capable, I’m not confident, and
similar statements, it goes to work creating that reality for you, in the direction of things you really don’t
want.
Some have said, “You are what you eat.” I say, “You are what you think.”
If you have self-talk that says you’re shy, that’s what you’ll become, because your subconscious mind will
create that reality for you as you program it through your consistent, dominant self-talk.
In Proverbs, we read, “As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.”
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Effective self-talk
Effective self-talk, on the other hand, uses words that move you positively in the direction of those
things you do want. Effective self-talk includes positive affirming words such as “I am” “I can” “I do” “I
will” “I intend to,” “I plan to” “It is happening” “I’m on it.”

Again, when you consistently say to yourself, “I am a healthy, fit person,” your subconscious mind goes to
work creating that reality. It doesn’t question if that’s a true statement or not. The subconscious works
the same, in both positive and negative ways.
This reminds me of the time when I ran the St. George Marathon. I was feeling so good after the first half
of the race that I took off and ran too fast for several miles. After that, I was dead. The only thing that
kept me going was my positive self-talk. I kept telling myself, “Come on Mike, you can do this. You can
keep going. You can finish.” I kept saying words like, “My legs are strong.” “I CAN do this.” “I am
powerful.” During the last couple of miles, people watching the race added to my confidence. They were
cheering me on, telling me I looked great and that I could do it. Sure enough, this increased my energy,
and I finished just fine.
Reflective Questions: As you go through your day, become more conscious of your thoughts. What
negative thoughts would you like to replace? Do you need to say the command “Stop” to interrupt the
negative thoughts looping in your head? What thoughts will be best to replace the negative ones? As
you replace your mental conversations with effective self-talk, what happens?
Write your responses in the space provided.

Affirmations
A related way of positively rewriting the programs in your subconscious mind is using specific, directed
affirmations, also known as suggestions.

The word affirmation means to make firm. An affirmation is any statement or assertion that you believe
is true about you.
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When a person says, “I’m fat,” she is stating a belief about how she is. The more frequently the
statement of belief is applied, the more likely it is that the message will make it through to the subconscious mind.
The more this happens, the more the subconscious mind will believe you’re serious about it and begin to
produce conforming results.
It will create the desire to eat unhealthy food, in unhealthy quantities, and at inappropriate times of the
day, such as late at night.
The subconscious mind doesn’t analyze whether or not being fat is an unhealthy state, or if it is good or
bad. It creates what it is told to create. Unknowingly, she tells the subconscious mind to carry out an
order and that’s what it does. The person may feel as if she has little control over the situation, but it is
she who gives the subconscious mind the orders.
I love to ask my students how many of them think that they are bad at math. About two-thirds of them
usually raise their hands. The repeated affirmation, “I’m bad at math,” successfully yields the results of
being bad at math. However, nobody is born with “bad at math” genes. Believe it or not, you have the
innate ability to learn math just as much as you can learn anything else.
Other examples of negative affirmations are those where people judge some aspect of their skills or
character. They’ll say something like, “I’m . . .” followed by a perceived inadequacy. “I am a terrible
business person.” “I’m incapable of keeping good relationships.” “I am the worst cook.” “I’m a horrible
artist” or “I’m worthless.”
Fortunately, you can reverse these outcomes with positive affirmations. You change the affirmation to,
“I’m slender and fit.” “I’m athletically inclined and capable of learning any sport.” “I have a great
relationship with many people.” “I am a skilled business person. “I have tremendous value and worth.”
If we were able to get into the minds of those who are successful in any respective endeavor, we would
find that they have very positive affirmations surrounding the behavior or activity. The affirmations are
so confidently applied that there is no question, for the subconscious mind, but to go to work to bring
about the successful behavior. They know they will be successful and their self-talk reflects only that
possible outcome.
You may disagree, arguing that the positive affirmations simply aren’t true for you. It may seem like they
aren’t, especially when you are just starting the process. It does require a bit of trust at first. As you keep
at it, you’ll soon find that your subconscious mind really is working for you to help you with the results
you’d like to see.
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Creating Affirmations
There are some things you should keep in mind when you create and apply your affirmations:

Create your affirmations as “I” statements.
Affirmations should be in the first-person perspective. Rather than saying, “People who are balanced
remain calm,” create your affirmation this way: “I am balanced and calm.
Another example: “You relax when you do things that turn off the stress response.” A better affirmation
would sound like this: “I feel relaxed and peaceful.” Can you see the difference?
When you program your subconscious mind with affirmations that don't relate specifically to you, it
won't think they have to do anything with you. Using the term “I” gives your subconscious specific
directions that the statement meant is for you.
Affirmations or suggestions should be positive statements.
Instead of saying, “I am not stressed and uptight,” you should say, “I am serene and tranquil." This is
because the subconscious mind doesn’t as easily recognize words like “not” or “don’t.”
If you say, “I’m not stressed,” the subconscious mind mainly focuses on the words “I’m” and “stressed.” It
recognizes what you consciously focus on, and when you say I’m not stressed, you’re still focusing on
“stressed.” Therefore, it is always better to state your affirmations in a positive way, the better outcome
that you desire.
Instead of “I’m not anxious when I present this speech.” It is better to say, “When I give this speech, I am
composed and confident.”
Affirmations should be spoken in the present tense.
These statements should be spoken in the present tense. These statements should be spoken as if the
desired outcome is already happening.
Instead of saying, “I will be still and peaceful,” it is better to say, “I am still and peaceful.” Again, the
subconscious mind believes whatever you tell it. If you project your desire into the future, your
subconscious mind will respond accordingly. It will say, “I will make her peaceful sometime in her future,
but not necessarily right now.”
Trust your subconscious to complete the task that you give to it.
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Speak to it assertively. Rather than saying, “I sure wish I could be relaxed and calm,” say, “I am calm,
peaceful, and relaxed.” Be confident in your affirming. The positive emotion that you include with your
statement helps it become more fixed in your subconscious mind.
Use affirmations in a variety of times during the day.
The more you use affirmations and the more ways you use affirmations, the more likely they will get
through to your subconscious.
One of the best times to use affirmations is when you fall asleep at night. Your high-quality affirmation is
a much better dominant thought to replay over and over, as you fall asleep, than the things that did or
didn't happen today and those bad things that you're worrying might happen tomorrow.
Repeat your affirmations during stressful moments.
During tense times, use full deep inhalations and as you easily exhale, speak your affirmation confidently
to your subconscious mind.
Here are a few examples of affirmations for you to consider as you construct your own:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am calm.
I accomplish my tasks easily and effortlessly.
I am happy and alert.
I am confident in my ability to reach my goals.
I can do anything I decide to do.
I am at peace.

The more often you repeat affirmations, the more potent they become.
Visualization and Mental Rehearsal
A third powerful method for replacing your old, worn out subconscious programming is with a very fun
and interesting method called Mental Imagery or Visualization.
“See it. Imagine it. It’s the same to your brain.”
This is the title of a news story that highlighted recent research out of MIT. The essence of the study was
that whether you successfully perform an activity or task in your physical life, or if you simply imagine
performing it successfully, your mind and body tend to believe that it has actually happened. Either way,
you program yourself for future success regarding that activity.
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Several good things happen when you successfully perform a task.
First, the activity becomes familiar to you, and you are more likely to feel comfortable with the behavior
at a future time.
Second, your ability to perform that task in the future increases simply because of the repetition of it.
Ralph Waldo Emerson said:
“That which we persist in doing becomes easier, not that the task itself has become easier, but that our
ability to perform it has improved.”
You simply get better at those things that you do successfully.
Third, by doing something successfully, with repetition, you tend to grow in your confidence toward that
behavior, and other similar behaviors. The more confident you feel about anything, the better you will
perform it. The more confidence you have, the less stress you’ll feel.
So, if you consider the MIT research, and mountains of other studies looking at mental rehearsal, it
follows that whether you do it for real, or just in your imagination, your subconscious mind thinks you
are actually doing it.
How It’s Done
When you practice mental rehearsal, you simply imagine things as you would like them to be. You create
a mental movie as clearly as you can, using as many of your senses as possible, successfully doing the
activity or way of being.

Try This
•

Close your eyes and imagine a very large white screen hanging on a wall in front of you. Give
it a feel similar to a screen in a movie theater. Imagine this screen has a gold trim
surrounding it and it glows when you put your attention on it.

•

Watch yourself on this screen and see yourself with perfect peace and serenity, or
performing some type of activity that goes with your mission or your purpose. See it happen
perfectly from beginning to end. See yourself enjoying the feeling that goes with performing
perfectly. Sense your confidence growing as you successfully complete your performance
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from beginning to end.
•

Add more sensory data to the mental movie. Notice the sounds, the air temperature, and
environmental conditions; make the movie as lifelike, as close to the real thing in your mind,
as possible.

•

Let the movie replay itself over and over. Each time, see the desired end result happen
perfectly, flawlessly, and effortlessly. Enjoy watching yourself succeed.

Some people say that they have a hard time visualizing. This is not uncommon. Mental rehearsal is
another muscle that can be developed. If you haven’t used it very much, it’s likely to be fairly weak.
One way to familiarize yourself with your mental screen is to begin by imagining something simple that’s
easy to remember.
•

Imagine a familiar place such as in your bedroom or in front of your home. Tune in to the
detail of the place. Visualize everything that is familiar to you such as the familiar sights,
sounds, smells, and the general feeling of it.

•

Once you have a good sense of this familiar visualization, put yourself into the movie. It
becomes your 3-D Magic Theater.

•

See yourself moving around there, doing things that you would normally do. Feel yourself in
the place. Enjoy the virtual feeling of being in this place.

•

Don’t try too hard to make the scenes appear on your mental screen. It seems to be the
case that the harder you try to make the mental movies, the more difficult it becomes.

•

Effortlessly allow the video of yourself to happen, enjoying fully the successful performance,
as perfectly as you can view it. But keep it fun, enjoyable, and relaxing.

The best time to program your mind through mental rehearsal is just prior to falling asleep at night.
•

As you lie in your bed, gently begin to relax (if you need help relaxing, use any of the
relaxation exercises described in the Stress Reduction Workbook).

Once you feel yourself becoming more peaceful and sleepy, create your mental screen and start the film
playing in your mind.
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•

In this relaxed state, see perfect performance happen with ease. Enjoy the feeling of
success and joy as you perform flawlessly. See yourself feeling peaceful, happy, calm, and
relaxed.

After you have viewed yourself several times and feel successful in every way, allow yourself to nod off to
sleep.
While you are sleeping, your subconscious mind will go to work creating this outcome in your reality.
Stress Prevention Activity - Putting it all together
Affirmations
1. Choose one major goal or purpose for each of the following areas: your spiritual life, your physical life,
your intellectual life, your emotional life and your social life. Write them in the space provided on the
following page.
2. Create affirmations for each area for how it would look if you were living it perfectly. Use the ideas
outlined previously for examples to follow. Make your statement sound as if you were already
experiencing it perfectly.
Be sure that your declarative statements following these suggestions:
•
•
•

First person
Present tense
Positively stated

Examples of appropriate affirmative statements might sound something like this: “I am a peaceful, happy
and confident person. I approach each moment with calmness and serenity. I enjoy a constant state of
inner peace and joy.”
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Write your goals and your statements in the space provided.

Spiritual Goal
Positive Statement(s)

Physical Goal
Positive Statement(s)

Intellectual Goal
Positive Statement(s)

Emotional Goal
Positive Statement(s)

Social Goal
Positive Statement(s)

Repeat these statements to yourself at various times each day.
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Visualizations
1. Create in your mind a clear picture of yourself living the way you have described for each goal.
Imagine what it would feel like if you were already living your affirmation and see it happen as clearly as
possible.

2. Take time to visualize these images several times each day, and especially right before you go to sleep.
When you do this right before you fall asleep at night, the window to your subconscious mind opens
wide and the image moves through to the subconscious. This new program becomes a script that your
subconscious mind now runs to replace the old one.

3. In the next few days, notice any changes that have happened, as a result of your creative imageries.
Notice what is different about things that may relate to the activity you imagined, either inside or
outside of you. Write down those things you have observed in the space provided.
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From Unmotivated to Inspired
It is better to conquer yourself than to win a thousand battles. Then the victory is yours. It cannot be
taken from you, not by angels or by demons, heaven or hell. – Buddha
The paradigm of the unmotivated sounds like this:
I’m totally unmotivated. The constant stress, the pressure, the burnout, and the strains at home and
work—I just can’t deal with it all. What’s it all for?
The paradigm of the inspired sounds like this:
I’ve got something really worthwhile to work on. The things I do today have value and meaning. I know
the contribution I want to make. I can visualize the legacy I want to leave. I’m doing what I do for a
purpose.
Most stressed-out people have no sense of mission. They have trouble getting up in the morning because
they’re not motivated by what they’re going to do that day. They have no inspiring end in mind, or if they
once had it, they’ve lost sight of it in the day-to-day grind.
Purpose and Passion
Do you love Monday mornings or hate them?
If you hate them, you are probably not living with real purpose, and when that happens, you’re probably
going to be lacking passion. That’s stressful.
You can change that. We are going to spend some time getting clear on your vision, on your primary
purpose(s) in life. We are going to help you discover your mission—to begin with the end in mind, and
then start aligning your activities with your purpose.
Imagine this: You are a player on a basketball team (or any other sport). Think, for a moment, about why
you might be playing on this team. If you’re like most people, you probably have several reasons for
playing: to win, to develop skills, to experience being on a team, to learn the game, to discipline yourself,
to get in shape, to enjoy working with others toward a common goal, or maybe just to enjoy the game
and play for the sheer fun of it. All of these are positive purposes for playing the game.
Now think of how the game would be for you if you didn’t really have any purpose for playing. You just
played, but you didn’t really consider why.
It sounds kind of pointless when you think about it. Why play the game if you don't have a purpose?
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It’s like the archer who doesn't have a target. He is pretty much left to shoot in any direction not
knowing where it will end up. But the instant he puts up a target and zeros in on the center—has a
meaning behind his actions—the likelihood that he hits the center, a precise location, skyrockets.
With that in mind, I’d like you to pretend that your entire life from beginning to end is a game. It’s a big
game. It’s an important game.
But what if you don’t have a target? If you don’t have something that motivates you, if you don’t have a
reason for doing what you do, if you don’t know your purpose, you are going to lack passion. You
become uninspired, unmotivated, and unsuccessful; stress is a natural byproduct. How can you become
more inspired, passionate, motivated, and successful in your game of life?
There are a few useful ways to find out your purpose for living. Probably the best is simply by asking
yourself questions that reach deep into your most thoughtful parts and get to the heart of the matter.
They penetrate your soul.
Here are some of those questions to help you discover the meaning and purposes of your life:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do I want out of the game?
What would be the best way to have the game turn out?
How do I want most of my days to look?
What kind of player would I like others to say that I was, while I played?
How would things look for me if I win the game?
What does it mean to win my game of life?
How do I want to be remembered after I die?
Considering everything, what is most important to me?
What do I love more than anything?
What are my highest priorities and values?
Why do I feel I am playing this game of life?
What would I want my favorite people to say about me at my own funeral?

When you answer these questions thoughtfully, you’ll come up with several of your life purposes. If you
don’t take the time to go through this first step, you’re much more likely to hit the proverbial midlife
crisis. You will have climbed the ladder of success only to discover it’s leaning against the wrong wall.
This discovery process leans your ladder against the right wall.
Reflective Questions: Every successful player has a reason for playing. Your purpose or vision of yourself
is yours to discover. Take a few moments to think about what your purpose or vision might be by
answering the questions I posed to you above.
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As you answered several of the questions, what answers consistently came up for you?

How do you feel about this discovery about yourself?

Improving Your Game
Think again about some of the purposes for playing basketball that I mentioned above: to improve, to
win, to develop skills, etc. For each purpose, there are specific skills that you can develop that will
increase your chances of arriving at your purpose. Once you figure out what your life is about, you can
begin to investigate the skills required in order to see that happen. Let me explain.

There are many ways to work on skills that will lead you in the direction of the purpose(s) you have
chosen for your life. Let’s look at a couple potential life purposes and see how this would work.
Let’s say that you feel that having inner peace is an important purpose for playing your game of life; you
want to experience inner peace. And you feel that you will arrive at inner peace if you are able to forgive
others, and also if you are able to find gratitude and contentment in the activities of your day. Forgiving
and feeling grateful are skills or behaviors that you feel will bring inner peace.
The skills of forgiving and being grateful are activities you can practice every day, all day long. You can
accept others, free them from perceived past harms, and be grateful for every experience. In so doing,
inner peace will be the natural outcome of regularly practicing those skills or behaviors. You will achieve
inner peace as a natural consequence.
Another example of a life purpose might be to grow, to expand. You might feel that this would make your
life seem worthwhile and valuable if you were continually developing as a person.
In order to experience this purpose, you might begin a learning program that gives you opportunities to
discover new information and acquire knowledge. You might find role models who you admire as people
who are expanding in their own lives and have discussions with them. You can practice growing and
expanding by taking classes, going on expeditions, spending time with people you don’t know very well,
or doing anything else that would pull you out of your own comfort zones.
As you do these things, your life purpose of expanding will happen as a natural consequence. You’ll feel
fulfilled, inspired, motivated. And you can do this with any life purpose that you feel applies to you. It’s
that simple … and powerful.
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Consider This
A big reason many people do not love their jobs is that they feel they lack purpose. They believe their
jobs are boring, meaningless, or mundane.
By using the skills presented so far in this workbook, is it possible that in every job, you could feel
inspired? Can you find more purpose and passion in your line of work?
For example
•

Customer Service can be a place where a lot of people get "burned out." Think of the angry
customers, the frustration, and the problems. It makes you want to pull your hair out.

What if the Customer Service Agent recognized that she valued intellectual strength and service? Could
she upgrade her thoughts to improve her passion in her work? What if she decided in the "Gap" that
each new customer was not a problem, but a new challenge? What if she focused on the idea that she
has the power to help make people's lives better. Would that bring more purpose to her job? Would it be
more motivating to go to work and do her best each day?
•

How about someone who values friendship and creativity and is working in a fast food
restaurant? He thinks that his job is boring and not fulfilling.

What would happen if he upgraded his thoughts by inserting the following into the “Gap?” “What can I
learn from the new people that I will meet today?” “I am grateful that I have made good friends at work
and that I have money to pay for my creative hobbies.”
Wouldn’t that change the way that every day unfolds for him?
Just as with your thoughts, you are the one who decides your life's purposes, its meaning. You have the
freedom to decide the skills you want to develop in order to fulfill your purpose. If you take some
reflective time to ponder the importance and usefulness of having a purpose and doing things that help
arrive at that purpose, you'll find that every day is a good day because the things you do will seem
important; they will matter.
And that feels really good.
From Pressures to Priorities
“Live your life each day as you would climb a mountain. An occasional glance toward the summit keeps
the goal in mind, but many beautiful scenes are to be observed from each new vantage point. Climb
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slowly, steadily, enjoying each passing moment; and the view from the summit will serve as a fitting
climax for the journey.” —Harold B. Melchart
When I was fourteen years old, I went to California with a group of kids my age, and some of our
parents. We went to Santa Monica Beach to see the ocean. None of us had been there before so this
was a real treat for us. When we got there, we decided to try bodysurfing. We saw others doing it and it
looked fun and much less difficult than regular surfing. Soon, we learned how it was done and found
ourselves out in the water preparing for the waves to come our way. We had a blast trying out this new
sport that none of us had ever done before.
When a large wave approached, I started swimming as hard as I could, hoping to time it perfectly. I found
myself riding the wave in toward the shore. Suddenly, the wave churned and I plunged down, headfirst,
into the sand under the water. I hit with a strong force, but I was okay. I gathered myself and came up for
air only to have another similarly strong wave pound me again.
Down I went to the ocean floor. I lost all control. The only thought that came to my mind was that I
needed to get above the water to get some air. I struggled and finally made it to the surface. Gasping for
air, another strong wave knocked me off my feet and sent me quickly back down to the sandy sea floor.
This struggle with the sea lasted two more powerful waves.
By this time, my energy was spent. Fortunately, the waves had carried me close enough to the shore
where my friends, who saw what was happening, quickly dragged me to safety. I rested for quite some
time until I regained sufficient strength to go back out into the ocean.
When people tell me about their days and about how they spend their time, it sounds a lot like my
experience that day in the ocean. Wave after wave of stressful events knocks them off their feet. They
barely make it up for air when another "wave" hits them. Soon, they wear out, fatigued from the
constant daily battle.
The paradigm of the person who lives each day according to the daily grind of too many things to do and
not enough time to do them is this:
“Everything is equally important. I have to take care of all of it. And if I don’t do it all successfully, then I’m
a failure. There’s just not enough time to do it all!”
It’s a very stressful way of managing our time and our life.
The paradigm of the person who lives by priorities is this:
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“Some things are more important than others. I give priority to those things that help me achieve my
mission. I first do what I can about those most important things and the things that relate to my mission
and purpose.”
This is a much more peaceful, as well as a much more fulfilling way to live each day. Let’s investigate why.
In the many years that I have been teaching stress management, I have observed that one of the most
commonly reported causes for a person’s stress is his or her inability to manage time. Many people
haven’t figured out how to make time their ally rather than their enemy.
These skills are not commonly taught in schools; many people just don’t know about effective ways to
manage their time. They flounder about trying to figure out some system for controlling what to do and
when to do things.
Ultimately, they end up with something resembling a “to-do” list. When they don’t complete the items
on the list, the resulting feelings are guilt, frustration, and disappointment. To make matters worse, the
lists never seems to get any smaller. People just keep adding to the list without the satisfaction of a
completed task. When this happens, they start to feel the relentless waves crashing down on them.
What is Time?
To begin, we must admit that time is a most peculiar topic. Our experience tells us that time moves in a
specific direction from the past, through the present, and into the future. However, In the Workbook on
Mindfulness, I relate to you the idea that:

It is always now—this present moment.
•
•
•
•

We only have this moment to live.
We can’t live in our own future or our past.
There are no exceptions to this rule.
This present moment is all we ever get.

Another aspect of time is how fast it moves.
If I look at a clock with a second hand and watch it move around the clock, it seems to go at a precise
pace. However, when I take my eyes off the clock, suddenly the speed at which time moves never seems
to be constant.
Let's say I am watching a movie with my wife. It is one of those romantic-comedy types—which aren't
my favorites. I love being with my wife, but I don't love the movie. It seems to last forever. Time in this
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instance moves at a much different speed than when I compare it to the times when I'm doing
something I really enjoy doing, like playing racquetball or riding my bike.
Another thing that I’ve noticed about time is that, although it doesn’t seem this way:
Most of us have much more spare time than we think we do.
In my stress management class, I give my students the assignment of keeping a time log. In a time log,
you keep track of every minute of every day and what you did during that time. The students always
return somewhat amazed after completing this assignment.
Before doing this time analysis, they all believed that they live very busy lives and have very little spare
time. After this assignment, the students always conclude that they have far more spare time than they
thought they did.
They notice that they waste a lot more time than they had previously thought. If you analyze your own
time, in the same way, I have a feeling that you will come to the same conclusion.

Stress Prevention Activity – Tallying your Time
I would like you to do this activity in two ways. The first, and less accurate way is to think back to the last
three days of your life prior to today. I would like you to account for each 10-minute period, while you
were awake, and write down exactly what you did during each of those segments of time, beginning the
moment you woke up three days ago to the time you fell asleep last night. Try your best to remember
every single thing you did, try to recall exactly how you spent your time. Go ahead and do that in the
space below or use a notebook if you prefer.
Day 1
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Day 2

Day 3

Next, I would like you to carry a notebook with you for the next three days. During that time, as each 10minute segment of time passes, write down exactly what you did during those 10 minutes. You don’t
need to include too much detail. Simply account for the ways that you spend your time during every bit
of these three days. Use a timer or some other reminder tool to remind you to make a note about what
you did during each 10-minute segment of your days.
When you are finished with the three days, I’d like you to consider a few questions:
•
•

Was it easy or difficult to recall exactly how you spent your time when you were remembering
the past three days? Did you have segments of time for which you couldn't account?
What did you notice about the way you spent your time when you kept track of your day? Did
you notice that you used your time in ways that seem useful and productive to you, or did you
find that you spent a lot of time doing things that, in hindsight, you might consider a waste of
your time?

Another characteristic of time is that each of us has the same amount in a day.
Each of us has 168 hours every week. We each get twenty-four hours a day. Yet we frequently hear
people saying, "I don't have time for such and such."
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What they are really saying is that they have chosen to spend their moments in certain ways, and they
have chosen not to spend their time doing all the other possible things that they could do.
Additionally, you always do what you want to do.
You may think that you have to do something, but you don't. Nobody is forcing you to do anything at any
time. There are consequences for what you do or decide not to do, and you may not want those
consequences, but you always have a choice about what you do.
Early one Saturday morning my older brother called me up and asked me to come to his home to help
him clean his garage. He lived about 60 miles away. I had way too many other things that I had to do, so I
told him that I couldn't come to help him. I was too busy.
A couple of weeks later he called me again and asked me if I wanted to spend the day riding bikes with
him in the mountains. I had no fewer things to do on that day than I did two weeks earlier, but as we
talked on the phone, I told him that I would love to go … which I did. It was a wonderful day that we
spent biking in the high mountains of Northern Utah.
While I drove back to my home later that day, I thought about this and it occurred to me that I never
have to do anything. I could have just as easily gone over to his house two weeks earlier to help him out
(which I feel sad that I didn’t). The point I learned is this: I seem to always do what I want to do.
And so does everyone else.
You may not always like what you do, but you always spend your time the way you choose to spend it.
Nobody is holding a gun to your head demanding that you spend your time doing certain things. Every
moment, you choose what you’ll do.
When I mention to my students that they always choose how they spend their time and that they are
free to spend their time any way they choose, they become uncomfortable. They are not accustomed to
having that much freedom.
I tell them that they don’t have to be in class, they don’t have to go to work, they don’t have to eat lunch
at a certain time, and they don’t have to sleep the same hours of the night as nearly everyone else. They
really don’t have to do anything.
They always have a choice about what they do with their time—always. We say that we “have to” do
something or we “have to” be somewhere, but we don’t. What we do with our time is always our choice.
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With these important characteristics of time in mind, here are some useful time management strategies
that might help you manage your time better, and thus remove the stress that comes from poor time
management.
Time Management Strategies
“If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail!” - Benjamin Franklin

First of all, it is very important that you spend some time each night or in the morning planning your
upcoming day(s).
The almost worn out maxim still applies: If you fail to plan then you are planning to fail. Not many things
of great value are ever accomplished without some planning.
Planning helps us avoid consequences that are serious and stressful.
Without planning, our lives feel the way I felt that day at the beach when I was body surfing and
continually getting slammed to the ocean floor, wave after wave, almost drowning and completely out of
control.
If, however, you plan your days ahead of time, and decide the most important things to do, you can ride
the waves, and enjoy them. Planning involves knowing what you want and deciding on the appropriate
steps to get it.
Dr. Covey taught the principle of Putting First Things First. The essence of this principle is that in the
hustle and bustle of doing many little things, the important things in your life might be at risk. When the
important things get left behind, you’re left with empty, anxious feelings.
The quote by Thoreau recognizes this dilemma:
“It is not enough to be busy. So are the ants. The question is: What are we busy about?”
Doing everything is not as valuable as doing the most important things.
Big Projects and Small Tasks
For some of us, however, it often feels like we have a very full plate and we can't easily take anything off
of it. Everything is important! Some of the items on our plate seem altogether too big by themselves, let
alone in combination with everything else we have to do. Does this sound familiar? It's very stressful.
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This reminds me of some wise words one of my professors told me when I was beginning my work on my
Ph.D. We were contemplating the task of writing a dissertation. This piece of research would include
deciding on and developing some directed reviews of relevant literature, deciding on a research project
and carrying it out, gathering data, analyzing it, finding results, drawing conclusions, and then writing
about it all. This was a project that would end up being about 300 pages with many drafts and revisions
until I arrived at a finished product that usually takes most students over a year to complete.
I asked my professor how I should attack such a monumental task. His reply to me was something I
remember every time I have a big task in front of me.
He asked me, “How do you go about eating an elephant?” Without missing a beat, he answered his own
question, “One bite at a time.”
In other words, divide large projects into a bunch of small, easy to manage tasks!
As I followed his advice and divided this massive undertaking into much smaller, manageable pieces, I
was able to not only complete my dissertation but also do it with much less stress.
Reflective Questions: Think of a big project or task that you have coming up. Identify the main purpose
or goal you have in achieving it. Answer the following questions in the space provided.
Why is this project important to you?
What is the most essential part of the project?
When do you need to have this project completed?

Now Try This
Thinking about how you answered the previous questions, take the project and divide it up into smaller,
very doable pieces. Indicate these smaller pieces in the space provided.
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Now, look at the amount of time you have before the project is due. Break the time into segments;
hours, days, or weeks, that you have until the project is due. Identify the number of segments you have
to complete the project.

Using the space below, arrange the pieces of the project into the time segments. You end up with
smaller portions of the project organized into workable time periods.

Prioritize
A necessary component of your planning should include a system that prioritizes which things on your
lists are the most important and should be done first. There are varieties of ways you can do this.

First, you want to create a "to do" list. Make sure it is in a clearly accessible location where you can easily
refer to it during the day. Be sure to include the portions of important projects you have broken down
into smaller segments and items that are significant to your mission, health, and relationships.
•

Now simply go through each of the items on your list and number them in order of
importance to you and your mission. The most important item that you need to do today gets
a “1” written next to it. The second most important item gets a “2” and so on. Now DO the
items in the order that you have given them starting at number one. Items that do not get
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done are moved to another day’s “to do” list.
•

Another more efficient way to prioritize a simple to do list is to identify the most important
items on the list—those things that absolutely must be worked on today—with the letter A
next to them. Things that should be done today, but are not as important get a B next to
them. Things that can be done today get a C and so on.

Now go through each group. Look at the items that are in the A group. Identify the very most important
item and place a 1 next to it. The second most important item in group A gets a 2 next to it. Number all
of the A’s in order of their importance and necessity in getting accomplished today. Then do the same
thing with the B and C groups.
Now you can focus on the A items in order of importance. Do item A1 first, and then move to A2. When
you are finished with the A group, move to complete the items in the B group in their order of
importance and so on. Any items not completed are moved to another day’s “to do” list.
Regardless of the method, it is imperative that you prioritize.
Try This
Create a “to do” list of the important things that you need to do today or tomorrow. Be sure to include
the portions of important projects you have broken down into smaller segments and items that are
important to your mission, health, and relationships.
Write your list in the space provided.
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Now organize the items in order of importance using the ABC method we just talked about. Work on the
items according to how you ranked them in their importance.
Follow Through
In addition to the need to plan, manage, and prioritize, is the requirement of following through on your
plan.

•

The natural inclination, with a “to do” list, is to do the easiest and most enjoyable items first.
Most people procrastinate the difficult and unpleasant tasks. Sometimes, these are high
priority items that are also very important.

•

If you don’t follow through by working on the highest priority items first, then those important
items are likely to turn into urgent and dreadful tasks that start to feel more like the ocean
waves that increase anxiety and turn on the stress response.

If you prioritize and then follow through on the important items of your “to do” list, the natural results
are peace and happiness.
Contentment and satisfaction occur when the things that are most important are done first, and less
important things are done last. Chaos, frustration, and anxiety result when you don’t have a plan and
you spend your time doing the unimportant things first.
Interruptions and Flexibility
You are probably saying to yourself that this is all well and good, but I am constantly being interrupted
from my planned schedule and sometimes those things that come up feel more important to me than
the items I put on my list during my planning time.
This leads to the final and very important step to time management. It involves the ability to be flexible
when things come up that have still more value than those items that were planned.
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How can you tell if the interruptions are more important than what you planned?
They are more important if they lead you in the direction of your goals, values, and high ideals.
Sometimes, even though the interruptions seem important, when compared to your mission you find
that they are of very little value and should be avoided.
For example, if I am working on my list of prioritized items and a friend calls me up who wants to go to
watch a movie or get something to eat, I should weigh the value of this activity against the value of the
items already on my list.
Is this activity important in nurturing this friendship? Or is it more about enjoying the movie? Is it more
important than completing the items on my list? If not, I should probably forgo the activity.
However, if a family member or a friend is in desperate need of a listening ear and calls for help, and if
this interruption is in line with my highly held value of being a good friend, I could forgo the next “to do”
item and help the person in need.
Keep in mind that when I make this diversion from my list, there is the real possibility that I might not
make it back to my prioritized list today. If spending time with this friend is in accordance with my
mission and my highly held values, I would be okay with this. I know I have done the right thing. I can
adjust my plan and move forward.
Checking Off the To Do Items
You don’t always finish all the items on your lists, and when you don’t, you shouldn’t feel upset or
disappointed because you didn’t. An unfinished list should never produce guilt if you have done your
best to remain true to your important priorities and values.

•

You should consider what’s left as part of your next day’s planning session. Your goal in
planning and prioritizing, and then following through, is to keep working on those things that
are most important rather than those things that are least important. That’s all.

Important Things Are Sometimes Fun Things
Finally, your planning lists should not be limited to activities or task that are unpleasant, hard, or very
time-consuming.

I always include on my list enjoyable things like working out—biking in the mountains, playing
racquetball, jogging with my wife, playing basketball with my kids or friends, meditation, yoga, and many
other fun and enjoyable things. I decided, long ago, that having fun and loving my life is very important
to me. Because of this value, I plan things in my days that reflect this value.
It’s More Than Just Getting Things Done
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I cannot emphasize enough the importance of keeping the most important areas of your life uppermost
in your mind, and planning activities into your days that will enhance each of those areas.
•

When you align your activities with your mission and purpose, the things you do each day will
really matter. You will feel like you are making a difference, and your life will be filled with
meaning.

•

Perhaps even more satisfying is that once you begin to do this, you’ll start experiencing deep
inner peace; a peace that can’t be taken from you because you are in control of what you
want to accomplish.

Your time is yours to spend as you choose. If you take control of your time by planning and prioritizing,
and then following through, you will find yourself riding the waves, rather than being thrown to the
ocean floor.
Try This
Another way to prioritize during your planning session is to identify the things that are most important
to accomplish according to your mission and the roles you have in your life.
In your next planning session, either tonight or tomorrow morning, begin by answering these two
questions:
1. What’s most important to me in each of these areas of my life?
•
•
•
•

Personal
Family
Work/Professional
Other

2. Based on my answers to question 1, what is one thing I can do in each of these areas that would make
a significant positive impact?
•
•
•
•

Personal:
Family:
Work/Professional:
Other:

While you’re planning your day, work these highly valued items your activities.
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Then continue organizing the rest of the items on your list. Follow through with the most important
items being attended to first, and then the rest of the items in order of their importance.
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From Conflict to Cooperation
“No man is an island, entire of itself, every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main.” --John
Donne
Our relationships are commonly the most precious parts of our lives. Typically in relationships, there are
times of great joy and happiness. Other times, there can be great pain and anguish.
Have you known someone who can’t seem to move on after being hurt by someone else?
When this happens, the long-term result is often a struggle with their health or turning to behaviors that
make a bigger mess of their well-being. Holding on to the emotional pain, and the imbalance that
accompanies it is a hazardous way to spend present moments.
Appropriate Ways to Solve Conflict
There are a lot of great resources on how to solve a conflict. Please continue to learn as much as you can
in this area. We only have time to focus on a few of the most powerful tools here, but they are powerful
and will provide you with a solid foundation for stress-free relationships with others.
The paradigm of conflict is this:
Life is a battle, and in every battle, there's a winner and a loser. It's a cut-throat existence, and you've got
to compete or die.
The paradigm of cooperation is this:
Life is not a battle. Everyone can win. There’s enough for everyone. No one really has to lose in order for
me to win.
Win-Win
Most of us learn to base our self-worth on comparisons and competition. We think about succeeding in
terms of someone else failing—that is, if I win, you lose; or if you win, I lose. There is only so much pie to
go around, and if you get a big piece, there is less for me; it's not fair. I need more pie. I need to keep up
or do better than someone else.
The better way to approach all of our relationships is Win-Win. Win-Win isn't about being nice, nor is it a
quick-fix technique. It is a character-based attitude for human interaction and conflict resolution.
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Win-win sees life as a cooperative arena, not a competitive one. Win-win is a frame of mind and heart
that constantly seeks mutual benefit in all human interactions. Win-win means agreements or solutions
are mutually beneficial and satisfying. We both get to eat the pie and we both get to enjoy it!
During my bachelor's degree, I took a course on relationships. Each week guest lecturers who were
"experts" in their field would speak to us.
I recall one speaker who was talking to us about how to cultivate our favorite relationships. He said to us:
“When you have a conflict with someone, you can either be right, or you can be happy, but you can’t be
both.”
When people argue, and their need to be right becomes the most important thing, the relationship
suffers, and they stop being happy.
How to Apply Win-Win
If you want to approach your conflicts with a win-win attitude, I suggest adopting three very important
character traits:
1. Integrity: A person has integrity when their actions are congruent with what they value. Most people
say that some of the most important things in life are the relationships that they have with others.
Refer to your mission statement. What did you say you wanted your life to be about? How do you want
to be remembered? Most people do not include that they want to be remembered as always being
right. Nearly all mention that they want to be remembered positively in their relationships.
As you answer the following questions, keep in mind that how you answer will help determine if you are
acting with integrity in those relationships that are very important to you.
•
•
•
•
•

What is more important, maintaining this relationship, or proving that I am right?
How do other people see me?
Do they see me as someone who wants to prove he is right?
Do they trust me as someone who values the relationship and wants a mutually beneficial
solution?
Are my actions really in line with my mission?

2. Maturity: A mature person not only considers what they want but also expresses courage and
consideration for the ideas and feelings of others.
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Being open-minded is not a threat to you or to your ideas. It is through experience that we are able to
carefully choose what is important and what really isn’t that important. When we know and understand
what is really important to us, what we value, we do not need to be afraid of new ideas.
When faced with a conflict, ask yourself these questions:
•
•
•

Is it worth it to have conflict over this issue?
Would it be better to let this go and move on?
Am I really being open-minded and carefully considering the ideas of others?

3. Abundance Mentality: People with an abundance mentality maintain there is a possible, positive and
equally beneficial outcome, available for everyone involved. There is no need to compete for resources
or satisfaction. One doesn’t have to lose in order for the other to win.
To apply the abundance mentality in your relationships, ask yourself these questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is it that the other person really wants?
What is most important to them?
What are their needs?
What is it that I really want?
What is it that is most important to me?
What are my needs?
In what ways can we both get our needs met?
In this situation, can we have a win-win or is no-deal a better option?

Conflict creates negative feelings. Negative feelings often turn on the stress response, which turns our
mind from thoughtful, analytical thinking to lizard brain thinking. Lizard brain thinking leads to lizard
brain decision-making and is generally worse for relationships. In fact, it often leads to more conflict. We
can avoid the added stress of poor lizard brain decision-making by filling the gap with the idea that a
win-win solution is possible.
Win-win involves identifying the underlying concerns and needs of the two parties and finding an
alternative that meets these needs.
Win-Win means not only avoiding and resolving conflicts, it also avoids activation of the stress response
and better outcomes among relationships.
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Stress Prevention Activity – Think Win-Win
The process is not always simple, but the concept is. Find out what constitutes a “win” for the other
party.
That might mean just asking, or, it could mean heavy research if you’re conducting a business deal. It’s
generally a good idea to get as specific as possible in finding out what “win” means for that other
person; you might find that you are not very far apart at all.
Think about a possible conflict or a previous conflict you had with another person or group:
•
•
•

What constituted a win for the other party?
What were your needs and wants based on your mission and values?
Did you work to negotiate a Win-Win or No Deal, for a mutually satisfying outcome? What
happened?Try this for yourself and write your answers in the space provided.

Choose a relationship where you have differences or conflict.

Identify what constitutes a win for the other party.

Identify your needs and wants based on your highly held values.

What would be a win-win for both of you?

What steps do you need to take to make this happen?
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From Anxiety to Empathy
Our need for each other is not an obstacle to overcome, but a virtue to be celebrated. -Robert F. Allen
We know how anxiety is related to stress, as discussed in The Science of Stress Workbook. But less
understood is how empathy can turn off the stress response.
Empathy and the Stress Response
We know that emotions are the result of certain ways of thinking. Once these emotions develop,
especially negative emotions, they need to be released because trapped emotions can cause a lot of
tension and stress.
As we have discussed, when the stress-response turns on, sometimes the logical mind disappears and
the lizard brain takes over. I don’t know many lizards with deep meaningful relationships. Lizard brains
tend to make decisions that in relationships create even more tension, problems, hurt feelings, and
stress.
Empathic listening releases trapped emotions, validates people, and creates atmospheres for positive
relationships, and far less stress.
The paradigm of anxiety in relationships is this:
I need to intervene, but I might not know what to do. I need to solve this person’s problems. I need to
“fix” this person. I need to take control.
The empathy paradigm is this:
I need to understand how this person feels. That’s the best thing I can do right now. I don’t need to fix
anything. I don’t need to control. My job is to just listen. Simply understanding and allowing this person
to be heard is the most important thing.
The root of most relationship problems is the feeling that “I am not understood.”
In almost every relationship where there is an obvious conflict, you will almost always notice that the
people involved are not trying to understand the other people involved. They are more invested in
getting across their own point of view, explaining their own problems and concerns.
When you actively try to understand other people, respecting their frame of reference and uniqueness:
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•
•
•

You give them the freedom to say what they really think and feel.
This affirms them and fosters trust in the relationship.
It also gives them the chance to release stored up emotional tension in a safe environment.

Most of us have little training on how to listen.
Most people merely listen with the intent to reply. As a result, they do not develop positive connections
with others. Empathy fosters relationships and reduces social stress. It is an active listening that helps a
person feel understood and validated.
This table shows the two ways that people commonly listen.
Listening autobiographically leads to poor communication. Listening empathically leads to great
communication:
Listening Autobiographically

Listening Empathically

Ignoring/pretending to listen

Seeking first to understand

Evaluating

Listening with your heart

Ordering, directing or threatening

Being respectful

Giving advice, making suggestions or providing
solutions

Allowing the speaker to feel what they feel no
matter how irrational it might seem

Telling people how they should feel; moralizing

Reflecting the speaker’s feelings

Disagreeing, judging, criticizing, or blaming

The speaker feels heard, affirmed,
acknowledged

Shaming, ridiculing, or labeling
Interpreting or analyzing
Questioning or probing
These might seem like well-meaning ways of listening,
but they are driven by your own autobiography and
your desire to fix the problem for them.
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Getting to a place where you are listening empathically involves a focus on mindfulness (Refer to the
Mindfulness Workbook for details). In order to understand how someone is feeling, you have to be
focused on the present moment, here and now.
Autobiographical listening implies that you aren’t present. This type of listening invariably takes your
thoughts into your own past and compares that with what is being said to you now. Usually, this
frustrates someone who wants to be heard, which commonly results in tension and anxiety.
Four Developmental Steps for Empathic Listening:
There are four steps involved in listening empathically. Mastery of one moves you to the next. Step four
combines the first three steps.

Practice with each step until you are comfortable with it, and then move to the next one. Be patient. You
probably won’t be very skilled at first. Allow yourself to make mistakes. This type of listening takes
practice.
Step One
Mimic the content of the communication: Simply repeat back to the speaker exactly what is said. For
example, if someone says: "I like my job, but I don’t feel challenged," you would say: "You like your job,
but you don’t feel challenged." To mimic, just listen and repeat verbatim what is said.
Be careful here, you don’t want to sound like a callous parrot, so make sure your voice intonation and
body language show that you are interested and concerned. The way to do that is to really be interested
and concerned. Do this cautiously. You’re just getting warmed up with this step.
Generally what you’ll notice when you listen this way, is that the person speaking will recognize that you
are really interested and listening. Hopefully, she will want to continue sharing her feelings with you.
Step Two
Rephrase the content: You put the speaker’s meaning in your own words; this takes more thought on
your part. For example, the other person says: "I’m very concerned about my son. I don’t think he is doing
as well as he could be doing academically." To rephrase the content, you might respond: "Your worried
your son isn’t doing well in school.”
Rather than saying what she said verbatim, you say it back to her using different words than she said
while making sure you mean the same thing she meant. It's usually best to do this with a much shorter
version of what she said. Do not try to read more into it than she said. You're simply opening the gate,
giving her psychological freedom to continue speaking.
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Step Three
Reflect feeling: Here, you listen and look for the emotion behind the words, observing facial expression,
body language, and voice (tone, intensity, volume), etc. For example, if the person says: "I talked with my
supervisor about how I could get a raise. I just wanted to know the criteria they use in giving raises, and
she got mad and jumped all over me. I can’t work for a woman like that!"
Reflecting the emotional content, you might say: "You’re upset and angry. You feel like you were
misunderstood."
In this step, you’re doing your best to reflect back what the person is feeling. You may not always get it
right, but that’s not necessarily a bad thing. When you try to reflect feeling, he is going to really sense
that you are in his world, listening, understanding, and being mindful.
Step Four
Rephrase the content AND reflect the feeling: You put both the speaker’s verbal meaning and emotional
content in your own words. For example with regard to the last expression, you might say: "It hurts (the
emotion) when you get reprimanded for seeking information (the content)." You are not agreeing or
disagreeing with the person. You are only attempting to reflect your understanding of what the other
person says and feels.
This fourth step is ultimately listening with empathy. You are combining steps 2 and 3. You are
responding like an emotional mirror—you’re reflecting back to the person the content and feelings of
what he or she is saying. You are not adding anything more to it. A mirror only reflects what is in front of
it. This is the case when you listen empathically.
Empathy diffuses emotional energy and helps others get emotional tension “off their chest.” Many
stressful interactions filled with defensiveness, guilt, blame, and frustration are often dissolved as both
parties begin to trust each other enough to open the doors for more open and honest communication.
Please remember, however, that when you listen with empathy, people are vulnerable as they share
personal feelings with you. It is your responsibility to have integrity and honor the privacy and obligation
of these communications.
An Example of Empathic Listening
A student in one of my wife’s health courses shared the following story with her in class. We have tried
to make it as close to her words to the class as possible.
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The day after we learned about empathic listening in class, I was substituting at a local
elementary school. Before I went to class, I was warned by almost everyone about a girl who
would make my life hell that day. She had a lot of behavior problems and often tried to get
attention by doing disruptive things.
When I went to class, I found out they were right. This fifth grader was trouble all day. I tried
everything they teach us in our education classes on how to manage these types of students, but
nothing worked. I was about to send her to the principal’s office when I thought about what we
learned in class. I figured I had nothing to lose.
I got the class working on an assignment and I told her to meet me on the porch of the portable
we were in. She came out defensive and ready for whatever I had in store for her.
When we got out there, I had no idea what to do, so we just sat there for quite a while. Finally, I
said something like, “It’s frustrating when you don’t really want to be in school.” She just looked at
me and didn’t say anything.
We stayed there for a long time and I was beginning to worry about the other kids in the
classroom, but I just kept sitting out there with her. Finally, I think she realized I was serious about
listening to her. After some small talk, she loosened up and told me that her parents were getting
a divorce and it was all fault.
The first thing I wanted to do was to say was that it wasn’t her fault, but I remembered that
would squash her trust in me, I was there to listen. So I said something like, “That must be a
heavy burden to carry.”
She started to cry and she poured out her heart to me for the next 10 minutes. I tried to keep
listening empathically. I guess I was the first person who did not tell her that her feelings were
wrong, that she shouldn’t feel the way she did. She told me I was the first person who had really
listened to her.
After that, she was the model student. She was happy the rest of the day. She even stayed in from
recess to help me clean up the classroom. She was really a wonderful little girl who was going
through a really difficult situation and needed someone to validate how she was feeling. I think
inside she understood that the divorce wasn’t her fault, but she felt out of control and helpless,
and that is just how it came out.
I realized the power that real listening can have. I didn’t have to do anything. As young as she
was, she knew the answers; she just needed someone to listen without judging her.
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That is how powerful empathic listening can be.
Stress Prevention Activity – Empathic Listening
The next time you are in a conversation with someone about an emotional issue, try exercising empathic
listening. (You more than likely won’t be able to exercise empathy during mundane or casual
conversations so be practical and patient when trying to use this skill.)
Do not tell the person that you are intentionally listening to practice being empathic. No one wants to be
a “project.” Just be naturally and sincerely interested.
For the duration of the conversation, (usually 10 or 15 minutes or longer), simply focus all of your energy
on listening for the single purpose of understanding. Do not judge, try to fix anything, or give opinions or
stories from your own experience. Just try to understand where the other person is coming from and
identify their feelings.
After you have finished, consider the following questions.
•

What was the main topic of conversation?

•

To what extent did you notice yourself vacillating between listening empathically and
listening autobiographically?

•

How did the person with whom you were talking respond to you when you listened with
empathy?

•

How easy or difficult was it for you to listen empathically?

•

How did you feel while you were listening empathically, and after you were finished listening
empathically?

Do not get discouraged if things do not go as you would like them to. It takes a lot of practice and
experience to be really good at empathic listening. But, the rewards are worth it.
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Control
There is strong evidence to support the idea that as your sense of control increases, your stress
decreases. As the sense of control decreases, stress increases. It is likely that each of us has experienced
this inverse relationship, and the changes we felt in each situation.

One student who took my class experienced the transformation that comes as his symptoms of stress
decreased as his sense of control increased. He wrote me the following:
I have changed a lot from this class. I had been suffering from depression for about 12 years now.
I had an anxiety disorder that took me a couple years to overcome. I did not enjoy or have any
desire to live life. I felt completely out of control. For the first time in 12 years, I can say I am
happy and enjoy life. My road rage is completely gone now. I used to get headaches at least 3 or 4
times a week. Since the first week of class, I have had one headache that didn't last long. My
mother and brother have told me how much happier and better I look countless times. The
longest I have been mad is for a few seconds. I used to hold on to that anger for hours and even
sometimes days. It took me between 30 minutes to an hour to fall asleep normally. Now it takes 5
minutes at most. I have regained control over my life, and my stress has gone away.
This I know will be the greatest class I have ever taken...I don't see how it could have done more
for me than it already has... I really just wanted to thank you for teaching these things to me. I will
never forget what this class has done for me. I just want you to know that you did save my life.
Jacob N.
As his sense of control increased, his stressful feelings, and accompanying stress-related symptoms
started to go away.
Understand What You Can and Cannot Control
Things You Have No Control Over

There are some things over which you have no control or influence. A short list of these, as I mentioned
previously, includes things such as weather, the stock market, world events, natural disasters, things
other people are doing, the way other people feel or think, etc. Trying to control these events is a waste
of your own energy, resources, and present-moment happiness if you get anxious or frustrated about
them.
What to Do
The appropriate way to respond to things over which you have no control is by upgrading your thoughts,
as we explored earlier in this workbook. That is, respond with observation, allowance, love, forgiveness,
acceptance, discovery, and gratitude.
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Things You Have Some Control Over
There are two situations that fall under the category "some control." The first are situations where
people do not think that they have any control, but in reality, they do. The second situation is where
people think they do have control when in reality they do not.
Really Do Have Control
Some situations in life feel like you can’t directly control or influence, but in reality, you can. People who
have addictions, for example, fall into this category. An addiction is a deeply held belief that you can’t
function normally without a certain something (a chemical, a behavior, a person). In order to feel
normal, the addictive element must be in your life. Otherwise, you won’t feel good.
An addiction can be very difficult to break. The person who smokes or is addicted to gambling may feel
like it is impossible to function without the addiction. However, as I mentioned before, if one person can
overcome it, then it is possible that anyone can overcome it. We see people breaking addictive habits all
the time.
We also see many people who find themselves “stuck” in situations or settings where they feel they
can’t make much of a change. However, changing one’s thoughts and belief patterns, though it might
seem difficult, is what is necessary to break the habitual patterns that cause the feelings of lack of
control.
What to Do to Increase your Sense of Control
To increase control in this situation, you must be constantly aware of your thoughts. Upgrade your
negative or stressful thoughts as often as necessary. Let go of those thoughts that tend to make you feel
out of control. Accept that you are the only one who regulates your own thinking and that what you
think determines the emotions and consequences that naturally follow.
Really Do Not Have Control
Another category of control involves situations over which you can’t really apply much control, but you
think you can. We commonly see this type of thinking in relationships. Some people do their best to try
to manipulate or coerce others, hoping to control or change someone’s behavior. But it is still impossible
for anyone to have the final say on how another person thinks, feels, and acts. When we try to control or
directly influence people or situations, the resulting feelings are often frustration and anger.
What to Do
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Instead, you can upgrade your thoughts: detach, observe, allow, accept, and be grateful. By doing this,
you release your need to try to control others. This brings the resulting feelings of happiness and
peacefulness. When you feel the need to control and dominate, you can step back and let go, and then
watch your stress levels decrease dramatically.
Things You Do Have Control Over
Is there anything in life over which you have total control? The only correct answer relates to yourself:
what you think, the emotions you feel, and how you behave. Nothing else falls into this category.
As Winnie the Pooh once described, these are the “Me Things.” You may not always take control of how
you think, feel, or act, but these are still the only things that you can directly influence all the time.
One wise student made this interesting observation. She said,
“If I can control something, there’s no need to fuss or worry about it. If I don’t have any control or
influence over something, I also don’t need to fuss or worry about it. And there is nothing else.”
Stay in Control, Prevent Stress
Things That Increase Feelings of Control

The best way to increase feelings of control is to apply the principles we have discussed in this Stress
Prevention Workbook.
Take a minute and flip through the pages. What do you remember about threat thoughts, the Gap, your
subconscious mind, upgrading your thoughts, resistance, empathic listening, moving out of the comfort
zone, and other concepts that were discussed?
Look back and review what you have learned, what your feelings were about these ideas, and what you
wrote about the activities you tried.
This is the purpose of this workbook. To give you information, skills, and exercises to help you increase
your sense of control and decrease your stress levels.
Mindfulness
Mindfulness also increases control and results in decreased stress levels. It is so important that I have
devoted an entire workbook to the topic. The Mindfulness Workbook will guide you through specific
steps on how to peacefully enjoy every single moment of your life.
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Try This
The next time you notice your feelings of control slipping and your feelings of stress increasing, ask
yourself the following questions:
1. Do I have any control over this situation?
•
•

If the answer is no, upgrade your thoughts and let it go.
If the answer is yes, go to question two.

2. What kind of control do I have?
•
•

Do I have more control than I think I have?
o Then do what you need to do to handle the situation.
Do I want to have control over someone or something, when I really don’t?
o Upgrade your thoughts, ask the 4 simple questions, take appropriate action, and let
go as each situation dictates.

3. Do I have a lot of control, but don’t feel like it?
•

•

Review this workbook and see how you can adjust your conditioned thinking patterns and
beliefs that keep you from moving toward what you want. Make changes where you can and
let go of the rest.
Move on to the Stress Reduction Workbook.
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Now You Are Enlightened
Dr. Covey said, “If you think the problem is outside of you, that thought is the problem.”
You now understand what that means.
You now know that if you are ever going to get the upper hand on stress, it is solely up to you. When
you feel pressure, anxiety, worry, or any other stressful feeling, it is NOT because of what is happening
“out there,” but instead, it is always what is happening in your mind as you interpret what is happening
out there. It is ALWAYS how you interpret what's happening that causes you to feel stress. It is never
otherwise. When you get this, you’ve got it made.
Isn’t this an amazingly freeing thought? Many people spend their whole lives never figuring this out.
How cool it is that you’re learning it now!
Once you do get it, you are, in my opinion, enlightened … and now responsible for your life. Few things I
know of are more empowering and freeing than realizing how much of a choice you have in everything!
This is pure Stress Management!
A Quick Word about Stress Reduction
It would be ideal if the contents of this Workbook were everything that you need to manage your stress.
But it isn’t. Even though what is found in this workbook is the foundation for all stress management,
sometimes you’ll forget. Sometimes you’ll get caught off guard, and the stress comes anyway. That is
where the Stress Reduction Workbook comes in.
The information you will learn and the activities you will experience in the Stress Reduction Workbook
will help you reduce and eliminate stress when it has already shown its ugly head and turned on the
fight-or-flight response. The things you will discover in that Workbook will not only turn off the stress,
they will help you feel better, calmer and much more relaxed.
I look forward to connecting with you in The Stress Reduction Workbook. Until then, stay calm.
You now know how.
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Create a New Normal
The body is always in one of two states: fight-or-flight or rest-and-repair. It isn’t in both states
simultaneously. As I mentioned in the first workbook, the fight-or-flight state is one in which the body is
ready for action, ready to destroy a threat or flee from it. This fight-or-flight state is one of tremendous
physiological imbalance throughout the entire body. Every system, every tissue, every cell in the body,
during fight-or-flight, is functioning to help the body survive physical danger by operating at unordinary
levels of readiness and activation.
In the short run, this imbalance helps us to be fast and powerful, but in the long run, this imbalance
leads to any number of negative outcomes. The fight-or-flight response is NOT the state we should be in
except for very rare occasions. Why not? Because we are so infrequently in real physical danger. But as
I’ve mentioned previously, your body doesn’t know the difference between a real threat and a made-up
one. It treats them both the same; by activating the fight-or-flight response.
Now, imagine that you’re riding your bike and you encounter an unseen rock. Suddenly, you’re flying
through the air and you crash-land on some loose gravel. In addition to the immediate pain, you notice
that your hands and arms, your shoulders, and maybe even your face have been injured. You’re bleeding
heavily in several places. No bones are broken, but you’re in pretty bad shape.
You immediately go home and clean up your wounds. You successfully stop the bleeding. You apply ice
or some “healing” salves, but you recognize that you’re left with cuts and scrapes all over your body.
Now consider that your “symptoms” of stress are like the wounds you sustain when you crash on your
bike. The headaches, the muscle pain, and the emotional problems are damage you’ve done because of
this ongoing imbalanced state of fight-or-flight. Essentially, you are continually crashing and burning or
trying to repair from the stress.
When dealing with an activated stress response, you may try to “stop the bleeding” by taking
medications in all their varieties, but the symptoms don’t seem to go away. Medications may temporarily
numb the pain, but the problems persist.
Keeping in mind the metaphor of crashing on your bike, what can you do to heal the problems created
by the ongoing stress response?
The correct answer is NOTHING. You consciously can’t do anything to make the wounds go away because
you don’t have the know-how to repair the damage. Even if you’d like to think that you can, you really
can’t. It simply isn’t within your power. Wound healing is not within the domain of the conscious mind.
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Fortunately, your body does know how to heal itself. It knows how to recruit the right cells, chemicals,
and healing energies to those spots that are broken and fix them in precise and perfect ways. Your body
already has an internal pharmacy that contains all of the healing drugs, knowledge, and processes to
take the wound from horrible to completely healed. You don’t have to do anything but wait and watch.
This is how healing should always happen, whenever we’re broken. So, why doesn’t it?
I mentioned earlier that the body is in one of two modes: fight-or-flight or rest-and-repair.
In fight-or-flight mode, the body is too busy working to survive the dangerous environments. It can’t
simultaneously mend all the messes. The inner-pharmacy doors remain closed in fight-or-flight mode.
That’s why the problems don’t go away.
In contrast to the fight-or-flight response, we have what’s known as the rest-and-repair state. In this
state, the body is doing what it needs to do to repair what’s gone wrong. We aren’t busy expending extra
energy surviving, so our body goes to work healing, repairing, and regenerating. Essentially, our body
turns on all of its healing energies to fix whatever problems have arisen. The inner pharmacy doors are
open wide and the body knows how to use the healing chemicals, in the right dosages, with the right
timing, without any side-effects.
In this rest and repair state, your “symptoms” of stress go away, not because you are trying to make
them go away, but because the real cause of the symptoms—the imbalance brought on by chronic fightor-flight—goes back into balance. Once balance is restored, the body knows how to remedy the
problems.
This rest-and-repair mode needs to become our “new normal” as a way of being if we want to feel better
and see our symptoms go away. Feeling relaxed, peaceful, calm, and symptom-free should be how we
operate every day.
But in order to get there, we have to consciously take ourselves OUT of the stress response. We have to
consciously turn it off! Fortunately, that is within our power. It is what this workbook is all about!

Relax, repair, and recharge through stress reduction
Clearly, the smartest way to manage stress is to prevent it before it happens. As you learned in the
workbook on stress prevention, the way to do this is by taking control of the way you think about things,
since stress is activated by our perceptions: When we have a threat thought, the stress response
automatically activates. As you learned in the first course, No threat thought—no stress.
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But everyone knows that life can get pretty hectic. We get swept up in the chaos of our days, with more
things on our plate than we’d care to have there. Life seems to move fast and sometimes we feel lucky
when we can just hang on.
Essentially, we forget to be in charge of our thoughts, and when that happens, the stress response turns
on. And in some cases, it doesn’t ever turn off. As you learned in the first workbook, the results of this
constant activation of the stress response—chronic stress—are stress-related symptoms that run the
gamut from irritability and fatigue all the way to heart disease and cancer.
When we start to notice any of these symptoms, we need powerful tools to turn off the stress response,
and as a result, make the symptoms go away. This is the purpose of this workbook. In the following
sections, you will learn some powerful and effective methods that work to turn off the stress.
These tools are not cutsie kinds of activities that make you feel better momentarily but don't deactivate
the stress response. What you will learn about and practice in this workbook are the most powerful,
non-chemical, tools available to dramatically reduce your stress and the accompanying symptoms.
But what you must realize, as you explore these tools, is that simply knowing about them won't help you
very much. Their power comes in the practicing of them. The good news is that the more you practice,
the more beneficial they become. And the more you work with several of the tools, the more you'll
experience their synergistic effect. Alone they are powerful but done together, they work to even more
powerfully return your body/mind to homeostasis and healing.
You should also understand that, although you’ll feel different with the first time that you practice any of
the tools, it requires a bit of commitment to return yourself to that desirable balanced state. Imagine
that you have an open bottle of ink and a handkerchief. You dip a corner of the handkerchief just slightly
into the bottle of ink. You remove it and see the ink that remains on the handkerchief. You put the
handkerchief back into the ink, the same distance. You notice that the ink bleeds a bit further up the
handkerchief. And each time you dip in the handkerchief, to the same level, the ink continues moving up
the handkerchief.
This is how it will be for you, as you work with the tools in this workbook. The more you do them, the
greater will be their impact. And soon enough, you’ll notice that your stress symptoms will start going
away; you’ll enjoy better sleep; you’ll feel more energy; you’ll feel more peaceful and happy.
So, what you will learn and experience in this workbook includes those top stress reduction strategies
according to research, your author’s experience, and the anecdotal experience of thousands of people
with whom I have worked for over 2 decades. As you consider each of these tools, you’ll discover the
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rationale and the logic behind their ability to turn off the stress response and bring healing to every part
of your body and mind.

Introduction to Stress Reduction
There was once a lumberjack who was busy sawing down a large tree with a dull saw—he wasn’t the
brightest lumberjack. He had been working at it for quite some time and was worn out because his saw
wasn’t doing a very good job. Shortly, another man came by and noticed the lumberjack having a rough
time with the tree. “Why don’t you pause for a while and sharpen your saw? Surely you’ll have more
success with a sharper saw.” The lumberjack thought about it for a few moments, looked at all the other
trees that he still had to saw down and replied, “I don’t have time to sharpen my saw, I’m too busy
sawing!”
Consider this
We oftentimes get so busy with our daily activities, rushing through, hoping to get them all in before the
day finishes, that we altogether forget that if we stopped for a few minutes and recharged our
batteries—sharpened our own well-being saw—we would function far more productively, with more
energy, enthusiasm, and joy.

We can take this metaphor of the sharpened saw one step further and introduce an additional
component, something that would really improve the efficiency of the saw, a power saw.
Power Tools
What’s a Power Tool? It’s a tool that gets the job done in much less time and does it with more
efficiency. A good example of a Power Tool for felling the tree would be a chainsaw. It can do the work of
a handsaw in a fraction of the time.
What does this have to do with stress relief?

When it comes to stress relief, we have some very strong. Power Tools that work just as impressively to
turn off the stress response and create relaxation.
One thing I have noticed, in my many years of working with people and their stress—and I sometimes
have the same thing happen myself—is that even though we know all the great information in the Stress
Prevention Workbook, sometimes we forget. In the hectic lives that we live, we stop being in control of
our thoughts, upgrading our thoughts, or placing a better thought into the Gap between Stimulus and
Response.
Power tools can restore balance when we forget.
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Most of my life has revolved around athletics; playing, watching, refereeing or
coaching a variety of sports. Because sports have been so important to me, I have
found that it is very easy to get wrapped up in the excitement, especially when my kids
are on the court or the field.
Even though I rarely get angry towards anyone or anything in regular life, during
games, I find myself getting stressed. My muscles tense, my jaw tightens, my face gets
red, my fists clench, and my heart races, and once in a while, I lose it and belt out
something to let the referee know what a bad job he or she is doing. (Does this sound
familiar?)
It is after competitions like this, that I need something to quickly bring me out of this
stressed state that I’ve created for myself. No one likes feeling upset after a game, so I
need something to turn off the stress response and bring myself quickly back into
balance.
Power tools are natural, healthy solutions.

It would be very easy for me to choose some kind of a chemical to help me return to homeostasis—a
tranquilizer to make me feel more tranquil, alcohol to deaden my senses or some other substance that
numbs my physiology and thus diminishes the stress response.
The problem with this approach, (as is the case with most emotion-changing chemicals and drugs), is
there are side effects that I really don’t want. We have all heard the commercials, and we all know
people who have become addicted to over-the-counter, prescription, or illicit drugs. We might also know
someone who has had really bad side-effects from these types of substances. Some people use food in
the same way, they eat when they are stressed, and gain weight.
I don’t want any of that. So, we’ll bypass all of those options completely.
What’s left is easy and enjoyable ways to help you relieve your stress—our Power Tools.
After discussing the absolute best Power Tools, we will also explore a variety of other activities that you
can do, additional gear that we’ll add to your stress management tool chest, that aren’t specifically
designed to reduce stress, but has as a byproduct, the wonderful reduction of stress.
By the time we’re done with this workbook, you’ll have a whole bunch of fun and effective ways that you
can immediately use to help you add relaxation into your life. The good news about all of them is
because they work to reduce stress, you’ll feel better. You will feel good again.
It is simple to use Power Tools.
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The tools I’m including here can be learned and practiced entirely on your own. There are some kinds of
treatments, some massage or energy therapies for example, that require someone else to work with
you. We may refer to some of those as we go, but I want to give you tools that you can do entirely on
your own, so you don’t have to depend on anyone else to help you manage your stress and feel good
again.
There are Power Tools that will work best for you.

Not every technique works the same for everyone. Having taught these methods to many thousands of
people, I have found that there is great variability in which ones work the best for each person. I suggest
that you try each method several times. Experiment to discover which techniques work best for you.
Power Tools work even when they are not being used.

The techniques are powerful, they really work, and they never have negative side effects. Even better is
that the more you use them, the more the state of relaxation carries over into the rest of your day’s
activities.
When you use these tools regularly
•
•
•
•
•
•

You will feel calmer in situations that would normally upset you.
You will have more energy, more contentment, and you will feel happier.
You will sleep more deeply, and you will fall asleep faster.
Your stress-related symptoms will fade away.
Your headaches will probably disappear along with a lot of your muscle pain.
Regular relaxation will help bring you back into balance.

Summary
For over 3 decades, I’ve been studying, exploring, researching, and practicing nearly everything out there
that is designed to reduce stress. I’m going to share with you some of the best Power Tools for stress
reduction that are available on the planet. There are many stress-reducing techniques, ideas, tips, and
things out there, but in my research, these are the ones that keep showing up as the most powerful; and
they can be done entirely on your own.

You may be familiar with some, and others may seem quite unusual. Whichever it is, you’ll benefit from
learning about and experiencing them. So, let’s get started.
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Power Tool 1 – Meditation
Meditation is not a way of making your mind quiet. It’s a way of entering into the quiet
that’s already there—buried under the 50,000 thoughts the average person thinks
every day. —Deepak Chopra
What images come to your mind when you think of the word meditation? When I ask my students, many
of them think of a person sitting in a cross-legged position, touching their fingers to their thumbs,
repeating a “hum” sound. So then I ask, “What happens when a person meditates? I commonly hear
answers like, “It’s when a person is not thinking of anything or has a ‘still’ mind.” They’ll respond that
meditation is simply focusing your mind on one particular thing. Some will say it is like daydreaming or
guided imagery. What these responses tell me is that many people may be a bit leery of meditation
because they really don’t know much about it.
Let’s consider the possibility that meditation is the process of creating a still mind.
Try this
Close your eyes, for about thirty or forty-five seconds and try to create a still mind. Just eliminate all
thoughts from happening in your mind for thirty or forty-five seconds. Do this now.
What did you discover?

Was it easy? Most people who try this exercise say it’s is nearly impossible. This is because the act of
trying to make a mind go still is not having a still mind. “Trying” is mental activity. As we try to still our
minds, we notice thoughts popping in and out of our heads. These thoughts come from nowhere into
consciousness and seemingly without our control, lead to other thoughts, which lead to other thoughts,
and so on. This is not a still mind. This is not meditation.
Benefits

Many years ago, I worked in a public library. One of the delights of working there was that I had the
opportunity to see a lot of books on many topics. I noticed a section of books on meditation. Not
knowing anything about meditation at the time, I was intrigued by some of the health claims that these
books made about meditation. They included a decrease in blood pressure, slowing of brainwave activity, a decrease in resting heart rate, reversing of the aging process, an increase in intelligence, a feeling
of being more alive and more alert, and many other positive effects resulting from regular meditation.
Other research has mentioned reductions in anxiety levels after beginning the regular practice of
meditation. Many stress-related illnesses are alleviated through regular meditation. It has been found to
improve the breathing patterns of patients with bronchial asthma and heart conditions. It helps decrease
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bad cholesterol levels, insomnia, stuttering, blood-sugar levels in diabetics, and symptoms of mental
illness, including depression. Research has conclusively shown that meditation is definitely a useful and
effective intervention for both reducing stress and dealing with a wide variety of stress-related illnesses.
Meditation also affects brainwaves.

Brainwave activity is measured in cycles or rhythms. There are essentially four levels of brainwave
activity as measured by an electroencephalograph (EEG) machine.
•

•
•

Beta – this brainwave is predominant when people are awake, alert, and fully aware of what
is happening.
o Higher beta brainwave levels correspond with higher stress levels.
Alpha – occurs during times of daydreaming, early periods of sleep, light hypnosis, and
relaxation techniques.
Theta and Delta – occur primarily during deep sleep, while dreaming, and during deep
hypnosis and when you meditate.
o Here is where the body gets the most critical, restorative rest, repairs itself, and the
immune system works most efficiently.

Meditation and Sleep

It usually takes over an hour or two for the mind to settle down into these deeper levels of brainwave
activity that allows healing to occur. Our body needs some time to wind down from the day’s stress.
Meditation can accelerate this process.
•

•

One interesting study, which really motivated me to learn more about meditation, described
the brainwave activity of those who meditate. Researchers used an electroencephalograph
(EEG) to determine if there were any unique changes in brainwave activity while test subjects
were meditating.
People who meditated were able to reach deeper levels of brainwave activity and thus enjoy
deeper levels of rest within as little as five minutes of meditation. Interestingly, the
meditators were awake and entirely conscious while they meditated. The researchers called
this level of deep rest while meditating a hypometabolic state.

More Benefits

In addition to the slowing of brainwave activity, other calming events take place in
meditators. Heart rates and breathing rates can slow dramatically. Both of these
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measures indicate a profound decrease in the stress response. (As I practice meditation, my heart rate has reached as low as thirty beats per minute and my breathing
rate has been as low as only one inhalation and exhalation per minute.)
As I read these reports and studies on meditation, I was fascinated. Very few things
have such a profound, immediate, and positive effect on the human condition,
without any negative side effects. I decided to look for someone who could teach me
how to meditate, but I had no luck. (This was back in 1988. There was no internet, at
the time.)
Then one day I was reading the local newspaper and I spotted an advertisement for a
free introduction to transcendental meditation (TM). Being very curious, I decided to
go. The presentation echoed the things I had read in the books. The man presenting
explained how easy meditation was to learn and how it was the deepest level of wakeful rest that was possible.
Unfortunately, it was fairly expensive. Luckily, I got a student discount and the following
week I found myself in the room with the teacher, burning incense, rose petals strewn
everywhere, large pictures of men I had never seen before on the walls, and music that
sounded like the Gandhi movie soundtrack playing in the background. (I was beginning
to wonder if this was such a good idea.) I sat down and we talked for a few moments.
He asked me to sit quietly while he began speaking in another language that sounded
like a very long prayer of some kind. Toward the end of this prayer, he began repeating
a specific word. I didn’t recognize the word nor did I have any idea what it meant. He
told me to start repeating it with him quietly to myself. His voice grew quieter and he
prompted me to continue saying the word. Then he motioned to me to close my eyes
and repeat the word silently to myself. I did this for about fifteen minutes.
When I was through, I was astonished at how different I felt. It was as if I had just had
the best night's sleep ever in less than twenty minutes. This was just incredible! I didn't
understand it in the least, but I felt terrific! Since that first day, I have continued to
meditate and the effects are always dramatic. I feel alert, more energetic, and better
able to focus on what I am doing.

Even More Benefits
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When I was in my twenties, I was diagnosed with high blood pressure. I couldn’t believe it because I was
very healthy. I was at a healthy weight, exercising regularly and I was eating correctly (isn’t that what
you’re supposed to do to stay healthy?).
The doctor told me I was going to have to take blood pressure medication, probably for the rest of my
life. I learned that I had a family history of high blood pressure and that I had inherited those genes …
the doctor told me I should have chosen different parents.
Being one who selects the drugs route only as a very last resort, I looked around for other ways to heal
my body of this “problem.” As soon as I started meditating regularly, my blood pressure returned to
normal levels. Now, nearly three decades later, I continue to enjoy normal blood pressure and haven’t
swallowed a single high blood pressure pill.
It Doesn’t Matter What Word You Use.
I found myself wanting to share what I had experienced and to teach others this technique, but I didn’t
want to go through the training that was required to be a “Transcendental Meditation Instructor.”
Several years later, while doing further research on transcendental meditation, I came upon some
studies done by Herbert Benson and others at Harvard University. They discovered that it makes no
difference what word, sound or phrase is used during meditation. It is the process that makes it work,
not the individual mantra (the “secret” word I was given that first day). It turns out that mantra
meditation (meditation using repeated words or sounds) is very simple and it can be learned by anyone,
anywhere.
As I have since taught mantra meditation for nearly 2 decades, I have found very few things to have such
a profound effect. Students frequently report feeling amazingly still and peaceful. Others say that they
feel better than they have felt in a long time. Occasionally, they mention surprisingly deep levels of inner
silence. Many times, students remain in the room after class enjoying the stillness and serenity that they
feel after meditation.
Learning How to Meditate
The power of mantra meditation lies in its simplicity. All you need to do is the following:

•

Set aside 15 or 20 minutes and find a place to get comfortable. It can be in a chair or on the
floor, but it’s best not to lie down (to avoid falling asleep).

•

Choose a word (or mantra) to repeat to yourself. It doesn’t have to be a spiritual word; you
can use a word like ocean, sky, peace, still, one, silent, love, serene, happy, calm, or now. It
makes no difference which word you choose.
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•

Close your eyes. Sit quietly for about 30 seconds to let your mind settle before you begin
saying your word.

•

Repeat your chosen word softly, in your head, over and over at a very comfortable and easy
pace, about once every five or six seconds. Keep going. Soon, you might find that the silent
spaces between your mantra increase dramatically, but let whatever happens, happen:

One… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one…
one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one…
one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one… one…
one… one… one…
I have found that ten to twenty minutes is about the optimum amount of time to meditate. However, if
you only have five minutes before an important meeting, a test, or an eventful evening, then take those
five minutes and enjoy meditating for that long. Meditating for longer than 15 or 20 minutes is also just
fine. Any amount of time meditating is time well spent.
•

Once you are through, take your time before returning to normal consciousness. Allow
yourself to remain seated, eyes closed, enjoying the peacefulness you have created for
yourself. I suggest you take 2-3 minutes before you resume normal daily activities.

That’s all there is to this type of meditation. There are a number of other useful and interesting ways to
meditate, but I have found this one to be the simplest one to do and the easiest to teach to others. I
don’t fully understand why it works so well, but I stopped caring how or why many years ago. I care
deeply that it works and this type of meditation definitely does.
What Will Happen When I Meditate?
Several things will happen as you begin repeating your mantra. Not all of these will happen every time,
but as you practice, you will usually experience one of these three things during every meditation.

•

You may find it easy to remain on the word while your eyes are closed. You’ll just keep
repeating: one . . . one . . . one . . . one . . . for most of the time you are meditating.
Sometimes, the space between the times you silently say your mantra might increase
dramatically.
o For example, you might say the mantra just once every fifteen or thirty seconds. I
should add here that your ability to continue repeating the mantra during a session of
meditation does not mean that you are necessarily a more proficient meditator. That
is simply how the meditation goes sometimes.
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•

Your mind will wander. Thoughts of the many things that are going on in your life will come
and go and you will forget to repeat your mantra. This is not uncommon or a bad thing. Nor is
it something to be concerned about.
o When this happens, and it most certainly will, you simply bring your awareness back
to the mantra. It might sound something like this: one . . . one . . . one . . . one . . .
(your mind will then go to other things) I wonder what I should wear to the
presentation tomorrow? . . . I hope Rick finished the report . . . He is so cool under
pressure . . . He’d be a great coach . . . I’ve got to leave at 5:30 to make it to Megan’s
soccer game . . . (At some point, you’ll catch yourself thinking about all these other
things. When you do, just gently bring yourself back to repeating the word.) Oh yeah,
back to the mantra: one . . . one . . . one . . . one . . . Each time your thoughts wander,
gently bring them back to the mantra.
o Always be very gentle with yourself. Never think that you are a bad meditator, or that
you can’t meditate because your mind wanders off too much. I have practiced
meditation for over thirty years and I still notice my mind wandering. This is entirely
okay. Whatever happens during meditation is appropriate as long as you return to the
mantra when it occurs to you that other thoughts are slipping in.

•

You may fall asleep. Another thing that may happen during meditation is you’ll just zonk out!
If this happens (and it will from time to time), then as you awaken from your deep sleep,
gently repeat the mantra for a few more minutes before you stop meditating. Don’t
reprimand yourself for falling asleep. Be grateful for the opportunity you had to get some
very deep rest. If you regularly fall asleep during meditation, it is a good indication that you
probably need more sleep at night.
o When you awaken, you have only one intention: gently return to the mantra when it
occurs to you to do so. This is the only mental effort that you make during meditation.
Whatever else happens during meditation is to be treated like ducks quacking in the
distance. It’s a lot of noise, but you don’t give it too much attention.

•

Your single objective is to repeat your mantra when you think of it. If anything else happens,
your only directed thought is to return to the mantra when it occurs to you. When your mind
wanders and gets wrapped up in other thoughts, you will eventually realize you are no longer
repeating the mantra. When this happens, simply say to yourself, Oh yeah, back to the
mantra . . . one . . . one . . . one . . . one . . . Do this each time your mind wanders.
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Try this
For the next three weeks, add a session of meditation to your daily activities. You don’t need to spend
more than 15 minutes meditating, and if you only have 5 minutes, that’s fine too.

Each time you finish, make a note of how differently you feel than how you felt prior to meditating.
Notice how the feelings of balance and quiet calmness remain with you after you are through.
Tips for Successful Meditation

•

You can meditate virtually anywhere. I have found that you can meditate wherever you find
yourself. I have meditated in airports, in cars (not while I’m driving), on trains, sitting next to
a still lake, on tops of mountains, in boring meetings, in church and other places where I can
close my eyes and silently repeat my mantra. The effects are the same no matter where you
are. There are, however, several things you can do to enhance your experience while
meditating.

•

Find a place where you will not be disturbed. Set your chair in a closet, or in a room where the
phone won’t ring and no one will interrupt you. When you hear noises, don’t treat them as
annoying, but instead, treat noises the same way you treat your thoughts: You hear someone
cough in the next room, “Oh yeah, one … one … one …” You can actually use external noises
as gentle reminders to return to the repetition of your word. It is also best, though not a
requirement, that the lights be dimmed or off.

•

Time moves differently. Sometimes 15 minutes will seem like 5. Sometimes 10 minutes will
seem like 25. Usually, time moves faster than you think it is moving. For this reason, it's good
to have a watch or a timer close by. It's okay to briefly open your eyes, check the time, and
then return.

•

Finish your meditation correctly. This is the most important thing to remember. Have you ever
been in the middle of a dream when suddenly the phone rang and you awoke abruptly? How
did you feel after this rude awakening? Most of us feel out of balance and irritated when this
happens. During meditation, we achieve levels of rest similar to those during deep sleep.
You do not want to come out of meditation quickly. If you do, you may feel irritated and out of
balance, just as you do when awakened by the telephone or a loud noise. You must end
meditation by slowly returning to normal consciousness. If you are interrupted, take a few
moments to settle your mind and return to your mantra. Once you have returned to a relaxed
state, slowly return to normal consciousness.
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•

Don’t meditate right after eating a meal. People are far more likely to fall asleep while
meditating after eating because it takes a lot of energy to digest food. Falling asleep after a
big meal often leaves you groggy and sluggish, which is not the purpose of meditation.

•

Meditate at least once a day and twice is ideal. This is not always possible because of busy
schedules, but I suggest there are two best times of the day to meditate. One of those is
immediately after waking up in the morning. I find that it is a great way to jump-start my day.
It is far better than a cup of coffee or caffeine loaded soft drink. The other time is in the
afternoon, sometime between four o’clock and six o’clock. This is a wonderful way to
rejuvenate yourself for your evening activities.

•

I do not recommend using meditation to fix insomnia, or to meditate right before falling
asleep. You don’t want to associate meditation with sleeping. There are other, better
methods to help you fall asleep, which I’ll show you a bit later in this Workbook.

•

You don’t get better at meditation. Every time I meditate, I do it exactly the same way I did
the first time I learned it. Practice doesn’t make you a better meditator. However, the effects
of meditation do tend to increase and expand with practice—there is a cumulative effect. I’ve
found that those who meditate, including myself, rarely get headaches, rarely get sick, rarely
get overly angry with other people, or struggle with so many of the symptoms of chronic
stress.

•

The quality of a good meditation is not determined by what happens while you are meditating.
The quality of a good meditation is determined by how you feel afterward. This is why it
doesn’t matter if your mind wanders as long as you return to your mantra and, when you’re
done, you end the meditation correctly. As long as you feel rested, peaceful, energetic, or
more balanced, then meditation is having its positive effects on you.

Summary
There are many ways to meditate and there is no clear evidence that one type of meditation is superior
to the others. Harvard researcher Herbert Benson has shown that any meditation practice can have a
profound effect on reducing stress levels, as long as four elements are present. These elements are:

•
•
•
•

a mental device (constant and repetitive intentional focus—like the mantra, but this could
also be the breath, a candle, one’s thoughts, a dot on the ceiling, etc.);
a passive attitude;
decreased muscle activity— physical relaxation (facilitated by a comfortable position);
a quiet environment.
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This mode of meditation that I explained to you is very simple and very powerful. For me, and a large
majority of my students, few methods are as successful in producing the results for returning to balance
and homeostasis as mantra meditation.

Power Tool 2 – Yoga
While learning how to meditate, the teacher also told me that if I wanted to make my meditation even
better, I should do a little yoga right before. (This was surprising to me because I didn’t think meditation
could get any better.) Based on his advice, I decided to try some yoga.
The problem was that in the late eighties, there really wasn’t a lot of information about yoga, at least not
where I lived, but I did find a book that had some simple yoga poses that I could try. Some of these
strangely familiar poses looked a lot like the stretches that I used to do before playing basketball. I didn’t
know I had been doing yoga. I tried a few of these poses and found them to be nice, but I wasn’t really
hooked.
My interest in yoga started to grow after I learned that two of the greatest basketball players in the NBA
practiced yoga.
Did you know?

•

Kareem Abdul Jabbar and Robert Parrish both credited yoga for helping extend their long
and successful professional basketball careers. (Both retired in their forties). I too, want to
play many sports for as long as I can. I don’t want to be like some people my age who
complain that they are getting “too old” and can’t play like they used to. As I continue to
practice yoga, I find that I am still able to play with the same intensity that I did many years
ago.

Other stories are equally motivating.

•

While working on my Ph.D., I helped another professor teach a stress management class. He
had asked a local yoga instructor to introduce the class to yoga. This person pushed us
through an incredible forty-five-minute workout. She looked like she was about fifty-five years
of age, but she had the energy of someone in her early thirties. After she left, my colleague told
us she was well over eighty years old.

Students in my yoga classes have reinforced my commitment to this practice.

•

One woman in her late fifties, who worked in a very stressful environment, came faithfully to
class each week. Knowing she was extremely busy, I asked her why she always made time to
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come to class. She said that she always came to class with a headache and she always left
class without it.
More Benefits

•

There are even powerful results for those who only do it once or twice. Most comment that
after doing yoga, they experience benefits such as feelings of peace, relief from headaches,
reduced back pain, less agitation, and a reduction of many stress-related symptoms.

•

One teenager, who had never before tried yoga made the comment that it made him feel
“way better than his ADD/ADHD medication.”

Today, you can spend countless hours studying the philosophies and disciplines of yoga, such as fasting,
vegetarianism, disciplined thinking, and many others. For stress-management purposes, I like to focus on
hatha yoga. It deals with three primary aspects of fitness: strength, flexibility, and balance. By putting
your body into positions called poses, you develop all three of these fitness components. In the process,
you create profound physiological balance and psychological well-being.

Yoga Poses

There are reportedly over 2,000 different yoga poses or postures. When I teach my yoga classes or
practice it on my own, I probably do between ten and twenty-five poses, depending on how much time I
want to devote to it. A typical yoga class usually lasts around an hour in length. When I do it on my own, I
rarely practice for more than 15-20 minutes.
•

Poses have variations based on the skills and abilities of those who are practicing it.

•

Each pose has a traditional Indian name and an English equivalent. It doesn’t matter very
much what the poses are called. The value comes in trying them and noticing the benefit
they have for personal well-being.

•

The poses are done in a variety of positions including standing, sitting, kneeling, lying on
your back, lying on your stomach, on your hands and knees, and on your feet and hands. The
variations are almost limitless.

How to do Yoga

Some people like to go to the gym and take a yoga class. Many people don’t want to spend so much time
doing yoga. I have found that most people, once they know how to do yoga, prefer doing it on their own.
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Over the years, I’ve been keeping track of good yoga resources for people who prefer to practice in the
comfort of their own home, rather than in a gym or club with an instructor. There are many good sites
online including thousands of YouTube videos of people demonstrating yoga.
Try this
One of the very best online resources that I have found, and feel comfortable suggesting to you, is this
website: http://www.doyogawithme.com/. You can find nearly every pose, many variations of the poses,
and how to do them based on your level of skill. The site is also very user-friendly and everything is free.
Check it out and play with it all you want.

Spend 15 minutes trying several of the poses demonstrated on this website. When you are through,
notice how differently you feel.
When you begin
•

Start with a pose that seems comfortable for you.

•

Begin that pose by extending to what seems to be the maximum that you can go.

•

From there, ease back just a little, so there’s not too much effort, and then focus on your
breath. (You should not have pain, but feel a good stretch.)

•

Stay in a pose for at least twenty seconds, although longer is better. It takes about twenty
seconds for the muscles, the tendons, and ligaments to get the idea that they are in a
stretching mode.

•

Inhale deeply and then each time you exhale, move ever-so-slightly into the stretch. Don’t put
a lot of effort into this. Simply ease through the limit. Remember yoga should not be painful.
By doing yoga this way, your range of motion will increase dramatically.

•

By coaxing you into positions where you play with your physical limits, as well as your
strength and flexibility, you may find that you can easily push yourself past what you thought
you were capable of; you find yourself expanding and growing almost effortlessly.

•

Don’t take yoga too seriously. The one thing I'm sure of when it comes to yoga, is that it
shouldn’t be taken too seriously. Yoga can bring balance back to your mind/body as
powerfully as anything. But it should not be a chore or done with too much seriousness. Yoga
should be done in a playful and enjoyable way. If it’s not fun, why do it?
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Tips for Successful Yoga Practice

•

Never, never, never, push your stretch to the point where you feel pain. It is okay to feel a gentle
pull in the muscles, but pain is a sign you have gone too far.

•

Go at your own pace. Do not compare your progress or your flexibility with anyone else’s.
Everyone has different body structures. Where you are, and how fast you are going, is just fine

•

Breaths should be full, deep, slow and usually through the nose.

•

Practice yoga on an empty stomach. A full stomach inhibits your range of motion for many
poses. It also saps your energy (besides exercise, there is no physiological process that takes
more energy than digestion).

•

Be present—listen to your body. Yoga is a great time to live in the moment and become aware of
your body and the experiences you are having.

•

Associate pleasure with the joy of stretching and breathing. Your body will let you know that this
is a very healthy thing to do by flooding you with positive sensations and feelings both during
and after yoga.

Summary
Though hatha yoga appears to be mostly a physical experience, it tends to do much more than just
improve your physical condition. Yoga is also very relaxing to the mind. By focusing on your breath and
on the pose, it leaves the stressors of the day behind. Yoga also reduces the stress response and brings
you back to a more balanced state of being.

Perhaps even more wonderful than these benefits is the knowledge that yoga helps individual
development and growth. Yoga puts you into positions where you play with your physical limits of
flexibility. Once you find those limits, you ease back a bit and then focus on your breath while you easily
stretch right through those limits.

Power Tool 3 – Guided Relaxation
But of course, the instant I try to make myself relax, true relaxation vanishes, and in its
place is a strange phenomenon called trying to relax. Relaxation happens only when
allowed, never as a result of trying or making. —W. Tim Gallway
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If you were going to a gym to work out or participate in a fitness class, and especially if it were your first
time going, you’d need some guidance, some direction to help you figure out the best way to do the
exercises you’d like to do. Similarly, learning how to relax may be a new idea for you, one that you
probably haven’t considered before. Having some assistance with relaxation is often helpful.
Fortunately, there are several ways of providing the body/mind with deep relaxation in simple, guided
ways that almost assure your success. If you knew that you could feel a lot better simply by closing your
eyes and following some simple instructions, you’d probably be eager to try. I’m going to show you how
to do that.
I call the activities that you’re going to learn Guided Relaxation Exercises. There are many of them
available. I’m going to share with you the ones that are the simplest and most effective.
Essentially, you do a Guided Relaxation Exercise by following these steps: acquire a relaxation exercise
(I’ll explain how to do this shortly), put it on your Smartphone, iPod or other MP3 audio playing device,
put on your headphones, lie or sit down, start the exercise, close your eyes and follow the directions
exactly as they are given to you. The Guided Relaxation Exercises move you through the relaxation
process step-by-step in a very organized and simple way. Each one lasts between about 12 and 17
minutes so you can do them pretty quickly. It couldn’t be any easier.
I will introduce you to several variations of these Guided Relaxation Exercises. As you try them, you’ll find
that one or more of them powerfully works to turn off your stress.
Consider this

•

Some of these guided relaxation exercises may seem strange. As you do them, you may be
wondering how they could possibly work.

•

You don’t have to understand how the relaxation process works. Just as you do not need to
understand kinesiology or exercise physiology to see that weightlifting changes the size and
strength of a muscle, you don’t have to understand the physiology of relaxation to get the
benefits. You just do the exercises and notice what happens.

•

It is not nearly as important what happens during the relaxation exercises as how you feel after
doing the exercises. During an exercise, you may have a strange or unusual experience, or you
may have a very blissful and serene one, or you may fall asleep. It doesn’t really matter too
much.
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•

Tune in to how you feel when you are finished and when you return to your regular activities. If
you find yourself feeling terrific afterward, it’s a good sign that your body and mind benefited
from the exercise. That is the real test. Don’t judge your relaxation exercises necessarily just by
what happens during them.

Tips for Successful Guided Relaxation Sessions

There are a few things you can do to make your experience with the relaxation exercises more pleasant
and effective. Try to include as many of the following as possible when you practice the relaxation
exercises:
•

Pick a place and time where you won’t be interrupted and minimize background noise and
distractions. (It’s okay to try these exercises with someone else interested in relaxing.)

•

Totally unplug: Turn off your phone or any device that might have an alarm.

•

If you fall asleep while you are following a guided relaxation exercise, allow yourself these
few moments of really deep rest. Enjoy It! Here’s one thing to consider: If you regularly fall
asleep while you practice guided relaxation, it is a pretty good indicator that you need more
sleep.

•

Go into each exercise without expectations, and with an open mind. You can be playful with
them or serious, but what’s most important is to be okay with whatever happens. Sometimes
relaxation exercises that seem unproductive while you’re doing them turn out to be the most
beneficial when you’re through.

•

Audio Version These include a guide that takes you through the exercise so you do not have
to remember what to do. Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music
that helps to drown out distractive noise and aids with relaxation. The Stress Relief - Deep
Relaxation Exercises by Dr. Michael Olpin can be found at
www.stressmanagementplace.com

Summary and Benefits

The more you practice the relaxation exercises, the more the effects seem to flow into your daily
activities and the greater the cumulative effect. People find themselves more centered and balanced,
calmer and more composed, less easily irritated, and feeling better generally. You may find your
relationships improve, you’ll enjoy more of your day, your symptoms of stress will go away, and life
seems to get better. So let’s get started with the simplest of all—the breath.
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Power Tool 4 - Relaxation Exercises
Restful Breathing

We all share the same breath—the beast, the tree, the man…the air shares its spirit
with all the life it supports. —Chief Seattle

The foundational component of most relaxation exercises is a focus on breathing. When you’re in the
middle of a full-on stress response, you may notice that your breathing is quicker and shallower and that
it involves muscles in your chest and shoulders that aren’t primarily designed for breathing. These
muscles are recruited in the body’s attempt to get more oxygen to the tissues and organs quickly.
Normally in relaxed breathing, the air travels to the deepest parts of the lungs and pushes down on the
diaphragm. This is why the stomach tends to move in and out.
Did you know?

•

Babies do this naturally; if you watch a very young infant sleeping, you’ll notice that her chest
doesn’t move at all; only her stomach.

•

People with chronic stress, on the other hand, tend to breathe either exclusively through
their chest or with their stomach and chest simultaneously.

Try this
In Workbook 1 – Stress Science, you assessed your breathing to see how many breaths you took in a
minute. You also found out whether you breathe more from your stomach or from your chest. Refer
back to those two assessments now.

•
•

Look at your score. The higher the number of breaths per minute, the more your chest
muscles are involved in the breathing process. This might be the result of chronic stress.
Practice returning to a more relaxing way of breathing while in a seated position or lying
down on the floor, a couch, or a bed. Simply let your inbreath be sufficiently deep so your
stomach pushes out as the air goes in. The stomach moves back in as the air comes back
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out. This is the beauty of restful breathing; you can do it wherever you are. It just takes a
moment to put your attention on your breathing and feel the results.
How to do a Restful Breathing Exercise

•
•

Begin by closing your eyes and focusing on your breathing. Don’t try to change anything yet,
just tune in to your rhythmic breathing pattern. Keep your attention on your breath.
If you notice yourself thinking about other things, gently bring your thoughts back to your
breathing. You may want to place your hands on your stomach to remind you to move it out
as you inhale and back in when you exhale.

After a few minutes of attentive breathing:

•

Begin to change your breathing pattern by allowing your breath to go down as deep as
possible into the lowest parts of your lungs. When you do this, your stomach will naturally
move outward.

•

Don’t concern yourself with how quickly or slowly you inhale and exhale. Just focus on the
depth of your inhalations and the ease of your exhalations. Notice your hands, if they are
resting on your stomach, moving out as you inhale and moving back in as you exhale.

To help you maintain your focus on this deep, slow breathing:

•

Use this counting method: Start counting backward from twenty (or whatever number you
choose). When you inhale, say the number “twenty.” When you exhale, say the word “relax.”
Inhale again and say the number “nineteen.” On the next exhalation, say, “relax.” Continue
down this way until you reach zero.

If you notice your mind start to wander, (it very likely will):

•

Gently bring your thoughts back to the relaxing rhythm of your breathing and your counting.
Your breathing will naturally become slower and deeper as you do this.

If you’d like to increase the effect

•

Briefly hold your breath between the inhalation and exhalation. When you inhale, say the
word “twenty.” Hold the breath for three or four seconds—not very long. Then begin to exhale
slowly. Once most of the air is expelled, pause briefly before your next inhalation.

Ending the session:
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•

When you breathe through zero, you may want to remain in this peaceful state for a minute
or two.

•

Then begin gently moving your hands and fingers. Slowly start to move your arms, and then
slowly and carefully move your neck as if you are looking from side to side around the room.
Gently open your eyes and carefully roll to one side so you are lying in the fetal position on
the floor.

•

Spend a moment or two in this position. When you feel like you have been there long
enough, bring yourself up into a seated position on the floor. After about another minute or
so, you should be ready to continue with your daily activities.

A guided audio version of this type of relaxation exercise is available. If you would prefer to be guided
through this exercise, so you do not have to remember what to do, it is available as a downloadable
audio on the album titled Stress Relief—Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com
or amazon.com. Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music that helps to drown
out distractive noise and aids with relaxation.
Specific Title: Restful Breathing
Stress Relief Guided Relaxation Exercise - Restful Breathing

Prepare your environment for relaxation. Follow along with the Restful Breathing instructions found in
the Stress Relief – Restful Breathing audio file. Practice this technique at least two times. On one of
those times, do it immediately before you fall asleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do before
sleep.
Do it at times when you will not be disturbed. It lasts approximately 15 minutes.
After completing this exercise, consider the effect that this exercise had on you. Reflect primarily on how
you were feeling in relation to your stress levels.
Daytime (first time):
1.

How did you feel before the exercise?

2.

What was your experience during the exercise?

3.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?
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4.

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?

Right before bed (second time):
1.

How did you feel before going to bed?

2.

How quickly did you fall asleep?

3.

How did you sleep?

4.

How refreshed did you feel in the morning?

5.

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Summary and Benefits
People who have trouble falling asleep find this breathing technique helps them nod off more quickly
and remain asleep throughout the night. Others find that with regular practice, their overall breathing
rates decline as their bodies return to a naturally relaxed state. Many of my students have found
decreases in their own breathing rate from up to thirty breaths per minute down to eight or ten breaths
per minute as they practice this type of relaxation exercise.

Deep breathing increases the supply of oxygen to your brain and relaxes the nervous system, promoting
calmness. Relaxing breathing helps you feel connected to your body—it brings your awareness away
from the worries in your head and quiets your mind.

The Power Nap
Take rest; a field that has rested gives a bountiful crop. —Ovid

This is a relaxation exercise that I think you’ll really enjoy. When I learned about this particular method, I
immediately fell in love with it. I probably use it as much or more frequently than any other relaxation
exercise simply because it is very powerful. I call this relaxation exercise the Power Nap. It is a very short
nap that produces extremely effective results.
There are several reasons why this technique works so well
•

One reason is body position. The Power Nap position (see graphic below) redistributes blood
flow throughout the body. When you stand and sit in upright positions all day, blood tends to
pool in the lower parts of your body. When you lie down in the Power Nap position, greater
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•

•

•

amounts of oxygen and nutrient-rich blood flow to your brain. The result is a very pleasant,
restorative feeling.
Another reason the Power Nap feels so good is it helps release tension in the shoulders and
the back. As gentle pressure is placed directly on those muscles, they tend to relax. It isn't
the same as a message, but in a small way, it has a similar effect.
The Power Nap is a very simple exercise. The only thing that is required is a place where you
will not be interrupted, a soft floor, and something to put your lower legs and feet on like a
chair, a couch, or a bed. The body position for the Power Nap looks like the following picture:

The results of this relaxation technique include an immediate increase in energy, the ability
to focus, as well as a general feeling of rejuvenation. In working with thousands of people to
help them relax and recharge, I have found that the Power Nap is almost universally
embraced as a favorite.

How to do a Power Nap
Below is a script for the powernap relaxation exercise. You can read through it to give yourself a good
idea of what to do with your body and where to place your thoughts during this technique. You may
need to read through this a few times before trying it on your own.

Power Nap Script:
It is important that you place your body so that your thighs are mostly vertical to the floor. Your knees
should be at around a 90-degree angle, and your calves horizontal on the chair, couch, or bed. Once you
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are in this position, close your eyes and begin by extending your arms up over your head reaching as
high as you can. Allow the backs of your hands to touch the floor above your head. Just let your arms go
as far as they can and feel the stretch in your back as you do this.
Next, place your hands on your stomach with your elbows touching the floor. Begin to notice the up-anddown movement of your stomach as you breathe deeply in and out.
To enhance your focus on your breathing, place one hand up on your chest while keeping your other
hand on your stomach. For just a few minutes, focus only on your breathing. Inhale deeply so that just
your stomach hand is moving. Try to keep the hand on your chest completely still as you inhale. Make a
special effort to focus on your breathing as you draw air as deeply as possible into your lungs.
After a few minutes of concentrating on your breath and the rhythm of this deeper, slower breathing, try
experimenting with your hands to see where they feel most comfortable. You may either keep your
hands on your stomach or let them drop off to your sides. You may prefer having your palms up or palms
down. It doesn't really matter where you place your hands as long as your hands and arms are
comfortable.
As you continue breathing slowly and deeply, put your attention on your shoulders. Just allow your
shoulders to release into the floor. Turn off all tension by consciously releasing and letting go of any need
to keep the muscles in your shoulders in a tightened state. You may even visualize your shoulders like
butter melting into the floor. Each time you exhale; allow your shoulders to feel a little bit more relaxed,
a little bit looser, and a little bit limper.
Return your attention to your breathing and notice how it has become even slower and more effortless.
Stay on your breath for a few moments. Next, put your attention into your face. Move through each set
of the muscles from your jaw and mouth, through the middle of your face, your eyes, and your forehead.
Consciously relax all of those muscles. Give your facial muscles the message to release and let go.
Return again to your breathing. Focus on deep, effortless breaths. If your mind wanders, gently bring it
back and focus on your breathing.
After about ten minutes of this exercise, end the session
•

Slowly begin to return to normal consciousness. It is very important that you take your time
and not be in a hurry to return to a sitting or standing position.

•

If you do this too quickly, you might feel a little bit dizzy. You may even feel a little irritable
during the rest of the day.
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•

Begin gently moving your hands and fingers slowly start to move your arms, and then to
move your neck as if you are looking from side to side around the room. Gently open your
eyes and carefully, lift your feet up off of the chair bring your knees to your chest, and then
roll to one side so you are lying in the fetal position on the floor.

•

Spend a moment or two in this position. When you feel like you have been there long
enough, bring yourself up into a seated position on the floor. After about another minute or
so, you should be ready to continue with your daily activities.

Tips for a Successful Power Nap

•

This exercise can be a very powerful one to help you fall asleep. But if you do it before going
to bed, make sure it is the very last thing you do before you lie down to go to sleep. If you
finish the Power Nap, and then go off and do other things, you are very likely to feel
energized and wide awake. It will then take you quite a bit longer to fall asleep. Once you’re
done, quickly slip into bed.

A guided audio version of this type of relaxation exercise is available. If you would prefer to be guided
through this exercise, so you do not have to remember what to do, it is available as a downloadable
audio on the album titled Stress Relief—Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com
or amazon.com. Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music that helps to drown
out distractive noise and aids with relaxation.
Specific Title: Power Nap
Stress Relief Guided Relaxation Exercise – the Power Nap

Prepare your environment for relaxation. Follow along with the Power Nap instructions found in the
Stress Relief – Power Nap audio file. Practice this technique at least two times. On one of those times, do
it immediately before you fall asleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do before sleep.
Do it at times when you will not be disturbed. It lasts approximately 15 minutes.
After completing this exercise, consider the effect that this exercise had on you. Reflect primarily on how
you were feeling in relation to your stress levels.
Daytime (first time):
1.

How did you feel before the exercise?
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2.

What was your experience during the exercise?

3.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?

4.

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?

Right before bed (second time):
1.

How did you feel before going to bed?

2.

How quickly did you fall asleep?

3.

How did you sleep?

4.

How refreshed did you feel in the morning?

5.

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Summary

This is the Power Nap. Don’t underestimate its simplicity. People who try this in my classes and seminars
have found it very valuable and use it regularly.
Progressive Relaxation
Tension is who you think you should be. Relaxation is who you are. —Chinese proverb

The big bear is running toward you! (Your boss is calling, the car broke down, or you just feel
overwhelmed.) Remember, your body’s reaction is the same whenever the words uh-oh flash through
your mind. This thought immediately initiates the stress response or the flood of physiological activity
designed to keep you safe from harm.
One of the most noticeable of these reactions is an increase in muscle tension. Muscles contract when
they prepare for, and while they perform work. This reaction of speed and power is natural, and it works
well when you really are in physical danger. However, you do not need the extra power and strength of
contracted muscles to help you deal with the typical unpleasant events of each day.
The all-or-nothing principle is a well-known principle of muscle contraction. It states that you cannot
partly contract a muscle. A muscle, or group of muscles, is either 100 percent contracting or not
contracting at all. For many people, theseSometimes, muscles contract so much that they begin to hurt,
especially when muscles are chronically tense.
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For many people, these muscles contract so much that they begin to hurt. This problem occurs when
muscles are chronically tense.
Progressive relaxation uses this basic principle to relax the body by releasing the tension in chronically
contracted muscles. When you consciously tense various muscle groups in then consciously direct them
to relax, muscles switch off the contraction response and tension drains away. You can do PMR
progressively, starting with your toes and moving through each part of your body, all the way up to your
scalp.
Try this simple exercise to see if you could use a dose of PMR:
•

•

•

Sit comfortably, then take the thumb of your dominant hand and push in on the middle of
your thigh, firmly, for about 7 or 8 seconds. You can even add to the pressure by using your
other thumb to push on top of the first. Do you notice any pain?
Now use the pointer and middle finger of your dominant hand to push in on one of your
shoulders, firmly, just to the side of your neck. Do you feel pain there? It’s likely that this
area is more sensitive than your thighs.
If you look at both muscles under a microscope, they appear the same. The difference is that
your thigh muscles are typically not in a state of contraction. They tighten when you walk or
run, but otherwise, they are usually relaxed. The muscles in the shoulders are a different
story. They tend to stay contracted, primarily because they are more involved in the fight-orflight response. These muscles are quick to respond and slow to turn off. And when they
remain in this contracted state, they stimulate receptors that send pain messages to the
brain. Chronically contracting muscles hurt!

Benefits of Progressive Relaxation
Progressive relaxation doesn’t just work in the shoulders. It works wherever there is muscle tension.

A headache is often an example of muscle tension. You have muscles that cover your neck and scalp.
When you feel stressed, these muscles contract. A tension headache occurs when these muscles remain
contracted and stimulate the pain receptor nerves in the head. Almost all tension headaches result from
chronic tension in the muscles that surround the scalp.
Progressive relaxation has shown to be effective in alleviating headaches, decreasing anxiety, increasing
self-efficacy and reducing the effects of other stress-related maladies including headaches, depression,
lower back pain, muscular tension, anxiety, insomnia, fatigue, irritable bowel, muscle spasms, neck and
back pain, mild phobias, stuttering, and hypertension. It is very convenient and popular with athletes
and for people who have trouble going to sleep.
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How to do Progressive Relaxation
Try this to reduce tension in the shoulders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

While either sitting or standing, inhale as deeply as possible.
While you inhale, push your shoulders as high as you can up toward your ears.
Once they are as high as they can go, hold them there while at the same time holding
your breath.
Hang on to that tension for a few more seconds.
Then, almost explosively, force all the air out your mouth and drop your shoulders as
quickly as you can.
Resume breathing as normal.
Do this as many times as you’d like to release shoulder tension and relax the upper torso
and shoulders.

Reduce your tension everywhere.
Below is a script for one of my favorite relaxation exercises. You can read through it to give yourself a
good idea of what to do with your body and where to place your thoughts during this technique. You
may need to read through this a few times before trying it on your own.
Progressive Relaxation Script
Progressive relaxation is usually done sitting or lying down. You may begin the process of tensing in your
feet, your arms, and hands, the top of your head, or anywhere else. If you were to begin with your feet,
you would consciously tense all the muscles in your feet. On a scale from one to ten, ten being maximal
contraction, you would probably tense up your muscles to about a seven or an eight. You do not want to
create any pain with this method.
Hold the contraction and notice the sensation of tension as you hold it. Continue holding for about
seven or eight seconds. Then release the contraction. Consciously focus on your feet and notice the
feeling of relaxation. Notice the difference between this and the tension that you felt before. Take a nice,
full, deep breath and slowly exhale.
Then move into the calves. You can flex these by pointing your toes as far away from you as possible.
Hold this position for seven or eight seconds. Then release the tension you have created, and focus on
the feeling of relaxation in your calves. Take a deep full breath and exhale slowly.
Continue this process in your thighs, your hips and buttocks, stomach, chest, lower back, upper back,
neck, shoulders (push your shoulders up toward your ears), upper arms, lower arms and hands (make a
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fist), lower face (jaw, mouth, tongue), upper face (eyes, forehead, eyebrows), and finally, consciously
tense the entire body at once. Hold it for about ten seconds. Relax it completely while inhaling fully and
then exhaling slowly and effortlessly. At this point, you should be quite relaxed and at ease.

Tips for Successful Progressive Relaxation
• Just as with yoga, you should not feel pain. When you tighten your muscles, do so to only
about 70% of a full contraction. Don’t strain. Simply bring a submaximal contraction to
the muscles in play.

•

You may enhance the effect by tensing and relaxing each part of the body more than one
time. I have found that two times is usually sufficient.

A guided audio version of this type of relaxation exercise is available. If you would prefer to be guided
through this exercise, so you do not have to remember what to do, it is available as a downloadable
audio on the album titled Stress Relief—Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com
or amazon.com. Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music that helps to drown
out distractive noise and aids with relaxation.
Specific Title: Progressive Relaxation
Stress Relief Guided Relaxation Exercise – Progressive Relaxation

Prepare your environment for relaxation. Follow along with the Progressive Relaxation instructions found
in the Stress Relief – Progressive Relaxation audio file. Practice this technique at least two times. On one
of those times, do it immediately before you fall asleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do
before sleep.
Do it at times when you will not be disturbed. It lasts approximately 15 minutes.
After completing this exercise, consider the effect that this exercise had on you. Reflect primarily on how
you were feeling in relation to your stress levels.
Daytime (first time):
1.

How did you feel before the exercise?

2.

What was your experience during the exercise?

3.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?
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4.

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?

Right before bed (second time):
1.

How did you feel before going to bed?

2.

How quickly did you fall asleep?

3.

How did you sleep?

4.

How refreshed did you feel in the morning?

5.

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Passive Progressive Relaxation
An interesting variation to Progressive Relaxation that is based on Mindfulness (See the Mindfulness
Workbook) is called Passive Progressive Relaxation. It has also been called the Body Scan.

The Body Scan proceeds through the body progressively much the same way Progressive Relaxation
does, however, this time, rather than tightening and relaxing the muscles, you simply put your attention
on each portion of your body and observe it in a very non-judgmental way.
Benefits

When you observe this way, you simply have observational thoughts about parts of your body, thoughts
that do not include any threat thoughts. You are present, in the moment, with your physiology.
As you do this, you send the message to your nervous system, and then to all of your other systems, that
you are safe. There’s no need to turn on any tension. So you relax.

Body Scan Script:
•

A body scan script would sound something like this. I'm now observing my calf and shin
areas of my legs. I'm noticing the sensations happening there, without trying to change
anything. I'm simply observing these physical sensations. I can notice my heartbeat, the
tension, the connection of my shins with the floor, etc.”

Other Benefits
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•

This is one technique that I have used to help me fall asleep at night. While I’m lying in
bed, I begin by putting my awareness into my feet. I passively observe what’s happening
there. I slowly continue moving my awareness through each part of my body toward my
head in a slow effortless way. When I’ve done this, I have never made it past my waist. I
am out like a light as soon as I change my focus from thoughts of my future and past to
the observation of my body sensations. It works every time.

Tips for Passive Progressive Relaxation
•

For some people, it may not seem like you are doing anything constructive if you aren’t
doing something. How could simply observing passively the different parts of your body
produce relaxation? My suggestion is to trust the process and watch what happens.
You’ll be surprised how powerful this simple relaxation technique can be.

A guided audio version of this type of relaxation exercise is available. If you would prefer to be guided
through this exercise, so you do not have to remember what to do, it is available as a downloadable
audio on the album titled Stress Relief—Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com
or amazon.com. Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music that helps to drown
out distractive noise and aids with relaxation.
Specific Title: Flowing Comfort
Stress Relief Guided Relaxation Exercise – Flowing Comfort

Prepare your environment for relaxation. Follow along with the Flowing Comfort instructions found in
the Stress Relief – Flowing Comfort audio file. Practice this technique at least two times. On one of those
times, do it immediately before you fall asleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do before sleep.
Do it at times when you will not be disturbed. It lasts approximately 15 minutes.
After completing this exercise, consider the effect that this exercise had on you. Reflect primarily on how
you were feeling in relation to your stress levels.
Daytime (first time):
1.

How did you feel before the exercise?

2.

What was your experience during the exercise?

3.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?

4.

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?
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Right before bed (second time):
1.

How did you feel before going to bed?

2.

How quickly did you fall asleep?

3.

How did you sleep?

4.

How refreshed did you feel in the morning?

5.

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Summary
Progressive relaxation is a convenient technique because you can do parts of it almost anywhere that
you happen to be. You can easily push your shoulders up to your ears or make a fist while you are sitting
at your desk or driving in your car. You can easily put your attention on areas of your body and simply
observe those areas in a very passive way. Wherever you are, it can produce profound results for
muscular relaxation.
Autogenics

Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler. —Albert Einstein
When I was about twenty-two years old, I was watching a baseball game with my friend’s father, Richard.
He was a professor at Brigham Young University and well trained in sports psychology. Part of his job was
to work with athletes to help them develop their mental game. Being a life-long athlete in several sports,
I was very interested in what he had to say.
During the game, and many times thereafter, we discussed some very interesting ways to help someone
perform more proficiently in any sport.
He explained that:
•

Athletes need to find the right balance of tension and relaxation in order to perform at an
optimal level.

•

Most athletes, because of the problematic ways they think while performing, produce far too
much muscle tension.
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•

This results in poorer performance.
A golfer, for example, only needs a few specific muscles to swing the club and hit the ball in
the exact way to send it to the right place. All too often, because of worry or anxious
thoughts, too many muscles tense up. Boy, I really blew that last putt . . . I don’t want to lose
a ball in the water. .What will the people think about me when they see what a lousy golfer I
am? . . . I never seem to hit the ball where I want it to go.

All of these thoughts cause the fight-or-flight muscles to turn on. These are not the muscles the golfer
wants contracting while he’s hitting a long drive or a short putt. These tension-producing thoughts lead
to an imperfect swing and the ball flying off in the wrong direction.
Benefits

Richard told me about an interesting technique that helped elite athletes relax in a very short amount of
time. He explained that European athletes were using this method with great success. It was very new
and very unfamiliar to me. In fact, I had never heard of it before, but I was willing to try it.
Richard gave me an audiotape of a relaxation exercise called autogenic training or autogenics. Eagerly, I
went to my room, put the tape in my stereo, lied down on my bed, and started listening to a soothing
voice suggest to me that my body felt heavy and warm. I tried this technique several times and each
experience was peaceful and relaxing.
Sometimes, I became so relaxed I felt like I was sinking through my bed or floating above it. Other times,
I felt like my body was moving in a gentle spinning motion. Each experience was extremely pleasant. I
had no sense of panic or worry. I felt such deep relaxation afterward that I quickly decided that
autogenics was another Power Tool for managing stress.
How to do Autogenics
•

Autogenics is done while lying on your back or seated in a recliner chair.

•

Once situated, you begin by focusing internally and putting your attention on a specific area
of your body.

•

While taking slow deep breaths, repeat over and over (up to six times each) such phrases as:
“My arms and hands feel heavy,” “My legs and feet feel warm,” or “My heart is calm and
relaxed.”

Other Benefits
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Studies have suggested that common physiological responses to autogenics include decreases in heart
rate, decreases in respiration and muscle tension, and increases in alpha brainwave activity (measured
by an EEG) indicating mental calmness. Autogenics has been used successfully in the treatment of
several symptoms of physical stress including insomnia, tension headaches, muscle tension, migraines,
and high blood pressure. It has also been effective in helping anxiety, phobic disorders, and other related
mental illnesses. It successfully decreases the stress response and the resulting symptoms of stress.
I taught a yoga class at a fitness center on Saturday mornings several years ago. We always ended these
weekly sessions with some type of relaxation exercise. On one particular day, I guided the class through a
short session of autogenics. When it was over, a woman came up to me and told me that she had never
felt so relaxed and peaceful in her life. She really enjoyed the yoga session, but she said the relaxation
exercise was incredible.
Then, and in a slightly guarded way, she asked me if I had seen her floating. She explained to me that she
felt like she had been floating about three feet off the floor. I let her know that she had remained on the
floor. I asked if she felt uncomfortable while that was happening. She assured me that she felt wonderful
the whole time.
These unusual sensations occasionally happen to students in my stress management classes. Every time
someone reports these strange sensations, I ask them if they were uncomfortable. No one yet has
complained or mentioned that the occurrences were unpleasant.
I have researched this phenomenon for years and have not found an explanation for these uncommon
sensations that occur during relaxation, and most frequently with autogenics.
Consider this
Ninety-nine percent of the time, nothing strange happens while people practice relaxation exercises.

•

However, if on those rare occasions you do experience unusual sensations, it is best to treat
it in a casual sort of way. Unless it is unpleasant, just go with it and see what happens.

• Don’t resist or make a big deal out of it or make it more than it is. Just take what you get and
observe it happening.

Tips for Successful Autogenic Training

•

Due to the nearly hypnotic nature of autogenics, it is probably best to receive guidance while
doing this exercise, as I did with Richard’s audio tape. With direction, you will be more likely
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to see success because the mind easily wanders as it becomes more relaxed and the
suggestions for relaxation will cease.
A guided audio version of this type of relaxation exercise is available. If you would prefer to be guided
through this exercise, so you do not have to remember what to do, it is available as a downloadable
audio on the album titled Stress Relief—Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com
or amazon.com. Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music that helps to drown
out distractive noise and aids with relaxation.
Specific Title: Autogenics
Stress Relief Guided Relaxation Exercise – Autogenics

Prepare your environment for relaxation. Follow along with the Autogenics instructions found in the
Stress Relief – Autogenics audio file. Practice this technique at least two times. On one of those times, do
it immediately before you fall asleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do before sleep.
Do it at times when you will not be disturbed. It lasts approximately 15 minutes.
After completing this exercise, consider the effect that this exercise had on you. Reflect primarily on how
you were feeling in relation to your stress levels.
Daytime (first time):
1.

How did you feel before the exercise?

2.

What was your experience during the exercise?

3.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?

4.

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?

Right before bed (second time):
1.

How did you feel before going to bed?

2.

How quickly did you fall asleep?

3.

How did you sleep?

4.

How refreshed did you feel in the morning?
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5.

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Summary
Autogenics is a unique and very powerful method for relaxing your mind and body. By using the power
of suggestion to create feelings of warmth and heaviness, the body responds by returning to its natural
state of balance and relaxation.

Guided Imagery

Visualization. It has been called “going to the movies” and it may be the most
important part of your mental package. —Ray Floyd
Using the principles of hypnosis, researchers have found some interesting tools that tap the power of the
subconscious mind, as I described in the first Workbook. One of these is mental imagery.
Guided imagery is the term for the process of using the imagination to create specific mental pictures to
improve performance or help you relax.
When you fear something, that fear produces images about future events. Often, you’ll see potentially
painful outcomes in your imagination. These painful images are what initiate the stress response. To your
brain, the imagined events are as real as something that is actually happening. On the flip side, if you can
imagine yourself relaxing on a tropical beach in Hawaii, your body will react as if you are actually there.
Again, the converse is true: If you are actually on a beautiful beach in Hawaii, but your mind is imagining
all the unpleasant things you have to do when you get home, your body will activate the stress response.
Guided imagery uses the imagination to create specific mental images to improve performance or
induce relaxation. The main reason it works so well is that when you imagine something very pleasant,
there’s typically no perception of a threat. When you don’t sense a threat, there’s no reason for the
stress response to kick in. If you imagine a relaxing scene where you are completely safe, your body will
react as if you are truly in that safe place.
Try this
You may have heard of this before, but the power of imagery is only experienced when you try it on your
own.
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Close your eyes and imagine that there is a big, ripe, juicy lemon sitting on the table directly in front of
you. Picture the lemon including its size, weight, texture, smell, etc. Imagine the lemon as clearly as
possible.
Now take an imaginary, but very sharp, cutting knife and cut the lemon into several pieces. Bring one of
the sections up to your nose and smell it. Feel the juices of the lemon leaking down onto your hands.
Now take a big bite out of one of the sections of lemon . . . and then another big bite. Imagine the juices
of this sour lemon exploding in your mouth as you chew this lemon slice. (I love to watch people, whose
eyes are closed, as they bite down on their imaginary lemon. Their mouths and eyes pucker up and they
give very sour looking faces.)
Now open your eyes.
Did you have any extra saliva in your mouth? Usually, about four out of five people who try this say that
their mouths were definitely watering.
How could that be if there was no real lemon? This shows that the body treats an imagined event the
same way as a real event. This is why our imagination can be so powerful. We can use this tool to our
benefit with guided imagery and stress reduction.
Benefits

The main reason why it works so well to reduce the stress response is that when you imagine something
very pleasant, it usually lacks any perception of a threat. If you don’t sense any threat, the stress
response has no reason to turn on. If you imagine a relaxing scene where you are completely safe, your
body thinks you really are in that safe place.
Research on guided imagery has shown that it is effective for improving such maladies as high blood
pressure, chronic pain, asthma, obesity, bone fractures, headaches, and even some types of cancer. It
has also been used successfully in such areas as sports performance and recovery from chemical
dependencies. It is especially effective in producing deep relaxation in those who practice it regularly.
How to do Guided Imagery

When using guided imagery for turning off the stress response,
•

You usually sit or lie down in a place where you won’t be disturbed.
The lights are turned down and the room temperature should be warm and comfortable.
Sometimes, relaxing music is used to facilitate the process. (A brief list of excellent music is
included later in this book.)
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•

Once situated, you close your eyes.

•

You may do some brief and simple relaxation exercises to calm down such as deep restful
breathing, a body scan, or progressive relaxation. Initially, you don’t need to spend more
than two or three minutes relaxing.

•

Then you begin to use your imagination.

Tips for Successful Guided Imagery

•

There is virtually no limit to what you can imagine to enhance your relaxation. Some common
imagery scenes include visualizing yourself at the beach, in a forest, in the mountains, by a
still lake, or by a running river. There seems to be something very relaxing about being out in
nature.

•

Anything can happen in the imagination, so you can experiment until you find the most
relaxing place where you are peaceful and serene.
I worked with this for a while until I found a scene that is deeply relaxing for me. I picture
myself sitting by a very still lake surrounded by a beautiful forest and huge majestic
mountains in the distance. This lake is the focus of my imagery. I see it completely still,
reflecting the distant scenery. The stillness of the lake creates profound stillness in me, as I
remain focused on it.

•

It is important to use as many of your senses, as clearly as possible, to create a calm and
relaxing environment, and quickly bring feelings of deep relaxation to your mind and body.
You may visualize walking on a beach with the waves lapping on the sand and the warm sun
in a clear, blue sky overhead. You might hear the sounds of seagulls and feel a light breeze
and touch the sand under your feet.

•

How long you remain in this imagined place is up to you. A few minutes of relief from the
pressures of the day can be all you need to relax and recharge. Certainly, there is no harm in
“hanging out” in your relaxing place and developing it as fully as you desire.

A guided audio version of this type of relaxation exercise is available. If you would prefer to be guided
through this exercise, so you do not have to remember what to do, it is available as a downloadable
audio on the album titled Guided Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com.
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Besides the convenience, it also includes unique, soothing music that helps to drown out distractive
noise and aids with relaxation.
Specific Titles Include:
Guided Imagery – Finding Peace in Nature
Guided Imagery – Still Mountain Lake
Guided Imagery – Relaxing Island Lake
Guided Imagery – Relaxing on the Beach
Guided Imagery – Serene Mountains
Guided Imagery - Floating through Colors
Guided Imagery – Inner Wisdom
Guided Imagery – Inner Energy
Guided Imagery – Inner Workshop

Stress Relief Guided Relaxation Exercise – Guided Imagery

Prepare your environment for relaxation. Follow along with the Guided Imagery instructions found in the
Stress Relief – Guided Imagery audio files. Practice this technique at least two times. On one of those
times, do it immediately before you fall asleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do before sleep.
Do it at times when you will not be disturbed. It lasts approximately 15 minutes.
After completing this exercise, consider the effect that this exercise had on you. Reflect primarily on how
you were feeling in relation to your stress levels.
Daytime (first time):
1.

How did you feel before the exercise?

2.

What was your experience during the exercise?

3.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?

4.

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?
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Right before bed (second time):
1.

How did you feel before going to bed?

2.

How quickly did you fall asleep?

3.

How did you sleep?

4.

How refreshed did you feel in the morning?

5.

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Summary
There are a wide variety of ways to use your imagination to produce relaxation. Whether you’re simply
wanting to relax, getting ready for a presentation or a sporting event, or just trying to reach a goal that’s
important to you, visualizing has been found to be valuable. As I mentioned before, there are no limits to
what you can experience in your imagination. So have fun and thoroughly enjoy the process. Be playful.
Don’t take it too seriously. The more serious you are with the process, the harder it will be to imagine
clearly.

Power Tool 5 – Exercise
If you’ve been telling your body to run from something all day, the smartest thing you
can do is follow through on that message . . . and go for a run.
—Michael Olpin
It has been said that there is no better “health pill” than exercise. It’s true. There is probably nothing
better for our general health and well being than cardiovascular or aerobic exercise. It is
unquestionably the best medicine.
But why would we consider exercise to be one of the best ways to help us manage our stress?
Think of a typical stress-filled day. Maybe a series of things go wrong at work—you miss a deadline, or
there's a sudden pile-up of projects. Maybe you have stressors at home, like a sick child. Maybe you got
stuck in rush hour traffic and were late for an appointment.
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When these things happen, the stress response kicks in, a deep, primal reaction akin to what our
ancestors experienced when a grizzly suddenly appeared. If you have ever been in similar situations that
activate the stress response, you understand how the physical and emotional tension It doesn’t matter if
there is no bear; your body doesn’t recognize the difference between a traffic jam and a threatening
grizzly, or a missed deadline for that matter. It just senses a threat and gears up for action.
Simply knowing this can help you do something healthy with that stress response—get some physical
activity. After all, your body is already cranked up and ready to move, so use that to your advantage. Run;
exercise; work out!
Benefits of Exercise

•

•
•
•
•

Exercise uses the hormones adrenaline and cortisol that flood the bloodstream and every
cell during the stress response. Remember extra cortisol may lead to more fat around the
waistline.
Exercise utilizes the increased blood sugar and increased muscle tension that has built up
during the stress response.
People who exercise tend to sleep more deeply and have more restorative rest in shorter
periods of time.
People who exercise have stronger bodies and are more resistant and resilient to the
dangerous effects of chronic stress.
During and after exercise, the body releases “feel good” chemicals called endorphins that
reduce pain and help you feel happier. They probably give you this “feel good” signal so
you’re more likely to do it again. The body knows what is good for it and gives you good
feeling feedback to do more of the same.

So, what is the best type of exercise for managing stress?
The answer is simple. The very best exercise is the one you will do!
If you like walking, walk. If you like swimming, swim. If you like playing tennis, go play! If you like Zumba,
dance like crazy! Just do something!
Tips for Successful Exercise
•

Find things that you enjoy doing. For me, a stair stepper machine is a torture, even if it is in
front of a television. On the other hand, I can easily ride my bike for two hours and enjoy
every minute of it, and time flies when I play racquetball.
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•
•
•

•

Find two or three types of exercise and alternate them as frequently as is appropriate for you,
but at least exercise three or four times a week.
When you feel tense and agitated, enjoy the activities you have chosen.
Start slowly and don’t overdo it. If you have not jogged for quite a while, and you feel so
stressed you decide to run five miles and over exert yourself, the pain that you will feel, both
during and after the jog, might be worse than the stress itself.
Make it a habit. Once you begin to include exercise in your daily activities, you will be amazed
how good you feel.

Try this
Here is a very good, safe, and pain-free method for starting and continuing an exercise program:

•

•

•

Determine what your maximum workout might be and begin at about half of that amount. If
you are certain that you can run four miles, but it will take almost everything you have, begin
by going two miles as your baseline.
Each time you exercise, add just a little bit of distance or time and add just a little bit of
intensity (sprint for a block or go at a slightly faster pace). Little by little, your body will
condition itself for whatever you are doing.
This principle can be applied to any exercise routine you choose.

Summary
The worst thing you can do after a day of telling yourself you should be running from, or fighting the big
bear, is to sit stagnantly stewing in all the stress hormones flooding your body.

On the flip side, there is nothing better for your health and well being than following through on those
messages and running and/or fighting, which in our day, we call exercise. Just be sure to find activities
that you like to do. You are far more likely to do them and keep doing them and getting those terrific
benefits from exercise. If you can’t think of an exercise that looks appealing, look for people who are
smiling and happy while they work out and just do what they do!

Power Tool 6 – Sleep
Sleep is the best meditation. —Dalai Lama
Stress affects the quantity and quality of sleep that people get. Not only are people getting less sleep
than they should get because they are stressed, they are also getting a lower quality of sleep when they
are stressed.
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Did you know

Most of us get about an hour’s less sleep than we should each night. In a week’s time, that adds up to a
full night of missed sleep—and more than 50 missed nights in a year. No wonder one in five Americans
suffers from chronic sleep deprivation.
Consider this
Many times people don't get enough deep, relaxing, restorative rest because they go to sleep with the
stress response still activated. As a result, their body spends its energy following through on the message
to fight or run, rather than rest, restore, and repair. Even though people are asleep, they stay in the fightor-flight mode. Because of this, it's possible to awaken, in the morning, more tired than when they fell
asleep. That's stressful!

Insufficient and poor quality sleep can contribute to or result in these health problems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obesity
Decreased immune function
Increased risk for cancer
Increased risk for diabetes
Decreased growth hormone production
Decreased ability to think clearly
Diminished memory
Impaired brain cells
Alzheimer’s disease
Decreased learning and mental health
May increase the likelihood of several stress-related disorders including heart disease,
stomach ulcers, constipation, and mood disorders including depression.

It's pretty obvious when we don't get enough sleep, bad things happen when it comes to our health!
How much sleep do you need?

There’s no single right amount of sleep for everyone. Some people do well with only 6 hours; others
need 9 or 10. Young children typically need between 11 or 12 hours a night, while teenagers need 9 or
10. But for most adults, the optimal number is from 6 to 9 hours a night.
Try this

The best way to find out how much sleep is right for you is to try this simple experiment.
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• Set apart four or five days in a row when you don’t need to awaken particularly early for any
reason.

• Go to bed at the same time each night.
• Wake up in the morning without an alarm clock or any other distracting influences.
• Make a note of the time that you awakened each morning.
The average amount of time that you slept for those four nights is the amount of sleep that you tend to
need.
How long should it take to fall asleep?

Some people can fall asleep and stay asleep in a minute or two. For others, it takes more than 30
minutes or even an hour before sleep kicks in. For these people, it may be stressful just trying to go to
sleep! The longer sleep doesn’t come, the harder they try to sleep. This can actually make things worse.
Insomnia is the inability to fall asleep or stay asleep that occurs at least three nights a week and lasts for
3 months. It can be acute or chronic. Many times this happens because while lying there trying to fall
asleep, the mind races with thoughts of everything that happened today, and all the things that need to
happen tomorrow.

Consider this
Your nervous system is listening to your conscious thoughts. If, while you’re lying in bed trying to fall
asleep, those thoughts involve DOING things, (today’s and tomorrow’s activities all involve doing
something), or worrying about things, (“uh-oh” thoughts), it keeps the body in a mode related to activity
or even turns on the stress response! This is not the kind of thinking that the nervous system wants to
hear in order to shut things down for the day.
This is Better

The best messages for falling asleep are those that focus on the present moment.
•

Put your attention on something that is happening here and now, like your breathing or
normal sensations in the body. Notice how great it feels to have your head sinking into your
pillow.

You will find yourself falling asleep so quickly you’ll be astounded.
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Try this to fall asleep

It should not take any more than five or ten minutes to fall asleep.
•
•
•
•
•

If you have difficulty falling asleep, practice one of the relaxation exercises described earlier
in this Workbook.
Or use one of the Guided Relaxation Exercises available as downloadable audios on the
album titled Stress Relief—Deep Relaxation Exercises through StressManagementPlace.com.
Simply listen to the relaxation exercise and follow the instructions just as they are given.
As you sense the urge to nod off, don’t resist it. Just let it happen.
You’ll find that you fall asleep very quickly.

Specific Titles Found on the Website:
Stress Relief – Deep Relaxation Exercises, Michael N. Olpin
The Power Nap

Restful Breathing
Progressive Relaxation
Autogenics
Flowing Comfort
Guided imagery
and many others.

Try this to stay asleep

If you find yourself waking up during the night or not being able to fall back asleep:
•
•

Practice one of the relaxation exercises described earlier in this Workbook.
Get up and do something else for a while, like yoga, reading, or cleaning. Then return to your
bed.

Tips for Better Sleep
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There are many things that you can do to help improve your sleeping patterns. The more of these you
regularly do, the better sleep you’ll probably get, both in quantity and quality. To improve your sleep, do
these, on a regular basis:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Exercise – Along with all of the other great reasons to exercise, aerobic activity helps pull you
out of the stress response, utilizes the stress physiology, and creates the feel-good
chemicals we enjoy so much. People who exercise tend to go to sleep faster, sleep deeper
and get more restorative rest in a shorter amount of time.
Go to sleep earlier in the evening – Our ancestors did not enjoy the many modern advances
in technology, so for the most part, they went to sleep when it got dark. The human wake
and sleep cycle is naturally regulated by the bright light of day and the darkness of night.
Don’t eat or drink caffeine and related substances before bed. Caffeine is a stimulant. It’s not
a relaxant. By consuming caffeine, you keep your body geared up for activity. That’s not
going to help you fall asleep.
Put away your electronic devices 30 minutes before falling asleep. The light that the body is
exposed to with late-night television, computers, or other such devices may disrupt natural
sleep cycles and rhythms and make sleep less productive.
Keep your room as dark as possible while you sleep. Melatonin, the hormone that helps
sleep, cannot be produced in the presence of light. Even small night-lights may have a big
effect on your ability to stay asleep. This also goes for lights on alarm clocks and electronics.
Turn them away from you and put them on the dimmest setting, or put black electrical tape
over any tiny lights in your room.
Don’t eat, especially big meals, within 3-4 hours before going to sleep. Nothing takes more
energy, besides exercise than digestion, and your body is not made to digest food lying down.
If you need to eat, have a small snack with a little bit of protein, (too much protein will help
keep you awake), and carbs to help you avoid waking up hungry during the night. Some good
examples are peanut butter on toast or a bowl of cereal.
Avoid sleep medication. Sleep medication might be necessary on rare occasions. The
problem with sleep medications is their addictive nature and other unwanted side-effects.
Oftentimes, the more you use them, the more you need them.
Avoid Wine Before Bed. Wine does have the ability to make you feel drowsy and relaxed for
sleep. The problem is that the alcohol in the wine will keep you in the lighter stages of sleep,
which is not the highest quality sleep, so you may not feel rested when you waken. Alcohol is
also a diuretic, which means that no matter how much you drink, you will need to urinate
more. This can cause more nighttime trips to the bathroom, another sleep disruptor.
Make your room more conducive to sleeping. What you see before bed stays with you, so a
clean, organized room is a great place to start. Make sure that the room is as dark as
possible for sleeping and that great natural light is available during the day. Limit your
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bedroom to a place for sleeping and sex, and paint the walls with more subdued colors to
enhance a relaxed feel.
What about Naps?
Sometimes, when you're sleep deprived, it can help to take a nap. The problem is most people nap for
too long. That can make you feel groggy. Recent research suggests that the ideal nap should last only 10
to 15 minutes—in other words, a power nap. According to one study, people who napped for just 10
minutes felt more refreshed and alert than those who napped for any other length of time.

A nap should rarely last more than twenty minutes.

Try this
To get the best, most restorative rest from a nap, try the Power Nap described earlier in this Workbook.

•
•

Follow the script provided.
Or you can use the guided relaxation exercise called The Power Nap that is available as a
downloadable audio on the album titled Stress Relief—Guided Relaxation Exercises through
StressManagementPlace.com or amazon.com.
Stress Relief – Deep Relaxation Exercises, Michael N. Olpin

More Tips to Help You Fall Asleep

•
•

Practice Mindfulness. Put your mind on something that is happening in your current
environment. Use the principles and suggestions in the Mindfulness Workbook.
Worry journal – when something comes up, write it down. You can’t do anything about it
tonight; now you won’t worry about it until the morning.

Try this
Practice these ideas to improve your quality and quantity of sleep.

•
•
•

Inventory your room and decide how to make your room better for sleep.
Go to bed at the same time each day to see if it helps with sleep patterns.
Try eating a light meal 3-4 hours before bed.
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•

Practice one of the relaxation exercises described earlier in this workbook or use a guided
relaxation exercise. Be sure to do this just before you fall asleep. Make sure it’s the last thing
you do before you close your eyes.

Summary
During the past twenty years that I have worked with people, helping them manage their stress, which
includes helping them improve their sleep, there have only been a small handful of people who haven’t
improved their sleeping experience by doing the things suggested in this section.
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Power Tool 7 – Music
One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain. —Bob Marley
For many years, I have been researching and studying the effects of music on the mind and body. There
are mountains of research to show that certain types of music affect the mind and body in certain ways.
Some people are more affected by music than others. Some even learn better and retain information
better when the music they enjoy is being played.
Music can generate powerful feelings. You don’t have to be a Brainiac to see that music has a powerful
effect on the human psyche. Music can affect brainwave activity and can alter moods. It can help people
remember things, be more productive, and get “pumped up for big games.” If you go to a football game,
the band plays certain types of music to get you more excited about the game.
It can expand an experience. If you watch a sad or scary movie, the music can make it much more
intense.
The first time I saw the movie Jaws, I was certain I would never go in the ocean again. I was scared to
death. Some years later, I watched the same movie again at home. But this time, each time the “scary”
parts were on, I turned the sound off and just watched the shark emerge from the ocean, trying to eat
everyone. Instead of being afraid, I was almost chuckling, as I watched. I didn’t experience anything that
resembled the sheer terror I felt when I watched it the first time.
It is interesting how quickly the emotional state changes when ominous music is played. Fortunately, the
same is true for certain types of relaxing music. If you listen to certain types of music, it can turn off the
stress response and help you relax. It can help you alter your physical state.
Some music can create the same effects in people as when they are doing a relaxation exercise or while
meditating. Certain types of music can affect brainwave activity in this way. There is evidence to show
that if a person is connected to an electroencephalograph (EEG) machine and listens to specific music,
he or she can have brainwave patterns that are the same as those brainwave patterns that people have
while they are meditating.
What music should I play?
We all like different types of music and for many different reasons. When I work out, I want to listen to
my favorite rock music. Others like to sing to opera or dance to country music. Every type of music has
its place.
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For real stress reduction, however, there is good evidence that two specific types of music seem to have
the most relaxing effect on the mind and body.
The first is classical music.
It appears that certain types of classical music seem to have a greater effect. This would include music
from the composers of the Baroque period of musical history.
Additionally, there is evidence that the more slow and structured movements—primarily the adagio and
largo movements—produce the greatest relaxation, even to the point of creating brainwave activity
similar to what occurs during deep relaxation, hypnosis, and meditation.
An adagio or largo movement is music that has a steady pace of around 60 beats per minute. It is slow,
methodical, and structured. When you listen to it, you immediately feel more peaceful and serene.
One example of this type of music, among many, is the very beautiful Canon in D by Pachelbel. As you
listen to it, you can feel the structure, the balance, the continuation of themes. Additionally, your
physiology will naturally relax.
The second type of relaxing music comes within the broader genre known as New Age.
This type of music could be described as being something like wallpaper. At some level you know it’s
there, but you don’t really notice it too much. It’s almost always instrumental—no vocals—and flows
very smoothly.
There are various sub-genres of New Age music including;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meditative
Relaxing
New Instrumental
Space Music
Nature Sounds
Solitudes
Acoustic Guitar, and others.

People often ask me what music I use for stress relief exercises or as a relaxing background. The
following is a short list of some of the more prominent authors and composers whose music tends to
have a calming effect. You’ll notice that there are two lists. One of the lists is of classical musicians,
artists, and composers and the other list includes those of the New Age genre. These two lists are
certainly not comprehensive, but just a small sample of the great music that is available today.
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Classical Composers*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albinoni
Bach
Brahms
Handel
Haydn
Mozart
Pachelbel
Telemann
Vivaldi

*Remember to select the slower movements—adagio and largo—of these composers
New Age Artists
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steven Halpern
Llewellyn
Iasos
Merlin’s Magic
2002
Deuter
Gandalf
Liquid Mind
Aeoliah
Carlos Nakai
Michael Hedges
Jeffrey Thompson
Enya

Try this
Go to one of the better online music sites such as Pandora, Spotify, or iTunes. Search for the music of the
New Age or Classical variety. Spend some time listening to some of the music authors I listed above.
Notice how you feel as you mindfully experience this type of music.

Or go to this website: https://www.focusatwill.com/
Once there, select either “Classical” or “Ambient” as background music (there are other styles, but these
two are the most relaxing) to play while you are working at your computer. It’s free and simple to set up.
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As you listen, notice which songs, or composers, feel the best to you. You might want to do an Amazon
search to purchase the music that becomes your favorites.

Summary
Music is a powerful ally in the battle over stress. Fortunately, you don't have to consciously focus on the
music to feel its healing benefits. I encourage you to find the music that feels best to you. Try it out, test
it, experiment, and see what works best for your needs. Many online resources, libraries, and bookstores
carry great music. Many times, you can sample music online, in the comfort of your own home, before
buying it. It doesn't get much easier than that.

Power Tool 8 – Massage
Take care of your body. It's the only place you have to live. —Jim Rohn

I’d like to explain muscle tension through a demonstration:
Try This
Take something about the same size as a backpack full of books and hold it in your right hand with your
right arm extended straight out. How long can you hold it before your arm feels pain and fatigue and
eventually gives out?

Most people find it easy to hold the bag for a few seconds, but it becomes incredibly difficult after a few
minutes.
Why would that happen if the backpack hasn’t gotten any heavier?
The muscles are not designed to handle that much pressure for very long. They can’t bear it.
Think about this
If you're in the fight-or-flight response, what's one of the primary things that happen to your muscles?
They tighten up!
After a while, how will they feel? Even without changing the load they will begin to feel pain and fatigue.
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The same thing happens when you are stressed. If there is an “uh-oh” thought and the fight-or-flight
system turns on, even when someone is just sitting at a desk, muscles tighten. And after a while, that can
hurt.
People who do massage work understand this and that is why the therapy of massage has exploded over
the last couple of decades. Massage helps people feel better.
Massage therapists have told me, for example, that sometimes when they work on people, it is like they
have steel beams in their shoulders. When they press in on those tight muscles, it feels almost like a
bone, because it is so hard. Those muscles have been in a continual state of contraction.
You can imagine that after a while of being constantly contracting, in an effort to get some help, the
muscles might say, “Bag it. This is too hard for me. And I’m going to let you know something is wrong by
producing pain.”
Try this
Recall the muscle tension activity that I had you do when we talked about progressive relaxation? Let’s
do that again.

• Take your thumb and push in on your thigh with moderate force.
• Notice if you feel any pain.
• Now with your thumb or forefinger, push with equal force somewhere between your neck and
shoulder.

• Try to find one of those “rope-like” muscles that feels noticeably hard.
If you are like most people, you will feel more discomfort when you press on your neck and shoulder
muscles. This is because stress-related tension can become chronic and often settles into the muscles
of the upper back and shoulders.
Again, muscles become tense with activation of the fight-or-flight response. Because these muscles
maintain a constant state of activation, they are chronically contracting. When this happens, the muscles
contact pain receptor nerves and you feel muscle pain.
If this continues or keeps getting worse, you might end up with chronic muscle pain, and maybe even
fibromyalgia.

The Purpose of Massage
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If you relax chronically contracting muscles, the pain goes away. Progressive relaxation is one way to
release muscle tension, another great way is massage.
Massage is particularly effective for relaxing the muscles. The purpose of massage is to work on your
“tight” muscles, to relax them directly through pressure and rubbing. As massage is applied, muscles
relax and the pain receptor nerves no longer become stimulated.
This results in at least two healthy outcomes:
1.

Pain is relieved.

2.
The energy being expended in the muscles is freed and can be used elsewhere in the body.
Which means more energy for you.
Therapeutic massage typically leads to physical, mental, and emotional relaxation, and other benefits.

Physically:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loosens your joints and improves your range of motion
Reduces muscle fatigue
Relieves cramps and muscle spasms
Improves blood flow and the movement of lymph throughout the body
Helps remove metabolic waste that comes from exercise or inactivity
Increases the flow of oxygen and nutrients to cells and tissues, this helps speed healing from
injury or disease
Relieves symptoms of stress such as a headache, chronic and acute pain, asthma, arthritis,
carpal tunnel syndrome, temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction, and athletic injuries
Stimulates the release of endorphins, the body’s natural painkiller, so you feel better.

Mentally:
•
•
•
•

Can provide a state of relaxed alertness
Reduces mental stress
Increases your capacity for calm thinking and creativity
Improves the duration and quality of your sleep and increases your ability to concentrate.

Emotionally:
•
•
•

Can satisfy some of our need for caring and nurturing touch.
Improves feelings of well-being
Reduces anxiety.
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Other Benefits:
•
•
•

Massage can help combat the negative effects of aging by improving tissue elasticity, promoting
immune system functioning, and relieving muscle aches and stiffness.
Athletes and other performers commonly use massage to help them relax, prepare for
performances, and speed up repair from injury.
After receiving a massage, people frequently report feeling lighter, more energized, and more
peaceful.

Try this
Even though this one happens to cost you some money to do it, I highly recommend that you go to a
massage therapist, every once in a while. Be sure to look for those who come highly recommended by
other people you trust.

In addition to personal recommendations, you should also look for people who are experienced (usually,
the longer they’ve practiced, the better they are), are skilled in a variety of different types of massage,
and can meet your individual needs.
Ultimately, the best way to find the therapist who is best for you is by trying several until you find the
one you like. Fortunately, this is a trial-and-error experiment that is usually well worth your time.
Summary
There are a variety of types of massage. If you go to a massage therapist, you can usually choose from
several. I suggest that you try a variety of "modalities" and see which ones help make you feel the best.

Given the variety, it's hard to go wrong with a massage. Nearly everyone I know (myself included) who
regularly receives massage finds them useful and beneficial, and perhaps even more importantly,
enjoyable.
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Power Tool 9 – Forgive, Detach, Release, Let Go
To forgive is to set a prisoner free and discover that the prisoner was you.
—Lewis B. Smedes
In almost all of the literature we have received, from a large number of enlightened thinkers who have
ever lived, we have been counseled to forgive. They've advised us that we should be kind, rather than
angry; loving, rather than hurtful; a peacemaker, rather than a warmonger.
Forgiveness is implied in all of these.
To forgive simply means to let go of any emotional attachment that you have, usually in the form of
anger, toward another person or group of people, or your own self.
How to catch a Monkey
There is a well-known story of how people used to catch monkeys. They would put fruit in a box with a
small hole in the side of it. The hole was just big enough to put the monkey's hand through so he could
reach in and grab the fruit. However, the hole was too small for the monkey to pull its hand back through
with the fruit in its hand. In order to get its hand out, the monkey had to let go of the fruit. Unwilling to
let go, the monkey was doomed to be captured.
Holding on to grudges, remaining angry, or refusing to let go of the pain that has come from past
experiences, keeps you emotionally in the grips of the thing that you’re hanging on to, like the monkey
hanging on to the fruit. Ultimately that “thing” gains control over you. You are unwilling to escape, and
you become doomed like the monkey.
Remember, anger activates the stress response. Long-lasting anger keeps the stress response activated
for long periods of time, resulting in enormous imbalances throughout the body and chronic stress.
The way to get rid of this less-than-useful emotion that fills your present moment with something less
than happiness and peace is to forgive, release, detach, and let go.
Forgiving someone does not mean that you like what happened. It does not mean that the other person
is right.
It means that you have decided to release the past and the emotions that are attached to those
experiences and enjoy the present moment.
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One of my students recently asked me an interesting question. She wondered, "How do
you not stay wrapped up in angry conversations you had with someone and the
emotions that accompanied that conversation?"
I thought for a moment, and then I replied that I try to detach myself from the
conversation.
“How can you possibly do that,” she asked. “It keeps running over and over in my mind.
I can’t seem to let go of it, no matter how hard I try.”
I answered her with the simple solution, “You stay mindful.”
In the Workbook on Mindfulness, I show you the enormous benefits of being mindful and the simple
steps to get there. When you find yourself seemingly unable to let go of anger, fear, worry, or guilt-filled
thoughts, mindfulness is the solution that puts an end to those painful thoughts.
Recall from the Mindfulness Workbook the steps you take to change your angry thoughts to more
mindful ones.
•
•
•
•

You stop
You look
You accept (don’t judge)
You savor

Remember also that you can only have one thought at a time. If you are filling up your present moment
with forgiving, accepting, savoring thoughts, there’s no room for angry thoughts.

How to Forgive

This is what you do when you forgive and let go:
•
•
•

•

You essentially say, “I no longer want to carry with me the burden of anger toward you
anymore.”
You overlook the perceived flaws of yourself or another person.
You function with the perspective that everyone is trying the best they can, with the tools
they currently have, as are you. Because of that, you can view them lovingly, rather than in
an angry way.
You let go of the expectations that people should act or be a certain way.
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•

You embrace them and their efforts with kindness, empathy, and caring.

When you forgive, you get to experience peace.

Try This
Bring to mind a person with whom you’ve been angry. Think of the specific activity, event, or
circumstance that caused you to choose to be angry with him or her.

Imagine that you are in a motorboat and behind you are the waves and wake of the water you’ve left
behind. The boat represents your present moment. The boat waves represent the past, including the
event that came to your mind.
Recognize that you can hold on to the events of the past—you can mistakenly believe that it is possible
to bring the waves back into the boat, or you can let them go. Which decision creates a present moment
that is peaceful? Ask yourself if you would prefer feeling peaceful or angry.

Summary
Forgiveness is one of the most freeing acts humanly possible.

There is nothing you can do that will bring more peace to your mind and spirit than forgiveness. This
means forgiving others completely for whatever things you think they may have done to you. This means
forgiving yourself, letting go of your own past mistakes that you can do nothing about now.
Forgiveness means moving on joyfully in the present. Forgiveness means giving up your emotional
attachment to any seemingly unpleasant component of people or situations.
When you let go, you get peace.
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Improving Relationships
Relationships can be a significant source of stress for many people. Improving relationships can
significantly reduce stress and improve health and well-being.
Entire books have been written about ways to improve relationships. There are many that are worth
reading. For the purposes of this Stress Reduction Workbook, I’m interested in focusing on those things
you can do to prevent and reduce stress in your relationships.
One of our primary goals, when tension occurs in relationships, is to restore the relationship to a positive
and friendly state. This may not always be easy, but there are a few principles you can immediately apply
that will assist you in getting back to a more positive place in the relationship.
As I go through these, they will sound familiar to you because we have explored them in this and the
other workbooks. However, they are sound principles that seem to work wherever they are applied.
Let's imagine that something has happened that has produced a strain on your relationship with a close
friend. You care deeply for this person, but because of what happened, you are reticent to address the
issue. You believe it will be easier to avoid her. You sense the emotional strain whenever you think of her.
What can you do to restore the relationship?

Relationship Suggestions
Upgrade your demands to preferences – As I mentioned in the Stress Prevention Workbook, you are
always free to choose to change how you think about things. For example, rather than “demand” that
someone does things in certain ways, you can upgrade your demand to a preference. You can prefer
that things happen in a certain way, but they don’t necessarily “have to” happen that way.

Then, when things don’t happen the way you think they should, you find you are less attached to the
result and less likely to come unglued. When you upgrade your demand to a preference, you allow for
more flexibility regarding circumstances and situations; you tend to be more forgiving.
For Example:
You might have a demand that the people in your family put the toilet seat back down after they use the
bathroom. If you demand this outcome, and it doesn’t happen the way you “must” have it, you’re going
to feel angry, which can lead to stress.
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If you upgrade this demand to a preference, you’ll encounter the same toilet seat, prefer that it be
different than it is, put it where you want it, and continue with your day more peacefully.
Practice empathy - In your conversations, and especially in conversations when the person is showing
emotional energy, the best way to listen is with empathy.

Empathy involves seeking first to understand; listening to understand what the person is both saying
AND feeling without including judgments or your own autobiography.
People tend to feel more connected to you, and relationships deepen when they feel that you support
and affirm them when they know that you understand what they are feeling without judging them or
diverting into your own experiences and stories.
In the Stress Prevention Workbook, I shared with you the value of empathy and also ways to develop this
enormously important interpersonal skill. To further learn about empathic listening, study one of
Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits called, “Seek First to Understand.”
Practice forgiveness – Earlier in this workbook, I explained the stress-reducing benefits of forgiveness
along with some ways that you can practice forgiveness.

In your relationships, if you want to find peace, practice forgiveness. Be forgiving.
Forgiving someone when you feel they have “wronged” you is one of the most freeing actions you can
do to improve your relationship. When you forgive, you release your emotional attachment to the
“cause” of your current negative feelings.
Be mindful – Mindfulness is a master key to finding more joy and happiness in your relationships. As I
outlined in the Mindfulness Workbook, being mindful when you are with people means you are really
with them, rather than just being around them. You experience them as they are now, without judgment.
In your present moment, you let your senses bring to your awareness, as much as possible, what you are
able to observe here and now.

Recall the 4 steps to mindfulness: Stop, Look, Accept, and Savor. When you are this way with your
favorite people, you finally get to experience them fully, and as a result, you build and strengthen better
relationships.
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Be Kind – Stephen Covey said that Love is a verb. What he meant is that you create love by being loving
and doing loving things.

What we give out tends to return to us.
If we want love, if we want friendship, if we want compassion, we need to increasingly give these kinds
of things to others. One of the best ways to do that is through service. Service is a large part of the
reason that a sacrificing mother's love for her children is so bonding and so boundless.
When we willingly give of ourselves to genuinely help others, the quality of our relationships expands.
We also find that we have more peace within ourselves. Small and simple acts of kindness can make a
big difference. Some have said that it is the most life-affirming thing to leave a gift with everyone they
meet, even if that gift is just a smile.
When increasing kindness, keep in mind that most of us are usually doing the very best we can, with the
tools we currently have. We all make mistakes and have difficult things going on in our lives. We all have
challenges and hardships. We tend to make our decisions based on where we've been. Sometimes those
decisions aren't the wisest ones, but generally, people are trying their best. Kindness tends to turn away
anger, smother the stress response, and create stronger long-lasting relationships.
Think Win-Win – We thoroughly explored this principle in the Stress Prevention Workbook and also in
the book Sam Bracken and I recently wrote titled Unwind!

Win-Win means that when you are making a decision that involves someone else, and there’s a potential
benefit in the outcome of the decision, you not only want the best for yourself, but you also want the
best for whoever else is involved.
To learn more about Win-Win, read through the information in the Stress Prevention Workbook and in
our book titled Unwind! You can also study Stephen Covey’s thorough analysis of Win-Win in his book,
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.
Keep Perspective – Keep the big picture in mind. Imagine how things would be if your favorite people in
your life were no longer there. Or what if they had only had a few weeks to live?

Ideas like this change our perspective on what is really important, especially when it comes to our
relationships.
It has been said, "Don't sweat the small stuff, and it's all small stuff."
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The next time you are angry with someone, ask yourself if you would still be upset if you knew this
person was dying or was not going to be around anymore. See if the thing you are upset about is
something you can let go, and replace it with gratitude that this person is still alive and a part of your life.
Try this
The next time you find yourself with your favorite people, consciously practice these principles: upgrade
your demands to preferences; practice mindfulness, forgiveness, and empathy; be kind; think win-win,
and keep perspective.

Watch what happens as you apply them. Take note of the ways your favorite people respond to you.
Notice how you feel, as well. Take a moment to determine if the way they respond to you is different
than the way they normally respond to you.
Summary
For most of us, our relationships are the most precious parts of our lives. Our family, friends, and the
close people we have around us all help to create the richness of a fulfilling life.

We can compare the relationship you have with people to the relationship you have with your car. If you
don’t take care of your car with regular maintenance, the car will start to break down. If you don’t do
something when it breaks down, very soon it ceases to work at all.
Some relationships roll along like the finely tuned car. We love to be in them and we enjoy the ride they
provide. Other times, when we forget to take care of them, they start to break down; problems result
and they’re not as much fun anymore.
You probably wouldn’t think twice about doing what is needed to keep your car in good shape, or
repairing it when it breaks down. Relationships require even more constant attention. Sincerely try
these ideas to improve your relationships, reduce your stress, and enhance your life.

More Stress Reducing Tools
The Power Tools I described above work very well to reduce physical, psychological or emotional stress.
They each have, as one of their primary purposes, the improvement of psychological and emotional wellbeing. They can be applied as frequently as you’d like to help you feel better.
There is a large list of additional activities that have been found to help reduce stress. One’s original
reason for doing them is usually for something other than the reduction of stress. However, stress
reduction is frequently a by-product when you do the activity.
In other words, you do the activity for one reason, but in the process, your stress levels decrease.
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Activities with Stress Reduction as a Natural By-Product
There are three types of activities that help you manage or reduce your stress.
•

The first is Physical types of activities that tend to interrupt the stress response and bring your
body back to a more balanced state.

•

The second is feel-good activities that bring peace by causing your mental focus to come
back to a better state.

•

The third is the release of pent-up negative emotions that cause you to feel awful and out of
balance.

Physical Activities
We have already discussed exercise as an incredibly great way to utilize the stress response and create
feelings of relaxation. Here are some others.
Sex

Why would sex be a useful way to reduce stress? Because the sex response looks very much like the
exercise response and the stress response.
There is a phase of warming up, the intensity increases, the physiological systems designed for maximum
power and speed turn on; after a period, the climax occurs, which is similar to maximal exertion in
exercise (or running full speed away from the big bear).
Soon after climax, the body naturally turns off all of these energy-producing systems and goes through a
period of exhaustion, which, in the sex response, is extremely relaxing.
There are many physical, emotional, and social benefits from having sex. From a purely physiological
standpoint, sex can be a very relaxing experience, as long as it is okay with both partners. Obviously, rape
or anything similar to it is not sex. However, if sex is consensual and appropriate, both partners can
benefit greatly from the relaxation that naturally occurs.
Try this
Notice how your body feels right after you have sex. Tune in to this pleasant state of relaxation. Deep
relaxation is the opposite of the stress response. This is the type of relaxation you want to achieve after
other stress management exercises, as well.
Humor and Laughter
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Much has been written about the beneficial nature of humor and laughter. Good research has shown
that laughing has many beneficial qualities. Laughter really is one of the best medicines. Here’s how.
Physical benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Increases “feel good” chemicals like endorphins and dopamine and reduces pain.
Tones muscles in the face and abs
Increases antibodies in saliva, and decreases serum cholesterol
Liberates interleukin-2 and other immune-boosters
Reduces stress and increases the relaxation response

Mental Benefits
•
•
•

Increases creativity and problem-solving ability
Enhances memory for humorous material
Increases ability to cope with stress by providing alternatives and a less serious perspective
on things

Emotional Benefits
•
•
•

Increases mood and feelings of well-being
Reduces depression, anxiety, and tension
Increases self-esteem, resilience, hope, optimism, energy, and vigor

Social benefits
•
•
•

Increases attractiveness to others, friendliness, and altruism
Bonding with friends and family, and reinforcement of group identity
Happier marriages and close relationships

Try This
Spend an evening watching your most favorite comedy movie. You can do it alone or with some of your
favorite people, but only for the single purpose of enjoying a happy evening of laughter.

See if you feel the same way as my students who report how beneficial this was for them. They say it felt
like a break from the chaos of their hectic week; it is sort of like a mini vacation.

Hot Tubs/Warm Baths
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When the muscles are warm, they tend to relax. A warm hot tub brings heat to all the muscles in the
body simultaneously. Also, when people are in a hot tub, they tend to become more mindful as their
thoughts focus on how good the warm water feels. When there is no perception of a threat, the stress
response tends to turn off and you enjoy the release from stress and the benefits of the relaxation
response.
Try this
Soak in a hot tub or a warm bath. Interrupt the stress response by changing your surroundings. Place lit
aromatic candles around the bathtub. Soak in warm water while playing relaxing music, and let the
peaceful environment and soothing warm water completely relax your body and mind.

Listen to your body

When you are under stress, your body sends you signals indicating that it is on overload.
Typical signs of overload, as I mentioned in the first Workbook, include such symptoms as
•
•
•
•
•

Fatigue
Headache
Muscle pain
Irritability
Inability to concentrate.

Tune in to these signals and become familiar with those that occur most frequently.
Try this
If you notice a headache coming on each time you feel overwhelmed, this is a signal that your stress
response has been activated. At the onset of these symptoms, try something that is included in this
Workbook to stop the stress response.

Ideas include mindfulness, meditation, yoga, relaxation exercises, humor, massage, relaxing music, or any
of the other stress-reducing tools to help you unwind. Be sure to take notes on which methods work
best for you and your unique symptoms of stress.

Change your physiology
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You can change how you feel by changing how your body is positioned. An energized, happy person has
a certain physiology. She holds her face, her shoulders, and her body in a certain way—upright and
secure. She even breathes a certain way, fully, deeply and relaxed.
Conversely, a depressed person positions herself in a very different way. She may move more slowly, her
shoulders may sag, and even her voice may become shallow and hard to hear.
You can trick your emotions into feeling better by putting your body into the position that it usually feels
when you are happy and energized. Curiously, emotions will often follow the body’s physiology.
Try this
Begin by smiling. Next, push your shoulders back, and sit up or stand up straight. Take a full, deep breath
to completely fill your lungs with air. Raise your head and look up. Raise your eyebrows and clap your
hands several times above your head.

As you do this—as strange as it sounds—you will notice yourself immediately feeling better.
Another smart way to change your physiology, and thereby change how you feel, is by exercising. Doing
something active requires more oxygen, which requires deep breathing, alertness, and a positive,
energetic body posture.
Exercise also causes the release of endorphins, which reduces pain and increases dopamine and other
chemicals that help you feel good.

Get into Nature

There is something uniquely relaxing about nature.
On one occasion, I spent about a week by myself in a cabin located in the mountains near a ski resort in
Utah. It was summertime, so I spent a lot of time outdoors walking, hiking, exploring, and enjoying the
beauty of the mountains, trees, streams, and wildlife. I couldn’t check my e-mail or talk on the phone.
There was a television, but I avoided watching it. I used that week to simply “be” without having to do
anything in particular.
The most striking aspect of this experience occurred when the week was over and I returned home. I
was surprised and almost dismayed at the pace of city life. Everyone seemed to be in such a hurry. Cars
rushed everywhere. People spoke too fast. Everything felt far too busy. I wanted to say to everyone,
“Slow down. Everything is just fine. Why be in such a rush?”
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Try This
When I find things overwhelming and I want to return to a more sane, peaceful state, I like to take a
break and get on my bike or put on my trail running shoes and jog to my favorite outdoor places where I
can be alone with Mother Nature.

For a few minutes each day, enjoy the beauty of nature.
•
•

Get outside Go to a park or your backyard. Take a walk. Look at the sky. Walk barefoot in the
grass. Watch the birds nearby.
Gaze at the sky. Either at night or during the day, sit back and observe the heavens.
Pondering the vastness of the universe can make many problems seem less significant.
Realize that the sky is perfect in every way, yet it is always changing. Consider this as a good
metaphor for your own life.

Try This
Sometimes it is not possible to go to a peaceful place in nature. You can still get similar benefits if you:

Imagine that you are somewhere in nature.
•

It might be in the mountains, by a lake, in a valley, at the beach, or in the woods. See the
color of the sky, hear the sounds of the surf, feel the water touch your feet. Imagine yourself
alone, safe, and happy. Take a deep breath and enjoy the feeling of this peaceful scene.

If this is difficult for you, you might want to try the guided imagery called Mountain Lake. You can find it
on Stress Relief - Deep Relaxation Exercises by Dr. Michael Olpin at www.stressmanagementplace.com.

Feel Good Activities
Hobbies

Hobbies go hand in hand with mindfulness. By doing something you enjoy and that takes focus, you keep
your mind from going into the past and future where there are fear-based, stressful thoughts. Staying in
the moment and enjoying the now, brings peace.
A hobby is any activity that you might do for enjoyment, to the exclusion of everything else. When you
participate in activities where your attention is focused, and you do them for no other reason than to
enjoy them, you immediately feel relaxed.
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Remember, when the mind is able to focus on what is happening here and now, you get peace. When
you sense no threat, you get relaxation.
Try this
Take up a new or old interest. A short list of common hobbies might include art, poetry, woodworking,
sports, fishing, camping, hiking, knitting, scrapbooking, playing a musical instrument or listening to
music, genealogy, racing, sewing, crafts, shopping, gardening, working on cars, building, traveling, board
games, baking and taste-testing different foods, or flying kites. Just about anything you do for the sheer
fun of it could be considered a hobby and is, therefore, relaxing.

Pat yourself on the back

A little bit of self-congratulation can go a long way toward feeling better about yourself. Unfortunately,
we are sometimes quick to judge our actions negatively when we think we haven’t measured up and
slow to congratulate ourselves on a job well done.
Try this
When you are successful at something, take a moment to allow yourself to feel good about a job well
done. You may want to write down your accomplishments or share them with someone who cares
about you.

Keep agreements

An agreement is a verbal or non-verbal commitment that you plan to complete a certain action. If you
say you will do something, and then you do it, you have kept an agreement. When you keep
agreements, you preserve your integrity. Keeping agreements can lead to feelings like happiness,
satisfaction, inner peace and increased self-esteem.
Lying, cheating, and stealing are examples of not keeping agreements. When you don’t keep
agreements, you may create feelings of ill will, guilt, anger, depression, and low self-esteem. These
feelings can be as detrimental to your health and well-being as viruses or other pathogens.
Keeping agreements, both with yourself and with others, is one of the greatest demonstrations that you
are choosing to be responsible for your life and the outcomes you create.
Try this
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Keep track of how well you keep your agreements for one week. Examine your feelings when you know
you have kept your promises. Also, examine how you feel when you do not keep your agreements. Write
these differences down and determine how you can better preserve your integrity.

Focus on the needs of others

When you serve someone else, you tend to not dwell on your own “problems.” You become more
compassionate toward the people you help. Many people report that service helped to take their mind
off the things that were pressing in your their life.
Other benefits of service are a sense of oneness with another person. People often report that they gain
a new perspective on their own challenges. They develop an attitude of gratitude instead of self-pity.
They also feel more empowerment and fulfillment from helping others in need.
Doing service that takes sacrifice on the part of the giver is even more satisfying, especially if the person
does the nice deed anonymously.
Feelings of love and caring are directly opposite to those fight-or-flight feelings we associate with
defensiveness, resistance, and threat.
Try this
Do something nice for someone else without letting anyone know you did it. Examine your feelings and
write about this activity in a journal.

Distance yourself

Parents sometimes use “time-out” for misbehaving kids. An effective “time-out” is NOT a punishment. It
is a time for the child to take a break, gather his thoughts, and get control of his emotions.
Most adults can also benefit by doing the same. A time-out can be an effective tool to help someone
step out of a stressful situation, cool down, and refocus on what is really important.
Try this
When you find yourself in an emotionally charged situation, step back and ask yourself, “Is this worth
the emotional energy I’m expending?”

If not, take a few moments to separate yourself from the situation. Allow your emotions to recede. You
can also take a few minutes to do another stress management power tool, like meditation, yoga, or a
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relaxation exercise. As time passes, it is sometimes easier to think about how you can handle the
situation more peacefully.

Be creative

Brainstorming can be a great stress management tool. Taking the time to realize there are other
possible solutions to a problem can be, in itself, a stress-reducing activity. Brainstorming reminds you
that you do have options, the freedom to select your course of action and that you do have some
control. This thought alone can reduce stress, and you probably will come up with a brilliant solution to
the problem.

Try this
The next time you are in a stressful situation, take a few minutes to write down every possible solution
to the problem, regardless of how impossible or crazy it might seem. Follow the first rule of
brainstorming–no wrong answers.

Examine your list or share it with others for even more problem-solving options.

Change problems to challenges

We tend to view challenges differently than we view problems. On the one hand, we see problems as
annoying and difficult and often involve discomfort. On the other hand, we usually view challenges as
opportunities. Opportunities allow us to rise to the occasion and grow as we meet the challenges headon.
Try this
Anytime you catch yourself thinking or saying that something is a problem, change how you think and
speak of it by calling it a challenge.

Releasing Emotions
Write about it

Writing in a diary, or journaling is a proven way to release unwanted emotions. Keeping a “stress diary”
can help you identify stressors and write about stressful situations in your life. Many find stress relief
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through the simple act of writing down thoughts that are racing around in their mind. Once you identify
them, you may have a better perspective, and may even find relief just because you observed your
feelings.

Try This
• Keep a pen and journal or a notebook nearby.
• When you have pent-up emotions or thoughts racing in your mind, write them down on the
paper.
• Unload on paper the events of the day and, more importantly, how you feel about the events,
especially the events in which you found yourself getting upset, angry, or stressed.
• Once you move those thoughts from your mind to paper, you may want to throw them away.
• Or, you may choose to reflect on the thoughts that came out on the paper.
• You may want to keep these thoughts private or share them with someone you trust.

The stress-relieving value often comes from the simple act of getting the thoughts out of your head and
down on paper, where you can see them.

Tips for Successful Journaling

You can practice journaling in a variety of ways:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

You can unload all of your thoughts and feelings about something.
You might write a single note or two about an event that you can deal with later at a more
appropriate time.
Some people like to get their thoughts on paper immediately after something painful has
happened.
Some prefer to wait until they have a quiet time before going to sleep.
Others do their journaling in the morning after a refreshing night’s rest because “sleeping on
it” helps them gain perspective on the situation and brings to the surface new ideas or
solutions previously unseen.
Sometimes, if a person doesn’t write down ideas immediately, they slip back into the
subconscious mind waiting for another ideal time to resurface.
Spend 10 to 15 minutes at a time putting down your feelings on paper.
Don’t worry about grammar, sentence structure, or spelling. You are the only one who will
read your written work.
Above all, don’t let journaling or writing in your diary become a stressor in itself.
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•
•

Don’t force yourself to write.
You should write, as a method of emotional release, when you feel the urge.

Talk it out

Don't bottle up anger, worries, or frustrations. Sometimes, discussing problems with a trusted friend can
help clear your mind so you can concentrate on solving problems or enjoy your present-moment
activities. Learning to talk things over with someone you trust can release the pressure, help you feel
better, and allow you to come to a new understanding of the problem.
Try This
If you have a friend, companion, or confidante with whom you feel comfortable talking, take some time
to release your thoughts and feelings with this person. Let him or her know that you would just like them
to function in a purely listening mode (refer to the section on Empathic Listening in the Stress Prevention
Workbook for how to listen empathically). Focus on releasing your feelings, as you tell your friend about
any event that resulted in you feeling emotionally disturbed.
Tips for Successful Talking

•
•
•
•

Talk to someone you trust.
Ask them to listen to you without judging.
Explain that you just need to release your feelings; they do not need to agree with you or fix
anything; you just want someone to listen to you and understand how you feel.
Most of the time, when you feel understood, you will not only feel better, you will recognize
how to solve your own problems.

Cry it out

Some people believe that one of the reasons that women tend to live longer than men is their
willingness to release emotional distress by crying. When they cry, they release potentially damaging
effects of emotional stress.
Try this
The next time you are feeling sad, depressed, angry, or any other negative emotion, find a place where
you can cry. You may go to a place like your bedroom, a park, or in your car. Allow yourself a few minutes
to let the tears flow. Sometimes crying is the best way to find relief from stress by physically releasing the
emotions.
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Scream it out

Similar to crying, the act of releasing pent-up energy by loud verbal emissions or screaming has been
found to be useful in releasing emotional energy for many people.
One summer, I was playing in a softball tournament. Things did not go so well and we blamed it on the
umpires. After losing the second game we were out of the tournament. I was really angry.
By the time my wife and I arrived home, I was seething. I kept thinking about how badly the tournament
had gone. The more I thought about it, the angrier I got.
I hate feeling this way, so I got on my bike, said a quick “good-bye” to my wife, and rode to a nearby area
where there were no homes except for farmhouses separated by large spaces of farmland. There
happened to be a few cows and horses, but other than that, I was alone.
I found a long stretch of road that was about one-quarter of a mile long. Looking around and seeing that
there was no one around, I began riding and screaming at the top of my lungs. I just let it go full blast.
The cows didn’t seem to mind so I turned around and screamed some more as I continued riding my
bike. I biked that stretch of road five times. By the end of the fifth time, I found that I was literally
laughing. I had absolutely no pain or negative energy about the tournament or the bad umpires. All of
the anger was completely gone. I felt so much better.
I later came to learn that this is known as scream therapy, and many have used it with success.
Try this
You have to be careful with this type of release of pent-up energy. You don’t want to be walking down
Main Street and suddenly let out a scream, nor do you want to scream at other people.

•

When you feel a lot of pent-up energy, scream into your pillow, or turn up the stereo in your
car and scream to your favorite song.

Tips for Successful Scream Therapy
•
•
•
•
•

Screaming directly at other people probably has the opposite effect and usually leads to
further problems.
When you decide to use scream therapy, be sure you are not using it to attack another
person, but instead, to simply release the energy you feel.
Find a place where you can release without hurting or scaring anyone else.
You may want to bring something to scream into like a pillow, blanket, bag or coat.
When you first scream, you may feel even more upset.
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•
•

Scream until you feel all of the emotions have been released.
When you are finished, allow yourself a moment or two to get some perspective and enjoy
the more peaceful feelings.

Sing it out

As I mentioned earlier, music can be a powerful way to release tension and stress.
Try this
Use music to help you release extra stress-related energy. Many people relax by playing their favorite
instrument. Singing can also be a relaxing way to discharge tension.

Try singing in the shower, while driving, or while doing chores. Add music to make your day less stressful.
Whatever songs you prefer, you can have a lot of fun enjoying yourself and releasing your stress through
music.

Other Stress Reducing Tips

In my textbook, Stress Management for Life,1 I include some additional activities that tend to reduce the
stress response. Here are a few of them:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1

Simplify mealtimes.
Play with children at a playground, and do all the fun things they do.
Say something nice to somebody.
Fly a kite.
Walk in the rain.
Go dancing and let loose for a while.
Smile at everyone you see.
Read a good book while you’re curled up in a warm bed.
Go to a museum or a place where art is presented.
Hum or whistle your favorite tunes.
Feed the birds.
Work in the garden.
Make a paper airplane and throw it from a high place.
Learn a new song.

Olpin, M. & Hesson, M. (2013) Stress Management for Life: A research-based experiential approach, CA: Cengage.
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•
•
•
•
•

Go on a picnic.
Watch your favorite movie.
Make and eat popcorn.
Write a letter to an old friend.
Cook a meal and eat it by candlelight.

You could add many simple, yet relaxing things to this list of “little things.”
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Mindfulness – The Master Stress Management Tool
In the Stress Reduction Workbook, I tell you the story of the man who was trying to cut down the big
tree with a dull saw. No matter how hard he worked, he wasn’t seeing much success. It was suggested to
him that he sharpen his saw so the sawing would be more effective.
In these workbooks, you learn many saw sharpening activities. In the Stress Reduction Workbook, you
learn about stress reducing Power Tools—activities that have a profound effect on reducing your stress
levels.
In this Workbook, I want to introduce you to a Power Tool that will saw the tree 10 times more efficiently
than the sharpened handsaw. It works as beautifully as any of the other Power Tools in the Stress
Reduction Workbook and can be used anytime, anywhere.
I consider it the glue that holds together all of the other stress prevention and stress reduction activities.
It is intertwined and fundamental to all of them.
It’s so important and so powerful that I have devoted an entire workbook to this one principle. Yes, it is
that important and powerful, so buckle up. We’re headed for a fun ride.

A stressed-out Phillip
There was a student who was sitting in the front of the room. It was about ten minutes before the
class would begin. He was just sitting there eating some yogurt. So I walked up to him and said,
“Hi Phillip! How are you doing?” He looked at me and said, “Oh Doc! Do you really want to
know?” I said “Sure.” He continued, “Oh man, things couldn’t be any worse for me. There is a guy
who has been my business partner for quite a while and now he wants to sue me for some
business problems. I have two papers that are due next week, I’ve got a huge exam this week,
and I’m having some relationship problems with my wife.” He rattled off a few more things that
were pretty serious for him. I said, “Wow! Sounds like you have a lot going on. You must really be
feeling it. You’re pretty stressed, aren’t you?” He said, “Oh yeah, Doc, you have no idea! What
should I do?”
I replied, “Do you really want to know?” “Yeah. Tell me. What should I do?”
I continued, “I really think you should enjoy your yogurt.”
He didn’t like that answer, but it’s the best answer. When you’re done with this Workbook, you’ll
understand why.
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In all of my years studying and researching stress management, working with people, and practicing
these principles and ideas on my own, I have found that nothing both prevents and reduces stress more
powerfully than the mindset of mindfulness.
Mindfulness is the master skill that all other stress management skills contain. Once you learn how to be
mindful, it dramatically improves your experience with virtually everything in your life. It brings you to a
profound state of peacefulness, joy, and contentment.
Most of the stress that we experience, and the accompanying symptoms, are based on how we think.
Stressful thoughts are those that project our minds into the future or past and include some type of
"threat thought" as we move our minds in either direction.
Examples: Anger, Fear, Worry, Regret, Remorse, Overwhelm, Sadness, Depression
The present moment usually involves no concern for stress. Stress occurs only when we allow our minds
to think of things other than what is happening in our current experience. We focus our thoughts on
potential future events, about the past, and about things that might be happening elsewhere.
When we associate any kind of pain or discomfort with those thoughts of other times and places, we
initiate the stress response as a natural reaction to the perception of a false emergency. Mindfulness
turns off the stress response and, as a result, facilitates relaxation, reduces stress hormones, and boosts
the immune system.
In this Workbook, we will spend a little while exploring how mindfulness works and then I’ll share with
you several activities that will help you get the hang of it. Once you have it, it will change how you
experience virtually everything in your life. Really.

How the Mind Works
I’d like to start with some principles of the mind, some truths about how you and I think. These truths
will help you in understanding why you may feel so stressed all the time and also how to function
mindfully, so you aren’t stressed. I will outline them first; then I will go into much more detail about each
one, so you can really get a feel for how they work together to produce a perfectly stress-free state.
Truths of how the mind works:

•
•
•

We can only focus on one thing at a time. You might be able to observe many things, but
your dominant thought can only be on one thing.
We are always free to think anything we choose. There are no limits on what a person can
think about.
We can only directly experience this moment, right here, right now.
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•

There is no stress in the present moment, except for very rare occasions (less than 1% of the
time). Here and now is a stress-free place.
• Bring your attention to the present moment - here and now - and you get peace
Let’s expand on each of these ideas. The first truth about the way the mind works is this:
The mind can only have a dominant focus on one thing at a time.
You can never think specifically about two or more things simultaneously. You can observe several things,
but you can’t focus directly on more than one thing.

It may seem like that is what you do when you observe your thoughts jumping from idea to idea so
quickly. It seems like you are able to think many things at the same time, but that’s not the case. It is not
possible for your mind to dwell on two different dominant thoughts at exactly the same time.
Some people think they are experts at multitasking—doing several things at once. The truth is they
bounce back and forth very quickly from task to task.
Here's an example: You're driving and you get a text message on your cell phone. It's shouting at
you to read it. As you divert your attention to your phone, you can't simultaneously focus on your
driving. You can bounce back and forth from one to the other, but you can't focus directly on
both things simultaneously (which is why you should NEVER text while you’re driving).
Another example: If you are reading this book, you can’t, at the same time, watch the show that’s
on television. You can read, then watch, then read, and then watch; but the two can’t happen
together.
I will expand on multitasking a bit later on.
A second important aspect of the mind is:
You are always free to think anything you choose.
There are no restrictions as to what your mind can think about. Some have called this our God-given
quality of “free agency.” Ultimately, no one has control over your thoughts except for you. What you
choose to think about is entirely your decision. At any conscious moment, you can think about anything
you want to, and your choices are unlimited. There may be consequences, benefits or rewards for
thinking certain ways, but ultimately, what you think is up to you.

For example, if I asked you to think of dancing elephants on the rings of Saturn, you could put pictures in
your mind of how that might look. At the same time, you have the power to think of anything else,
perhaps dolphins with zebra stripes jumping over the Golden Gate Bridge. It’s always your choice, which
thoughts you entertain in your mind.
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The Principle of Attrition
Associated with your ability to choose what you focus on is the Principle of Attrition. Not only do you
have the power to choose where to focus your thoughts, you also have the power to choose where NOT
to focus your thoughts.

And as you cease focusing your thoughts on people, situations, and events that you would consider
negative ones, the negative nature of those unpleasant conditions or ideas lose their power to control or
influence you. Essentially, if you consistently aren’t thinking about them, they lose their negative impact.
This is not the same as avoiding or ignoring things that you find unpleasant. Ignoring or avoiding still
involves thinking about them. Instead, you simply keep your attention focused on those areas of your life
that you would consider positive, happy, and beneficial.
A simple example to show how the Principle of Attrition works would be this one: Let’s say that the
World Cup Soccer Tournament is happening and your favorite team has just lost. Everyone is devastated
by the loss. Your team was supposed to win, but they didn’t. It looks like they are out of the tournament.
Now, if you decide not to think about the loss, to focus your attention on other things, the loss won’t feel
devastating to you. In fact, if you don’t give it any thought, you won’t be bothered by it at all. To take it
even a step further, if you don’t even give the soccer tournament any of your attention, you’ll not even
know who played.
Here’s another example: We experience feelings of fear when we give too much attention to the
potential pain and negative outcomes of things that may happen to us. If we stop focusing on the fearful
thoughts, the fear will die through attrition. If you are not thinking of losing things you value such as
money, love, appreciation etc., then you will not feel the fear of losing them.
Essentially, what you don’t pay any attention to won’t affect you.
These first two principles are important to keep in mind so that you understand that your stress really
does begin with your thoughts.
What this means:

If you are free to choose any thought, and you can only have one dominant thought at a time, it is you
that decides exactly which thought is on the center stage of your mind.
Understanding these principles also helps you realize the freedom you have to change your thoughts at
any moment.
Now for Truth number 3:
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You can only directly experience this moment, right here, right now.
Let’s continue our discussion of these principles of the mind with some important questions. They may
seem a little simplistic. I will ask them anyway because knowing the right answers will help you
immensely to understand what it means to be mindful.

Here are your questions:
•

Where are you right now?

This same question can be asked in a different way:
•

Where is the only place you can directly experience?

The only correct answer to this question, and it is the same answer every moment of your life, is HERE.
You cannot be anywhere else but HERE.

Certainly, you can think you are in other places, or you can simply think about other places, but you can’t
directly experience any of those other places that aren’t where you are.
•

Where are you not?

Everywhere else! Anywhere else!
You can’t directly experience any place where your senses can’t directly observe.

You can’t be at the store while you are driving to the store. While you are driving to the store,
your HERE is in the car and amongst the scenery on the way to the store. But you can’t directly
experience the store until you are at the store. You can only directly experience where you are.
I know, this sounds strange, but hang in there. This will all make perfect sense in a moment.
The next couple of questions are similar to the previous ones.
•

At what point in time are you always?

This question can also be asked in a different way:
•

When is the only time that you can directly experience?

The only correct answer to this question, and it is always the same answer, is NOW.

You can’t BE in your own future, nor can you BE in your own past.
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Certainly, you can think of these times; you can make up all kinds of things about the future and the
past, but you can never directly experience them.
Imagine, how wonderful it would be if I could experience my own future. I’d transport myself to
one year from now, find out which stock has done the best between now and then, come back to
now and buy a truckload of that stock. If I could relive a past event, I would go back to a decision I
made that didn’t turn out so well and make a different decision so things would turn out better.
These both sound absurd because you and I cannot directly experience the future or the past. Nobody
can. We are all stuck firmly in this moment called right NOW.
There is never a time, for you, me, and everyone else, when it is not right HERE, right NOW for us. This is
our Reality. It is what is. Always.

The author Ron Smotherman accurately sums up this idea with this observation:
All the confusion clears up when we realize that there is only one “time” and that time is now. If
you are willing to experience the truth that it is right now, your “problems” about the past and
future will clear up. Why? Because there is no past or future; there is only right now. If you are
stuck in what you call the “past,” you are stuck right now. If you spend your time daydreaming
about the “future,” you do that process right now. You can’t even go to these places called the
“past” and the “future.” They are not real.

Try This
You can focus your thoughts directly on two places to discover what is happening here and now.
The first place is from the information that comes from the outside world that reaches your brain by way
of your senses. You hear something through your ears that is happening externally. The sound goes in
your ears and you think about the nature of the sound. What you hear is the reality. You directly
experience the sound of the bird.

This works similarly with your other senses. You see a bird flying overhead, hear it chirping as it goes by,
and you recognize that you are experiencing the bird—it is real.
The other place you can observe what is happening is internally. You have many sensations that are
going on inside of you that are every bit as real as the things that happen outside of you. Perhaps you
have a sore throat or a knot in your stomach. You may notice that gravity works when you drink some
water. Unless you’re upside down, the water goes down into your stomach instead of up into your head.
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There are other internal sensations you can experience directly including a headache, arthritis, muscle
tension, heartbeat, respiration, or any other currently functioning physiological process.
I realize this might be a new concept for you. For most of us, we’ve been taught the value of looking to
the future to see where we’re going and recalling the past so that we can learn from our mistakes. I’m
not suggesting that we stop using our mind in those useful ways.
Remember, however,
The focus of these Workbooks is the prevention and reduction of your stress.
You begin to do that by learning correct principles.
The HERE and NOW being the only reality you can directly experience is a correct principle.

Once you consider it and accept it, you are ready for the next powerful principle:
HERE and NOW is a stress-free place.
The next principle of the mind suggests that your HERE and NOW that I just described is a safe and
stress-free place. There is no stress in this present moment except for very rare occasions—less than 1%
of the time.

How could that be possible, if stress seems to be such a constant concern in your life?
Let’s return to the idea in the first workbook regarding the stress response. Remember that the stress
response is designed to keep us safe in the presence of physical danger. Recall also that you are in
physical danger less than one percent of the time.
So the rest of the time you are safe.

(By the way, here’s another interesting idea: You can only be in physical danger right now.)
If you take the time to really examine your thoughts that lead to activation of the stress response, you’ll
recognize that they are focused on either the past or the future.
Examples of future or past threat thoughts:

•

You stress about the upcoming speech that you have to give in front of a group of people.
(Future)

•

You relive, in your mind, the argument you had with someone earlier in the day. (Past)

•

You feel anxious about calling the person who owes you money. (Future)
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•

You feel embarrassed because you said something to some acquaintances that you think they
took the wrong way. (Past)

These future and past thoughts send a message to your hypothalamus, pituitary gland, adrenal glands,
and nervous system to activate the stress response if there happen to be any threat thoughts among
those future and past thoughts. But none of those false emergencies are happening right now. What IS
happening right now is almost always free from any danger or any real threat.
This brings us to the final mindfulness principle—notice the synergy.
Once you understand that you are always free to choose any thought, that you can only think about one
thing at a time, that HERE and NOW is your only reality, and that HERE and NOW is a safe place, you
come to the final mindfulness principle that pulls each of these together.
When you choose to focus on Here and Now, you get relaxation.

Since you can only focus on one thing, and what you focus on is safe (threat-free) your body-mind will
recognize the safety and NOT turn on the stress response.

Try This
Imagine that you’re driving your car and you find yourself in a traffic jam. You’re on your way to
work and this traffic jam is causing you to be very late.
The reality is that you are HERE and NOW sitting in your car amongst a whole bunch of other
cars. There is nothing inherently stressful about being in this situation. In other words, there is no
reason for your body to turn on the stress response to keep you safe and alive.
The stress comes in when you catapult your thoughts into your own future and make up all the
horrible things that are likely to happen to you because you are late for work.
When this happens, your nervous system, endocrine system, and hypothalamus—not being able
to distinguish between thoughts about future events and thoughts about present moments—
think you’re in trouble NOW.
Responding to the imaginary “threat,” your body turns on the automatic program for survival—
the stress response.
When you bring your focus, your dominant thoughts, back to the reality of HERE and NOW, and keep
your attention there (remember, you can only think of one thing at a time), your body systems won’t be
hearing any threat thoughts, and as a result, you’ll not experience any stress.
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Rather than dwell on the bad outcome—since you can’t do anything about the traffic jam anyway—you
can put your total focus on you’re here and now experience, which are the things that are immediately
available to your senses, while you sit there in the car.
I’m not saying that when you finally arrive at work you won’t have to handle the issue of being late with
your boss.
But while you’re in your car, you can either be stressed out, or you can be peaceful.

It depends on where you put your thoughts (remember, you’re free to think about anything, in any
situation).

Consider This
In class, I ask my students about the upcoming tests they will be taking. I ask them if the tests are
stressful. They respond that they definitely are. If we analyze this accurately, however, we see how the
tests themselves have nothing to do with the stress.
Which part of taking a test is threatening? (Remember that stress is the body’s response to prepare for
or deal with a physical threat.)
•

Is it the part when you walk into the room where you will take the test?

•

How about when you put the pen in your hand and begin reading the questions on the test?

•

Are you somehow in danger while you read the words on the page?

•

Does the real danger occur when you write stuff on the paper with your pen? That must be the
threatening part.

•

Is it when you pick up your paper, walk over to the desk where all of the other tests are stacked
and you lay yours on top? That must be the dangerous place.
At no time during the entire two hours of test taking were you in any sort of danger.

Why, then, would you feel stress?
Stress happens when your thoughts project into your future or past, and those thoughts include pain of
any kind. Remember the “Uh-Oh” or “I’m in danger” thoughts. These are almost always thoughts about
the future and the past. These kinds of thoughts are what cause the stress response to turn on.
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As I have mentioned several times, it is rarely, if ever, the current experience or event that causes the
threat.

Think About This
As another example, let’s return to our player shooting a foul shot that I mentioned in the first
Workbook. Let’s say you are the coach of a basketball team. Your team is ahead by one point and
there are two seconds left in the game. One of the other team’s players is at the foul line getting
ready to shoot two shots.
If you are a wise coach, what do you do in this situation? The obvious answer is that you call a
time-out.
Why would you do this? You call a time-out because you want to make the player think about the
shots.
What you are really hoping the player thinks about are all the painful consequences of missing
the shot—the team will lose, people will be disappointed in him, the team won’t make it to the
playoffs, etc.
If he thinks of these painful consequences that will certainly happen in his future, he will
unintentionally, but automatically, turn on the stress response. When that happens, many of his
muscles will tighten up or contract, causing him to shoot the ball differently than he normally
would. He is much more likely to miss the shots.
Present Moment
If he were shooting foul shots in his driveway at home, he could probably sink a hundred shots in a row
because the only thing he is thinking about, while playing at home, is how much fun he is having in the
present moment.
Future Thoughts
However, during the time-out, when he is thinking of all of the pain associated with missing the shot and
losing the game, he “tightens up” or “freezes” and is less likely to sink the shot.
Again, thoughts that focus on the future have a likelihood of turning on the stress response. Thoughts
that focus on the experiences of the present do not.

•

Whenever your thoughts don’t focus directly on what is happening in the present moment, you
increase the possibility of turning on the stress response.
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•

When you turn your focus to what is happening in the present moment, the stress response
turns off, automatically.

Are you starting to sense how powerful this can be for you?
Wouldn’t it be better to live each moment peacefully rather than stressfully?
Once you get the hang of this and start applying it to all of your moments, the peaceful feeling that
follows becomes addicting.
There are several steps that automatically bring your mind back to your HERE and NOW. They involve
thinking about things in a certain way, a different way, that doesn’t involve thoughts about the future or
the past.
But first, let's get a good handle on what it means to be mindful.

What is Mindfulness?
Mindfulness can be described as intentional, non-judgmental, moment-to-moment awareness of the
here and now. It may be thought of not so much as a technique, but as a way of being.

Mindfulness is not considered a relaxation technique. Rather, it is a mental state that reduces
susceptibility to future/past threat thoughts that turn on the stress response.
The result is that stress can be prevented through conscious living.

•

Mindfulness is the process of learning how to be fully present in all experiences while being less
judgmental and reactive.

•

Mindfulness suggests being present in the here and now, attending to and observing whatever
unfolds, and remaining focused and relaxed.

To understand what these definitions mean, let’s begin with a very common example, which you have
probably experienced.
Consider how you function mentally when you drive your car and you notice that a police officer
is driving directly behind you. There are no lights flashing. He is just following you. What happens
to your level of present moment awareness?
When you drive with this level of alertness, you usually try to be as completely aware of everything that
is going on as possible. You are aware of the distance between your car and the one in front of you. You
are aware of how fast you drive. You are totally aware of aspects of your driving such as how soon you
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will have to turn on the signal to indicate that you are making a turn, how quickly you shift lanes, and if
your lights are on. In essence, you are completely tuned in to your immediate environment. This is
mindfulness.
By contrast, mindlessness is demonstrated when you drive along a stretch of road, and before you realize
it, you have traveled 15 miles and have no idea about the stretch of road you have just driven. You
suddenly catch yourself and marvel that you didn’t have an accident because you failed to pay attention.
Mindlessness occurs when your thoughts are not in the present moment and when you tune out what is
happening. Your mental focus is on times and places other than here and now. You ignore the present
moment because your attention is focused elsewhere.

How to Be Mindful
There are four primary mental characteristics that immediately move you into a state of mindful
awareness:
•

Stop

•

Look

•

Accept

•

Savor

Let’s look at each of them individually.
Stop
The first thing that you can do to bring your focus more into the present is Stop. Stopping means turning
off a lot of the mind chatter racing endlessly like bumblebees around a hive inside your mind. Much of
your mental monologue consists of thoughts about things that aren’t happening HERE and NOW.

Stopping means consciously bringing control to those out-of-control thoughts. Remember, you have a
choice about which thoughts you think. Stopping means taking responsibility and using your power to
direct the parade of your thoughts.
This may seem like a difficult task. How do you possibly stop your stream of thoughts? Yes, it seems
impossible. But you’ve probably done it many times.
Think about a recent argument you had with someone. Once the argument was over, you may have kept
running the argument over and over in your thoughts, reliving it in your imagination. At some point,
however, you probably got to a point where you were tired of having this mental movie looping over and
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over, so you decide to hit the “stop” button. You consciously said to your thoughts, “That’s enough! I’m
through dwelling on that argument.”
Remember, you do have control. Stopping means taking the control into your hands.
Look
Once you’ve done that, the next thing you can do is Look. Looking involves paying attention to what is
happening here and now with all of your senses. It is almost a passive observing. You are getting in touch
with what you are currently experiencing, right here, right now.

The easiest way to do this is by simply moving through your senses and asking yourself, “What am I
noticing now?”
Focus your thoughts, without making judgments, on what is happening:
•

What do you see – right now?

•

What can you taste – right now?

•

What do you smell – right now?

•

What do you hear – right now?

•

What do you sense physically – right now?

•

What internal sensations do you observe – right now?

To help you do this, you might think something like, I am noticing . . . and then let your senses bring to
you whatever happens to be unfolding in the moment.
Not too long ago, I was talking with a good friend of mine, whose son is a very good golfer. He
plays for one of the local high school teams and consistently performs very well. However, when
he plays in tournaments, there are times when he finds himself thinking too much about the
outcome of the shot or the problems he encountered on the previous hole. When that happens,
and his mind races into the future or in the past, his ability to hit shots well decreases
dramatically. In a recent tournament, Mathis shot a 100 (a very poor score) on one day and shot
an 80 (a significantly better score) on the next. It had taken him 20 more strokes to complete the
same course on the first day. Obviously, his skill level hadn’t changed, but his thinking had.
Since Mathis’s golf swing mechanics are fine, he doesn’t need to worry about that part of his
game. But he does need to correct what he focuses on mentally. I suggested that when he steps
up to the ball and gets ready to hit it that he focus on things that are happening in his immediate
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environment—to just observe. For example, he could focus on the color or even the little dimples
of the golf ball. He could also focus on his breathing or on how it feels to swing the golf club or
his hands as they gently grip the club. These are all things that are part of his HERE and NOW.
Why would I suggest that he simply observe things that are unfolding moment to moment?
When the mind isn’t racing with thoughts of the future or the past, there will also be no thoughts of any
kind of threat. When there is no threat, the body will not turn on the fight-or-flight response, which
increases muscle contraction. In golf, tightening the muscles in the wrong way will invariably lead to poor
hitting. Observing passively eliminates this possibility.
Instead, the body is left to do what it has been trained to do. In this case, hit a golf ball with perfect
precision.
Here are some synonyms of Look:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watch
Observe
Notice
Pay attention
Show up
Witness
View
Stay conscious
Focus

As you do these, you remain calm.
Accept
The third mental characteristic to move into a more mindful state is to accept or eliminate your need to
judge. When you simply observe, without adding the emotional analysis of the situation, you free
yourself to see things more clearly. You do this by simply maintaining your observational state of mind.

This isn't quite as easy as it sounds. Normally, we quickly attach ourselves emotionally to how we think
things ought to be. And when things aren't turning out the way we think they should, it upsets our
mental and emotional equilibrium.
Inherent in accepting and not judging is mentally detaching from the way you think things “should” or
“ought” to be. This is especially valuable for things, people or situations over which you have no direct
control or influence.
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It's a windy rainy day outside and you had plans to have a picnic in the park with your family and
friends. You can't do anything about the fact that it is a stormy day, so when you detach from
your emotional need for the day to be a certain way, it brings you to a more mindful state.
Accepting implies saying “yes” to things as they are, embracing them, being okay that things are as they
are. Recall our focus on resistance in the Stress Prevention Workbook. When we resist something, we
want it to be different. When we accept, what shows up for us is fine, as it is.
Savor
What you focus on expands. When you focus mindfully, it expands even more. Once you release your
judgment of the thing you are focusing on, you immediately experience it with greater pleasure and
happiness. I call this savoring. Savoring simply means that you let the enjoyment of the thing that you’re
focusing on expand.
Slow down.
Stop.
Appreciate.
Stop taking things for granted!
Seize the moment!

Consider a night when you’ve been in a place where you could see the stars far more clearly,
such as in the mountains, the desert, or on the ocean. Being mindful, you stop—you cease
thinking of things that aren’t going on; you look—you put your attention on the billions of stars
above; you release your need to judge—you observe in a passive way; and then you savor the
sky—you take it all in. The more you look, the more beauty you see. The more you see the more
magnificent it becomes. These are moments when time seems to stand still; it takes your breath
away, and you are peaceful. That’s savoring.
I love the way Ken Keyes so beautifully expresses this idea. He says:
Serenity is the end—and serenity is also the means—by which you live effectively. By fully tuning
in to the now moment in your life, you will discover that you always have enough to enjoy every
moment of your life. The only reason you have not been happy every instant is that you have been
dominating your consciousness with thoughts about something you don’t have—or trying to hold
on to something that you do have but which is no longer appropriate in the present flow of your
life. Here and now is the key to the optimal interaction pattern between you and the people and
things in the world around you. —Ken Keyes
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Commonly, the feeling that accompanies savoring is gratitude. You begin to recognize that things are fine
as they are, and the more you focus on them being fine, the finer they become. You feel thankful,
appreciative, blessed for the beauty of the moment.
Consider examples of holding a newborn baby, watching the unfolding of a beautiful sunset, climbing to
the top of a mountain and taking in the view, or snorkeling amongst the variety of fish in the ocean. In
these moments, we are awestruck by the beauty and richness of the moment. We feel thankful,
satisfied, enriched.
And every moment can be like these if we pay attention. We don’t just “stop and smell the roses.”
Instead, we “stop to enjoy the wonderful smell of the roses.” That’s savoring.
Take the extra time to deliberately focus on, and be thankful for the little things, the good things that are
going well in your life, and in this moment. Those good things will expand. The more you focus on the
satisfaction of things as they are right now, the more you’ll experience satisfaction.
Remember, what you focus on expands.
When you combine these four mental tools: stopping, looking, accepting things as they are, and
savoring, you are in the perfect mental zone for mindfulness. Interestingly, the moment you move to a
mindful state, everything that is happening gets better. It expands, it becomes more interesting, and
your stress goes away.

Getting a Feel for Mindfulness
Jon Kabat-Zinn said it best:
Mindfulness involves intentionally doing only one thing at a time
and making sure I am here for it.

Mindfulness does not mean living with reckless abandon, living for the moment. It means living fully in
the moment.
Thich Nhat Hanh, a Vietnamese poet and philosopher of mindfulness, explores the process and value of
being mindful even in the most mundane of present moment activities.
For example, cleaning dishes is generally thought of as an unpleasant task, but he suggests that is simply
because we are used to thinking of it in that way. There is another, more peaceful way of looking at it:
I enjoy taking my time with each dish, being fully aware of the dish, the water, and each
movement of my hands. I know that if I hurry in order to go and have dessert, the time will be
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unpleasant, not worth living. That would be a pity, for each minute, each second of life is a
miracle. The dishes themselves, and the fact that I am here washing them are miracles! . . . If I am
incapable of washing dishes joyfully, if I want to finish them quickly so I can go and have dessert, I
will be equally incapable of enjoying my dessert. With the fork in my hands, I will be thinking
about what to do next, and the texture and the flavor of the dessert, together with the pleasure of
eating it, will be lost. I will always be dragged into the future, never able to live in the present
moment.
A few years ago, I was at Disneyland with my family. We went on a ride called California Screamin’. We
had a blast. After our turn was over and we were discussing how much fun we had, it occurred to me
why the ride was such a blast. While we were zooming through the twists and turns, the high speeds and
the upside down loops, we had no focus on the future or the past. Our only awareness was on the
exhilaration of that moment and what was happening HERE and NOW.
Imagine how silly it would be to conjure up thoughts about the future—worrying about whether or not
we would find a parking spot when we went to our hotel, or which restaurant we would go to that
evening, while we enjoyed this exciting ride. Equally absurd would be thoughts that focused on the past.
If my mind were to go in either direction, I would miss the ride completely. With my thoughts wrapped
up in images of future or past, I certainly wouldn’t be able to enjoy the thrill of the present moment.
Every possible event, from the seeming dullness of washing dishes to a thrilling roller coaster ride offers
the opportunity to choose to live fully in the present moment. When you choose to focus on the
unrealities of your past and future, you increase your likelihood for more stress. When you choose
instead to live fully in the present moment, you find life unfolds calmly and more joyfully. The choice
once again is yours.

Reflective question
Ponder the occasions when you’ve probably been mindful. Think of times, for example, when you were
in nature, or you were viewing a gorgeous sunset. The more you kept your mind on the beauty of your
experience, accepting the situation fully, not resisting it, the more peaceful you became.
Think of times when you’ve held a newborn infant in your arms, in no hurry to go anywhere else. Rather
than thinking future thoughts about how rough life is going to be for this little soul, your focus is so
completely on what you’re observing. And what happens? That moment becomes even more
meaningful, more precious, and more memorable.
Consider other times that you’ve experienced fully focusing on the present moment and the fulfilling
experience that it was for you.
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In the space provided, describe the experience thoroughly. Include a description of your feelings? Did
you want the event to last, or end quickly? Were you bored or enthralled? What else did you notice
about the occasion?

There are other common activities where, if you did them more mindfully, they would be better: more
satisfying, and less stressful. Here are just a few:
Eating – Most of us have no idea what we eat when we eat. Our thoughts tend to be on the next bite of
food or we focus on something other than the food itself. The next time you eat, be mentally present
with your meal. Enjoy every mouthful of it and watch what a different experience you have.

I invite my students to go to their favorite restaurant and enjoy their favorite meal. This
assignment has these requirements. They must go alone. They can’t bring anything else with
them such as a book or a cell phone. They must eat their meal as mindfully as possible—slowly
savoring each bite. I ask them to spend that time eating, totally engrossed in the meal, the sights,
smells, and especially the tastes.
A couple of very interesting things usually happen when the students report on their experience
of eating mindfully. The first is that, almost to a person, the students remark that they never
realized how delicious the food really is. The second is that they report eating significantly less
food. In other words, as they focused on the food, they tended to eat more slowly. As a result,
they were more tuned in to their body’s satiety levels. They recognized when they had eaten
enough.

Mindfulness Activity 1 – Learning to be Mindful through Eating
The typical way of eating is to thoughtlessly shove food into the mouth, take a few brief bites and send
those only-partly-chewed portions down to the stomach where it works overtime to break down the
food so it can be digested. It’s no wonder people get tired after a meal.
This exercise breaks that pattern of eating.
For this activity, go by yourself to a place that serves food that you love. It doesn’t matter what kind of
food or what kind of restaurant you choose. It only matters that you are by yourself and that the food is
very appealing to you.
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Experience this food mindfully. Focus on the experience of eating your food to the exclusion of
everything else. Deliberately chew your food, focusing on the taste of each bite as it combines with
your saliva, touches parts of your tongue and explodes with taste, and gets broken down bite by bite.
Focus on the joy of eating and also the miracle of allowing this food to literally become a part of you.
Tune in to all of the smells and varieties of tastes that you encounter.
If you do this in a hurry because you have seemingly more important things to do, you will have missed
the whole point. Remember, when you are acting mindfully, no moment has more importance than any
other.
Materials needed
Your favorite restaurant, your favorite meal, nothing else!
Directions
• Go to one of your favorite restaurants and order a meal you have been craving or that you love.
If you’d prefer, you could also set some time aside for yourself to make your own favorite meal.
• Make sure you are completely alone, without your friends, your cell phone, or anything that
distracts you or connects you with anyone else.
• Prior to eating the meal, observe how the meal is laid out for you. Observe the colors, smells,
etc.
• Proceed to take small bites while savoring and exploring every taste and texture. Only allow
yourself to think about what you are eating and the delicious tastes tantalizing your taste buds.
Pay attention to your stomach, how full you feel, and your satisfaction factor.
• Stop eating when you feel completely satisfied.
Reflect
After this experience, consider how it feels to actually enjoy your meal. Answer these questions in the
space provided:
•

Did you enjoy your food more than you normally do?

•

Did you eat the same amount of food as you normally do?

•

Did you feel satisfied with the meal, or did you still notice any cravings?
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•

Was there anything about this meal that wasn’t so appealing, when it usually is?

Showering—When was the last time that you really enjoyed your shower? Where is your mind when you
shower? Are you focusing on how great it feels to get a mini massage from the spray of the water? If
they’re warm drops, do you notice how the heat relaxes your muscles? Usually, our minds are thinking of
everything but the shower, so when we are done, we still feel stressed. Our mind has been focusing on
the future and the past in place of the enjoyable present moments in the shower.

Instead, just enjoy every aspect of the shower. Stay focused on what is happening. You really can’t do
anything about all of those things you are thinking about until you get out of the shower. So there is no
point in dwelling on them. Enjoy the shower
Driving—We miss so much of our environment when we drive. Most of our thoughts are on where we
are going and what’s going to happen there, or where we’ve been and everything that went on there.
Sometimes, our minds are so consumed with other places and times that we suddenly realize we have
no awareness of where we’ve been for the last ten minutes. Since you can only be where you are, you
might as well keep your mind where you are and enjoy the drive.
Talking with someone—Have you ever been talking with someone and felt like that person isn’t really
there with you? Sure, she is there physically, but you know she isn’t listening to what you are saying.
Have you noticed that sometimes you do the same thing when you are having a conversation? If you
really want to enhance your relationship with someone, be fully there! When you are having a
conversation, bring all of your awareness to the experience. Few features add more value to a
relationship than being mindful.
Falling asleep—It should take no more than a few minutes to fall asleep. Consider what you do when you
find it difficult to fall asleep. What are you thinking about as you lie there in bed waiting for sleep to
happen?

If you are like most people, your mind is racing with thoughts of things that happened today and what
you need to do tomorrow. Essentially, when you think these thoughts, you are telling your body that it
should be doing something instead of falling asleep. Remember, your body doesn’t distinguish between
an experienced event and an imagined event. As you lay there giving your body instructions to be
involved in an activity, you aren’t giving your body a directive to fall asleep.
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How do you fix this? It’s easy. Just adjust your thoughts to something that is happening here and now
while you are lying there. Focus your thoughts on things like your breath and your physical sensations.
Move your awareness slowly through your body, beginning at your feet and moving up toward your
head. Passively observe each part of your body in a slow, effortless way. You’ll soon find yourself easily
drifting off to sleep. When I’ve done this, I have never made it past my waist. I am out like a light as soon
as I change my focus from thoughts of my future and past to my present body sensations. It works every
time.

Mindfulness Activity 2—Deep Relaxation Exercise—Flowing Comfort
Background
This guided deep relaxation exercise allows you to experience profound relaxation in a very short
amount of time. Follow the instructions on the audio exactly as you hear them. The instructions will
help you prepare your environment for relaxation.
Materials Needed
A quiet secluded place to lie down; an iPod or similar mp3 playing device, headphones, and the Guided
Relaxation Exercise titled Flowing Comfort. (This guided relaxation exercise is available as a
downloadable mp3 file at this website: http://stressmanagementplace.com.
Directions
I suggest that you practice this technique at two different times of the day. Be sure to follow the
instructions on the audio file. One of the best times to practice this exercise is immediately before you
sleep at night. Make sure it is the last thing you do before you fall asleep.

The other best time to do this exercise is sometime in the afternoon, prior to your evening activities. Do
it during times when you will not be disturbed.
Allow approximately 15 minutes to complete the exercise.
Reflect
After completing Flowing Comfort, answer the questions below taking into consideration how you were
feeling regarding your stress levels.

Afternoon:
•

How did you feel before the exercise?
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•

What was your experience during the exercise?

•

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?

•

How did you feel several hours after completing the exercise?

Right before sleeping at night:
•

How did you feel before the exercise?

•

How quickly did you fall asleep?

•

How did you sleep, and how refreshed did you feel when you awakened the following morning?

•

How did this differ from a typical night’s sleep?

Sports, Hobbies, Recreational Activities—One of the reasons why we love to participate in sports,
hobbies, and recreational activities is because they are, by their nature, very mindful. We naturally focus
on the present moment while we participate. Consider a few, as examples: skiing, any kind of artistic
endeavor, sewing, most sports and athletic activities, photography, sightseeing, hiking, mountain
climbing, sailing, and the list could go on and on. Inherent in each of these pleasurable activities is a
deliberate focus on what is happening here and now.

As I mentioned before, I love to mountain bike. Just above my home are many trails that wind up the hill,
through forests, desert areas, rocky sections and even an occasional stream. Coming back down from
the top of the trails is about 2 miles of the most intense bike riding ever. I’m barreling down the hill at
about 20 miles an hour, my hands ready to hit the brakes in a moment’s notice, my eyes patched to the
upcoming changes in the winding path. If I take my focus off the trail, even for a split-second, really bad
things will happen—I’ll leave the trail, hit a loose rock, not brake quickly enough to avoid the upcoming
stump, etc. I have to stay totally in my HERE and NOW or I’m going to crash (which I’ve done a time or
two).
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As I’m flying down the hill, totally focused on the moment, the thrill of the ride expands and fills me with
such amazing contentment. I’m lost in the moment, completely connected with my bike, the hill, the
trail, and everything else in my present moment. The moment is savored!
These and many other examples show how, by being mindful, you are able to enjoy the situation more,
and stress about it less.

Additional Qualities of Mindfulness
Let’s go a bit deeper to explore more ways to enhance your state of mindfulness. Developing these five
qualities can help you cultivate a more mindful approach to life.
Beginner's Mind
The beginner’s mind is essentially thinking like a child. It is a process of observing the world around you
in a manner of curiosity, interest, and joy, rather than with resistance, and thinking everything is a false
emergency. This means you look at the present moment, see what is in it, and experience it completely.
Mindfulness suggests openness in how you observe experiences, rather than through the filters of your
own beliefs, assumptions, expectations, and desires. It involves seeing things, “as if for the first time.”

You can regain the quality of beginner’s mind by returning to a more childlike way of being (this is how
you were when you were young). Little children look at the present moment, see what’s in it, and
experience it fully.
Consider how silly it would seem to us if we heard a child carry on with the following rant, “Oh my
goodness. I’m so worried about having to go play with Tommy later today. He’s probably going to make
me jump on his trampoline! And then I’m going to have to eat some food! And why did I look at Susan
that way! She probably thinks I’m such a loser!”
They don’t think that way, and neither should you.
Jerold Jampolsky captures the essence of a Beginner’s mind with these thoughts:
I have often thought that we have much to learn from infants. They have not yet adapted to the
concept of linear time with a past, present, and future. They relate only to the immediate present, to
right now. . . As we become older, we tend to accept the adult values which emphasize projecting
past learning into the present and anticipated future. It is difficult for most of us to have even the
slightest question about the validity of our past–present–future concepts. We believe that the past
will continue to repeat itself in the present and future without the possibility of change. Consequently,
we believe we are living in a fearful world where, sooner or later, there will be suffering, frustration,
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conflict, depression, and illness. —Jerold Jampolsky
Non-Judging
Non-judging is basically making an emotionally detached observation. When you observe your
surroundings without forming a judgment, applying expectations, or analyzing the situation, you
experience increased awareness. Detached observation happens when you passively notice, without
adding judgments to what you’re noticing, based on your beliefs, expectations, and preconceptions.

Your friend is having a rough day. You text her and ask if she would like to go to lunch. She texts
back that she doesn’t have time for you or lunch.
The reality of this situation (what is happening) is she said some words to you about not having
time to go have lunch together. Normally you might begin to create several inaccurate
assumptions about what those words mean. “How could she be so rude?" "It's the last time I try
to help her with anything."
In reality, her anger had nothing to do with you, but your mind still fills with all sorts of
judgments about her and your relationship with her.
It’s important to simply drop the need to have those thoughts race through your mind. You must
consciously put an end to those inaccurate streams of thoughts. It may even require saying the word
“stop” to yourself.

Perhaps you have repeatedly relived an argument you had with someone and you finally decide you
don’t want that “movie” playing on your mental screen any longer. Remind yourself that this argument
took place in the past. It doesn’t exist now except when you choose to think about it. Say, “stop,” and
then focus on what is here and now. This is possible to do with any set of thoughts that aren’t to your
liking or are causing you to feel threatened. You may have to work at this until you get the hang of it. The
more you practice, the easier it becomes.
Non-Striving
Non-Striving suggests that giving up our need to change or do anything will help us to be content with
just “being.” Thus, one is content in experiencing life without the urge to be actively involved in the
process of “doing” something. You let go of wanting something else to happen. You are content with
being.

It has been said that we might more aptly be called “human doings” rather than human beings, as most
of us are more inclined to be doing than being. Alan Watts captured this idea perfectly with the following
comment:
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No one imagines that a symphony is supposed to improve in quality as it goes along, or that the
whole object of playing it is to reach the finale. The point of music is discovered in every moment
of playing and listening to it. It is the same, I feel, with the greater part of our lives, and if we are
unduly absorbed in improving them we may forget altogether to live them.
Non-attachment
Non-attachment is refraining from identifying with objects that are of personal interest to us. It is a
process of letting go. Therefore, you allow things to be as they are. This important aspect of mindfulness
involves resisting the need to cling emotionally to anything—ideas, events, or periods of time to which
you are commonly attached. Let me clarify this idea with an experience I had.

This concept of being mindful hit me with such power on one particular occasion that it literally
changed my entire outlook on life. I was in the middle of my work on my bachelor's degree, and I
was preparing to take a major test for one of my classes. Much of my grade for the class, and
ultimately for succeeding in my major, depended on this test. I studied like a madman for days. I
thought I knew everything I needed to know. The day came to take the test. I parked my car and
walked to the Campus Testing Center (Talk about stress; 300 people in a large room, all doing
nothing but taking tests.). I arrived at the place where I gave the person my ID card. I got my test
and scantron (the sheet where I put the answers to all of the test questions) and found a desk
where I would spend the next few hours. It was a tough test, but I was confident I knew the
material and would do well. Finally, I finished and went to the place where I gave the person my
completed exam. I waited a few minutes to get my results.
Sheer anger, horror, and anguish all struck me at once when I saw that I had gotten a D on this
test. I was so upset. How could this professor have been so evil? I can’t stay in the major with a D!
What was I going to do now? These, and a thousand similar sounding questions and derogatory
remarks, flew through my head like a flood gushing down a steep mountainside. I was in deep
despair. This was really bad. My future suddenly looked bleak.
As I walked back to my car in this very sour state, I happened to look up. It was late October and
the trees were in their autumn mode of changing colors. Off in the distance, to the west, the sun
was setting. Its reflection was bouncing off the large lake that rested on the other side of the city.
Looking to the east, I saw the hues of light from the setting sun bouncing off the enormous
mountains in a way that made them appear beautiful red and gold. Mother Nature offered me a
truly spectacular sight that afternoon.
At that moment, I caught myself in my tirade of angry thoughts. It occurred to me that I had a
choice. I could continue to work myself up into frenzy over a test that was in the past and worry
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myself sick about my now uncertain future, or I could stop and watch this beautiful scene of
dazzling colors, of trees, mountains, a lake, the sunset, and unparalleled beauty that was
unfolding in front of me.
For the next twenty minutes, I sat and watched one of the most beautiful evenings I had ever
seen. It was a spectacular event in every way. (Curiously, it's a scene that happens every day, with
some variation—I just never stopped to look.)
After it was over, I walked to my car feeling incredibly peaceful. I was different. Really. The joy of
the sunset had replaced the anger and fear I felt previously. The stress was gone. I somehow knew
that everything would turn out fine—which it did—as it usually does.

Being Mindful All the Time
Now that you have a pretty clear understanding of what it means to be mindful and how to be more
mindful, let’s explore ways that you can practice being more mindful so that it starts becoming a habit
for you. Being mindful is like exercising a muscle. The more you use it, the stronger it gets.
Try these, and be especially careful to notice how you feel.

Pay attention to things that are happening around you. Rather than thinking about so many things,
try simply observing all that is showing up for you in your experience. Just watch, without concern
for how you think things ought to be. Observe how things are. Do this with all your senses. Notice all
the sounds, the different things to see, the textures to touch and feel, the varieties of smells. Be
careful to avoid making judgments of what is unfolding before you.
Write down what you observed.

When you are involved in, or notice others engaging in, situations with heightened emotion, step
back and simply become an observer rather than becoming emotionally involved in the incident.
Become a passive observer, watching what is happening, rather than diving in and getting overly
worked up. As you do this, notice that you are much more able to solve problems calmly rather than
to create bigger problems by adding to the drama.
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Consciously speak to yourself, saying something like: “In this moment I allow myself to be here now. I
cannot be anywhere else right now, nor can I be in my past or future, so I choose to relax and enjoy
what is happening, here and now.”
Write down any differences you notice in your experiences.

Here are some other ideas to increase mindfulness

• Change your normal routines slightly. Go to school a different way than you normally do. Bike
rather than walk to a close destination. Shop at a different supermarket or drugstore. Eat at a
restaurant where you have never eaten before. Each time you experience these out-of-theordinary occasions, you open yourself up to new and exciting ways of experiencing life.
•

If you find yourself in a setting that is mundane or always the same, take time to rearrange
things. For example, change the layout of your bedroom or other rooms in your house.

•

Take “mindfulness breaks” in which you do nothing but engage yourself in a certain place and
time. Nature is an excellent place to practice mindfulness breaks because it offers so much to
tune into and experience. The variety, along with the slower pace of nature, adds to our
sense of enjoying the moment more fully. Try an “emotional walk-about” in which you walk
without caring where you are going and with no purpose in mind other than to be present in
the moment.

•

Try a new sport or hobby. Totally engage yourself in learning a new skill. But don’t try to excel
at it. Just do it for the sheer fun of doing it.

Write down any impressions, intuitions or insights you had when you tried these activities mindfully.
What about Planning?
Wait a minute, you say. Shouldn’t we focus on the future and decide how we would like that future to
look? If we always have our focus on the present, we’ll never make plans for things we’d like to happen
in the future. Right?

Here’s my favorite definition of planning: Planning involves bringing future events into the present so
appropriate control can be applied.
When you plan for the future, it is a very present moment, here and now activity. In your planning, you
spend this moment preparing for a future moment. In the Stress Prevention workbook, we explore some
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ideas for how planning and time management might look. Planning, done properly, does not turn on the
stress response.

Planning is a lot different than worrying.
When you worry, you send your mind out to a future event, and you include uncomfortable or painful
aspects of that imagined future event. This type of thinking turns on the stress response.
Here’s an example comparing planning to worrying.
Let’s pretend that you have been asked to prepare a party for a friend who is getting married. It’s
going to be a special occasion and you want everyone to have a terrific time.
Planning for this party would involve many of these activities: determining who will come; where
the party will take place; who will supply the food; who will decorate the place; how much is
everything going to cost; who will pay for everything, and so on.
Here and Now versus Worrying

All of these activities revolve around a future event, but you can only do the things to prepare for
the event in your here and now moments. When you call the decorator, it will be “now” while
you make the call. When you plan the various costs, again, it will be “now” while you plan them.
These require your thoughts to be fully present to make the best decisions about the party.
Worry thoughts about the party, on the other hand, might include such future-oriented thoughts
as, “What if everyone doesn’t come?” “What if the people who do come don’t like the food?” “If
I wear that dress and someone else wears the same one, I’ll be really embarrassed.”
Can you see the difference?
When you plan, you do things in the present that are designed to make a future moment turn out in a
planned-for, controlled way. You have no perception of threat or danger.

Your worry thoughts, on the other hand, relate to things, situations or circumstances over which you
have very little control and you can’t do anything about right now. They also usually contain perceived
discomfort—something bad is going to happen. When you combine these aspects, your nervous system
gets the message that bad things are happening now and the stress response kicks in.
Worrying takes you away from the present-moment enjoyment. Planning is a useful present-moment,
here and now activity that helps make future moments of the present fulfilling, satisfying, and enjoyable.
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Mindfulness vs. Multitasking
Have you ever awakened in the middle of the night suddenly realizing that you made a mistake or forgot
to do something the day before? Isn’t it crazy that you can go all day and not think of something
important, and then at 2:56 a.m., it hits you like a brick?

But what can you do about it at 2:56 am? You know you won’t be able to take care of it until morning,
but that isn’t going to help you fall back asleep. As a matter of fact, if you are like most people, it will
keep you awake thinking about it—and be worrying.
To fix this, we must look at why this happens in the first place.
In our society, we have fallen hard for the myth that we are more productive when we are multitasking.
It is normal for many of us to talk on the phone, transact a business deal, drive, eat, and listen to the
radio all at the same time.
But our conscious mind is not like our subconscious mind, which really does know how to multitask. Our
subconscious mind can direct the body to process thousands of bits of sensory data, digest food, adjust a
heart rate, create a baby, fight off hundreds of pathogens, grow hair, fall in love, rid the body of toxins,
replicate cells, and monitor the movements of the moon –all at the same time.
Our conscious mind on the other hand, which is also a very powerful entity, functions differently. It is
more effective when it does ONE thing at a time.
Researchers have found that multitasking actually slows the brain down because when we multitask we
are not really doing several activities at once; we are really fluctuating back and forth between those
activities. As you can imagine there are real problems that occur when we switch back and forth
between too many things.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We miss important details.
We lose productivity in the transition time between activities.
We forget things.
We are not fully committed, involved, or useful in each activity.
We get distracted easily.

Multitasking causes problems in the workplace, too. Microsoft found that when their employees were
interrupted by email or instant message, it took them about 15 minutes to get back into their work
groove. That is a lot of lost productivity per day.
If you think about it, you’ve probably seen this happen in many different ways.
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Imagine a person listening to her friend on the phone while peeling carrots. For a while, she is sort of
listening. She has learned to respond automatically when her friend pauses, saying things like "yes,"
"great," and "uh huh." But her attention is going back and forth between the conversation and making
sure peels end up in the garbage can. Inevitably, when the other person says something interesting, she
has to stop peeling the carrots for a moment so she can really pay attention.
Have you ever wondered why your kids have to ask you things several times? It might be that you are
trying to do too many things at once, and your brain, which can only focus on one thing at a time, has
learned to tune them out.
The same goes for working on a report while watching T.V., talking while you are eating, or driving a car
when you are thinking about that big presentation you have to make next week. You end up getting to
work okay, but you can’t remember parts of the drive. You’ve been fluctuating again.
So how do we become truly attentive and productive? By being mindful.
When we are mindful, we completely experience the food, the drive, the conversation. We choose to
devote our attention to one thing at a time (since that is all we really can do). We choose to be more
focused, more attentive, more productive.
I realized that was the reason I woke up the other night.
I had been in a conversation earlier that day but was "busy" doing several other things. I didn't realize
what I had missed—what the other person needed—until hours later at 2:56 a.m.
That was when my mind had stopped “doing things” long enough to really get something done. It had
stopped fluctuating and transitioning and had started processing instead.
Have you ever wondered why your best thoughts tend to come when you are in the shower? Or why
things suddenly occur to you while in your sleep? Or why you feel so inspired when you are watching a
sunset?
This happens because, for a moment, you are consciously in the present moment. There is not a lot of
multi-tasking when you are relaxing in a shower. When we live in the moment, we naturally become
more productive.
Mindfulness is not only a powerful stress management technique, it is a powerful time management
technique. And even more cool, it is the only way to truly experience life.
Focusing on what you are doing now means not missing out on the present to the things that need to be
done in the future or what should have been done in the past. It means getting back those lost 15
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minutes of transition time. It means building better relationships with those you care about. It means
more creativity, more inspiration, more productivity, and yes far fewer sleepless nights.

In Summary
Mindfulness can be described as a state of being attentive to and aware of what is taking place in the
present and soaking up as much of the present as possible. Essentially, it is present moment awareness.
Mindfulness is the process of learning how to be with all of life’s experiences while being less
judgmental, resistive, and reactive.
The Truths of the mind that support mindfulness are these:

•

You can only focus on one thing at a time.

•

You are always free to think anything you choose.

•

You can only directly experience this moment, right here, right now.

•

There is no stress in the present moment, except for very rare occasions (less than 1% of the
time). HERE and NOW is a stress-free place.

•

When you bring your attention to the present moment—HERE and NOW—you get peace … and
relaxation.

Mindfulness approaches are not considered relaxation techniques. Rather, they are a set of mental
characteristics used to reduce vulnerability to reactive, stress-inducing modes of thinking.
The opposite of Mindfulness is Mindlessness. Mindlessness occurs when your thoughts are not in the
present moment such as when you tune out what is happening in your here and now. When that
happens, stress is a real possibility. When you stay mindful, stress becomes very unlikely.
You arrive at the state of mindfulness through four mental activities:

•

Stop

•

Look

•

Accept

•

Savor

The easiest way to do this is by keeping your awareness on the ever-unfolding input immediately and
always available to you through your senses.
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To assist you in cultivating mindfulness as a way of being, keep in mind these characteristics of a mindful
person:
•

Beginner’s Mind

•

Non-judging

•

Non-striving

•

Non-attachment

Be sure to practice the activities found in this Workbook to help you hone your mindfulness skills.
Ultimately, you will find that mindfulness is another mental muscle that you can develop. The stronger it
becomes, the more you’ll enjoy every single moment of your life.
And now you understand why I told Phillip to enjoy his yogurt, at the beginning of this workbook, as the
best solution when he was feeling so stressed.
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Essential Quotes on Mindfulness
Over the years, I’ve come upon many brilliant thoughts, ideas, or stories that other people have said
about mindfulness. I have included some of them earlier, but I couldn’t finish this Workbook without
including a few more delicious gems for you to savor. Enjoy.

Enjoying the Strawberries
In the Orient, there is a story of a samurai who is being chased by a bear. He literally runs off a cliff. As
he’s falling, he grabs a branch. He looks up and sees the bear leaning over the cliff, clawing at his head,
missing only by inches. As he looks down to the ground below, only about fifteen feet, he sees a lion
leaping up, missing his feet only by inches. As he looks at the branch he is clutching, he sees two
groundhogs gnawing away at it. He watches as his lifeline disappears, bite by bite.
As he takes a deep, long breath, he notices, next to his ranch, a clump of wild strawberries. In the midst
of the clump is a great, red, juicy strawberry. With his one free hand, he reaches over, picks the
strawberry, puts it in his mouth, chews it slowly, and says, "Ah—delicious, the best strawberry I've ever
tasted in my whole life." —Chinese proverb

Good Fortune?
There is a Zen story about a peasant farmer who owned a beautiful horse desired by all others. One day
it disappeared. When all the villagers remarked on his bad luck, he calmly replied, "Maybe so, maybe
not." A few days later the horse returned, leading a herd of fine wild horses. All the villagers came to
congratulate the man for his good fortune. “Maybe so, maybe not,” he said. A week later, his only son
was thrown and crippled while training the horses. When the villagers again remarked on his bad luck,
he calmly replied, "Maybe so, maybe not." Within a week, a frivolous war was declared by the emperor
and all young men, save the farmer’s son, were forced into battle and none returned.

Star Wars
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One of the Jedi Masters in the Star Wars films clues us into this notion of mindfulness. The trainee ObiWan is talking with his Master Qui-Gon during a seemingly tense moment. Qui-Gon gives him some
wise advice about the mind and where to focus.
OBI-WAN: I have a bad feeling about this.
QUI-GON: I don't sense anything.
OBI-WAN: It's not about the mission, Master; it's something...elsewhere...elusive.
QUI-GON: Don't center on your anxiety, Obi-Wan. Keep your concentration here and now where it
belongs.
OBI-WAN: Master Yoda says I should be mindful of the future...
QUI-GON: .....but not at the expense of the moment.

Today, like every other day,
We wake up empty and frightened.
Don't open the door to the study and begin reading.
Take down a musical instrument.
Let the beauty we love be what we do.
There are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the ground. — Rumi

Ten thousand flowers in spring,
The moon in autumn,
A cool breeze in summer,
Snow in the winter,
If your mind is not clouded by unnecessary things,
This is the best season of your life. —Wu-men, 12th-century Chinese scholar
Wherever you go, there you are. —Jon Kabat-Zinn
Man looks without seeing, listens without hearing, touches without feeling, eats without tasting, moves
without physical awareness, inhales without awareness of odour or fragrance and talks without thinking.
—Leonardo da Vinci
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Mountains should be climbed with as little effort as possible and without desire. The reality of your own
nature should determine the speed. If you become restless, speed up. If you become winded, slow down.
You climb the mountain in equilibrium between restlessness and exhaustion. Then, when you're no longer
thinking ahead, each footstep isn't just a means to an end but a unique event in itself. This leaf has
jagged edges. This rock looks loose. From this place, the snow is less visible, even though closer. These are
the things you should notice anyway. To live only for some future goal is shallow. It's the sides of the
mountain that sustain life, not the top. —Robert Pirsig
The greatest lapses in concentration come when we allow our minds to project what is about to happen
or to dwell on what has already happened. How easily the mind absorbs itself in the world of what-ifs.
"What if I lose this point?" it thinks; "then I'll be behind 5–3 on his serve. If I don't break his serve, then I'll
have lost the first set and probably the match. I wonder what Martha will say when she hears I lost to
George." At this point, it is not uncommon for the mind to lapse into a little fantasy about Martha's
reaction to hearing the news that you have lost to George. Meanwhile, back in the now, the score is still
3–4, 30–40, and you are barely aware that you are on the court; conscious energy you need to perform
at your peak in the now has been leaking into an imagined future. —Timothy Gallway
You must live in the present, launch yourself on every wave, find your eternity in each moment. Fools
stand on their island opportunities and look toward another land. There is no other land, there is no other
life but this. —Henry David Thoreau
The point of the journey is not to arrive. —Neil Peart
Let him who would enjoy a good future waste none of his present. —Roger Babson
Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could do; some blunders and absurdities
have crept in; forget them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day; you shall begin it serenely and
with too high a spirit to be encumbered with your old nonsense. —Ralph Waldo Emerson
Only the day dawns to which we are awake. —Thoreau
The quality of each of our present moments is inversely proportional to our need and hurry to get to a
future one. —Olpin
When you come to the bridge, cross it … but not sooner. —Olpin
You can observe a lot by watching. —Yogi Berra
A coward dies a thousand deaths, a hero dies but one. —Shakespeare
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All that is important is this one moment … Make the moment vital and worth living. Do not let it slip
away. —Martha Graham – Mother of Modern Dance
Do one thing at a time and live in that moment. And when the next thing comes, go to the next moment
and do that thing next. —Buddha
Two monks were walking through the woods when they came upon a woman standing by a stream.
"Please Sir, would you kindly help me across the stream?” she asked. One monk silently nodded his head,
hoisted the woman upon his back, and walked across the stream with her. She bowed, thanked him, and
walked on. The two monks watched her walk out of sight and then continued on their journey. Many
miles and hours later the monk who had not carried the woman said, "I've been thinking, how could you
have touched that woman? You know our order frowns upon touching women." The other monk smiled
and said, "Oh, you mean that woman way back there? I put her down a long time ago. Why are you still
carrying her?" —Zen proverb
I’m an old man and I have known a great many troubles, but most of them never happened. —Mark
Twain
Life can be found only in the present moment. The past is gone, the future is not yet here, and if we do
not go back to ourselves in the present moment, we cannot be in touch with life. —Thich Nhat Hanh
Forever is composed of nows. —Emily Dickinson
With the past, I have nothing to do; nor with the future. I live now. —Ralph Waldo Emerson
Mindfulness happens when you focus on here and now without any opinion or judgment. You simply
notice what is happening and what you are experiencing, both internally and externally, without thinking
much about it—just experiencing and noticing. Mindfulness is being completely absorbed in the here and
now; your attention is completely on the task at hand.
When you live more mindfully you simply notice things as they are. You don’t think about what if’s and if
only’s. You simply look, watch and listen without analyzing or judging. Living mindfully allows you to see
the present moment and experience it fully. –Olpin
It's not what if, it's what now. —Author Unknown
Having spent the better part of my life trying either to relive the past or experience the future before it
arrives, I have come to believe that in between these two extremes is peace. —Author Unknown
You can clutch the past so tightly to your chest that it leaves your arms too full to embrace the present. —
Jan Glidewell
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If you have one eye on yesterday, and one eye on tomorrow, you're going to be cockeyed today. —Author
Unknown
Nothing is worth more than this day. —Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
The living moment is everything. —D.H. Lawrence
Rejoice in the things that are present; all else is beyond thee. —Montaigne
Nothing ever gets anywhere. The earth keeps turning round and gets nowhere. The moment is the only
thing that counts. —Jean Cocteau
Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a mystery. And today? Today is a gift. That's why we call it the present.
—Babatunde Olatunji
I have realized that the past and future are real illusions, that they exist in the present, which is what
there is and all there is. —Alan Watts

Practicing Mindfulness
What follows are several activities that will help you work your mindfulness muscle and make it strong.
I suggest that you try each one of them just as they are described. Stay focused, as you do. You’ll be
amazed at how different you feel, as you do them.

Mindfulness Activity 3 – Being Fully Mindful

Background
Psychologists tell us that we normally take in as little as 1% of all of the stimuli that are available to us in
any given moment. The primary reason for this is because we simply aren't paying attention. Our
thoughts are constantly on other things, other places, the future, the past, people and situations that
aren't with us, right here, right now. Many of those thoughts involve ideas of worry, fear, judgment, guilt,
anger, and a whole host of other threat-filled thoughts.
These are the thoughts that initiate the stress response.

Focusing on the present moment has a profound impact on stress. When you observe what is, in a nonjudgmental way, your mind does NOT focus on all the stressful thoughts. (Remember, you can only focus
on one thing at a time.) As a natural result, you become profoundly peaceful and calm.
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This activity helps you tune in to the other 99% of the stimuli that your senses may not be processing.
Materials needed
This can be done anywhere. You will need a pen and some paper.
Directions
During this activity, go somewhere completely by yourself. It doesn’t matter where you go to do this. You
can do this activity virtually anywhere, but somewhere outdoors may be more appealing. However,
wherever you go, do NOT talk to anyone during this assignment.
No speaking allowed!

•
•
•
•
•
•

For about an hour, do nothing but observe. (Yes, that sounds like a long time, but you’ll be very
surprised to discover how quickly time flies when you do this.)
Begin each moment with these words, "I am noticing ..." And then finish the sentence with
whatever your senses bring to your awareness.
Don’t look for anything—just look and simply observe.
Use all of your senses to experience mindfully what has always been here and now, but you may
have missed because your thoughts were focused on some other time and somewhere else.
If you find yourself getting bored or resisting the process, just begin again by stopping the mindchatter, looking and noticing what shows up through your senses, and then continue.
Remind yourself that you have set aside this time for this assignment. There is nothing else you
can do about anything else during this time so don’t be distracted by those thoughts. Focus on
what is here and now.

Reflect
After you are done, spend some time summarizing your experience by answering the following
questions:
•

What setting did you select for your mindfulness activity? Why?

•

What were some of the main things that you observed, especially those things you wouldn’t
normally notice?

•

What did you notice about your thoughts?
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•

What did you notice about your feelings?

•

What did you notice about your stress levels as you immersed yourself fully in your experience?

•

What insights did you gain about yourself and about mindfulness as you were practicing being
mindful?

An Additional Thought on Mindfulness Meditation by Jon Kabat-Zinn
When most people hear the word meditation, they often think of transcendental meditation or similar
practices used to evoke the relaxation response. In these approaches you focus attention on one thing,
usually the sensation of breath leaving and entering your body or a mantra (a special sound or phrase
you repeat silently to yourself). Anything else that comes into your mind during meditation is seen as a
distraction to be disregarded. These practices can give rise to very deep states of calmness and stability
of attention. They are known as the concentration, or "one-pointed," type of meditation—what Buddhists
call shamatha or samadhi practices.
Mindfulness is the other major classification of meditation practices, known as vipassana, or insight
meditation. In the practice of mindfulness, you begin by utilizing one-pointed attention to cultivate
calmness and stability, but then you move beyond that by introducing a wider scope to the observing, as
well as an element of inquiry. When thoughts or feelings come up in your mind, you don't ignore them or
suppress them, nor do you analyze or judge their content. Rather, you simply note any thoughts as they
occur as best you can and observe them intentionally but nonjudgmentally, moment by moment, as the
events in the field of your awareness.
Paradoxically, this inclusive noting of thoughts that come and go in your mind can lead you to feel less
caught up in them and give you a deeper perspective on your reaction to everyday stress and pressures.
By observing your thoughts and emotions as if you had taken a step back from them, you can see much
more clearly what is actually on your mind. You can see your thoughts arise and recede one after another.
You can note the content of your thoughts, the feelings associated with them, and your reactions to
them. You might become aware of agendas, attachments, likes and dislikes, and inaccuracies in your
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ideas. You can gain insight into what drives you, how you see the world, who you think you are--insight
into your fears and aspirations.
The key to mindfulness is not so much what you choose to focus on but the quality of the awareness that
you bring to each moment. It is very important that it be nonjudgmental--more of a silent witnessing, a
dispassionate observing, than a running commentary on your inner experience. Observing without
judging, moment by moment, helps you see what is on your mind without editing or censoring it, without
intellectualizing it or getting lost in your own incessant thinking.
It is this investigative, discerning observation of whatever comes up in the present moment that is the
hallmark of mindfulness and differentiates it most from other forms of meditation. The goal of
mindfulness is for you to be more aware, more in touch with life and with whatever is happening in your
own body and mind at the time it is happening--that is, in the present moment. If you are experiencing a
distressing thought or feeling or actual physical pain in any moment, you resist the impulse to try to
escape the unpleasantness; instead, you attempt to see it clearly as it is and accept it because it is
already present in this moment.
Acceptance, of course, does not mean passivity or resignation. On the contrary, by fully accepting what
each moment offers, you open yourself to experiencing life much more completely and make it more
likely that you will be able to respond effectively to any situation that presents itself. Acceptance offers a
way to navigate life's ups and downs--what Zorba the Greek called "the full catastrophe"--with grace, a
sense of humor, and perhaps some understanding of the big picture, what I like to think of as wisdom.
One way to envision how mindfulness works is to think of the mind as the surface of a lake or ocean.
There are always waves, sometimes big, sometimes small. Many people think the goal of meditation is to
stop the waves so that the water will be flat, peaceful, and tranquil--but that is not so. The true spirit of
mindfulness practice is illustrated by a poster someone once described to me of a 70-ish yogi, Swami
Satchidananda, in full white beard and flowing robes, atop a surfboard and riding the waves off a
Hawaiian beach. The caption read: "You can't stop the waves, but you can learn to surf." —Mind/Body
Medicine, 1993 by Jon Kabat-Zinn

Activity 4—Meditative Exercise: Internal Mindfulness—Thought Watching

Background
This activity allows you to experience mindful meditation, which can be profoundly relaxing and very
insightful.
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Here are a few things to consider as you practice thought-watching:

•

You aren’t your thoughts; you are the one having the thoughts.

•

It is your distracting mind chatter that prevents a clear channel to intuition.

•

When you do this on your own, have a notebook by your side because intuition (inspiration)
happens in the spaces between thoughts.

•

Eugene Pascal wrote, "All of man’s troubles stem from his inability to sit quietly in a room
alone."

To enjoy deep mindfulness and experience profound quietness of mind, you can learn to be still and "sit
quietly in a room alone." Only in the stillness can you hear your intuition. This type of meditation is a
powerful way to become still.
Materials needed
You will need to find a quiet room with dim lighting and a comfortable chair to sit on; a notebook and
pen to write down thoughts and insights.
Directions
Close your eyes and sit quietly in your chair. As you do this, go inside your mind and simply watch your
thoughts as they come and go. Be present with the thoughts, allowing them to enter and leave. Just
observe. If your mind wanders or gets caught up in your thoughts, simply bring your awareness back to
being an observer of all of your mental chatter, as it occurs to you to do so.
The important thing to keep in mind, as you do this, is do not get frustrated with the process, and don’t
try too hard to make it happen. Simply step into the observer role and watch what develops.
After about 10 minutes of this practice, slowly return to eyes open and fully alert.
Reflect

Answer these questions as you reflect on your experience of mindful meditation:
•

What did you notice as you practiced mindful meditation?
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•

Did your thoughts become quieter, or did it feel like the noise increased?

•

Did you have any insights or interesting ideas that “popped” into your mind while you
meditated?

•

Regarding your stress levels, how did you feel while you meditated?

•

Regarding your stress levels, how did you feel when you were done meditating?

Activity 5—Mindful Hearing and Touch
Background
The purpose of this activity is to allow you to experience mindfulness primarily through the senses of
hearing and touch. When you lose your sense of sight, your other senses work harder to bring the
environment to you. When you mindfully focus on your other senses, stress turns off and other, more
pleasant emotions take its place.
Materials Needed
You will need a blindfold and an open area where there are a variety of obstacles, such as a children’s
playground. You will need to have a good friend with you who can make sure you stay safe during this
activity.
Duration of Activity
At least 25–30 minutes, or as long as you would like to do it.
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Directions
Once you have found an ideal place with lots of safe obstacles, put on your blindfold. It is a good idea
to have someone you trust watch you as you do this to make sure you stay safe but refrain from
communicating with your friend while you do this activity. In this safe place, you do nothing but walk
around and touch and hear everything you can.
Spend 30 minutes getting totally involved with the experience. Focus on discovery. Pretend you are a
curious blind child exploring some interesting place for the first time.
Reflect
Once you are finished and have had some time to think about your experience, consider the following
and answer these questions:
•

What was the primary focus of your thoughts as you were moving through each moment,
observing without your eyesight?

•

Did you notice a lot of future/past thinking or were your thoughts more focused on the present
moment?

•

Did you feel interested and curious, or resistant and anxious?

•

What did you notice about your other senses? Did they come alive more than usual?
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•

How grateful did you become for being able to see, once you were done?

•

Did you feel more or less stressed while doing the activity?

•

Did you feel more or less stressed after you finished the activity?
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An Action Plan that Guarantees Results
Gumption
At times we all need a little gumption. What is gumption, you ask? Gumption is the emotional state you
possess when you find yourself moving off the couch, putting on your running shoes and stepping out
the door, excited for the upcoming workout. Gumption is that eagerness to accomplish the next big item
on your to-do list. Gumption is that sensation that says, "I feel motivated to do this - now!"

What does gumption have to do with your stress?
Having gumption means that you feel ready and enthusiastic; to do the things we’ve talked about in
these workbooks. Hopefully, you feel a lot of gumption right now.
The exciting news is you are already far ahead of most people who wish they could do something about
their stress. You have already read, studied and tried quite a few new things that most people don’t even
know about.
Self-Efficacy
A large part of gumption involves confidence in your ability to successfully carry out a specific behavior
or activity. We call this type of confidence “self-efficacy.” When you succeed in doing something, you
tend to increase in your sense of self-efficacy. You feel more confident that you will be successful again.

Gumption and self-efficacy work together. The more confident you feel about succeeding, the more
gumption you’ll have. The more gumption you have, the more confident you’ll feel.
So let me ask you a question or two.
First, on a gumption scale from 1-10, how would you rate your current level of gumption toward really
doing something about your stress? (A score of 1 would mean you have very little if any gumption. A
score of 10 would mean you’re jam-packed with gumption.)
Second, on a self-efficacy scale from 1-10, how would you rate your current level of self-efficacy for
reducing or eliminating your stress? (A score of 1 would mean you have very little if any self-efficacy—
you’re not confident at all that you’ll succeed. A score of 10 would mean that you have very high selfefficacy—you’re extremely confident you’ll succeed.)
Now add the two scores together.
Scores from 14-20
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Usually, scores in this range indicate you have a high level of gumption and self-efficacy. You have what is
needed to initiate change and get moving in the right direction for success in your new goals and less
stressful living.
Scores less than 14

Was your combined scored less than 14? This might indicate that you don’t feel quite ready to move
forward with these lifestyle changes.
Creating change is sometimes a challenge because many of us fear change. Sometimes people are afraid
they will fail. Sometimes they feel too comfortable with the way things are; change can be difficult. So
getting started can seem intimidating. It might seem challenging to get up your gumption, at first.
How to Increase Gumption and Self-efficacy

You can increase your sense of gumption and self-efficacy by keeping a clear picture in mind of the
desired outcomes you want to achieve, rather than focusing on the obstacles that you think might keep
you from getting there. Stay focused on what you do want, rather than what you don’t want.
For example, when you think about all your stress that you want to eliminate from your life, keep
your mind carefully focused on how things will be when you are stress-free, rather than how
much you want to get rid of your stress. Remember our discussion in the Stress Prevention
Workbook on the benefits of visualization and mental rehearsal. Really focus on and experience
the feelings of joy and peace you have when you live a low stress and stress-free life.
Also, recall our discussion on resistance—that which you resist tends to persist. Don't try to get
rid of your stress. That will make the stress persist. Instead, focus on the desirable outcome. Keep
your mind on the end goal. See yourself happily enjoying this relaxed, peaceful way of life. This
will increase your gumption and self-efficacy.
Maintaining gumption isn’t as much of a challenge. The reason is once you start enjoying the feeling of
less stress in your life, you’ll get addicted to feeling better. You’ll want it to continue and you’ll feel
confident you can make it continue.
Keys to Success

I want you to be successful. I want you to heal. I want you to feel a lot better. I know you can. But it takes
more than a surge in gumption and self-efficacy to solidify success. Just the motivation and confidence
to make things better is not going to make the stress go away.
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In addition to gumption and self-efficacy, there are two other qualities that you will need to nurture in
order to be successful with permanent stress management. One is courage. The other is consistency.
Courage

Sometimes it’s a bit of a challenge to think or do things differently, especially when you have spent most
of your life thinking and doing things the way that you do. You have to have the courage to examine
where you are, why you are there, and where you want to be. You need the courage to be open-minded
to try new things, even if it feels a bit awkward at first.
You also need the courage to be willing to try things that may seem strange to other people. Spending
fifteen minutes meditating or twenty minutes doing yoga might look awfully silly to those who don't
understand the value of these activities. They might try to persuade you that it’s a waste of time, or they
might laugh at you for doing new things. You need to have the courage to do the activities anyway.
Remember what we learned about getting out of our comfort zone? It takes courage to do that, to
expand. But when you do, you will never want to go back.
Consistency

It has been said that the successful individual is the person who is willing to DO the things the
unsuccessful person is not willing to do. This is certainly true with stress management. The successful
manager of stress is the person who not only tries the things I share with you in these workbooks but is
willing to do them consistently, every day.
Turning off the stress response, when it has been chronically activated for such a long time, doesn’t
happen in one meditation or one guided relaxation. It takes regular practice, doing a little bit every day,
to experience the reduction and even elimination of your symptoms of stress. This is a lifestyle change,
much like a regular pattern of eating or exercising. You would do well to treat stress management in the
same way. Do something today and then do something again tomorrow. Just plan on it.
In the beginning, it may seem like a challenge. But soon you will come to recognize that what was
actually hard was feeling stressed-out all the time. It is horrible to live life feeling irritable, exhausted,
overwhelmed, and unproductive. People who are stressed are often sick. It is no fun at all to be sick
because of your stress.
I know that with a little gumption, self-efficacy, courage, and consistency, you will soon see and feel the
positive differences these practices will make in your life. I see it happen all of the time, and I’m certain it
will happen for you.
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A Model for Success over Stress
It was Saturday morning in the middle of July, time for our weekly mountain bike ride. The boys
and I headed up the trail, the same as we usually do each week. We don't always travel along the
same trail, but we always seem to start the ride going uphill.
There was one thing different about this ride compared to the others. This time, my brother, Glen,
was joining us in the fun.
Glen is not in the best shape, not that the rest of us really are either, but we had been doing a fair
amount of biking that summer and could handle the challenge of most trails.
Glen, on the other hand, hadn't done much biking that summer. He said he hadn't even been on
his mountain bike for over a year. I had the feeling early on that Glen would struggle with that
day’s ride.
I wasn't wrong. Glen fought the trail from the very beginning. For him, nothing about the ride was
enjoyable. He didn't look around at the beauty of the morning sun exploding colors off the trees,
the grass, and the distant valley below. He didn’t notice the subtle changes in temperature as we
moved up the mountain. He pushed and struggled. He suffered and strained. No portion of the
uphill part of this ride was fun for Glen.
Part of Glen's problem was that he was out of shape. But another part of his struggle was
because his bike was, in his terms, "garbage."
While the other boys twiddled our way up the hill in our "granny gear”—a very low gear designed
precisely to help you get up steep hills, Glen's first gear was more like third or fourth gear for the
rest of us. In other words, he had to exert far more effort on his stroke to make the bike move
along. The machinery of his bike made it a lot more difficult for him to do the same thing the rest
of us were doing with relative ease.
Certainly, his fitness level played a part in his struggle, but the simple fact that his bike was
constructed as it was made it more work than it should have been for him.
If Glen would have used another bike that allowed him to twiddle with a much more suitable
granny gear, he would've had a completely different, and much more enjoyable experience.
So what's the relationship, the metaphor of this ride up the hill and stress?
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We all seem to go along the same trail: we start into this earth life with a path ahead of us that
has a variety of ups and downs that we get to live through. We can't avoid those. We are on the
trail.
I suppose we could get off the trail: suicide, depression, denial, but in truth, we all move along it
one way or another.
The question becomes, what differentiates those who go up the hill in a struggling way from
those who twiddle up the trail in granny gear, enjoying the sights, the views, the changes of
scenery, the doable workouts?
The answer must partly be the fitness level.
But it also must be the bike on which one rides—the mechanism that moves one along the trail.
In relation to stress management, this refers to the strategies one uses as he or she encounters
the ups and downs.
As I mentioned in The Science of Stress Workbook, successful stress management consists of two
strategies. The first strategy is stress prevention—keeping the stress response from turning on in the first
place. The second strategy is stress reduction—turning the stress response off when it is not needed.
Most stress management books and programs focus on one or the other, but you need both elements to
be successful.
Prevention Keeps the Stress Response OFF

•

The successful manager of stress has consistent thinking patterns that are free of any
thoughts of unnecessary perceived threat. Remember, perceived threat thoughts turn the
stress response on. No perceived threat thought, no threat, no stress.

We explored the principles, skills, and activities to do this in the Stress Prevention and the Mindfulness
workbooks.
Reduction Turns the Stress Response OFF

Sometimes, despite our best stress prevention efforts, the stress response still turns on. The second
strategy involves deliberately turning off the stress response after it has been launched. Relaxation turns
the stress response OFF
•

The successful manager of stress consistently does those things that effectively turn off the
stress response whenever it has been activated.
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You learned about a variety of powerful tools that immediately turn off your stress in the Stress
Reduction Workbook. Interestingly, when you consistently turn off the stress response through relaxation,
you actually help prevent subsequent triggering of the stress response.
When you combine both strategies—-stress prevention AND stress reduction—-you set yourself up for
success over stress. Let's break this down just a little bit more so that you're perfectly clear how
successful stress management looks.
The following Stress Management Pyramid depicts a successful stress management system.

Stress Management Model
You'll notice that this pyramid is similar to the old food pyramids used by nutritionists.
At the bottom are the things you can do to prevent stress whenever you’re awake: make a positive choice
in the Gap between stimulus and response, upgrade your thoughts, and think mindfully; that is, stay in
the moment.
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Do these things as much as possible every day. You learned how in the Stress Prevention Workbook and
the Mindfulness Workbook.
Going up the pyramid, you’ll notice that stress reduction should happen on a daily basis, as well as doing
things that are needed to maintain physical wellness and relaxation.
These tools for maintaining physical health and wellness and for turning off the fight-or-flight response
are found in the Stress Reduction Workbook.

Create your Stress Management Vision
What is a vision?
A vision is a desired state, a way of being that you’d like to experience, as you look ahead to your
future—from six months to five years from now.
A Stress Management Vision is a foreseeing of the things you’d like to realize, with respect to your
psychological and emotional well-being. Think of your vision as a convincing declaration of who you
would like to be and the behaviors you want to do consistently.
As I describe what a stress management vision is, what thoughts and images immediately came to your
mind?
Is it easy for you to see yourself feeling a lot better than you do right now?
After reading the other workbooks, you probably have some sense of how things could be different for
you and you have given some thought to it. On the other hand, it might seem a bit daunting when you
start thinking of where you want to be and how you want to get there.
Fortunately, regardless of where you are, a guided step-by-step approach will set you in the right
direction. As the Chinese philosopher Lao tsu so wisely said,
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”
But we first need to figure out where you want to end up. That’s your vision. Let’s discover it together.
I'd like you to think ahead, perhaps a year or two, maybe even 5 years into your future. Think about your
life and what you'd like it to be like if it could be any way you wanted. How would you like things to be for
you, regarding your stress, if things could be ideal? What would it look like if you were entirely on top of
your thinking, emotions, and stress? How would you feel if you were at your ideal state of stress
management?
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Perhaps you might include some of the following in your answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feel confident and alert
Experience high mental focus and productivity
Have a positive self-image and self-esteem
Experience peace of mind
Feel balanced
Feel in control
Feel relaxed
Feel happy
Feel joy

Try This
Let’s take a moment and actually visualize how you would like a day in your life to feel, with respect
to your stress or lack of it, five years from now. If you want to, close your eyes, take a few deep
breaths, and in your imagination, go to a place where you feel happy and peaceful. You might
imagine being somewhere in nature or anywhere that is comfortable and familiar to you.
As you visualize yourself in this safe and happy place, begin to move ahead in time and picture
yourself 1 year from now, 2 years from now, maybe even 5 years from now.
Answer the following questions. Be as detailed and as specific as possible. Record your answers in
the space provided:

What would you like your well being to be like several years from now?

What are the three most important things in your life?

How does your stress affect these things?
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As you look ahead, what do you notice about your stress levels?

Are things better or worse for you, if you don’t do something about your stress?
Now imagine that you have dramatically improved your emotional well-being and removed
debilitating stress from your life. As you imagine this, consider the following questions and provide
your answers in the spaces provided:
Do you seem happy, content, serene, and tranquil?
What are you doing differently?

What do others notice about you?

What words or phrases would describe this experience you are having?

Do you believe this is possible?

What do you need to do to get to an emotionally happy, stress-free place?
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As you practiced the closed-eye activity and asked yourself those critical questions, what ideas popped
into your mind? Include your thoughts here.

The answers to these questions can help you create your vision. They help you paint a clear picture for
yourself of how you would like your life to be. Once you know what the painting looks like, it is easier to
create the map that will take your life where you want it to go.

Create Three-Month Outcome Goals
There is plenty of evidence to show that people who set clear achievable goals are far more likely to
arrive at their desired outcomes and to be more successful generally than those who don’t. If you know
where you’re going—you have something to shoot for—and if you have a plan for getting there, you are
more likely to arrive.
It has been said that a goal is a dream with a deadline. Now that you have created a vision of how you’d
like to be in 1-5 years, you’ve designed your dream. Next, you will start creating some goals, some
desired outcomes with a deadline that will move you in the direction of your dream.
Typically, three months is an ideal length of time for an “outcome” goal. Three months is a long enough
amount of time to see long-lasting permanent results. It is also short enough that there is a sense of
urgency involved. Let me explain what I mean by a couple of examples.
Consider one’s typical attitude for setting a New Year’s resolution, such as losing a certain amount of
weight, and compare it to the motivation to prepare for and run a race, such as a 5k or a marathon. Even
though they feel similar in nature, there are noticeable differences between the two goals.
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Since the New Year’s resolution to lose weight has no end-point, no target date for accomplishment,
typically the person loses motivation because there’s no sense of urgency. There is a goal is in mind, but
it isn’t pinned to a timeline for when it is going to be realized. Very rarely do people set New Year’s
resolutions and then successfully complete them the way they intended on January 1.
Preparing for the race, on the other hand, creates real motivation because there is something special
about the looming deadline of the event itself. The “end” stays in mind, and that tends to drive the
behavior to be ready for it, to prepare for it. As it gets closer, urgency increases. Most people who plan
to run a race at a specific place and time usually end up running in the race.
Outcome versus Behavioral Goals
Before we set our goals, let me clarify the difference between an “outcome” goal and a “behavioral”
goal.

•

An outcome goal differs from a “behavioral” goal in that an outcome goal generally
describes how things will “be” at the endpoint. It describes states of being or habituated
patterns of behavior.

•

A behavioral goal, on the other hand, refers to specific things you will "do" that will move you
in the direction of your outcome goals. A behavioral goal is a specific behavior that you plan
to do.

Here are a couple of examples for you to compare both types of goals.

Outcome goal: Increase my inner peace and tranquility.
Behavioral goal: Meditate three times each week, or practice yoga four times each week.
Outcome goal: Feel content and grateful for all the good in my life.
Behavioral goal: Keep a gratitude journal and write in it every evening before I go to bed.
Do you see the difference? By doing the behavioral goal, you’re very likely to reach the outcome goal.
This is another reason why New Year’s resolutions tend to fail. The person may seek the desired
outcome—to feel more grateful, but without a specific behavioral component—the action steps on the
way, i.e., keep a daily gratitude journal, the plan frequently falls flat.

Three-Month Outcome Goals
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So your three-month goals should probably be outcome goals, rather than behavioral goals. You are
making your way to an endpoint of how you would like to be. In three months, your behaviors will have
become habits.
Obviously, you’ll update your outcome goals on a weekly or monthly basis so they reflect your potentially
changing desires. That’s okay. The important thing is to keep the three-month target, the end, in mind.
Examples

Let’s look at some examples of how your outcome goals might sound. I usually like to word them in this
way: “By the end of 3 months, I will …” (then put in your desired goal).
I’ll throw a few out to help you brainstorm:
By the end of three months, I will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

feel happy and content.
treat my family with kindness and love.
regularly spend mindful, quality time with my favorite people.
live in the present and experience the fullness of each moment.
quietly resist nothing and accept the things I cannot change.
feel tranquil and serene, even in the most chaotic of times.

Activity
Now take some time to create some desirable outcome goals for yourself. Finish this sentence with two
or three desired outcomes.
By the end of three months, I will:
1.

2.
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3.

Keep these outcome goals in a place where you can refer to them frequently and modify them when it
feels right for you.

Create Weekly Behavioral Goals
Weekly goals help you take small, manageable, self-designed steps on the way to your three-month
outcome goals. You plan these behavioral goals with your outcome goals and vision in mind. You answer
the question, “What will I do this week that will move me in the direction of my outcome goals and
ultimately my vision?”
When you complete these weekly goals, you’ll gain confidence in your ability to realize your outcome
goals. You’ll also feel empowered each time you successfully reach your weekly goals. Success creates
confidence, which leads to more success.

SMART Behavioral Goals
As I mentioned before, weekly behavioral goals are specific things that you will “do” during the week.
You decide on chosen things that you’ll do at specific times, in specific ways, for a specific number of
times.
I like to create these behavioral goals in the form of SMART goals. A SMART goal is the type of goal that
puts you in charge by doing specific things in certain very controlled ways.
The acronym SMART stands for Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time-bound.
Let me explain in more detail how each of these relates to your behavioral goals.
A behavioral goal is Specific when you can describe exactly what it looks like as you’re doing
it. There’s no question what you’ll be doing. This type of goal answers the 5 “W” questions:
Who is involved? What am I going to do? Where is it going to happen? When is it going to
happen? Why am I setting this goal?
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A behavioral goal is Measurable if you can clearly identify a specific behavior, when it will
happen, for how long, and what you’ll be doing when you do it. A measurable goal answers
the questions: How much? How many? How will I know when it is accomplished?

A behavioral goal is Attainable when you feel quite confident you're going to be able to do it
successfully. It must seem real to you that you can achieve it. If your goal isn't achievable, if
it is too difficult or unrealistic, you're not very likely to complete it and then feel like you’ve
failed as a result.

A behavioral goal is Relevant when you feel like the activity will indeed lead you in the
direction of your outcome goals and vision. Activity X will result in outcome Y. If you’re doing
things just to be doing them, you’re not going to arrive at the desired outcome.

A behavioral goal is Time-bound when you can put it on your weekly and daily schedules
along with your other scheduled activities. A SMART goal should have a deadline or a
completion date set up as part of the goal.

I usually use these words when I create behavioral goals: “This week, I will …” (put the SMART goal here).
Some examples of SMART behavioral goals related to stress management might sound like these:
•
•
•

I will relax using a guided relaxation exercise on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, for 15
minutes at 4:45 pm.
I will write in my gratitude journal every night, right before I fall asleep for at least 10
minutes.
I will take 5 minutes every day during my breaks, to analyze how frequently I upgraded my
thoughts whenever I reverted to negative, pessimistic, threat-filled thinking.

Now take some time to create one or two behavioral goals that you plan to complete this week. Make
sure they support the outcome goals you created previously.
This week I will:
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1.

2.

3.

Now review these behavioral goals with the criteria for SMART goals.
Are your behavioral goals indeed SMART goals? Are they specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and
time-bound?
If not, take a moment to revise them.
I suggest that you make no more than two or three behavioral goals during each week. If you make more
than that, it’s very easy to feel overwhelmed. I want you to feel confident and successful with the goals
that you make for yourself.
Do Your Daily Activities
You’ve decided what you are going to do during the week. Now, what do you do today? That’s the most
important question to answer. You do have control over the things you are going to do today. What you
do really is up to you. You might have a lot of things on your “list,” but you’re the only one who decides
how you’ll do your list.
Integrity

Here is a definition I’d like you to remember:
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Integrity involves following through on a decision after the emotion of making the decision has
passed.
In those moments when you plan, when you decide which things you’ll do that will lead you to your
goals and vision, it’s very easy to get excited about all the great things you’re going to do. You feel
motivated.
However, when the actual time to do that thing is upon you, sometimes motivation vanishes—you’ve
lost gumption.
Let’s say you made a goal to meditate three times this week: on Monday, Thursday, and Saturday
morning for 15 minutes at 7:00 AM. You’re going to do it in your family room and you’re going to
practice mantra meditation (you’ve created a good SMART goal).
Friday night was a late one. You went out with some friends, stayed out longer than you had
planned and ended up going to bed much later than you were hoping. On Saturday morning,
your alarm goes off at 6:45 AM reminding you that you were going to meditate at 7:00. But
because you’re too tired, you hit the snooze button, or turn off the alarm completely and go back
to sleep. You’ve decided that getting extra sleep is more important than your decision to
meditate.
This leads us to another reason why New Year’s resolutions (and most diets), don’t work. When things
come up that seem more enticing, many people lack the discipline to bypass that diversion and stick
with their original goal. They get sidetracked over and over until the original goal becomes little more
than a memory.
What’s Really Important?

If you want to get control of your stress in a genuine way, you must decide that getting the upper hand is
MORE IMPORTANT than all the other things that will come up to distract and divert your attention from
your goal.
I really want you to be successful at this, but you won’t be successful unless you do things differently.
Deciding on daily stress-reducing behaviors and following through on them is essential for you.
If you decide to schedule some time during your week to do some yoga, evaluate your thoughts,
meditate, do a guided relaxation exercise, or workout, stick specific times on your calendar when you’ll
do them. Now practice integrity with yourself by doing them when you told yourself you were going to
do them.
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Feeling Better

Few things feel better to us as humans, than saying “I did it” and checking it off of a list, especially if it is
a weekly goal that you know will move you closer to your outcome goals and vision.
When you do what you say you’re going to do, when your behaviors match your vision and goals, not
only are you on your way to experiencing your intended outcome, but you also experience the treasured
spiritual feeling called inner peace all along the way.
Few things feel better than inner peace. Enjoy that reward.
Forgive Yourself

Having said that, I must include one additional thought. There will be times when things don’t go
according to plan. Either you’ll forget, something else will come up, or you’ll just feel unmotivated.
Pay close attention: That’s okay! Feeling guilty about not doing things you planned to do is only going to
get in the way of your present-moment happiness and enjoyment. That doesn’t help anything except
make you feel worse.
When things don’t go according to your plan, be flexible and move on. Let go of the “mistake” and
realize that you will have plenty more opportunities in the future. Do what’s necessary to get back on
track without adding any emotional baggage. It’s always best to be kind to yourself.
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Stress Management Planning and Evaluation
Now that I’ve given you an overview of how to make stress management a successful working part of
your life, I want to walk you through this step-by-step process so you can easily and proactively begin
incorporating stress management activities and behaviors.
This approach begins with your big picture vision perspective. You’ll begin with the end in mind:
Determine how you would like things to be if they could be ideal, in terms of freedom from stress. Write
down what you feel would be the best possible outcomes. This is your vision. Let’s hypothetically say
that you have decided you want to feel peaceful and calm on a consistent basis. This is a vision that feels
right for you.
From there, determine your Outcome Goals. What behaviors could you do on a consistent basis that
would result in your vision? What habits do you want to have in place in three months?

One Outcome Goal, based on your vision, might be that in three months you want to be meditating
several times a week (with the understanding that regular meditation will help you feel peaceful and
calm). You feel that it would be beneficial to have this behavior become a habit.
Next, create your Behavioral Goals which are the activities you’re going to do this week that will help you
reach your Outcome Goals. Remember, these should be SMART goals based on your Outcome Goals.

Continuing with our meditation example, if you want to be meditating regularly—your Outcome Goal—
so that you’ll feel more peaceful and calm—your Vision, then you decide exactly when you are going to
meditate this week.
Since it is a SMART goal, you get even more precise. You plan to meditate in your family room for 15
minutes on Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday morning of this upcoming week, beginning at 6:30
AM. You will be following the mantra meditation method you learned in the Stress Reduction Workbook.
Ideally, you would attach this behavior to your weekly planning calendar to remind you that at 6:30 AM
on each of those days, you know exactly what you’ll be doing.
When Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday morning at 6:30 AM comes around, you are meditating.
The next step in this planning process is to evaluate your previous week.

Evaluation is simply the act of determining if you are still going in the right direction and to see if what
you are doing is working to get you there.
Each time you evaluate, you assess yourself with the following considerations:
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•

Is your vision still the right one for you? Are you still going on the right path, or do you want a
different one? This should take no more than a minute or two, but it’s a very important
determination to make each time you evaluate.

•

You then look at your Outcome Goals and see if those need to be changed or if you still like
them. Are they still the habits you’d like to incorporate into your life? If they are, then keep
them. If not, then change them.

•

How did you do with your Behavioral Goals for last week? Did you do what you planned?
Were any of your goals too big or too small? How much adjusting do you feel you should
make this upcoming week?

Based on your evaluation, take a few minutes to plan your upcoming week’s behaviors and activities,
again in terms of SMART goals.
You should do what feels best for you when it comes to your planning and evaluation time. I suggest that
you spend some time each week, maybe on a Sunday morning or Sunday evening, to do your planning
and evaluation. It doesn’t need to take more than about 10-15 minutes to evaluate and plan.
I need to reinforce to you the idea that even though this doesn’t take very long to do this planning
process, it is an extremely powerful approach to stress management. As I said before, the successful
manager of stress does certain things in certain ways. Planning in the way that I have outlined will make
you successful.
On the next page, you'll find a Daily/Weekly Planning and Evaluation Worksheet to help you plan. I
suggest that you make a copy for each successive week that you do your planning. This way you can see
your progress.
There’s value in writing your vision and your outcome goals each week, along with your weekly and daily
behaviors. By writing and repeating your vision and outcome goals on a regular basis, you give your
subconscious mind directed, specific actions to work on.
Thus, not only can you work on your designed activities and behaviors, but you’re also putting your
subconscious mind to work on the same desired outcomes.
Remember our discussion about the subconscious mind in the Stress Science Workbook. It simply does
whatever it is told to do. Essentially, when you give it something specific to work on, the realization of
your vision and goals is even more likely to happen.
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STRESS MANAGEMENT DAILY/WEEKLY PLANNING WORKSHEET
Date _____________
My Vision: One year from now, considering the successful management of my stress, I see myself in this
way:
1.

2.
My Outcome Goals: In three months (insert date here) _____________________, I will be/do/have/feel:
1.

2.
My weekly behavioral (SMART) goals: This week I will:
1.

2.
My Daily Activities: Today I will
1.

2.
Weekly Evaluation: These are the things I noticed about the goals I set for myself last week:
1.

2.

3.

Based on these evaluations, adjust as necessary for next week’s goals.
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Toward Optimum Stress Management
I’m assuming that you’ve thoroughly read the other workbooks. You’re starting to think differently. You
have found value in some of the activities that you’ve tried. You recognize how important these
principles and behaviors can be for you.
Here is a checklist of the things you’ve learned in these workbooks that can dramatically reduce the
stress in your life. Take a moment and look over this list. For each one, ask yourself if this is something
you are already doing, or you feel that you might be able to incorporate it into your life:
❏ Am I aware of the damaging effects of chronic stress?
❏ Do I recognize that all stress always begins with my "uh-oh" thought, rather than whatever
might be happening outside of me?
❏ Do I notice any symptoms of stress? Do I realize they are the symptoms of a deeper
problem? Do I understand that if I fix the deeper problem, the symptoms will go away?
❏ Do I remember that in every situation, I can think about and interpret what is happening any
way that I choose?
❏ Do I consciously stay in the moment? Do I keep my attention on here and now, rather than
past, future, and elsewhere?
❏ Do I stay mindful by stopping, looking, accepting, and savoring?
❏ Do I consciously put my own thoughts in the Gap between stimulus and response?
❏ Do I remember that my emotions always follow my dominant thoughts?
❏ Do I upgrade my thoughts whenever I notice that my emotions are less than favorable?
❏ Am I aware of my life's purpose(s)? Do I have this written down and placed where I can look
at it frequently?
❏ Is my self-talk positive, constructive, and edifying?
❏ Have I created positive, constructive, and edifying affirmations? Are they in places where I
can view them daily?
❏ Do I frequently play mental movies in my mind's eye of me being successful, confident,
happy, and peaceful?
❏ Do I plan my days according to my highest priorities? Do I follow through with my plan with
integrity?
❏ Do I strive for Win-Win in all of my interactions with other people?
❏ Do I recognize that cooperation is even better than competition?
❏ When I listen to others, especially when there is an emotional energy of any kind, do I listen
empathically?
❏ Do I refrain from resisting things and people, and instead do I allow and accept most things
and people to be as they are?
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❏ Do I remember that when I am angry, it's not because of outside circumstances? Do I
understand I am angry because something happened, or someone did something, contrary
to “my rules” of how I think things should be?
❏ Do I frequently do things that move me outside of my comfort zone?
❏ Do I remember that worrying about anything does not make the thing I'm worrying about get
better or go away?
❏ Do I keep in mind that I can only directly control things that relate to me personally?
❏ Do I practice mediation almost every day?
❏ Do I practice yoga a few times each week?
❏ Do I exercise aerobically several times each week?
❏ Do I go to sleep early and get sufficient sleep each night?
❏ Do I use Guided Relaxation Exercises when I am stressed, or whenever it is difficult to fall
asleep?
❏ Do I listen to relaxing classical and New Age music to help soothe my environment?
❏ Do I get a professional massage from time to time?
❏ Do I practice forgiveness by releasing my emotional attachment to people, circumstances,
and events over which I have no control?
❏ Do I enjoy consensual, safe sex from time to time?
❏ Do I take time to laugh, and do things that bring humor into my life?
❏ Do I enjoy warm baths and hot tubs?
❏ Do I spend time in nature, enjoying the quietness and peaceful rhythms of natural
environments?
❏ Do I participate in my favorite hobbies; thoroughly immersing myself in those things I most
enjoy doing?
❏ Do I keep the agreements I make with myself, and those I make with others?
❏ Do I spend time helping others in need?
❏ Do I take "time-outs" when things get hectic?
❏ Do I release surface tension emotions by journaling, crying, screaming, singing and talking it
out?
The more questions you answered with a yes, the more you’re going to enjoy stress relief, relaxation, and
the quiet, happy, inner peace that is your natural state.

Optimize your Approach
That was a really long list of things to do on the previous couple pages. It probably seems a bit
overwhelming. You’re probably wondering, “Do I really have to do all those things to manage my stress?
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Perhaps you’re a very busy person with many things going on that demand both your time and energy.
You want to get as actively engaged in managing your stress as possible, but you recognize that you
probably need to be economical about applying it, especially at first. It seems like there is so much to
learn about and try, but you don’t have enough time to do it all.
What do you do?

This is actually a question I get asked a lot. There are so many things in these workbooks that you can try,
but you don’t have the time nor the energy to do them all or keep your mind focused on how you’re
thinking. What are the few best things you can do to stay unstressed?
I’ve been studying, practicing and teaching optimum stress management for over 30 years. In that time,
I’ve come to find that if you do just a few things in certain ways on a regular basis, you’ll keep your stress
levels well under control, even in the craziest of times.

What to Do
If you’re one of those busy folks (I don’t know too many people who aren’t really busy) these are the
things that I recommend that you consider doing:
1. As much as possible during each day: Pay close attention to how you feel as you proceed
through your day. If you notice yourself feeling anything less than peaceful, happy, calm, and
confident, upgrade your thoughts; put a better thought into the gap.
You don’t really need to monitor your thoughts all day long. Simply keep in tune with how you
feel—your emotions. Remember that your feelings follow your dominant thoughts. When you
notice stressful feelings, upgrade your dominant thoughts.
2. Every day or almost every day: Practice one of the guided relaxation exercises or mantra
meditation. Your body/mind needs to become familiar with the feeling of deep relaxation. If
you have any symptoms of stress, you especially should do this daily. You will reacquaint
yourself with your natural relaxed state each time you do, and your unpleasant symptoms of
stress will go away. Doing this should take no more than 20 minutes of your day.
3. Three to five times per week – exercise: As I said in the Stress Reduction Workbook, exercise
follows through on the message you’ve been giving your body to fight or run and uses up the
stress physiology that accompanies stressful thinking. It also happens to be one of the very
best things you can do for overall good health and general well-being.
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4. Three to five times per week – do yoga. Maximize your time by including some yoga at the
end of your workouts. You don’t have to go to a yoga class or spend too much time doing
yoga, but it’s good to do a little bit about every other day.
5. Read a little bit of the Stress Prevention Workbook or Mindfulness Workbook every single
day. I can’t emphasize how important it is to keep the principles and mental practices of
stress prevention and mindfulness in the forefront of your thoughts. Each time you read
these two workbooks, the principles will become more a part of you. It will become second
nature for you to think in stress preventing ways.
6. Read a little bit of the Stress Reduction Workbook once each week and try as many of the
Power Tools as possible, whenever the opportunities present themselves.
Additionally:

•

In order to get the most from these Workbooks, I strongly urge you to actively participate as
you read. Remember those who are successful are the ones who are willing to do the things
the unsuccessful ones are not willing to do—consistently. Do the activities I invite you to do.
Don’t just read the information and bypass the activities. Reading is good. Doing the
activities after you read is better.

•

As insights and ideas come to you about the things you read, write them down. There is
space in the workbooks to do just that. When you think of things that you can do to reduce
or prevent your stress, make cues or prompts to remind yourself of what to do as you go
through your day. Create things that you will see frequently – notes in your bathroom, on
your refrigerator, in your car, perhaps a token or a rock in your pocket; anything that will keep
your mind thinking about the important concepts and tools you read and try.

Keep It Simple
The most important thing is that you keep your approach simple. You could make it hard if you wanted
to, but it doesn’t have to be. When you consistently do a few things in certain ways, good things start to
happen … and continue to happen.
Try starting with a couple easy SMART goals this week, or maybe start with just one thing. Work the one
behavior into your days, and see how it goes. Once you feel confident and comfortable, add another
behavior. Don’t go too fast. Keep going at a pace that is doable for you.
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When I teach people about beginning an exercise program, I invite them to consider the 10% rule. The
10% rule goes like this in relation to physical exercise: If you haven’t exercised for a while, and you want
to get back in shape, first consider what your maximum level of exercise would be for intensity, distance,
and length of time working out.
Then cut each of those measures in half. That’s where you start. For example, let’s say that you are fairly
certain you could maximally jog for two miles at an intensity level of about 5 miles per hour for 45
minutes. The first time you go running, cut each of those approximately in half and that’s your workout
the first day.
The 10% rule says that each time you work out, add only a modest 10% increase in your distance,
intensity, and time exercising. Don’t add any more than 10%. Each subsequent time you work out, or
each week, increase again by no more than 10%.
Little by little, you will find yourself adapting to the gentle increases and before long, you’ll be enjoying
vigorous, lengthy thorough workouts.
I suggest that you gently work into stress management the same way. Don't try to do too much in the
beginning. Create no more than one or two SMART goals for this week based on what feels like the best
activities for you in the beginning. Once you feel that a behavior or way of thinking has become a
regularly occurring pattern for you, add another. If you try to do too much too soon, you'll feel
overwhelmed, which is stressful all by itself.
If you follow this model for success, it’s highly likely that you’ll reach your outcome goals and your vision.
Keep in mind that it might be a journey of a thousand miles. That’s okay. At least you’ve started on the
path. I invite you to reflect on the principles I showed you in the Mindfulness Workbook: Enjoy the
journey, each step of the way.
I'm absolutely certain that if you do these things, you'll change. You'll feel better. Your symptoms of
stress will disappear. Your health will improve. You'll be happier. The people around you will feel more
eager to be with you.
You’ll go from Stress to Balance to Tranquility!

Many people have told me that they wish they would have known these things when they were younger.
It really is true; if you don’t have your health little else matters. I’ve worked with countless people who
lament the fact that they have lived with stress-related problems for far too long.
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You don’t have to live with stress any longer. You can take back control of your life and experience
lifelong joy, happiness, and inner peace. You’ve learned what you need to know to be able to have that
happen. It’s time to start enjoying the ride.
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Thank You
It's over and we are done ... or just beginning, depending on your perspective.
I want to extend to you my heartfelt congratulations to you, not only for completing these workbooks,
but also for learning new principles, developing new skills, and using some very cool tools to assist you
through the rest of your life. I can't sufficiently emphasize the value they will have for you as you practice
and sharpen your stress management tools. As so many people have told me, successfully doing these
things really does make everything else better.
The only sad thing is that I don’t get to meet you personally. I wish there were some way around this.
Please feel free to drop me a line (e-mail) or chat with me online to tell me about your ongoing
successes with the tools in these workbooks and anything else that you would like me to know.
Enlightenment

I consider you enlightened now. Feels good, doesn't it! But don’t let it go to your head (pun intended).
One writer on the subject said the following words, “Before enlightenment, cut wood, carry water. After
enlightenment, cut wood, carry water.”
Another person said, “After enlightenment, the laundry.” That’s wisdom. Nothing changes and yet
everything has changed.
It’s been wonderful working with you!
I wish the best for you.

Mike
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